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ABSTRACT

In the early 21st century, the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) published its
national conservation plan, which is explicitly guided by the local concept of mo. The
claim has been made that mo, a term possibly cognate with comparable concepts such as
tapu / taboo / tambu / kapu elsewhere in Oceania, is a traditional conservation practice.
Ethnographic and historical evidence gathered for this thesis suggests that mo, both in its
historical and contemporary imaginings, is distorted by this conservation framing, and
instead encompasses a diverse variety of places, resources, practices, and beliefs
concerning chiefly spaces as well as dangerous elements and beings.
This thesis presents the first in-depth study of taboo (mo) in the Marshall Islands, focusing
on traditional and contemporary notions of place-based mo in order to understand its
possible relationship to conservation logics and sacred ecologies. The broad concept of
mo is considered within the context of three debates concerning: human-environment
relations; the institution and ideology of chiefly authority; and existing interpretations of
taboo in Oceania.

External and local perceptions of the atoll environment, social

relations, and spiritual organization are presented in order to appreciate and assess
explanations for the variations and ambiguities observed across four atolls subject to
intensive study.
While the notion of mo as a conservation practice within a setting of limited resources is
found to be unsatisfactory, this thesis suggests that the indigenous logic of mo is
fundamentally relational. The belief-practice system of mo is best understood in terms of
a cosmological pluralism that maps and guides relationships between human beings, the
spiritual world, and the biophysical environment.
Variations and ambiguities persist in defining, conceiving of, and practicing mo in the
Marshall Islands today because ambiguities also exist in the spheres of spiritual ecology
and chiefly authority, spheres which have experienced periods of tremendous social and
environmental change. Today, as in the past, mo is identified contextually in terms of the
significance of particular historical events or phenomena, but its meaning is also being
constantly reshaped for contemporary purposes.
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In addition to locating and illuminating mo within the spectrum of studies of taboo in
Oceania, this study also considers the intersections and integrations of indigenous peoples
and practices in conservation programs at a global level. Where attempts to simplify,
codify, and re-instate various taboo practices with conservation ends in mind can prove
difficult for many stakeholders, an appreciation of the complex and flexible nature and
application of taboo is essential to such a task. Recognition of an interactive pluralism
within conservation and development discourses prevents narrow misappropriations of
traditional values and customs, while defining allowable contact between complex sets
of actors.
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A NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY

Kajin majol, the Marshallese language, has been – and remains – a predominantly oral
one. A written alphabet was introduced by Christian missionaries in the late 1860s when
Reverend Edward Doane with the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions published a kajin majol translation of the Gospel of Mark, printed in Honolulu
in 1863. Subsequent orthographies, vocabularies, dictionaries, and language manuals
followed, the majority of which were created by foreigners with English, Japanese, and
German as their mother tongues (Hernsheim 1887, Senfft 1900, Steinbach-Grösser 1902,
Erdland 1906, Matsuoka 1929, Carr and Elbert 1945, Feeney 1952, Cook 1992, RudiakGould 2004). The recent robust Marshallese-English Dictionary (Abo, Bender, Capelle,
and DeBrum 1976) represents a several years-long labour of love produced with
numerous Rimajol authors and consultants, and remains the authority on Kajin majol
today,

and

is

now

accessible

and

searchable

over

the

internet:

http://www.trussel2.com/MOD/index.htm.
According to the Marshallese-English Dictionary, the following letters comprise the kajin
majol alphabet, and may aid non-indigenous readers in pronunciation (verbatim from
Abo, Bender, Capelle, and DeBrum1976):

Letter

Sound

a

a low back

[ɑ]

unrounded vowel

ā

b

a low front vowel

a heavy bilabial
stop

[æ]

[bɯ]

Example

Example pronunciation

at

'hat'

bat

'slow'

ta

'what?'

āj

'thatch'

māj

'eye'

pā

'arm, hand'

ba

'say'

bwe

'because'

ob

'chest'

xv

d

e

i

j

k

a light retroflex trill [ɹ]

a mid front vowel

a high front vowel

di

'bone'

addi

'finger'

ad

'our'

[e] or

ae

'gather'

[ɛ]

ae

'current'

nen

'a tree'

ded

'size'

ip

'crooked'

nin

'pound'

ni

'coconut'

[i]

a light dental stop

[ty] or

jañ

'cry'

or affricate

[c]

bajjek

'just'

ṃaj

'eel'

a velar stop,

[k] or

ke

'porpoise'

unrounded or

[kw]

kwe

'you'

akki

'fingernail'

bōk

'bring, take'

bok

'sand'

leddik

'girl'

pālle

'Caucasian'

al

'sing'

rounded

l

ḷ

a light lateral

[ly]

a heavy lateral,

[lɯ] or

ḷaddik

'boy'

unrounded or

[lw]

ḷwe

'pond'

ḷōḷḷap

'old man'

ḷōḷ

'moldy'

toḷ

'mountain'

maañ

'pandanus leaf'

am

'our'

rounded

m

a light bilabial nasal [my]
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ṃ

[mɯ]

ṃaan

'front'

ṃweo

'the house'

kōṃṃan

'make, do'

aṃ

'your'

ne

'leg, foot'

ennọ

'taste good'

en

'let him'

ṇe

'that'

nasal, unrounded or [nw]

eṇṇōjṇōj

'cracking sound'

rounded

ṇọb

'popping sound'

eṇ

'that'

tōṇ

'ton'

toṇ

'tune'

a heavy bilabial
nasal

n

ṇ

ñ

a light dental nasal

a heavy dental

[ny]

[nɯ] or

a velar nasal,

[ŋ] or

ña

'I'

unrounded or

[ŋw]

aeñwāñwā

'clamor'

iñña

'yes'

añ

'wind'

boñ

'night'

a mid back rounded [o] or

oror

'fence'

vowel

jojo

'chick'

jojo

'flying fish'

rūkōbbaoo

'chicken thief'

roro

'chant'

a low back rounded [ɒ]

ọọj

'horse'

vowel

kọọt

'steal'

jọ

'start'

rounded

o

ọ

ō

[ɔ]

a mid back

[ə] or

ōrōr

'cut in strips'

unrounded vowel

[ʌ]

ō

'lionfish'

tōōḷ

'comb tooth'
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p

r

a light bilabial stop

[py]

u

ū

'my'

aō

'swim'

pata

'war'

ippān

'with him'

jaap

'red snapper'

rōk

'south'

trill, unrounded or

[rw]

rot

'kind'

rorror

'to bark'

ar

'lagoon beach'

tata

'very'

etto

'long ago'

atat

'wear a hat'

a high back rounded [u]

uṃ

'earth oven'

vowel

kuuṃ

'comb'

bu

'gun'

ūroj

'bother'

būb

'trigger fish'

būbū

'grandchild'

wiwi

'blubber'

jowan

'lazy'

uwi

'delicious'

yiō

'year (iiō)'

yokwe

'aloha (iọkwe)'

yuk

'you (eok)'

a heavy dental stop

a high back

[tɯ]

[ɯ]

a rounded velar

[w]

glide

y

aō

[rɯ] or

unrounded vowel

w

'wreathe'

a heavy retroflex

rounded

t

ḷōḷō

an unrounded
palatal glide

[y]

By this rendering, the subtleties in certain sounds can be more appropriately represented,
as in eṃṃan (“good”) vs. eṃṃaan (“man”).
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There are also dialectical differences between the western Ralik and eastern Ratak chain
populations generally speaking, and smaller regional differences yet between atolls,
although they are mutually intelligible.

The Ralik and Ratak differences can

simplistically be distilled phonetically into how they deal with stems that begin with
double consonants, whereby Kajin majol in the Ratak chain (Kajin ratak) typically inserts
a vowel to separate the double consonants, while Kajin ralik may add a vowel before the
consonants (Willson 2002): eṃṃan (“good”) and eṃṃaan (“man”) in Ralik are ṃōṃan
and ṃōṃaan in Ratak; and the stem kkure (“play”) becomes ikkure in Ralik and kukure
in Ratak.
With the inclusion and employment of multiple sources – oral and written, historical and
contemporary – in this research, the orthographies of Kajin majol can be a daunting task.
Despite the overwhelming agreement that Abo, Bender, Capelle, and DeBrum’s language
publication (1976) are the authoritative resource for written Kajin majol, there is no
ubiquitous use by Rimajol of all of that carefully constructed orthography, both in official
government documents and informal communications. Generally speaking – although
there is variety amongst generations, education and employment, and format (i.e.
facebook posts vs. handwritten notation vs. computer-typed documents) – it is my
experience that Rimajol today employ the letters a, ā, b, d, e, i, j, k, l, m, n, ñ, o, ō, p, r, t,
u, w, y in the written word, less frequently ū, and rarely those with diacritic underdots (ḷ,
ṃ, ṇ, ọ). Considering this colloquial popularity, I have chosen to spell out the Kajin majol
responses and quotations I recorded in the same manner (without ū or letters with diacritic
underdots). So, to use the above example of “good” vs. “man”, I employ the spelling
emman and emmaan without the ṃ. Where external sources are cited, the original spelling
used therein is retained.
Finally, I would be remiss to not address the use of italicization of Kajin majol throughout
the length of this thesis. There is a somewhat recent trend in select contemporary
anthropological and native cultural studies literature to print indigenous words in standard
font, as opposed to italicizing them.

This approach attempts to avoid “othering”

indigenous languages and privileging “dominant” foreign languages. This is particularly
salient for studies in and on, by and for, Oceania and Pacific Islanders where historical
accounts by colonial powers (predominantly German, French, Japanese, British, and
American) are often riddled with notions of exoticism. Where literature about Oceania
continues to be dominated (although less and less over the past three decades; see
especially The Contemporary Pacific journal) by foreign writers and researchers – and
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their languages – italicization of indigenous terms reflects and perpetuates (subtly or not)
the normalization of the foreign within these communities where foreigners are the
minority. These ideas of orientalism (Said 1978), otherness, and the “invention of
tradition” have been the subjects of fascinating discussion and debate in the Pacific
anthropological literature (Keesing 1982, Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983, Hanson 1989,
1991, Wilford 1990, Linnekin 1991, 1992, Jolly 1992, Smith 1999, Trask 1993, Babadzan
2000, Hau’ofa 2000, T. Teaiwa 2001, White and Tengan 2001), acknowledging that
scholarship can be yet another force of dominance dynamics amongst a “tide of forces”
that includes colonialism, patriarchy, militarism, Christianity, nationhood, development,
tourism, literacy, athletics, and modernity (Diaz and Kauanui 2001: 316).
I acknowledge the historical, political, and cultural motivations behind placing English
and Kajin majol on equal footing (in this case, standard font), and I endorse a critical
examination of, and resistance to, these perhaps more subtle ways in which western
hegemony is perpetuated even in well-intentioned academic endeavours.

In this

consideration, I have consciously chosen throughout this thesis to employ the (unitalicized) contemporary indigenous term “Rimajol” – instead of “Marshallese” – to refer
to the indigenous people of the Marshall Islands. However, I have chosen to italicize
other kajin majol words in this thesis, for two main reasons: 1) it is an inescapable truth
that I am an outsider and a second language speaker of Kajin majol, and the italics reflect
that and act as a reminder to the reader; and 2) my inclusion of kajin majol terminology
is quite extensive, to the end that several readers and editors over the course of its writing
have desired italic distinction to ease readership. I hope, with humility, that this choice –
alongside my commitment to presenting and considering alternative (i.e. non-western)
ways of knowing throughout the thesis – will be received within a context of cooperation
and collaboration, not privilege and dominance.
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PART I

LOCATING MO

1. INTRODUCTION

In my text, when the names Polynesian, Micronesian and Melanesia are mentioned,
it will be instantly clear that I am referring to copper-skinned peoples who speak a
common language and slavishly obey the laws of tapu; or to copper-skinned people
who speak various languages and do not believe in tapu; or lastly to the blacks of
Oceania. (Dumont d’Urville 1832: 20).

Inception
In 2010, in my role as the Cultural Anthropologist for the Republic of the Marshall
Islands (RMI), I was invited to speak at a traditional land owners’ meeting for the Ralik
(western) chain of the Marshall Islands, held on the small islet of Ebeye (Ebjā) in
Kwajalein Atoll, where I myself had been born and raised. At the same time, High
Chief Michael Kabua, one of the most highly respected traditional chiefs, was in the
process of completing the design of a ‘new’ traditional site at the nearby connected islet
of South Loi (Loj Je Irok). It was designed as a kind of meeting place for those high
leaders – iroij (chiefs) and alab (lineage heads or land managers) – who were
assembling, as well as a place for performances and the housing for Kabua’s material
collection of majol (Marshallese) drums, clothing, and dance sticks. All access to the
small site was forbidden unless sanctioned by him.

Plate 1.1: Signage at the mo site at South Loi Island, Kwajalein Atoll.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.
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The site is guarded with large vinyl signs strung up on metal poles, and irregularly by a
man with a BB gun. The sign can be translated as follows:

MO KO AN LO JE ROK

THE MO OF SOUTH LOI ISLAND

1. Emo eonod ilik im iaar kab bok koban
bedbed in ilo 1 mile ne ej kabole enin.

1. It is forbidden to fish ocean and lagoonside and
to take anything from the reef 1 mile from the
island.

2. Emo ruje raan wijke ko nan kauno ak
bar wawein ko jet.

2. It is forbidden to take from the plants/trees here.

3. Emo driwoj/drelon ikotaan wijko ko.

3. It is forbidden to trespass beyond the tree border.

Komol ilo am naj karejar ilo wawein in.

Thank you for your cooperation regarding this.

When I visited the site, Iroij Kabua and his affiliates remarked upon the increasing fish
population on the lagoon side of the islet. I was told that the stock had been replenished
noticeably just in the past twelve months, and the recent boon was demonstrated to me
with a toss of fish pellets out into the water, producing a flurry of fish action. I later sat
a few metres away, surrounded by contemporary concrete and traditionally thatched
buildings, drinking red wine and kava with some iroij and senators who were discussing
the value of such a place. The site is clearly designated as mo, the subject of this thesis,
and a complicated concept often loosely aligned with that of taboo (tabu, tapu, tambu,
kapu) in other Oceanic cultures,1 commonly defined (as by Oxford University Press
2015) as ‘a social or religious custom prohibiting or restricting a particular practice or
forbidding association with a particular person, place, or thing’.
The most recent Marshallese-English Dictionary (Abo et al. 1976) embraces that
meaning, defining mo in two ways: (1) ‘certain places for chiefs only and forbidden to
the commoner’; and (2) ‘taboo; forbidden; prohibited; ban; restricted; land reserved for
chiefs’. Iroij Michael Kabua, known for his emphasis on embodying and revitalizing
tradition, clarified that this first definition of mo in the dictionary covers only an

1

Throughout this thesis, the word ‘taboo’ is used, without italics, to refer to the general concept colloquially and
academically understood to refer to customs of prohibition and restriction. When referring to the customs of taboo
in a particular society, the local term will be used (and placed in italics).
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overarching meaning of the term. In a memo regarding some of the mo land belonging
to his relative, Iroijlaplap Jeimata Kabua, Michael adds that the purpose and motivation
behind chiefly designation of mo was to ‘conserve that land, reef and coral head from
general use so that in a time of special need or difficulty there will be land, reef and
coral head that can be harvested for the use and benefit of everyone’ (2006 Memo, RMI
Office of Land Registration). He further notes that the term also ‘describes the respect
given by commoners to the Iroij in accordance with Customary Law and Traditional
Practice’. This compact two-letter word thus encompasses manifold notions of respect,
chiefly status, class, conservation, land and resource use, custom, tradition, and
prohibition.
The conceptualization of mo as being deeply rooted in tradition, by which designated
sites have been passed on through generations, has more recently reached an
international stage. In 1992, alongside a growing cohort of developing nations, the RMI
signed the UN Convention on Biological Diversity. With growing concern over global
biodiversity loss, and a popular trend towards promoting conservation in remote
locations, the RMI has joined the long list of small nations working to implement
national-level conservation plans. In the year 2000, as prescribed by the Convention,
the RMI was one of the first Pacific island countries to complete its National
Biodiversity Report and its National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP).
The first of these documents included a section entitled: ‘What is “Mo”? – Traditional
Conservation Sites in the Marshall Islands’.
In 2006, the President signed the Micronesia Challenge, a commitment by Micronesian
countries and territories to ‘effectively conserve’ 30% of nearshore marine and 20% of
terrestrial resources by 2020. At the signing of this commitment, the Reimaanlok
(‘Looking Forward’) document was conceived as the country’s own ‘National Area
Conservation Plan’. Local facilitators of natural resource management planning, along
with several Western consultants, produced the preliminary document based on the
NBSAP, which was later refined to include the collection of local and traditional
knowledge assembled in 2001-03 by the Natural Resource Assessment Surveys team
that provided ‘scientifically based’ recommendations for marine protected areas to be
‘adopted as the modernized version of the traditional mo or tabu area’ (Pinca 2003: 33).
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These documents (Figure 1.1) form part of a larger toolkit for community-based
conservation and resource-management planning in the Marshall Islands, and were
created with the intent of ongoing adaptations and additions, yet they lean heavily on
Western-developed templates re-imagined in other countries such as Fiji and Indonesia.2

Figure 1.1: Naming iterations (and frames of reference) of the RMI’s biodiversity and
conservation planning documents, from the draft NBSAP (left), to the National
Biodiversity Report (middle), to the indigenous version of the action plan (right).
Sources: Alele National Museum and Archives (left); National Biodiversity Team 2000 (middle); Reimaan National Planning Team
2008 (right).

In these documents, the concept of mo is represented as a traditional Marshallese
conservation method. In the Reimaanlok, mo is defined as ‘the traditional system to
designate parts of land, a whole island, or a reef area, as a restricted site’, as part of a
‘deep understanding of how to live in harmony with the environment’ (Reimaan
National Planning Team 2008). The plan goes on to briefly describe the concept, again
referencing the broader concept of taboo, explaining that special permission from the
iroij was required to visit a mo, and failure to observe those ‘rules, rituals, and chants’
could result in bad luck for the offender, in the form of an accident or extreme weather.

2

For example, the management plans for the Pacific Islands Marine Protected Areas Community (PIMPAC) were
developed directly from the Nature Conservancy’s plans in the Bahamas, which were in turn developed by the US
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The Locally Managed Marine Area (LMMA) Learning
Framework, a guiding document for the Reimaanlok, was based on the equivalents that had been developed for Fiji
and Indonesia by the Nature Conservancy and Conservation International, both American organizations. Finally,
the Micronesia Challenge was directly based on the Fijian pledge made some years earlier (stemming from its
LMMA work) to protect 30% of the country's water by the year 2020.
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With mo as a guiding principle, ‘biodiversity hotspots’ were identified in collaboration
with Western scientists and flagged as potential areas for the creation of locally
managed marine areas (LMMAs).3 The iroij were consulted during the review process
for the compilation and publishing of the Reimaanlok. While, generally speaking, they
had no qualms about the development of protected areas, as governed by local (atolllevel) councils, several were vehemently opposed to the association and identification of
the proposed areas as mo. They clarified that mo belong solely to the iroij, and only
with them lies their power and legitimacy. Their message was heeded but, despite the
clarification that the RMI government would not be establishing any mo, and would
drop the term from management plans, the data-collecting workshops had already taken
place with the local communities that would be impacted, and several management
plans had already been drafted.
In these national-level, government-supported, English-language plans (there are no
kajin majol, Marshallese language, versions), mo has a conservation ethic attached to it.
Where did this notion come from? Iroij Michael Kabua and government leader Jorelik
Tibon have both linked mo with an ecological intent. Tibon’s three paragraphs in the
Reimaanlok and the NBSAP is the written word on the subject. Its use and purpose is
scarcely discussed elsewhere.

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPI)

anthropologist Jack Tobin, and Laurence Carucci more recently, are the only
‘academics’ to have discussed the concept, but the subject has not been thoroughly
studied, nor placed within the broader spectrum of work on taboo. Indeed, following
Dumont d’Urville’s account, as expressed in the opening quotation, it is the very lack of
taboo (alongside skin colour) that differentiated the people of ‘Micronesia’ from those
of ‘Polynesia’ and ‘Melanesia’.
In my role working both on my Master of Science degree field research in 2005, and as
the RMI’s Anthropologist in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, I was fortunate enough to
travel to over ten atolls and conduct a variety of surveys. Through that research, I was

3

The collaboration included the aforementioned resource assessment surveys, as well as fieldwork in 2006-07 by the
Pacific Regional Coastal Fisheries Development Programme (CoFish), and interviews by the Reimaanlok team with
knowledge holders about important ecological and cultural locations in each of their home atolls. These latter
interviews were conducted in the capital of Majuro, not in the atolls in question. Identification of important areas
was done while looking at aerial photographs and maps, which certainly provides a very different perspective to that
of the lived day-to-day experience. It also places the emphasis on larger reef areas or islands, not allowing a fine
enough scale to locate the many smaller mo areas. Moreover, out of the 15 ‘knowledge holders’ interviewed, only 8
were Rimajol (Marshall Islanders). The others were expatriates who had lived in the islands or were other projectbased researchers.
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introduced to this vague and varied concept of mo.

In field surveys devoted to

documenting and mapping traditional sites of significance in the outer atolls, a great
variety of sites were described to me as emo (‘it is mo’) or emo etetal (‘it’s mo to walk
to/step on’)

The work of other anthropologists who recorded traditional stories and

origin myths also spoke of this diversity of areas off-limits to commoners, which could
include ‘haunted’ forest areas, chiefly swimming sites, bird and turtle nesting islets,
chiefly cemeteries, tribute sites for resident spirits, and entire islets for private chiefly
use.
While a popular contemporary imagining of the term mo emphasizes a conservation
ethic, my experience of these place-based mo suggested that they had a broader
significance, evoking ideas of power, prestige, and fear. They were accorded a variety
of ‘reasons’ for being prohibited, and are (or were in many cases) also accompanied by
explicit rules and rituals, such as chanting, ceremonial offerings, and abstention from
various spaces and activities. Generally speaking, the majority of these mo sites consist
of land and nearshore areas that belong to the iroij, who exercise sole prerogative over
their access and use. Some appear to be personal areas reserved for the chief, while
others are more enigmatic spirit-filled sites. Such examples, coupled with legendary
histories linking tangible and otherwise intangible elements, indicate there is more to
mo than a straightforward conservation of natural resources.

Traditional Conservation and the Ecologically Noble Savage
As representatives of the ‘developed Western world’ have endeavoured to tackle the socalled ‘environmental crisis’, some observers have noted that it ‘is fundamentally a
crisis of values’, and that ‘religions, being a primary source of values in any culture, are
thus implicated in the decisions humans make regarding the environment’ (Nasr 1997,
in Ugwu 2013). If Western Christianity, having de-sacralised and instrumentalized
nature, is held to bear a substantial ‘burden of guilt’ for this crisis (White 1966),
contrasted and romanticized versions of eastern and indigenous religions may be
considered to exhibit more ‘eco-friendly’ worldviews. Some academics have embraced
this debate, using scientific and ethnographic scholarship to describe, define and justify
the existence or non-existence of an ‘indigenous’ conservation ethic in different parts of
8

the world.4 Since the 1980s, several studies on traditional ecological knowledge have
been conducted (and funded) with the primary goal of incorporating such culturally
embedded intelligence into contemporary conservation planning (Ruddle and
Chesterfield 1977; Brokensha et al. 1980; Moruata et al. 1982; Lasserre and Ruddle
1983; McNeely and Pitt 1985; Ruddle and Johannes 1989; Freeman et al. 1991;
Knudtson and Suzuki 1992; Orlove and Brush 1996).

Some of these studies

(Cunningham 1989; McNeely 1992; Berkes 1999; Infield 2001) note that approaches to
conserving biodiversity that are based on cultural and religious values are often more
sustainable than those based only on legislation or regulation.
Oceania has been one of the ‘hotspots’ for debate on this subject, thanks to perceptions
that this region is host to many remote and untainted cultures that present both variation
and continuity in their observed traditions and their natural environments, qualities ideal
for comparative research. The regional debate is perhaps best exemplified by the
Science of Pacific Island Peoples Conference hosted by the University of the South
Pacific in 1992 (Morrison et al. 1994), when ‘many indigenous cultures, besieged by
the Europeans for almost two centuries, had begun re-asserting themselves in
unprecedented ways’ (Park 1994: 146).

The process of integrating ‘local cultural

traditions’ into the conservation effort has been taken to include the identification and
abstraction of taboo as an ‘informal institution’ (North 1990; Posner and Rasmusen
1999) guiding the practice of resource exploitation.

While anthropologists have

ascribed a variety of ecological, social, and religious functions to this institution
(Colding and Folke 2001), the ‘“conservation ethic” behind an indigenous religion’ in
the Pacific island region has been pinpointed as something that is capable of being

4

The idea that indigenous peoples lived in harmony with the environment was reinforced in the wake of Odum’s
(1972) theory of energy flow, which argued that ecosystems are tightly organized and designed for equilibrium or
stability. This theory, alongside those of fellow ecologists and zoologists Wynne-Edwards (1962) and Slobodkin
(1974), was adopted by various anthropologists (Meggers 1971; Harris 1974; Rappaport 1983), including those who
took part in the debate about Hardin’s (1968) concept of the ‘tragedy of the commons’. Hardin's assertion that
common property is doomed to overexploitation in any society was challenged by anthropologists like McCay and
Acheson (1987), who used ethnographic evidence to show that local institutions have often proven resilient and
responsive to the problems of communal resource use. However, anthropological debate on the existence of an
indigenous conservation rationale remains unresolved. Smith and Wishnie (2000) summarise the views of several
sceptics (Krech 1981; Hunn 1982; Smith 1983; Rambo 1985; Diamond 1986; Hames 1988, 1991; Alvard 1993,
1994, 1998) to demonstrate that conservation of natural resources by native peoples either did not occur, or else was
‘epiphenomenal’ because it was the side effect of low population density, simple technology, and lack of external
markets to spur the over-exploitation of natural resources. Perhaps the most well-known of these critiques is
Redford’s (1991) debunking of the ‘myth’ of the ‘ecologically noble savage’. But for all these studies ‘disproving’
the notion of intentional conservation by indigenous peoples, there are just as many that support it (e.g. Leach 1972;
Joachim 1981; Nabhan et al. 1982; Nabhan 1985; Levieil and Orlove 1990; Colchester 1994, Western et al. 1994;
Conklin and Graham 1995; Johannes 2002).
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‘revived and reinforced without doing the same for the magical aspects’ (Klee 1985:
199). Hence the thinking behind the LMMA network which, in the case of Fiji, ‘seeks
to use deeply embedded understandings of the importance of tabu to ensure the success
of its modern approach to marine conservation’ (Our Pacific Ways 2012).5
Many contemporary Oceanic states and communities have sought to revive or give new
recognition to prohibition and restriction customs in order to facilitate more sustainable
management of their environment, with a noticeable emphasis on marine resources (see
Table 1.1).

These cases have received international acclaim as the trend towards

establishment of LMMAs (and other marine protected areas) has gathered strength.
Projects to include ‘traditional environmental knowledge’ in such activities are rooted in
a contemporary value-through-utility discourse whereby such knowledge is valued
primarily for its potential contribution to the problems of environmental ‘management’
(Reid et al. 2004). Two examples from Oceania bear particular relevance for the
analysis of mo: sasi in Indonesia and bul in Palau.
Table 1.1: Various names used throughout Southeast Asia and the Pacific to describe
LMMA tools.

Country

Name

Meaning

Cook Islands

Ra’ui site

No-take two year closure

Fiji

Tabu area

Traditional reserve; community-protected area

Hawai’i

Kapu zone

Indonesia

Sasizen

Traditional marine protected area; cultural marine
conservation district
Community-based marine protected area; no-take zone

Malaysia

(not listed)

Community-based marine protected area; no-take area

Palau
Papua New Guinea

Bau zone
Tabu area

No-take area; multiple-use marine protected area
Customary areas; marine reserve

Philippines

(not listed)

Community-based marine protected area; marine
sanctuary; no-take zone

Solomon Islands

Tambu zone

Community-managed reserve; community conservation
area

Vietnam

(not listed)

Peoples’ marine management area; village-managed
reserve

Source: Parks and Salafsky 2001, cited in Govan et al. 2008.

5

The relevant blogpost can be found at: https://ourpacificways.wordpress.com/2012/07/03/fiji-fishing-tabutraditional-strength-behind-modern-conservation/
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Sasi
The sasi example presents a particularly useful point of comparison because it has been
so frequently referenced as a tradition-meets-modernity success story. The term sasi
(literally ‘to witness’) is sometimes glossed as taboo, and is generally understood to be a
set of rules for regulating social interactions with a variety of natural resources, often
divided between the four categories of sea, river, forest, and beach, and on a number of
different social and political levels. It has been studied by many scholars (e.g. Zerner
1994; von Benda-Beckmann et al. 1995; Nikijuluw 1995; Pannell 1997; Thornburn
2000), although Harkes and Novaczek (2003) point out that its ‘dynamics’ on an
‘overall scale’ are still under-appreciated.

While being recognized as an alleged

conservation mechanism (Kissya 1994; Zerner 1994), sasi appears to have had several
other objectives, namely: to provide a general guide of human behaviour, imposing
limits on the rights of the public; to make clear women’s rights and status in the
community; to prevent crime, notably theft; to distribute natural resources to avoid
conflicts between villages; and to manage natural resources for the welfare of the
community (Lokollo 1925).
As areas subject to seasonal closure, sasi areas are defined by reference to physical
features and boundaries that are established and re-established during annual rituals
involving the pilgrimage of traditional leaders’ to sacred sites where the areas in
question are marked with physical signs (salele) (Zerner 1991). Violators are subject to
corporal punished by village councils, although sasi areas are also said to be
‘supernaturally witnessed’ by ancestral spirits (saski) that can punish with sickness or
death (Ruddle 1994: 39). The institution is (or was) managed primarily by ritual
practitioners (kewan) in accordance with customary law (adat), but has more recently
been affected by the interplay between adat and Christian or Islamic religious traditions,
as well as the market economy.
In contemporary practice, it is inshore marine sasi that has become the favourite in
conservation circles, despite evidence that it was (and is) not the most prevalent form.
Moreover, marine sasi may originally have regulated access to pelagic schools of fish,
and only more recently been applied to commercially important reef species (Bailey and
Zerner 1992). Today, it is considered the most ‘robust’ form because of the way that
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appreciation of adat has been coupled with contemporary economic incentives (Harkes
and Novaczek 2003: 254).
Bul
Within Micronesia, the Palauan practice of bul has achieved comparable international
recognition. Johannes understood the term to refer to ‘conservation laws’ that could
include a variety of traditional controls, with a number of ‘onerous fishing taboos ... of
a religious nature’ (Johannes 1992: 64). But bul is not seen as an indigenous version of
taboo (the word for which is mekull), and Ueki and Clayton (1999) consider it to be a
wholly pragmatic practice, linked to a deeply-embedded ‘eco-consciousness’. When the
chiefs noticed a reduction in food levels, they would meet and agree to enact a bul – ‘a
moratorium on the harvesting of that resource’ – to ‘give it time to re-establish itself
without the harmful impact of the community’ (Ueki and Clayton 1999: 52). The
custom has more recently been linked to the country’s growing tourism industry. In
1996, residents in Kayangel State, at the northeastern tip of Palau, hoped to develop a
nearby reef area for the catch-and-release sport fishing industry, but noticed a decline in
fish size and numbers, which prompted the local chiefs to place a bul on the reef, which
in turn was shortly followed by a state law that reinforced their action.
The practice of bul, once established by local chiefs, is now cemented in conservation
rhetoric, its ‘traditional ethos enshrined in Palauan law’,6 being implemented at a state
and national level as the basis for Palau’s much-heralded Protected Area Network. In
the words of the president, ‘[t]ruly the power of the bul is growing’,7 a growth that is
having far-reaching effects, as the Palauan model is being emulated elsewhere,
including in the Marshall Islands.
Eticizing the emic
Many Oceanic communities have realized the importance of environmental legitimacy
as a way of strengthening their political voice (Bambridge 2016a: 5). The success
stories of bul, sasi, as well as tabu in Fiji, encouraged a range of internationallysupported conservation projects that can have political and economic benefits, whether

6

In a speech entitled ‘Healthy Oceans and Seas’ given by Palau President Tommy Remengesau Jr on receipt of
Rare's Inspiring Conservation Award, 19 September 2014.

7

In the keynote speech at the Monaco Blue Initiative by Palau President Tommy Remengesau, 22 June 2013.
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or not they have a comparable customary basis. In the Tuamotus, for instance, Torrente
(2016: 42) suggests that the ‘logic’ and ‘signification’ of the custom called rahui has
come to be linked with ideas about the protection of the environment, ‘which was not
the aim in ancient Polynesia’.
I have already shown that the English-language documents guiding the Reimaanlok in
the RMI have a genealogy that can be traced from Fiji and Indonesia, not to mention the
Bahamas. In essence, Indo-Pacific regional conservation plans ‘eticize the emic’, to
borrow a phrase from Nazarea (2006), to such an extent that ‘learning from the IndoPacific is informing community management around the world’ (LMMA Network
Annual Report 2007). This is not to downplay the recognition that local customs can be
mobilized in support of various conservation and development aims, whatever their
traditional function may have been, and whatever the traditional purpose of place-based
or species-based taboos, they do appear, at least locally, to play a major role in the
conservation of natural resources (Chapman 1987; Gadgil 1987; Colding and Folke
1997).
But whose valorized emic is it? Nazarea responds to the postmodern critical wave to
rescue the original intention of documenting local knowledge:
to foreground the cultural dimension that development and conservation programs
often overlooked and to make sure that there is a library of previously unwritten
beliefs and practices in case there was ever any need to revive, disperse, or retool
this valuable pool of information. (Nazarea 2006: 322)

In the case at hand, the custom of mo appears to be equated with the pragmatic ecoconsciousness of chiefly-sanctioned bul, despite a documented prevalence of terrestrial
(as opposed to marine) locations and the absence of a directly comparable rationale.
Since the ‘library of beliefs and practices’ is still a work in progress, how should it be
expanded and how can it be used?

Stating the Problem
When this project started, I intended to look very specifically into the concept and
practice of mo as an example (or not) of a traditional conservation method in the
Marshall Islands, and to understand it within the terms of its own cultural logic, rather
13

than that of Palau, Indonesia, or the international conservation community.

As

Bambridge (2016) notes for the custom of rahui in its various forms in Polynesia, indepth research on this topic remains practically non-existent. Aside from the short
references in the Reimaanlok and other conservation planning documents, mo is only in
Carucci’s (1996) documentation of culturally significant sites of Kwajalein Atoll, and in
Tobin’s (1952, 1956) reports on land tenure patterns and ‘bird islands’. This dearth is
not surprising when one considers that the topic is, literally, taboo.

When I was

embarking on this project, several friends and informants bemusedly remarked
‘Jerammon!’ (meaning ‘Good luck!’), but with a distinctively sarcastic tone rather than
encouragement. Furthermore, majol (Marshallese) oral culture can be highly secretive,
because ‘knowledge is power’, so there is a limited record of many aspects of
prehistoric and early historic culture in these islands aside from the accounts of foreign
observers.
In an effort to explore my initial question concerning the relationship between
conservation and mo, I attempt to peel back the history and use of the term mo,
following Colding and Folke’s call to ‘carefully identify and analyse informal
institutions when in the design of biological conservation schemes’. To begin with, I
wanted to know how the word is used and understood both in the ethnohistorical record
and in contemporary discourse about the past (and present). The process of gathering a
massive amount of ethnographic information about what exactly this mo thing was (and
is) has widened my inquiry greatly. I found that there exist a great many ambiguities in
the contemporary imaginings and usage of the word. This unstable relationship has
directed this research towards two additional questions:
1. Why do these ambiguities exist?
2. What is the relationship between traditional ecological knowledge, sacred sites,
and chiefly agency or authority, as exhibited in mo sites and practices?

The initial result of these inquiries is an ethnography of majol place and resources
taboos. By exploring the above questions, this thesis also aims to contribute to a larger
discussion about how mo may fit with other renderings of taboo elsewhere in Oceania,
particularly in relation to environmental practices. For, as Johannes puts it:
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uncritical appreciation can be almost as bad as none at all. Claims for the
infallibility of traditional environmental knowledge and management are almost as
unfortunate as the claims of those who dismiss them. (Johannes 1994: 86).

The subject of mo, may thus be used as the medium for understanding deeper or broader
majol cosmologies or cosmographies, a pattern of perceptions of, and interactions with,
the environment through time.
Three themes have floated to the surface as particularly relevant to understanding mo:
(1) the Oceanic concept of taboo with its multiple definitions; (2) traditional
environmental knowledge and beliefs; and (3) chiefly agency or authority.

The

relationship between these three things may be understood in different ways according
to different conceptual frameworks, and these in turn will frame my own approach to
understanding mo within the wider literature on the subject of taboo.

Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized in four parts, the first of which consists of this introductory
chapter, which will include a brief history of the Marshall Islands and a description of
its atoll setting to provide some basic background for the reader.
The second part contains a review of the literature that now seems most relevant to the
questions that I have posed, with particular reference to the literature on the region
known as Micronesia, and within that region, on the country known as the Marshall
Islands.

Chapter 2 is concerned with a historical sequence of approaches to

understanding human-environment relations, with particular attention to the branch of
anthropology known as cultural ecology, to the study of traditional ecological
knowledge, and to the concept of sacred ecologies, geographies or cosmologies.
Chapter 3 is concerned with socio-political structures, the distribution and control of
terrestrial and marine resources, and the institution and ideology of chieftainship. This
chapter revisits the familiar distinction between ascription and achievement as the
grounds of political authority in Oceania, and the relationship between an ideal of
matrilineal inheritance and the chiefly power to acquire, gift, and redistribute land and
material resources. In Chapter 4, I consider some of the ways in which taboo in
Oceania has been interpreted in the scholarly literature, highlighting the overlapping and
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competing theories concerning its origin, nature, and function. Since no single work
deals with this issue in the various atoll, high island, and low island societies of
Micronesia, Chapter 4 also includes a more specific review of what has been written
about related concepts in this region, including the concept of mo in the Marshall
Islands.
The third part of the thesis documents contemporary evidence of mo compiled through
my own fieldwork. Chapter 5 establishes the methodology and scope of this work,
including an introduction to the four main sites examined. The following four chapters
provide detailed evidence on the imagination and expression of place-based mo in each
of those four locations, considering their unique historical, political, and ecological
trajectories.
In the fourth and final part of the thesis, I discuss these findings in the broader context
presented in the second part. In Chapter 10, the discussion considers the way that the
word mo and related terms are used linguistically, contextually, and differentially,
suggesting that mo is ambiguously related to chiefly personhood and authority, as well
as to incorporeal beings and dangerous elements in the majol universe. An overarching
typology and its repercussions are analysed before I consider how the evidence of
variation across the four fieldwork sites reflects their singular histories.

In the

concluding Chapter 11, I argue that natural resources may have been effectively
conserved or reserved by the institution of mo, but there is little evidence to suggest that
a deeply embedded eco-consciousness or traditional conservation ethic was fundamental
to its historical existence. Alternatively, mo can be understood to map relationships
between various corporeal and incorporeal beings onto the bio-physical atollscape. In
setting places apart, mo invokes ideas of danger, sacredness and power in regulating
contact between chiefs and commoners, and also between humans and other beings.
The ambiguity observed in its connection to resources, chiefs, or other beings can be
understood as the effect of externally induced changes in Marshall Islands society and
culture that have had differential effects on perceptions of both chiefly authority and the
cosmological environment in different parts of the country.
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Backgrounding and Foregrounding:
History and Ecology of the Marshall Islands
The sovereign nation of RMI is an archipelago consisting of two roughly parallel island
chains with a total of 29 low-lying coral atolls and five solitary islands, with a combined
total of 1,225 individual islands. The atoll nation extends between 4o and 15o north
latitude and 160o and 173o east longitude, with an exclusive economic zone of more
than 2 million square kilometres that straddles the Intercontinental Convergence Zone.

Figure 1.2: Map of the atolls and exclusive economic zone of the RMI.
Source: K. Buja; http://www.reefbase.org/.

Maps of the Pacific Ocean continue to divide this vast area between the regions of
Melanesia, Polynesia and Micronesia (see Figure 1.3), terms that appear to have come
into existence as a result of a speech made by the French geographer Gregoire-Louis
Domeny de Rienzi in Paris in 1831 (Dumont d’Urville 1832; Rainbird 2003;
Tcherkézoff 2003; Hanlon 2009). Dumont d'Urville coined the name Micronesia just
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one year later (Tcherkézoff 2006).

As seen in the opening quotation, Dumont

d'Urville's used the notional presence or absence of the institution of taboo (tapu), along
with skin colour, to differentiate the three regions.

Figure 1.3: Exemplary contemporary mapping of the Pacific region, based on early
delineations of Polynesia, Micronesia and Melanesia.
Source: CartoGIS (ANU).

There is some question as to whether a generalized study of a complex and diverse
region, under the guise of the historically problematic and arbitrarily defined
‘Micronesian’ label, can even be usefully undertaken. No one expresses the fallacies
and inadequacies of this label more potently than David Hanlon (1989), who refers to
Micronesia as a ‘nonentity’, a mere colonial construct. However, other scholars have
concluded that there are distinctively ‘Micronesian’ patterns of social organization and
ecological adaptation (Kiste and Marshall 1999).
This thesis does not attempt a resolution of this issue, but will primarily reference those
atoll and small or low-lying societies within the ‘Micronesian’ construct, including
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Palau, parts of the Federated States of Micronesia, and Kiribati, as well as the Marshall
Islands.

Figure 1.4: Map of the ‘Micronesian’ region, as conceived today.
Source: CartoGIS (ANU).

Ālokorkor (‘looking back’):
Brief histories of (contact in) the Marshall Islands
Geological research suggests that many of the young atolls of the Marshall Islands only
breached the surface of the ocean between 2,000 and 4,000 years ago, due to a slight
lowering of the sea level (Merlin et al. 1994; Woodroffe et al. 2003; Dickinson 2004,
2009; Weisler 2012).

Archaeological evidence suggests the region was then

immediately settled by the direct ancestors of today’s Rimajol (people of the Marshall
Islands) population (Riley 1987; Shun and Athens 1990; Weisler 2001b, c; Weisler et
al. 2012).
According to local histories, the first Rimajol settlers were a few wayfarers who
traveled from a mythological west (or, in some rarer accounts, from Kiribati in the east)
in search of a place to live (Hart 1992; Tobin 2002). While Sharp (1957: 153) claimed
that ‘the Marshall Islanders neither visited nor were visited by any other islanders
outside their own group’, there was certainly contact with the people of Kiribati,
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Kosrae, Pohnpei, Pingelap, Mokil, and Nauru, and this has been an integral feature of
local regional histories of identity and differentiation (Riesenberg 1965; Ahlgren
2012).8 Oral traditions and early European sources both suggest a pattern of heavy
warfare between chiefly clans for political control of the various atolls within the
Marshall Islands and beyond (Tobin 2002; Ahlgren 2012).
The earliest documented contact between Rimajol and the ‘Western’ (European) world
was in 1526, when the first of several Spanish ships passed through the area (Sharp
1960; Levesque 1992a).

Spain formally annexed the islands in 1686, but they

established no trading posts, and contact appears to have been minimal in this period. It
was two British naval commanders, William Marshall and Thomas Gilbert, who named
the Marshall and Gilbert (now Kiribati) islands respectively after their visit in 1788
(Sharp 1960; Hezel 1979).
Significant and more frequent contact between Europeans and Rimajol began in the
early nineteenth century, including the first scientific exploration of the atolls by the
Russian Otto von Kotzebue in 1816-17 and again in 1824 (Kotzebue 1821, 1830;
Chamisso 1986). The reports of this expedition provide the first ethnographic material
on majol society.

Contact increased dramatically with an influx of German

entrepreneurs, American and European sperm whalers, and British blackbirders in
search of cheap labour. Major copra trading activities date from about 1860, and were
dominated by competitive American, Australian, and German firms that worked in close
coordination with local chiefs, as well as occasional beachcombers. This period is one
of brutal confrontation, noted for its numerous hostile encounters between foreigners
and Rimajol (Hezel 1979, 1983; Dye 1987), prompting sailing and missionary
publications to issue warnings (Ahlgren 2012a).
They had been comparatively uncontaminated by foreign intercourse, from their
reputation for ferocity. Several vessels had been cut off by them, and a great
number of foreigners killed at different times, in retaliation for a former deadly
attack upon the natives.

As they set out for Ebon Island, of the Marshall group, they are solemnly
warned by old sea-captains of the danger that awaits them from that ferocious
people. (Bartlett 1869)

8

See Ahlgren 2012a for a revision of Riesenberg’s (1965: 155-68) timeline of interactions between ‘Micronesian’
populations.
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In 1857, two missionaries from the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions (ABCFM), Protestant Congregationalists from Boston, Massachusetts, set up
operations on Ebon Atoll with the blessing of the local paramount chief (Hezel 1979),
establishing the country’s longstanding Protestant affiliation.
As German traders exercised increasing influence in the latter half of the nineteenth
century, European politics came into play. In 1885, the Marshall Islands became a
protectorate of Germany, as ‘the Marshall islands were not under the sovereignty of any
civilized state’ (Pauwels 1936). The German interest was primarily economic, with
copra production being stimulated by taxes levied through the traditional leaders as well
as through the availability of Western goods. Detailed German ethnographic studies by
Erdland (published 1914) and Krämer and Nevermann (published 1938) describe major
and rapid changes in some majol ways of life during this time, in part due to missionary
efforts to ‘extinguish [traditional religious beliefs] completely and destroy every trace of
them’ (Knappe 1888). Both German administrators and Christian missionaries pushed
to eliminate warfare between island chiefs, effectively freezing many political
situations.
In 1914, Japan succeeded the Germans in control of the Marshall Islands, governing
through direct rule, with a civilian and military government, until 1922, when Japan was
awarded much of ‘Micronesia’ as a Class ‘C’ mandate by the League of Nations. The
terms of the mandate were upheld until 1933, when Japan withdrew from the League of
Nations, refashioning the island societies as integral parts of the Japanese Empire
(Peattie 1988). While efforts were made to expand the copra industry, the Japanese
administration was primarily concerned with the ‘Japanization’ of the local population
theresettlement of part of Japan’s rapidly increasing population, and eventually, with
use of the islands as military bases in anticipation of World War II (Peattie 1988).
Several Japanese ethnographers worked in the region before the war, but only a few
select pieces of work have been translated into English or kajin majol (Marshallese
language) (Yanaihara 1935; Ishikawa and Ushijima 1987).
The RMI was the scene of many battles in 1944, towards the end of World War II. At
the end of the war, the United States (US) took over trusteeship of the Marshall Islands,
and the takeover was followed by an influx of anthropologists employed to study local
environmental conditions, economic and political systems, and oral traditions (Mason
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1947; Spoehr 1949a; Davenport 1952b, 1953; Tobin 1952, 1956; Kiste 1967; Chambers
1969).
Between 1946 and 1958, the US conducted 67 nuclear tests in, above, and around the
Marshall Islands, especially at Bikini and Enewetak tolls, with profound and widespread
radiation effects across a large portion of the country that are still felt today (Kiste 1974;
Niedenthal 2001; Barker 2004). In addition to the multitude of human health issues
stemming from this period, including an increased dependency on imported food that
has led to a diabetes and obesity crisis, the nuclear testing changed the landscape and
seascape, as the pattern of Rimajol movement and settlement was affected by multiple
dislocations., even as the local population grew quite rapidly.9 Majuro Atoll became the
centre of trade and government, while Ebeye Atoll supplied the local workforce for the
US base at Kwajalein, and these two atolls now contain two thirds of the total
population.
In 1979, the RMI was officially established as a self-governing democracy, and was
granted sovereignty in free association with the US in 1986. Politically, the country
operates under a bicameral parliamentary system, with an executive (presidential and
cabinet) branch and a legislative branch containing two houses: one of traditional
leaders, the Council of Iroij; and a senatorial one known as the Nitijelā.

Ae-lōñ-kein: sea, sky and land ecologies in the atollscape
Land makes up less than 0.01% of the area of the Marshall Islands, with a total dry land
area of approximately 181.3 km2. The atolls vary in size from Kwajalein, the world’s
largest atoll, with 16.4 km2 of dry land and a lagoon of 2,174 km2, to Bikar, with 0.5
km2 of land and 37.4 km2 of lagoon. Individual islands range from tiny sand-spits and
vegetated islets that are inundated during storms and extreme high tides to much larger
islands with more than 7 km2 of land. Most of the islands are less than 3 kilometres
long and rarely exceed a few hundred metres in width. Land elevations are extremely
low, most rising just two metres above sea level.

9

For a discussion of complicating factors affecting the health of Rimajol today in the face of climatic changes, see
Ahlgren et al. 2015.
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Scattered throughout the country are nearly one hundred submerged volcanic seamounts
(see Figure 1.5). Most of them were traditionally known and accessed by Rimajol,
individually labelled and located with a variety of oral and visual tools.
Due to their differing ages and rate of coral growth, the atolls contain different suites of
natural resources. Many islands are composed entirely of extensive coral growth and
limestone deposits, and usually remain uninhabited. Other islands contain relatively
lush palm and root vegetation, including mangroves and tropical forest patches. Ready
access to deep ocean water means access to large schools of yellowfin tuna, although
reef and inter-tidal fish species are most commonly pursued.

Figure 1.5: Bathymetric map of part of the RMI, showing traditionally named submerged
seamounts and reefs.
Source: USGS http://geopubs.wr.usgs.gov/data.html (Hein et al. 1999).
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While the term ‘landscape’ is often used in environmental studies, I am choosing to use
the term ‘atollscape’10 in an attempt to de-centre terrestrial notions of place, in favour of
a more holistic majol perspective on the peculiar qualities of atoll ecosystems. One
Rimajol elder has encapsulated this valuation in deconstructing the ubiquitous phrase
aelōñ kein ad, commonly translated as ‘these islands of ours’. He suggests that, by
reducing the phrase to its linguistic components, one can see how Rimajol historically
described their world as one of tripartite, intersecting realms: ae means ‘current’ and
refers to the sea; lōñ (often spelled lañ in kajin majol and other Oceanic languages)
means ‘sky’;11 and kein refers to keinikkan, ‘plants’, in other words the land) A similar
conceptual framework informed a conference about intangible cultural heritage,
identifying three foundations of knowledge (pedped in jelā ko ad) or pillars (joor): Joor
Meto (the Sea Pillar), Joor Āne (the Land Pillar), and Joor Lōñ (the Sky Pillar). This
framework is used here to very briefly describe some basic aspects of the majol atoll
environment.

Joor Āne, the Land Pillar

While I hope that, by introducing the term atollscape early on, I avoid some of the
historical trappings of limiting Pacific islander worldviews to the islands themselves, I
would be remiss to downplay the majol emphasis on the importance of land, which is
considered jolet jen anij (‘a gift from god’).
Fosberg (1953), and practically all scholars after him, consider the native biota of the
Marshall Islands to be so severely altered by humans – both Rimajol and recent foreign
intruders – that no record remains of the original vegetation. While it is hard to prove
otherwise, this may be too extreme a statement considering the ongoing presence, even
today, of single-strand kañal (Pisonia grandis) and kōjbar (Neisosperma) forests, as
well as some remote, minimally accessed ānenbao (‘bird islets’) in the far northern
reaches of the country.

10

AtollScape is already exist as the name of an agent-based model developed by Pascal Perez and colleagues (2013)
to deal with water management issues on Kiribati.

11

While lañ is often taken to mean sky or heavens in many Oceanic languages, Goodenough 2002 has proposed that
an older reference of the word, at least in the Chuukic languages, is to places in the earthly realm where gods and
spirits lived.
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Generally speaking, the soil of the Marshall Islands is quite infertile, lacking humus, but
several salt-tolerant and otherwise hardy plants eke out an existence. The major edible
terrestrial resources include coconut, breadfruit, pandanus, taro, and arrowroot, the latter
being found more predominantly in the northern atolls. Pits for taro (both Colocasia
and Cyrtosperma) cultivation were dug to below the freshwater table in the interiors of
the larger islets, although the practice has been in rapid decline since at least the 1980s.
Aside from the ubiquitous coconut, pandanus, breadfruit and arrowroot are the most
important food cultivars in the Marshall Islands, and their fruiting times delineate the
major seasons.

They are prepared in a variety of ways, with a few innovative

techniques that provide famine food (such as the breadfruit and pandanus pastes known
as bwiro, mokwan and jāānkan) that can be stored and preserved for more than a year.
Certain parts of the land parcels (wāto) held by each family or lineage were commonly
set aside for the production and storage of these important preserved food stuffs, and are
referred to as jepāde land.12
Mangrove vegetation is not extensive in the Marshall Islands, although it does exist,
both in smaller ‘depressions’ and larger, more extensive ‘swamps’ consisting of joñ
(Bruguiera), kōnpat or bulabol (Sonneratia), and eoeak (Rhizophora).

The larger

mangrove communities are only found in select locations in the south, in Ailinglaplap,
Lib, Namdrik, Jaluit, Arno, and Mili atolls. It is also likely that mangroves were planted
by Rimajol, being used (almost exclusively) as building timber.
In addition to vegetation, a variety of land crabs and a few rare native land birds (most
are now extinct) were part of the diet, although by one account (Knudson 1970: 34),
mostly as supplements. Many terrestrial animals are amphibious, and the only true
(native) land animals are hermit crabs (om), coconut crabs (barulep), and two species of
edible land crabs (atuñ and baruwan). Pigs, chickens, and dogs arrived later in the
scheme of human habitation, and are often treated as pets as well as sources of food.
Low-lying coral atolls also have unique water resources, and there are limited options
for large-scale surface storage. The inhabitants are dependent for fresh water on the
Ghyben-Herberg lenses (Wiens 1962), where rain drains into the porous island surface

12

Rimajol refer to those areas that are particularly infertile as lauro, where the soil is yellowish brown in color.
Fewer plants and fruits grow, or grow well, in such places, although the small coconuts they produce are considered
very sweet in taste. While some Rimajol explain that this poor soil condition is due to insufficient wind and salt,
there are many elders who believe that malevolent beings are responsible.
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and floats above the salt water. The size of the lenses is dependent on the size of the
island, the amount and frequency of rainfall, and wave action; many islands have no
lens at all. The total volume of annual rainfall varies greatly between the northern and
southern atolls, creating a dramatic climatic gradient whereby the northernmost atolls
are effectively semi-arid or semi-desert, while the southernmost, such as Ebon,
originally had a quasi-rainforest ecology (Fosberg 1990: 9). The Marshall Islands sit
within the Northeast Trade Wind belt where, during the greater part of the year, the
prevailing winds are from the northeast to the east. These winds are typically moistureladen, although the flat low-lying topography of the atolls prevents significant
orographic precipitation. Even in those areas with high rainfall (more 250 centimetres
per year), much moisture is lost through evapotranspiration and perfect drainage
through the porous soil. Groundwater may be present in thin lenses, but can be easily
degraded or contaminated by excessive extraction, saltwater intrusion, as well as human
and industrial waste.
Joor Meto, the Sea Pillar

The oceanic and lagoonal seas of the Marshall Islands constitute more than 99.99% of
its environment and are host to over 90% of the country’s animal species (National
Biodiversity Team 2000). By one Rimajol elder’s account, the Rimajol people are
likened to a sea bird who rests on the land, but which lives in and makes its living from
the sea. Nevertheless, marine resources and harvesting patterns were less studied and
documented during the post-war boom in atoll studies (Knudson 1970), possibly due to
the fascination with land and its limitations. Hainline (1964: 100), referencing Hiatt and
Strasburg (1951), says that marine resources were neither completely ignored nor fully
exploited by any Micronesian community. This observation may result from a lack of
research, or the limitations placed on customary marine tenure during the period of
Japanese administration. Alternatively, it might be an effect of the belief that most
marine resources were the property of the chief, but could be taken without explicit
permission so long as they were understood to belong to a particular island or atoll
community (Tobin 1958).
The sea was the major source of protein, and at least 39 different fishing techniques
have been employed from the near shore to the open ocean (National Biodiversity Team
2000). A large variety of fish species were consumed, as well as clams, snails, lobsters,
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turtles, porpoises, and occasionally whales. The consumption of whales was rare, and
usually only on the occasion of a beaching, but dolphins were actively pursued using a
fishing technique called jibuke to disorient the prey by banging of special rocks
underwater.
Joor Lōñ, the Sky Pillar

In the majol legend of the whale (raj) and the sandpiper (kiddid), the residents of the
sky compete with those of the sea to determine which of them are more numerous (Grey
1951: 25-29). Although the sea handily wins a Linnaean species count, the legend ends
in a draw, underscoring that the animals of the sky represent an important group, with
over 100 species of sea and shore birds recorded (Amerson 1969). They serve a variety
of ‘purposes’ in Rimajol livelihoods, aside from being a food source: several bird
species are kept as pets, and the presence of various species provides important
information for navigation, fishing, and the demarcation of the seasons, as well as
foretelling things to come. Moreover, some species held totemic importance, and the
frigate bird (ak) was a chiefly symbol in their capacity as the high-flying lords of the
sky.
While the Marshall Islands are often considered as the ‘storm-makers’ of the Pacific,
where storms are birthed and head westward with momentous strength, the islands are
not strangers to devastating storms themselves.

Krämer and Nevermann (1938)

originally noted that local people were not worried about heavy storms until they
experienced the infamous typhoon of 1905 which hit several atolls with devastating
results. They witnessed 15-metre waves (the height of the coconut trees) at intervals of
about three minutes on Jabwod Island, where they were living at the time.
They carried away a part of the south island with seventy inhabitants. Only two
small places in the southeast were spared. (Krämer and Nevermann 1938)
The southern part of [Mili] and [Nadrikdrik] was destroyed by a tidal wave; the
latter small atoll in particular was heavily damaged. One of the islands was washed
away, during which sixty people perished. (Captain Jeschke 1905)

In 1918, another massive typhoon hit Majuro Atoll (amongst others), killing at least 200
people and displacing many more after the atoll’s water and food resources were
decimated.

According to German and Japanese census records, the population of

Majuro may have dropped from 1400 to 526 after the typhoon (Spennemann 1992g).
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The event was momentous enough to compel the Japanese emperor to erect a monument
to the tragedy, the ‘Memorial to the Imperial Graciousness’, a stone pillar that remains
to this day alongside the three-metre high berms created from debris scraped and
dumped from the ocean- to the lagoon-side of the atoll.13
Explorers and researchers alike have retold and found evidence of irregular, but not
infrequent, typhoons.

Accounts from whalers, explorers, missionaries, and other

travellers, help in assembling a chronology of storm events.

Spennemann and

Marschner (1994-2000) have compiled the most thorough list of Marshall Islands
typhoons to date, and these indicate that at least 63 notable typhoons have hit the
Marshall Islands between 1850 and 2000, an average of one every 2.3 years.
Typhoons have devastating effects on low-lying atolls, with stripping of the vegetation
canopy, destroying houses, inundating land areas with salt water, and removing land
surfaces (Blumenstock 1961). Their effects can include long-term landscape change, as
evidenced today in the lagoonside berms in Majuro Islet. While the typhoon of 1905
appears to have had its epicentre in the southwestern quadrant of the RMI (Mili,
Nadrikdrik, Jaluit, Majuro, Arno, Kili, Aur, and Ailinglaplap atolls), the entire
archipelago was reported to be full of floating trees, including the lagoon of Ujelang
Atoll in the farthest western reaches of the country (Jeschke 1905).
A complete loss of land and/or population was not unheard of. Archaeologist Frank
Thomas (1989) has demonstrated that the uninhabited Bokak Atoll shows
geomorphological evidence of having been repeatedly washed over by typhoon surges.
During their two-year sojourn in Mili Atoll, Lay and Hussey (1828: 131) were informed
by their hosts (or captors) that the islands had been entirely overflowed by the seas at
times.
After such intense weather events, the atoll environment is altered with regard to food
production capacity, water availability, temperature (significant reduction of shade), and

The memorial reads: ‘On November 8, 1918, a typhoon struck the Marshall Islands , and, especially here at
Majuro, a tidal wave, accompanied by heavy seas, cast people and their possessions adrift. There were probably
about 200 casualties. Such disastrous damage was done hitherto unparalleled in these islands. When the news
reached the Emperor, His Majesty was deeply concerned, and it was on January 14, 1919, that Imperial private
funds were donated. The magnificent impartial favours of Imperial benevolence extend from afar to the South Seas;
however, a response telling of a deeply grateful emotion will not be desired. The Island people historically live in
peace, and the teaching of the way of loyalty to the Emperor and of filial piety will well suffice forever. In
accordance with feeling of gratitude for these Imperial favours, this text on the aid to this land is carved on stone to
be transmitted to future generations.’

13
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possibly disease rates (Wiens 1962). A period of famine often follows. In Mili,
following the 1905 typhoon, 50 people were reported to have starved to death from
between January and June 1906 (Krämer and Nevermann 1938).
Famine (kwōle or ñūta) has also occurred in the islands during extended drought periods
unrelated to storm events, including the severe drought of2013, during which research
for this thesis was conducted. Some of the northern atolls and islands, like Bikar and
Bokak, are too arid to support permanent human settlement, and human population is
therefore more heavily concentrated in the south, but the southern atolls are not
immune. Lay describes a distinct season of what must be categorized as drought during
his two years marooned in southern Mili Atoll: ‘state of almost entire famine, my daily
subsistence not amounting to more than the substance of one half a cocoanut each day’
(Lay 1828: 95).
Conclusion: Limitations and peril
With minimal rainfall, little surface storage, and limited useable groundwater reserves,
the islands are considered extremely vulnerable to climate change (Roy and Connell
1991; Leatherman 1997; Mimura 1999; Zhang et al. 2004). Because of their low-lying
nature and size, any small change in sea level can seriously upset this already fragile
balance between the land and the sea, and the provisions they provide for its habitants.
Low coral atolls are the most precarious landscapes for human habitation since
they have limited land area, humus-poor, undeveloped coralline soils and potable
subterranean water restricted to the largest islets of an atoll. Since most atolls are
scarcely more than 2 or 3 m above sea level and are frequently inundated by surge
and seasonal typhoons, the long term prehistoric occupation of atolls is all the more
amazing. (Weisler 2001: 31)

To this end, atoll environments have almost always been described in terms of their
limitations, and the perception of the Marshall Islands as perilous is widespread, as
critically discussed at greater length in Part II.
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PART II
CONTEXTUALIZING MO

2. CULTURAL PRACTICES IN THE ATOLLSCAPE

Why must the earth be so niggardly to those to whom the sun is so kind? The
pendants, whose sweet, spicy juice they suck out, on other islands serves only as a
redolent decoration. Their food seems more appropriate for bees than for people.
Almost nowhere is the soil adapted to the cultivation of edible roots and plants,
which they are very intent upon. (Albert Chamisso 1821)
Pacific coral atolls are unquestionably the most precarious landscapes for
settlement, yet many of them evidence continuous human occupation for 2,000
years..... How did small human founding groups survive and, in a sense, flourish on
these most challenging of Pacific landscapes? (Weisler 1999)

Introduction
In the introduction to his edited volume Environment and Cultural Behavior, Vayda
argues for two main ways of relating cultural behaviour to environmental phenomena:
‘either showing that items of cultural behaviour function as part of systems that also
include environmental phenomena or else showing that the environmental phenomena
are responsible in some manner for the origin or development of the cultural behaviour
under investigation’ (Vayda 1969: xi).

The first question aims to make cultural

practices intelligible by showing how they work (systemic description); the second is
more about their evolution (origin or development). For the sake of argument and
critical examination, we may categorize mo as a cultural practice.

Vayda’s first

approach of systemic description does inform a large part of this thesis, through
extensive ethnographic documentation and comparison, but from a more functional
perspective, the initial question that inspired this thesis – whether or not mo is a
traditional conservation tool – harkens more towards Vayda’s second line of inquiry.
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While most scholars agree that concepts like taboo can only be understood through the
social, political, spiritual, and natural worlds in which they are manifested, it has been
made clear in the introduction that, at least today, the conserving aspect of mo is
emphasized. But does mo obey an ecological logic? This chapter explores humanenvironment relations in the Marshall Islands, including the context, perception, cultural
logic, and wider conceptualizations of the majol world. The present material will help
to advance the understanding of the term mo by describing and exploring the specific
setting in which it is situated. It is approached through three historical and conceptual
frameworks that have been employed in Oceanic studies: cultural ecology, traditional
ecological knowledge, and sacred ecologies or cosmologies, each of which offers some
insight into majol ontologies:


the functional approach of cultural ecology heavily emphasizes the limitations of
the atoll environment where adaptations are determined and capable of being
modelled and predicted;



the rise in recognition of the value of traditional ecological knowledge allows for
a more local and flexible framework, although somewhat still reliant on a
scientific stance where environmental conditions do set parameters; and finally,



the epistemologies offered in sacred ecological approaches free up
understandings and explanations of cultural practices from these strictly
practical applications.

Since the atoll-scape has already been described in the introductory chapter, this chapter
will consider human-environment relations according to these various approaches over
time, particularly as they relate to questions of access and authority.

Cultural Ecology
Within the broader field of anthropology, cultural ecology emerged as an attempt to
understand cultural behavior and social structures based on any given group’s
environmental context, based on the assumption that ‘culture tends to be adaptive in the
sense of providing means of adjustment to the geographical environment and to the
other basic conditions of life’ (Murdock 1959: 131). It had its roots in earlier ideas
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about the environment-culture linkages proposed by Boas (1896, 1911) and Kroeber
(1939), but was elaborated by Julian Steward in the 1950s (1950, 1951, 1955),
eventually gving rise to into a variety of approaches in anthropology.14
Cultural ecology’ became particularly popular in the Pacific, where atoll and island
studies were identified as ideal settings for testing hypotheses. With their remoteness
and smallness emphasized, the mid-twentieth century introduced Micronesian atoll
societies to the scientific community as an ideal experimental site for both ecological
and cultural research.

The limited potentialities of the environment make the coral atoll of special interest
in the study of man in his environmental relationships. The narrow basis for
human subsistence entails a certain simplification of the relationships between man
and his habitat, and facilitates the analysis of these relationships. (Spoehr 1951:21)

The focus on the unique offerings of island ecosystems remains central in regional
scholarship today, and has greatly influenced the ways in which scholars have
interpreted cultural practices in places like the Marshall Islands.

Jukjuk im bed (‘to live and stay’): Determination and Adaptation
Interest in the capacity of humans to live in such harsh settings became a full-fledged
discipline, and a notably American one for parts of the Pacific, as many island territories
were transferred to the trust of the United States after World War II. 15 Atolls were
heralded as providing the most limited range of resources for human existence and as
‘the most tenuous habitats for man in the Pacific’ (Thomas, in Fosberg 1963: 36). In the
1950s, the Scientific Investigations in Micronesia Project, the Pacific Science Board, the
National Research Council, the Atoll Research Bulletin, and The Pacific Ocean
Biological Survey Program of the Smithsonian Institution launched ecological surveys
in the central Pacific. Scholars such as Bryan, Fosberg, Stone, Hiatt, Strasburg, Wiens

14

See, for example: Conklin 1957; Geertz 1964; Sahlins 1964; Damas 1966; Wolf 1966; McNetting 1968; Vayda and
Rappaport 1968; Rappaport 1971; Anderson 1973; McCay and Vadya 1975, Bennett 1976; Ingold 1980, 1986;
Descola 1994, 2013; McCay 1996.
This is not meant to ignore prior works during the German and Japanese administration ‘eras’. Extensive
ethnographic, ornithological, and geomorpholical studies were certainly conducted. These sources remain more
difficult to locate due to language barriers, particularly in respects to the Japanese efforts.

15
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and Mason recorded the ecology, zoology, land tenure patterns, agriculture, geology and
ground water of the Micronesian atolls.16 In the Handbook for Atoll Research (Fosberg
and Sachet 1953: 1), Fosberg stated that its aim was to ‘apply the knowledge gained
from such studies to improve the wellbeing of persons living upon atolls’ since ‘at its
best, an atoll presents a harsh environment in which to live’.
In 1961, the proceedings of a special symposium on the topic were published in a book
titled ‘Man’s Place in the Island Ecosystem’ (Fosberg 1963), which compiled studies
across the disciplines of anthropology, geology, zoology, botany, genetics, geography,
and demography, with notable contributions by Bates, Vayda, Rappaport, and Murdock.
The volume encouraged ‘synthetic thinking’ and ‘sophisticated analysis’ regarding the
study of ‘man and nature’ and the question of diversity arising out of a ‘general
uniformity in the tropical Pacific’ (Spoehr 1964: 685).
Much of what is written about the environment of the Marshall Islands (and other
nearby atoll and small island societies) comes from this era and and adopts a perspective
in which the ecological setting determines the cultural uniformity and/or diversity
documented for the region. Particular attentuion was paid to the size of different
islands, to population dynamics, resource access, and settlement patterns.

Populations and Island Biogeography

Albert Chamisso, a naturalist in Otto von Kotzebue’s expedition to explore Oceania,
was one of the earliest scientists to comment on the relationship between human
population and soil fertility in the atolls (1986 [1821]: 148); but it was Robert
MacArthur and E.O. Wilson’s ‘Theory of Island Biogeography’ in 1967 that generated
models predicting island settlement patterns based on carrying capacities and extinction
probability. Following the trend, Hainline, Bayliss-Smith, Williamson and Sabath,
(Moshe) Rapaport, and Thaman made significant contributions to the field in different
parts of the region.

A popular topic was the comparison of population densities

between high and low islands (Murphy 1949; Sahlins 1958; W. Thomas 1963; amongst

16

For detailed resource listings and descriptions in the Marshalls, see the following sources: Kanehira 1933, 1935;
Hiatt & Strasbourg 1951; Okabe 1952; E.L. Stone 1951; B.B. Stone 1960; Barrau 1961; Wiens 1962; Bryan 1972;
Fosberg 1949, 1953, 1985, 1990; Fosberg and Sachet 1953; Lamberson 1982; Falanruw et al 1990; Merlin et al
1997; National Biodiversity Team 2000.
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others). For the northern Pacific, Hainline (1964, 1965) used a correlational analysis to
describe the relationship between population size and various physical variables in the
Mariana, Caroline, Gilbert, and Marshall Islands.

Contrary to her expectations,

Hainline found that ‘volcanic islands had lower population densities but more complex
social structures, whereas the coral islands had higher population densities but less
complex social structures’ (Williamson and Sabath 1982: 74).17
Interestingly, Hainline went on to suggest that the dense populations sustained during
the late Japanese and WWII period showed that the Marshall Islands could in fact
support even larger densities using improved agricultural methods. She agreed with
MacMillan (1946) that most of the higher Micronesian atolls are subject to minimal
agricultural exploitation, supported by Hatheway’s (1953) calculations that 15% of the
land on Arno Atoll’ (RMI) was being ‘used’ in the early nineteenth century, but 78%
was planted with coconut and breadfruit in 1952. Ripperton (1946) similarly proposed
that there was still much land that could be farmed in Micronesia, and a larger
population that could be sustained.18
On the question of social structure, Sahlins’ (1958) proposed that, since social
organization is in large part a system for distributing goods of different types,
differences must be related to differences in productivity that are in turn due to
differences in the richness of the environments in which a technological system is
applied. This richness, in terms of available resources, became another major focus for
functional approaches to human-environment relationships.

17

A reconsideration of this assumption about the ‘less complex social structures’ of atolls is addressed in Chapter 3.

18

Of course, these limits have been dramatically pushed in the recent decades, where, in the Marshall Islands,
population density has become a major issue. The island of Ebeye in Kwajalein Atoll, unfortunately dubbed ‘the
slum of the Pacific’,’ located just 7 kilometres from the US military installation, houses 9,600 people on 30 hectares
(or 31,000 per square kilometre), one of the highest population densities in the Pacific. On Majuro Atoll, the
modern-era capital of the Marshalls, 28,000 persons occupy less than 10 square kilometres of land. Several other
scholars have discussed the relationship between ecology and demography in the RMI (Hainline 1964, 1965; Levin
1976; Gorenflo and Levin 1989, 1994). Gorenflo and Levin’s examination of historical demography in the
Marshall Islands from census data and population estimates spanning 180 years reveals ‘a decreasing
correspondence between population and productivity potential coupled with a lack of systematic patterning in the
regional arrangement of population – pointing up fundamental adaptive and economic challenges facing this
emerging island nation’ (1994: 93).
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Atoll Resources: Accessing the limited and limitless

Vayda and Rappaport (1963) favoured theoretical concepts that focused on the getting
people to resources and vice versa, specifically considering what influence relative
isolation and limited territory has on the ‘evolution and differentiation of cultures’
(ibid.: 133). They also considered social and cultural differences as potentially the
direct result of environmental differences, for when a group of people moves and settles
in a new place, they are ‘unable to reproduce in full the culture of the population from
which they derived’ and ‘the culture in the new place will be immediately different’
(ibid.). Isolation therefore favours differentiation since it ‘implies barriers to the flow of
goods’ (ibid. 135).19 This perspective assumed the existence of a sort of equilibrium in
the relationship between cultures and environments (Goodenough 1951, 1955; Alkire
1965), where ecosystems (and therefore social systems) could be understood in terms of
their relative productivity (Odum 1963: 37-52).
Studies of this type have paid particular attention to territorial resources, partly because
of the observation that disputes over land tenure appear far more prevalent than those
over marine tenure in this region, and that there are fewer specific guidelines for marine
resource access (Knudson 1970).

Accessing land: the wāto

The majol atoll-scape is generally described as a collection of limited coralline pilings
of lime-secreting organisms in the shallow waters surrounding submerged inactive
volcanic peaks and ridges, lacking volcanic or continental rock in their surface geology,
never more than a few meters above sea level, and averaging less than two hundred
metres in width. The location, shape, and size of an atoll’s islets are constantly shifting,
subject to ocean floor movements, storms, and wave action.

Islets with minimal

vegetation appear and disappear through natural processes and extreme weather events.
19

This idea was also very much reliant upon Sahlins’ work (1957, 1958) linking political structures and chiefly
power to resources, particularly in relation to Polynesia, where he contends that the distribution of goods was
facilitated by the development of stratified social hierarchies in the high islands and intricate systems of interlocking
social groups in the coral atolls (see Vayda & Rappaport 1961: 137). Sahlins (1957b) argues this specifically in a
case study of extended family and land use in two villages in Fiji. In his example, one village with increased
dependence on the cash economy adheres to old land tenure practices since they are not close to land that can
support sufficient coconut growth, while the other shows a decline in extended family relations since their plentiful
coconuts in close proximity fulfils village needs, dispelling the need for regular visits to old village sites. In
essence, ‘the maintenance of the traditional extended family is dependent on strategic exploitation of productive
lands distant from the village site’ (Sahlins 1957b: 461).
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Some or all of an atoll’s reef and sand flats are exposed during low tides and submerged
at high tides.
In looking at a single island within an atoll, the features from ocean to lagoon are: outer
slope, reef front, seaward reef margin, reef flat, beach, islet, lagoon reef margin, lagoon
slope, and lagoon floor.

These features form the basis of a definite vegetational

zonation where small and subtly distinct ecological areas sit within each wāto or land
parcel, which is the primary unit of land tenure and land use in the majol conceptual
system.20

Figure 2.1: An archaeologist’s rendering of an island’s resource offerings in the Marshall
Islands, by cross-section.
Source: Spennemann 1993.

Each wāto is normally about 1 to 5 acres in size, and they are oriented, with very few
exceptions, from lagoon to ocean shorelines, dividing up an island into strips that cut
across these ecological zones. One island can have from 2 to more than 80 wāto, but if
an island is particularly small, it will normally have no wāto subdivisions. Sometimes a
wāto would be subdivided into smaller strips, following the same pattern.
Some scholars (for example, Carucci 1996: 80) argue that form of division allows for a
more equal distribution of access to various resources. However, the resources in
question can vary greatly depending on the width of the island and the location of each
The term wāto is ubiquitously used and understood, although it is not unusual to come across the equivalent the
term em (‘house’) in conversation or in land records.

20
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plot within it. Any given wāto could be used for a variety of purposes, they were not
normally or necessarily residential sites (Pollock 1970: 56), and some were clearly more
useful than others. Nearshore marine resources are usually considered part and parcel
of a wāto, although Rimajol knowledge (and naming) of distant sea mounts and
submerged reefs suggest that there is also a significant pool of marine resources not
included in this tenure scheme.21

Figure 2.2: Visual representations of wāto, with GIS mapping of Ebeye Island, Kwajalein
Atoll (left), and drawing of Ebeju Island, Ujae Atoll (right).
Source: Ahlgren 2007, 2012b.

21

In this sea-focused worldview, specks of land are frequently referred to as jolet jen anij (‘gifts from god’),
considered sacred gifts of refuge and sanctuary in an otherwise treacherous seaworld. While oft-quoted, it is not
clear how old the notion of jolet jen anij is. Carucci offers an intriguing alternative interpretation of this emphatic
valuation of land. He suggests that it is no’t simply a majol traditional understanding of its short supply, but also
that people have ‘internalized’ the portrayals of the atolls as land-scare places by Europeans and Americans. He
compares this understanding to that of the Japanese, who saw the ‘rich, but exotic potentials of the atoll
environment’, at least as a source of goods to be sent to Japan (Carucci 1996: 8-9).
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Accessing the sea: conserving the limitless?

The functional predilections of cultural ecology predict that the limited ecological
context of the atoll-scape should determine cultural and social practices, yet the marine
resources in the atoll system are essentially limitless, and marine tenure has received
significantly less attention. Johannes (1978) ‘predicts’ a traditional conservation ethic
operating under the basic premise that people must first experience and recognize the
limits of the renewable resource in question (Berkes 1999; Johannes 2002; Holt 2005;
Berkes and Turner 2006; Hames 2007), yet the likely absence of such an ethic from
atoll societies would seem curious when one considers that marine management
practices receive so much attention in contemporary conservation studies.
While some Pacific Island cultures might have implemented prohibition practices as a
direct reaction to the observation of their own destruction of valuable prey species
during early settlement phases, not all Pacific Island cultures would have evolved
identical ‘primary beliefs’, and it is argued that some cultures never developed
restrictive measures like taboos because they lived under circumstances ‘where marine
resources greatly exceeded their needs; they literally could not deplete them and thus
were unaware that natural limits on the yield of their marine resources even existed’
(Johannes 2003: 115).
Chapman (1987) argued that intentional conservation practices varied across Oceania
because of three conditions that were necessary for conservation and management of a
natural resource by any given society:
1. The resource must be important to the society.
2. The resource must be perceived as being limited in quantity and vulnerable
to impacts by humans.
3. Some sort of ‘machinery’ must exist to administer or manage the resource.
She uses a general comparison of political authority and complexity to suggest that
intentional conservation practices (including the ‘mechanism’ of taboos) were more
prevalent in Micronesia and Polynesia than in Melanesia, thanks to the relative
importance of hereditary chiefly’ and priestly’ authority over economic production. But
if it is generally understood that marine resources are limitless in many Oceanic
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settings, it is strange that land taboos and sacred groves have not been discussed at
greater length in the atoll context.
Foale et al. (2011) suggest that the availability of marine resources was probably not an
important constraint on human population growth, at least in Melanesia,22 while in
Micronesia, Hiatt and Strasburg (1951) argued that such resources were neither
completely ignored nor fully exploited fully by any group, and noted the ‘surprising
lack of conservation measures and tabus relating to the marine species’ since ‘no
seasonal restrictions or minimum size limits are invoked’.23

In Knudson’s (1970)

treatment of resource fluctuation, productivity and social organization on Micronesian
coral islands, marine systems were found to be ‘deceptively similar’, while Hainline
acknowledged (without explication) that cultural factors ‘appear to be important in the
differences in exploitation of the marine fauna among the various islands’ (1964: 103).
Sudo (1984) found that social hierarchy was the key to privileged control over marine
resource access, not the aim of conservation or recognition of ecological limits.
Indeed, the predictive modelling popular with cultural ecology has proved somewhat
problematic, and despite the great influence that various environmental factors such as
‘natural vegetation’ and ‘climate’ can have, it is ‘rather surprising, in fact, that culture is
not therefore a function of natural vegetation to a greater degree than actually obtains’
(Kroeber 1939:206). The interactions between culture and environment are complex,
and making any predictive models is usually difficult and unprofitable since ‘the
effective environment must be perceived, interpreted, and then translated into actions
affecting the population characteristics most easily controlled by humans: age-specific
birth and immigration rates’ (Williamson and Sabath 1982: 81).
It should not go unnoticed at this point that the majority of observations emphasizing
the limitations of the atoll setting are made by outsiders describing an unfamiliar setting
with ‘objective’ material forces that shape the structure of human existence (Descola
1988). They reflect a prevailing logic of the time, where traditional knowledge and
western science – both based on an accumulation of observations – are construed as
parallel, but fundamentally distinct, means of acquiring knowledge about the universe,

22

Johannes and MacFarlane (1991) similarly conclude that Torres Strait islanders had a small population and so
marine resources were never functionally limited for them.

23

Rappaport (1963) also notes that the exploitation of reef systems in the Marshall Islands has resulted in little to no
change in biomass, referencing the research of Odum and Odum (1955) and Hiatt and Strasburg (1960).
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where ‘the physical world is approached from opposite ends in the two cases: one is
supremely concrete, the other supremely abstract’ (Lévi-Strauss 1962: 269).
Most ‘anthropologists and historians now agree that conceptions of nature are socially
constructed, that they vary according to cultural and historical determinations, and that,
therefore, our own dualistic view of the universe should not be projected as an
ontological paradigm onto the many cultures where it does not apply’ (Descola and
Pálsson 1996). This revision was triggered in part by an internal critique of western
metaphysics and epistemologies (Rosset 1973, Horigan 1988, Latour 1994), in which
the nature-culture dichotomy, a ‘western ethnoepistemology’, proves itself to be an
inadequate or misleading tool to account for the ways in which people were talking
about and interacting with their physical environment (Descola and Pálsson 1996: 82;
Hviding 1996: 166). At the same time, Ehrlich (1987) and Slobodkin (1988) have both
pointed out that the worldview that relies upon ‘concrete’ scientific knowledge has not
been ‘particularly successful when confronted with complex ecological systems...
resulting in a whole series of problems of resource exhaustion and environmental
degradation (Gadgil et al. 1993: 151).

Traditional Ecological Knowledge
Ingold (1992) proposes an alternative ‘ecological anthropology’, in which nature is not
conceived as an ‘environment of neutral objects’, or a ‘pre-existent given’, but rather as
a product of some ‘interpretive stance’. Societies house a repertoire of ecological
knowledge that is generally local, restricted to immediate or proximate environments; is
collective and diachronic, an intellectual construction resulting from an accumulation of
experiences over both historical time and social space; and is holistic, providing detailed
information on the whole scene at a variety of scales (Manzur 2013: 15-16).
It is therefore ‘ancient ways of knowing’ (Berkes 1993: 2) that have inspired studies on
traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) that embrace its application to ‘development’
(Brokensha et al. 1980), traditional conservation practices (Moruata et al. 1982;
McNeely and Pitt 1985), environmental philosophy (Knutdson and Suzuki 1992), and
marine and coastal resource management (Lasserre and Ruddle 1983; Ruddle and
Johannes 1989; Freeman et al. 1991). In the Marshall Islands, Manner, Merlin and
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others began to re-introduce local terminology, enumerating local places and resource
zones recognized by the Rimajol as traditional resource areas (see Table 2.1).
The focus on TEK recognized that various settings and environmental phenomena
established ‘parameters on what human-beings can achieve, while not determining what
they do within these constraints’ (Sillitoe 1994: 268).

Studies regarding resource

management continued, however, to focus on those long-standing knowledge systems
and related practices as adaptive responses to the particular environments in which they
developed. Ostrom and Becker (1990) identified ‘successful’ characteristics among
local resource users that provide for long-term conservation of common property
resources, including: clearly defined boundaries of the resource base; congruence
between appropriation and provision rules and local conditions; collective-choice
arrangements;

monitoring

systems;

graduated

sanctions;

conflict-resolution

mechanisms; and the nesting of local institutions with other local, regional and
governmental institutions (see also Ostrom 1990; Becker and Ostrom 1995).
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Table 2.1: Majol (Marshallese) traditional resource areas, from ocean to lagoon.

Designation

Type of area

Lometo

Deep ocean beyond the reef, where the pelagic fish reside.

*Lokilmeejej

Literally meaning ‘there where it is black,’ the deepest darkest part of the
ocean, usually synonymous with lometo.

*Lo-blue-en

An English borrowing to indicate the deep ‘blue’ area of the ocean.

*Lomouj

Literally ‘there where it is white,’ the shallow water on the ocean side of
an atoll.

*Baal

Reef and drop-off area located on the ocean side of an island, both
leeward and windward sides. It is the primary barrier against wave action,
and an excellent (i.e. productive) fishing area for a variety of resources
including lobsters, clams and other types of shellfish, as well as reef and
finfish can be caught.

Ioon-pedped-lik

Reef flat area from the baal up to the pedpedilero on the ocean side on an
island. This area also provides a fertile fishing ground.

Pedpedilero

Water line area at low tide, normally covered with beach rocks. This is
the secondary barrier against wave action
Sandy ocean-side beach (not always present).

*Barijetenlik
*Ioon-ippe-lik (or
Ioon-kappe-lik)

The area between the pedpedilero and the first line of beach trees. It is
usually sandy and at times covered with beach pebbles. Can include
shrubs and beach vine vegetation. Turtles leave tracks here as they head
into the bush (marilik) to lay eggs.

Marilik

Coastal land area (littoral) where shoreline vegetation is found. The trees
and shrubs in this area are usually left undisturbed because they serve as
important windbreaks.

*Lonañlik

The ‘jungle’ (i.e. minimally cultivated forested) area starting behind the
line of coastal houses (if present at ocean-side, dependant on the atoll)
towards the other coastline. Usually densely forested with small access
pathways. This is where most copra is harvested from.

*Ioon-ane-emora

Literally ‘dry island’; the island interior between ion-ippe-lik and ionippe-iar, encompassing the areas of lonañlik, jabbeoj, and jabbiar. Taro
patches are found in this part.
Interior area just past the main settlement, essentially the ‘backyard’.

*Jabbeoj
*Jaabiar

Area considered the main settlement area on the lagoonside, and where
many food crops are located such as breadfruit and pandanus.

*Ioon-ippe-iaar
(or Ioon-kappeiar)
*Barrijet

The counterpart of ion-ippe-ilik, located on the lagoon side of the land. It
is most commonly sandy with grasses, creeping vines and small shrubs, as
well as occasional pandanus and coconut.
Sandy beach area on the lagoon-side where waves crash. No vegetation.

Loiem

Extends from the lagoon shore at low tide out to where the deep blue
waters of the lagoon begin. Fish and clams are typically abundant in this
area.

Lokilmeejej

The deep interior area of the lagoon. Abundant marine resources are
found here.

Source: Merlin et al. 1997, with my own additions and revisions indicated by an asterisk.
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Subsistence patterns
Descriptions of subsistence patterns in the region have commonly embraced the cultural
ecological model apparent in Alkire and Goodenough’s assumption of equilibrium,
where ‘patterns of access’ reflect an ‘efficiency in fitting in with natural systems’
(Falanruw 1994: 18; see also Ayres et al. 1979; McCutcheon 1981; Athens et al.
1996).24 Sproat (1968), and later Manner (1993), describe subsistence agriculture in
Micronesia more broadly, but noticeably without reference to traditional beliefs (or any
prohibition practices). Manner’’s classification of traditional agricultural systems is
primarily based on the observation of practices in Pohnpei, Palau and Yap, all highisland settings with relatively large land masses.25 Spennemann and Lajuan adopt a
similar scheme for the Marshall Islands, but also posit five ‘levels of human interaction’
with ‘useful’ plants:
1. No human interaction at all, merely harvesting any exploitation plants if
available (foraging).
2. Tending of naturally propagated plants by clearing them of vines and other
encroaching vegetation. Commonly employed for plants useful as emergency
and typhoon food, such as arrow-root (Tacca leontopetaloides; mukmuk).
3. Intentional planting of utility plants on an ad hoc basis and harvesting of
hibiscus (Hibiscus tiliaceus) or coconut (Cocos nucifera) and for plants useful as
emergency and typhoon food, such as arrow-root.
4. Intentional planting and harvesting of plants on a seasonal basis, commonly
employed for tree crop plants such as breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) or
Pandanus.
5. Intentional planting, tending and harvesting of plants on a regular seasonal basis,
commonly employed for the major food plants such as taro (Cyrtosperma spp.)
(Spennemann and Lajuan 1990: 9-10)
On a larger regional level, the ‘deliberate selection for crop staple genetic and
phenotypic variability seems to be a common practice among Micronesian farmers’
Falanruw describes the ‘nature-integrated technology’ of Yap as one that was ‘adapted’ for the purpose of
providing a continuous supply of food for a formerly dense population in spite of an erratic rainfall pattern.

24
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Manner delineates six categories: 1. Mixed tree gardening, agroforestry, and arboriculture; 2. Intermittent tree or
mixed gardening (shifting cultivation); 3. Intensive open field agriculture in savannas (including ditching for
drainage); 4. Wetland cultivation systems for taro; 5. Kitchen, backyard gardening (home garden); and 6. Animal
husbandry.
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(Hunter-Anderson 1991: 42). In particular, Petersen (2006, 2009) has described the
dependence of Eastern Micronesia’s ‘subsistence economies’ on breadfruit, describing a
‘breadfruit revolution’ that advanced the dispersal and success of the region’s conical
matriclans, but was also integral to the relatively frequent and productive interactions
among widely spaced island communities of islands. Alkire has similarly pointed out
the specific importance of arrowroot for the northern atolls of the Marshall Islands,
where there is limited rainfall and poorer soils, using it as an example to suggest that
‘crop choice and population distribution are of greater significance to ecological
adjustment than differences in the natural conditions of volcanic and of coralline land
forms’ (1960: 148; 1980). These micro-climatic differences coupled with ‘the cultural
uniformity’ observed across the Marshall Islands is said to be ‘a reflection of the
intensive contact maintained between them’ that led to the consideration of trade and
inter-atoll travel as an adaptation (Williamson and Sabath 1982: 75).

Kwon jab jukjuk im tolok jen kij: inter-atoll ties as adaptation
With variable resources over time and space, trade and reciprocity were vitally
important for survival, so the most important resource in trying times was the strength
of inter-atoll ties.
They and their descendants devised social and cultural adaptations that have
enabled them to survive—and thrive—under the most demanding environmental
conditions. The dispersed matrilineal clans so typical of Micronesian societies
ensure that every individual, every local family and lineage, and every community
maintains close relations with the peoples of many other islands. When hurricanes
and droughts or political struggles force a group to move, they are sure of being
taken in by kin residing elsewhere….. More than anything else, I believe, it is the
social organization of Micronesian communities that has enabled them to survive
and even to thrive under these conditions. (Petersen 2009: back cover)

The proverb in the heading of this section, which means ‘don’t live and stay far away
from me’, suggests that inter-atoll alliances across the micro-climatic zones of the
Marshall Islands were indeed an important feature of their social organization. Crosskin marriages, adoptions, and alliances amongst clans and far-reaching atoll
communities were common, but so were raids to expand control of different territories.
Stories and legends in the Marshalls are replete with constant struggles and battles for
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increasing land and power.

One ruling chiefly family could have landholdings

extending over hundreds of kilometres.

These systems of resource control were

maintained and enforced with the aid of sophisticated navigation and canoe technology,
as a chief or a chief’s ambassador would travel to his or her territories collecting (and
reciprocating) food tariffs.
In the time of elmondrik, celebrations were held in honor of the first mejwaan breadfruit
of the year, denoting the beginning of the time of abundance and fertility for the land.
With this time of the year comes the rain, and the calm seas, and so elmondrik also
signified the season for annual inter-atoll voyaging trips. The people of the northern
atolls would sail south to the lusher, richer atolls to collect resources and help prepare
and preserve the food during this season of abundance. Expeditions north also occurred
for the purpose of digging the winter crop of arrowroot, which grows there rampantly
without cultivation. Breadfruit and arrowroot produced on more fertile soils could be
exchanged for the coveted spondylus shells, mats, fishhooks, and other manufactured
items.26

In local terminology, the common items of exchange included: bwiro

(preserved breadfruit); makmok (arrowroot flowers); jenkwun in bob (preserved
pandanus); ekkwal (coconut rope); jenkwun in keoran (preserved banana); dri (motherof-pearl shell for making fish hooks); jaki (woven mats);27 and jeljil in maan (a type of
pandanus leaf used for weaving).28
This resource trading between atolls was an important economic feature, not only
solidifying bonds, but also providing access to a larger variety of foodstuffs, and the
seedlings of different species of breadfruit and pandanus,29 depending on seasonality
and individual ecologies that exist across the north-to-south transect (Pollock 1970).
These were important strategies for alleviating the shortages that often followed
periodic typhoons, tidal waves, and droughts. Trade was always conducted by the
paramount chiefs, and it was they themselves who took excess products from one of

26

This is one possible explanation for the notion that some northern, less fertile, atolls today are considered to be
more ‘traditional’, as measured by their retained skills in manufacturing sennit rope, drums, and other crafted goods.
The more fertile atolls in the south, which contain the main urban centres, no longer depend on the production of
traditional foods.

27

These included janini (for sleeping) and edr (for fine clothing).

28

Later the trade items included beads, iron and tools acquired from foreign traders and beachcombers.

29

Rimajol have over 100 named varieties of pandanus, many of which are individual atoll cultigens that have been
named after legendary chiefs.
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their atolls to another to trade with the chiefs there. Rimajol chiefs never stayed very
long in one place, and they travelled a great deal, in order to enact such exchanges, as
well as to maintain relationships and ensure that their property remained under their
control. It appears trips may have included large numbers of other people as well, with
sometimes an entire village setting out for up to 6-8 weeks at a time.
When possible, inter-atoll sailing was limited to the summer months when the wind is
more favourable, but it also took place in response to emergencies at any time of the
year.30 Generally speaking, Rimajol distinguish two distinct seasons: añōneañ is when
the sun rises and sets to the south, when the wind is strong and comes from the
northeast, and rak is when the sun rises and sets to the north, when the winds lighten
and come from the south (LaBedbedin cited in Merlin et al. 1997). The north-south
trade voyages would coincide with the flight of the lakeke (golden plover), which nests
in Alaska and is seen migrating through the Marshall Islands each year in late fall. The
appearance and disappearance of the plover is thus associated with the changing of
seasons, where lakeketo (the golden plover flies west) brings strong winds and rough
water, and lakeeketak (the golden plover flies east) brings light winds and smooth
sailing.
The availability and harvesting of many atoll resources are highly dependent on
additional geographical, seasonal and meteorological variance. Fosberg even goes so
far as to divide the archipelago into seven distinct east-west zones on the basis of
precipitation and vegetation (Stoddart 1992: 284). Residents of Wotho Atoll name eight
distinct wind patterns that shift gradually throughout the year (kotokjenrak, rearlaplap,
jokle, joklelik, kotokidrikinal, kotokiniñal, kotoklik, itakibiñliñ), and four different staple
food crop seasons (wōtōn mā, wōtōn bob, pāl, wōtōn iertōb).

30

For these reasons and more, the outrigger canoe was considered a sacred object, as well as a metaphor for
wellbeing and connectedness. Canoes were so beloved that, in some places, they were forbidden to be destroyed
upon their demise. Without their wallap (large ocean-faring canoes), people could not have survived on these tiny
specks of land surrounded by thousands of square miles of ocean. Canoes would be left to disintegrate in yards, and
often buried with chiefs or other members of the aristocracy. The proverb waan kemem (literally ‘boat remember’)
stresses the importance of remembering and honouring the legacy of the vessels that allowed them to escape
starvation in the wake of a typhoon, as well as to visit other people and places. When an approaching canoe
carrying food provisions is spotted, people sspeak of jabuken wa jittok (the carefree nature of the incoming canoe),
allowing the food on hand to be safely eaten up, since more is assured in the distance (Erdland 1914).
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Constellations were equally informative for seasonal activities,31 and seasons
themselves could also be distinguished by fish spawning, bird migrations, and turtle
nesting times, even by when it was best to search the shorelines for valuable driftwood
and other flotsam brought to the islands by stronger wind and wave currents.32 With
inter-atoll trade and voyaging in general an important aspect of majol subsistence
behaviour, such knowledge of seasonal and meteorological patterns, including interatoll variations, was vitally important.
The branch of ecological anthropology that deals with TEK has steered away from
calculating behavioural responses in direct relation to the checks and balances of
demographic and resource variables, focusing more on the cognitive underpinnings that
inform, enforce, and maintain the relationships between the human and biophysical
environments.

For the purpose of this thesis, and the consideration of mo as a

functional cultural adaptation to certain environmental phenomena, this means that the
cognitive underpinnings of the practice must be understood.
Leach and Jochim assert that only in extreme environments do societies develop these
conscious constraints on resource use (Leach 1972 and Joachim 1981, in Chapman
1985), and it has been demonstrated that the atoll-scape is indeed a perilous and limited
environment in which ‘maintaining a livelihood is a considerable task for man’ (W.
Thomas 1963: 36).33

But does this entail the existence of a conservation ethic?

Chapman (1985: 217) suggests that intentional conservation measures must be
supported by a cognitive underpinning that is a ‘rare quality in human societies—an
awareness of the finiteness of their environment’.

The Ok-an-adik constellation (stars β, μ, and ν in Bootesand μ in Corona Borealis) indicates when the new moon is
in the west and fish lingering in large schools in the outer sea could be caught easily. Jeljeltak is a term that refers to
storms associated with the ascendancy of Jeljel (Orion: δ, ε, ζ, σ), who shakes the fruit from the trees, marking the
end of the breadfruit season (Erdland 1914).

31

32

Johannes (1981) documented Belauan (Palauan) fishermen’s extensive (lunar-based) calendrical knowledge of
weather, waves, currents and fishing conditions around Tobi. While I am precluded from some of this information
as a female (and not allowed to hold detailed fishing knowledge), I can confidently assert a most similar and
detailed set of seasonal markers here in the Marshalls. For example, select fishermen know to visit the shores of
Calalin Islet (a mo area) during one two-week period during the year when certain adult fish species commit suicide,
beaching themselves after spawning. Rimajol, and other Micronesian populations, do have extensive and specific
knowledge of the temporal and spatial habits of marine species. Johannes gives numerous, and detailed, examples
of this for Palauan fishermen, for which there are many majol parallels. For example, the proverb ekmooj jaab
meloklok kiloneen, meaning ‘the parrotfish never forgets the surge channel that it came from’, speaks both of
ecological knowledge and the important tie between Rimajol and their (or their lineage’s place of birth.
However, I disagree with his further observation that ‘[a]n atoll is not much of a resource base for an elaborate
material culture’.

33
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E kemour mōkōj lometo: the perilous Marshalls
According to Davenport (1952b), the proverb E kemour mōkōj lometo (‘It quickly can
make life without warning, the ocean’) was intended to remind Rimajol of the perilous
and unstable nature of their physical environment, but its meaning is co-mingled with
ideas about to warfare, as many majol proverbs are. Here, the environment is similar to
the way an enemy can arrive from the ocean without warning. In early intra- and interatoll warfare – common amongst the Rimajol until the mid-nineteenth century – it was
generally understood that death, even widespread clan genocide, was necessary in order
to maintain peace for future generations. The phrase toorlok bok (‘wash away the
sand’) refers to the devastation wrought upon the islands by a typhoon, whereby an islet
may be stripped of sand, right down to its ultimate reef foundation, but it was also used
as a battle cry by warriors, in times of wrathful vengeance, to describe a herald a result
in which no enemies on an island were to be left alive (Erdland 1914).
The theme of duality – of bounty and loss, taking and giving, peace and war – is crucial
for comprehending the 3,000-year struggle to inhabit the Marshall Islands.

In

Kwajalein Atoll, one site called Tarlan encapsulates this duality:
So the saying ‘Aeloñ in Tarlañ Ooo’ this is Kuwajleen, the land where you starve.
And, on this account, the saying was composed at the time when we starved and
we had to go catch flying fish in order to live . . . But, then, there is the story
called ‘Jojo wot Jo.’ Kuwajleen has more jojo ‘flying fish’ than any other atoll or
any of the other islands. Whenever we would go out to catch flying fish, we didn’t
have to go too far before we filled up the canoe with fish. (Jālbur Sam, quoted in
Carucci 1996: 164)

The land provides little comfort, and you will starve, surviving only on flying fish; yet
this particular location is teeming with flying fish. Tarlañ is not the only place imbued
with such a character. Scattered throughout the Marshalls archipelago are locations
containing a perilous history, many relating to storms and famine (See Table 2.4).
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Table 2.2: A selection of majol place-names relating to meteorological pressures and
resource availability.

Name

Atoll

Meaning

Addokwōj

Likiep

The sign of a storm that snaps branches

Bokwan-Lepeea

Jaluit

Named after a woman who left everyone and went to
seek food during a period of famine

Bokwā-rok-kan

Mili

Land where people store food

Bolañ

Majuro
(Namdrik)
Arno

Divination concerning storms

Demjelañ

Majuro

Edge of a big storm

Korujlañ

Arno

‘Wake up the sky’, done by someone trespassing,
thereby bringing wind and rain

Leto-eañ

Majuro

Render a heavy rain from the northeast

BukienLakurwaan

He who can find something to eat in a period of
famine

Source: Abo et al. 1976.

An understanding of environmental threats is encoded and embedded in such place
names, as well as in legends, proverbs, and vocabulary. Knowledge of these perils was
crucial for survival, and kajin majol (Marshallese language) is riddled with evidence of
this fine-detailed ecological and meteorological wisdom. As Bender succinctly states:

The limitations of such an existence—and its special requirements—leave their
mark on the vocabulary of the language of atoll dwellers. It will be rich in terms
for navigation and sea going, stars and constellations, fishing methods, canoe parts,
canoe sailing, names of fish and shellfish, coconut culture, breadfruit culture,
names of pandanus varieties, and so on. High island languages, on the other hand,
will be richer in the names of flora and fauna and topographical features. (Bender
n.d.: 3)

Prior to the globalization of the terms El Niño and La Niña, Rimajol also recognized
longer-term fluctuations in weather patterns.34 Extreme dry seasons, as distinct from
añōneañ, (the normal dry season) or jowōtwōt, (a dry spell), are called rōñrōñinmājlep,
a term that makes reference to the constellation Mājlep (α in Altair; β, γ in Aquilae).

I was assured confidently by several elders that the ‘old’ Marshallese language (kajin etto) had specific terms for El
Niño and La Niña, but they have since been forgotten.

34
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Similarly, a particularly rainy year (described to me as ‘monsoon-like’) is called
raninanlikakkur.
Storms and limited food resources play a prominent role in some important historical
moments for majol heritage and chiefly lore. There are, in fact, more than 17 terms for
different types of storm, both at sea and on land.35
At Kwajalein Atoll, Carucci records an elder who suggests the very origin and lineage
of the iroij was dependant on the limitations of the land:

The irooj are in fact one family. However, because some of them are of lower
ranked families, they divided up the common people among themselves so that
each will have an equal number of commoners under them. This division of the
people among the irooj that were in power then was done in accordance with the
availability of food trees, crops, etc. Much of the food was gathered from coconuts
that drift to the land, from fish in the waters, and the wild pandanus called edwaan,
not a very good pandanus but the only one available then, and it provided some of
the food for the people. So the people were divided up among the irooj so that they
can be taken care of in terms of food and governance. In the ancient times there
was warfare to gain food to satisfy their hunger….. people were desperate and
looked for food in any way they could. During German times people started to
plant more food items such as breadfruit, cultivated pandanus, and more coconut
trees. People were more enlightened and took the initiative to plant more food
trees and crops. In the ancient times, however, people survived strictly on local
food. (Akira Kobeney, quoted in Carucci 1996: 122)

Krämer and Nevermann, and also Kubary, similarly describe the unique history of
Ebon’s chiefs thanks to one fateful period. Ebon Atoll, in the very far southwestern
reaches of the Ralik Chain, is said to have been long ago separate from the
interconnected chiefdoms elsewhere,36 but lost its independence as the result of a great
famine:

A great famine occurred, so that many starved. Then they were attacked by the
Djalut37 people and killed or carried off; some of the enemy, however, stayed

These include tito-eañ, eññat/aññat, kiur, ibeb, kōtteepiṇa, ḷañ, ñōñat, jeḷañ, aere, an injitob buenmar, an juwiwi,
an kijek, an merik, an rebakbak, lirado, nat in ar lagarejrej, kapilak, mowi, añijwiwi.

35

Most histories agree that the majority of the Ralik (western ‘sunset’) chain was, through a series of battles,
marriages and negotiations, ruled by one or two chiefly families. While there were alliances between the Ralik and
Ratak chains, the Ratak (eastern ‘sunrise’) chain had separate warring clans fighting for rule over the course of its
contentious history.

36

37

Jaluit Atoll.
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behind. In this way Ebon became subject to the paramount chief of Djalut, who in
turn, however, was attacked from the north……. At the conquest, the burak were
left in their positions as petty chiefs, but the highest aristocrat of the conqueror
became the irodj of Ebon. Kaibuki the Elder is matrilineally descended from him.
Kaibuki’s despotic reign began in the first half of the nineteenth century and ended
circa 1870. (Krämer and Nevermann 1938: 46, 311)

Documenting resilience: Controlling unpredictability
Keen observation and prediction were not the only tools employed to minimize risk and
uncertainty. For example, storms and high waves can be calmed (limaajnono) as well
as conjured (jeralañ).38 It was common practice to call upon an expert in weather
(rikōto or rikatu) to pacify the winds and cause winds favourable for a sailing
expedition (kaurur jiañ). Two clans (jowi), Rimae and Ribako, are particularly noted
for their skills in controlling the weather.
When climatic threats did materialize, Rimajol needed additional coping mechanisms
for the devastation that was frequently wrought. Upon suspicion or prediction of a
storm, Rimajol relocated themselves to other islets or atolls in preparation. In Krämer
and Nevermann’s accounts of the 1905 typhoon in several atolls, they note that in
‘Arno, fewer lives appeared to have been lost, thanks to populations fleeing to the
northern islets’ (1906, in Spennemann 2000d). Select islets on leeward sides of atolls
are known to be preferred habitation sites, and certain harbours were known to be safe
havens for canoes during bad storms (mājik or mien wa).39 The central parts of islands
could be used as emergency safe havens as well, and are known as jikin ko ne (‘place
for the feet’, or ‘place feet flee, run away’).40 Shorelines were also planted periodically
with local trees to prevent erosion and act as weather buffers. Coconut palms were
tacked to the ground with sennit and posts to prevent permanent damage from extreme
winds (Sundemann 1877).

38

When conjuring a storm on land, coconut fronds are suspended upright on the beach, and an incantation recited
from a canoe on the open ocean: Leo e ar kabjere jebeeb in boge in ee ieo, eido wot, eido wot, e jet wot, e jet wot—e
ruij! (Erdland 1906: 187).

39

In Kwajalein Atoll, Emejwa Empaat and Emejwas Epaton in Mejatto Islet were two havens that canoes sought out
during typhoons and tropical storms, as they were protected by the ekjab Liemejwa, the lady that anchors and
secures canoes.

40

I was told of one such place in Jabonwod Islet (Mili Atoll) called Alakwod, to which the inhabitants fled during a
1904 typhoon.
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Water is the most pressing need in circumstances of drought and famine. The Marshall
Islands naturally offer few fresh water sources to begin with, and the shortage is only
exacerbated during extreme climatic events. Rimajol did construct (often brackish)
water wells, which provided some drinking water, although coconut milk appears to
have been a more prized and utilized resource than fresh water. 41 Rain water was
collected in modest-sized holes (mak) carved into the trunks and stumps of coconut
palms. Arnow (1954: 3) claims that ‘no determined effort is made by the Marshallese
people to insure a year-round supply of rain water’, but in the case of a drought, any
source becomes vital, and a keen understanding of the local ecology is crucial to finding
it. Small kaiuiu (springs) can be found on reef flats, where cold fresh water bubbles up
amidst the sea.42
The preparation of emergency foodstuffs (wūnōk) was an important part of surviving
and thriving in the Marshall Islands. Food was both collected and prepared during the
fruiting season to save for emergency famine situations (kūrwaan), as well as for long
journeys. Hussey describes the great pains taken in Mili, for about three months of
theyear, to gather and prepare preserved breadfruit for the winter months by sending
various land managers to collect it from smaller, far-flung islands.43 Hussey describes a
season of drought, roughly four months long, in the early 1820s during which the
breadfruit trees all died, and most ‘never sprouted again.’

This is a particularly

remarkable anecdote considering that Mili Atoll is one of the more ‘lush’ atolls in the

Krämer and Nevermann (1938: 207) seem to agree: ‘Drinking water is also replaced by coconut water to a large
extent.’

41

42

In a well-known story in Majuro, when the 1905 typhoon decimated much of the atoll, the community came
together in Namijlel, a land parcel between Ajeltake and Woja. At that time, a man by the name of Makpi spotted
two small kwōlej birds (golden plovers) drinking from a coconut shell nearby, an inexplicable behaviour
considering the environmental state of affairs. Upon close inspection and digging, a small pool of water was found.
Even when only a small cup can fit into this hole, it is said to never dry up. This pool of water – named LiModrel’s
well after the woman who lived there – was remarkably, according to the story, able to supply the water needs of the
Woja and surrounding communities in the wake of the typhoon. In 1986, when Majuro was hit by one of the worst
droughts in recent times, LiModrel’s well again supplied the washing and drinking needs of the people.
Mokwan (called jāānkun in the Ralik Chain), made from preserved pandanus paste, was probably the most
important staple and emergency food in the islands. Chamisso terms it the ‘most valuable thing that a Radak
Islander can give’, and ‘in fact, together with preserved breadfruit and arrowroot flour, they are the sole protection
against famine.’ During the same visit, Captain Otto von Kotzebue (1821: 75) appears impressed by the plant and
the Rimajol predilection for it: ‘But as the pandanus contains very little nourishment, and is by no means in
abundance, an idea of their frugal fare may easily be formed; which seems to agree with them, for they enjoy
extraordinary health, and attain to an advanced and cheerful old age’. The mokwan paste was prepared in special
locations called jepāde, and rolled into logs that could be as small as one foot long, or as monstrously big as 10 feet
long and 3 feet in diameter, wrapped in layers of leaves and cord preventing moisture penetration. The logs were
the staple food on long ocean voyages, with a ‘shelf life’ of at least one year. This type of food was stored high up
off the ground in the upper ‘attic’ (botur) of a home. It could also include bwiro (preserved breadfruit paste), salted
fish and shellfish, and preserved whale meat (itok).

43
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far south of the archipelago. According to him, the famine was so great ‘that the tender
branches of the trees were cooked, and the nutritious juice drunk as food’ (Lay and
Hussey 1828: 155). Lay, simultaneously held up on another island in Mili, corroborates
this extensive famine, describing his desperate resort to stealing coconuts from the
treetops in the middle of the night. Krämer and Nevermann (1938: 140) report a ‘notso-nourishing’ dish of ‘wood of the old coconut tree, which is pulverized and mixed
into a dough with the juice of the unripened nut, and cooked in coconut shells or roasted
on the fire’. Sea and land grasses may have been consumed as well as the shavings
from softwood shrubs and nettle species such as Triumfetta, Wedelia bifora, and
Boehmeria nivea, which were ‘considered delicacies during famines’ (ibid.).
It is within this context that reference is often made to mo as a conservation practice.
Chapman (1985: 220) considers that the ‘adaptations’ that resulted in Oceania (both
population controls and conservation measures) ‘must have been successful’, pointing
to demographic evidence from Wiens (1962), Elliot (1973) and Fosberg (1973) that
‘many of the islands of the South Pacific originally supported very high populations
which seemed to be more or less in equilibrium with their resources’. These arguments
continue to harken back to earlier ideas of equilibrium and stability despite studies (e.g.
Jackson et al. 2001) claiming that indigenous peoples have brought about severe
resource depletion, as discussed in the introductory chapter.
Armed with an arsenal of examples, Johannes responded to such arguments by saying
that they could not ‘negate the considerable and widespread evidence that various
Pacific Island fishing cultures possessed a marine conservation ethic and put it into
practice’ (1978, 1981, 2002: 3), although he recognised (1994: 85) that ‘this definition
does not distinguish between an ethic supported by belief in the intrinsic value of the
natural environment .... or purely because of the practical value of the natural resources
it contains’. In fact, he references McDonald’s (1977) discussion of taboos on hunting
in South America, which are ‘assumed by some writers to be obvious conservation
measures’ but may actually ‘have the opposite effect – by putting increased pressure on
some other, more easily depleted species’ (ibid.: 86-87).
Three problematic issues can be identified here: the complication of intentionality; the
presumptive functions of any particular practice; and the focus on marine ecosystems
and their protection. Hunn (1982) and Alvard (1993, 1995) have addressed the first
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problem, describing cases of ‘epiphenomenal conservation’ that can result in low levels
of resource exploitation, but that often stem from a lack of incentive to put significant
pressures on a resource, as in the case of low human population densities, high levels of
community mobility, or limited extraction technologies. Falanruw (1971: 18) uses this
idea of a ‘technology-deficient island man’ to explain historically plentiful fish stocks.
As we have seen, the third problem derives from a lack of evidence for prohibition
customs in atoll settings where there are purportedly large marine stocks.44 This is
particularly important since many documented definitions of mo are specific to
terrestrial ecosystems. A consideration of sacred groves will help to filli this terrestrial
‘gap’, as well as addressing the second problem, which is the presumption of a
functional or practical application of all prohibition customs.

Sacred Groves
The idea of ‘sacred groves’ as cultural landscapes reserved and untouched for their
association with deities, rituals and taboos, rather than deliberate conservation of
resources, has been notably developed by Indian scholars (Gadgil and Vartak 1975,
1976; Vartak and Gadgil 1981), although such sacred geographies have been
documented more widely (Hughes and Chandran 1998; Malhotra et al. 2007; Dove et al.
2011). There is not so much literature on this subject in Oceania although Thaman
(1994) discusses the ceremonial and spiritual importance of plants that are often planted
in sacred groves or burial grounds. Sacred Pisonia grandis groves are reported from
Onotoa in Kiribati (Koch 1986), and are particularly associated with banyan trees
throughout the Marquesas (Handy 1923). They have often served as symbols or totems,
or as means of communication with spirits or gods, and may be imbued with mana (see
Chapter 4). Thaman (1994: 204) makes a series of recommendations for the promotion
of a ‘hybrid Pacific Island agroforestry’ that include a recommendation to ‘popularize
magico-religious or spiritual importance of sacred groves or individual living trees to
make landowners protect representative vegetation associations and tree groves’.

44

It will be seen in Chapter 4, however, that several atoll societies did have marine prohibitions, such as periodic reef
closures, although the question of intentionality remains.
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The observation that sacred groves often have high conservation and biodiversity values
has afforded them increased attention, for example, their notable inclusion in
UNESCO’s 1996 programme proposal ‘Sacred Sites - Cultural Integrity, Biological
Diversity’:

Sacred groves have served as important reservoirs of biodiversity, preserving
unique species of plants, insects, and animals. Sacred and taboo associations
attached to particular species of trees, forest groves, mountains, rivers, caves, and
temple sites should therefore continue to play an important role in the protection of
particular ecosystems by local people. (UNESCO 1996)

Several scholars are sceptical about the inclusion of sacred groves beliefs and practices
in contemporary conservation programs. Posey (1999) argues that sacred groves exist
as part of a system so complex and variable that an understanding of their spiritual,
mystical and political functions may preclude any easy incorporation into a Western
conservation ethos. Rival (in Posey 1999) points out that the sacred groves of South
India are populated by spirits that are extremely powerful, frightening, and dangerous,
not benign earthly deities that align with such an ethos.

Sacred Ecologies
Anthropologists have become increasingly critical of the dominant dualism of ‘nature’
and ‘culture’ that has been privileged (intentionally or not) in much ethnographic work
(Ellen 1982). Hviding (1996: 169) points out that by ‘privileging “natural laws” ...
phenomena and domains that are not in “nature” according to science (or western
ontology) may well be precluded from having “real” explanatory value in the analysis
of cultural-ecological relations’. These supernatural or non-human beings or domains
are therefore described as invented, despite being ontologically real, normal,
explainable, and perceptible, and not ‘super’-natural, to the society in question. Hviding
(ibid.: 173) suggests exploring alternative epistemologies, citing examples from the
Solomon Islands where acts that might otherwise be considered to belong to the realm
of ‘magic’ can also be considered as ‘highly pragmatic, observable “tools” in handling
problems posed by the environment’.
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Several Pacific Island scholars have recently explored the importance of such
alternative epistemologies from indigenous points of view (Diaz and Kauanui 2001,
Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo 2001, White and Tengan 2001, T. Teaiwa 2001, Subramani
2003, K.H. Thaman 2003, Huffer and Qalo 2004). Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo (2001)
consider the critical emergence and re-emergence of Pacific knowledge frameworks as
crucial to the necessary process of ‘dehegemonization’ in the region, echoed by
Subramani’s call for significant changes in Pacific Island research – away from simple
protest and resistance – towards efforts to ‘decentre Western discourse about
knowledge’ which often assumes universality (2003: 2) in its academic imperialism.
In an effort to recognize alternative epistemologies, Berkes (1999) developed a model
of what he called the ‘knowledge-practice-belief complex’, which consists of four
interrelated levels: the first includes knowledge based on empirical observations
essential for survival (species taxonomy, distribution, and life cycles); the second
focuses on the understanding of ecological processes and natural resource management
(practices, tools, and techniques); the third is the socio-economic organization necessary
for effective coordination and cooperation (rules and taboos); and the fourth is referred
to as the worldview or ‘cosmovision’ (religion, belief, and ethics). The ‘cosmovision’
includes ideas about the relationships between the spiritual, natural, and social worlds
(Haverkort and Hiemstra 1999), which may also be represented as an indigenous
cosmology, cosmography, or sacred ecology. In each case, to ‘understand the twin and
inseparable influences of environmental and social factors upon which the world of
historical agents....., we need therefore to consider the role of a “worldview” for these
agents’ (Ballard 1995: 5).
More Pacific-grounded dynamic epistemologies examined in recent years consider such
‘complexes’ or ‘worldviews’, for example the philosophies and ideologies of fa’a
Samoa, Martitanga, aloha aina, and sa’i ru’anga kami (Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo
2001).

Even earlier, Epeli Hau’ofa (1993) reminded us that ways of knowing in

Oceania were not static or out-dated, but incorporated, and continue to incorporate, a
shifting ‘world enlargement’ that makes ‘nonsense’ of recently defined economic and
national borders, and providing a vision that looks beyond the surface of land to the
surrounding ocean, its underworld, and the heavens above.
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Remapping the Marshall Islands
While Rimajol appear to have had a keen awareness of the difficulties inherent in an
atoll existence, equating this view with a perception of the islands as limited capsules
dotting a great vast emptiness is wholly narrow and inaccurate. For Rimajol, the great
Pacific Ocean is not an empty space defined in microscopic proportions (Hau’ofa 1993),
and lined two-toned maps do not illustrate their universe very well: ‘Even the most
well-intentioned and, at a certain level, ethnographically sensitive maps reify one set of
understandings about places and boundaries at the expense of other, equally viable,
interpretations’ (Carucci 1996: 66). The majority of existing maps created by outsiders
do not account for the majol mapping of seamounts, oceanic deep fresh water springs,
sea currents and navigational lanes, and the movements or life cycles of marine species.
In an exploration of Pacific space and place, indigenous scholar Vicente Diaz has used
the Carolinian navigational concepts of etak and pookof – which employs sophisticated
triangular calculations and local inventories to plot location, direction, time and space –
to also analytically make sense of indigeneity in a contemporary Pacific (2011).
Similarly, even a cursory look at the complex spatial representations within the majol
navigational stick charts (meto, rebellip, mattang) – which remain a source of awe for
marine scientists and geographers45 – evokes a similar conceptual appreciation (see
Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Indeed, much of the elements listed above (seamounts, lanes, and
other features), in addition to directionality and movement, are embedded, encoded, and
represented within these charts.

45

The mathematical sophistication employed in majol navigation, as understood via stick charts, has been widely
studied by anthropologists, mathematicians, and physical oceanographers. See Genz (2011, 2014) and Finney
(1998, 2003).
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Figure 2.3: Sketches of majol navigational stick charts presenting indigenous
visualizations of the atollscape.
Sources, from left to right: Krämer 1906 Figure 44c; Krämer and Nevermann 1938 Figure 65; Finney 1998 Figure 13.34 (adpated
from Winkler 1901).

Figure 2.4: Majol navigational stick charts, held in British and American museum
collections.
Sources, from left to right: Science Museum/Science & Society Picture Library; theonist.com (right two).
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The common distinction now made between the two parallel chains of atolls, Ralik in
the west and Ratak in the east, disregards a number of alternative indigenous ways of
dividing the land, sea and sky, and at both broad and fine scales. The ocean at large,
and the atolls within it, is divided into a total of at least six sections that surround an
inner central marine area called Lolelaplap (see Figure 2.5).46 The surrounding areas
include Joiiaenkan, the far northern region that appears blank in historical maps, but is
actually rippling with seamounts, geysers, fish-gathering swells and gyres, and
continuously emerging, submerging, and re-emerging islets.47 And while the Ratak
Chain is divided between Ratak-eañ (Ratak-north) and Ratak-rak (Ratak-south), the
Ralik Chain is divided between three meto ‘seas’ known as Rakinmeto (‘South Sea’),
Eoonmeto (‘Middle Sea’), and Eañinmeto (‘North Sea’). These divisions appear to
contain a political dimension, although they may also reflect the separation of microclimatic zones defined by precipitation and vegetation.48 The area to the far west, which
includes much of the current Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), is called Kabilōñ,
meaning the bottom or western side of the sky, an area that was not infrequently
traversed by Rimajol, sometimes in pursuit of territorial expansion.49
Carucci (1980: 360-365) further describes Rimajol delineations of space according to
gender associations. According to him, the female is associated with the west and
supernatural powers, as well as leeward, lagoon, and back spaces, the male is
conversely linked to the windward, ocean-side and front spaces. Females are linked to
land and a static north-south pole, while males traverse from west to east like traveling
stars, and have affiliation with the sea and sky (ibid.).50

When the wind, which

normally blows from the east, shifts direction, blowing from the female west direction,

Some Rimajol consider Lolelaplap to be the ‘original’ name for all of the Marshall Islands. The word lole is
related to ale meaning (‘storehouse’), but also refers to the fishing method of alele, which employs coconut leaves
to surround a school of fish. In this context Lolelaplap can therefore mean ‘large fish storehouse’.

46

47

This area is also the location of Enen kio (widely known as Wake), a majol atoll that was claimed by the United
States.

48

Fosberg divided the archipelago into seven distinct east-west zones on this latter basis (see Stoddart 1992: 284).

49

Mokil and Pingelap are recorded to have been attacked and raided by the Rimajol (Ahlgren 2012. The Mokilese
language, in particular, has linguistic similarities to Rimajol, and many Mokilese today claim to have Rimajol
ancestors.

50

A few Japanese scholars describe Micronesia worldviews based on the balanced binary relationships of land and
sea, or sea and taro (notably Shimizu 1982).
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it is thought to upset the balance in nature, bringing misfortune, as in the form of
typhoons (ibid.).

Figure 2.5: Spatial divisions of the sea according to Rimajol.
(Source: Ahlgren, adapted from Spennemaan 2000).

Indeed, the heavens sit upon four posts (joor) held up by male deities, and the sky is
divided into quadrants where specific stars rise and set.

Joor have already been

introduced as an important conceptual framework for division of the earthly realm into
sea, sky, and land (ae-lōñ-kein), and for division of the foundations of knowledge
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(pedped in jelā ko ad) into the joor meto (‘sea pillar’), joor āne (‘land pillar’), and joor
lōñ (‘sky pillar’).51
The numbers three, four, and sometimes six, are important in majol epistemologies. In
addition to the four posts of heaven (and cornerstones of traditional houses), and the
three pillars of knowledge and earthly dimension, the number three is dominant in the
practices of both divination and medicine. In divination, using either folded leaves or
scattered rocks, multiples of three and four are primary indicators of good or bad
fortune.

Figure 2.6: Various divination knots (bwe) made using pandanus or coconut leaves.
Note: Fold arrangement in bottom left indicates positive and negative outcome oracles concerning warfare in Mili Atoll.
Sources: Top row – Krämer and Nevermann 1938; Figure 76 Bottom: Ahlgren 2013 fieldnotes (left) and Ahlgren 2012b (right).

In medicinal rites, the elements (leaves, seeds, flowers, etc.) are almost universally
collected and employed in multiples of three, as well being applied three times a day,
while the length of treatment is typically three days or three weeks.

Today, in

photographs, groups of three people or animals in the frame are avoided, and there is a

The joor āne included knowledge of medicinal plants, boat building, kinship, divination, storytelling and martial
arts. Joor meto encompassed fishing methods, navigation, sailing, tides, and oceanic markers. Finally, joor lañ
held topical wisdom of climate and weather, time, bird behaviour, clouds, and markers.

51
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common preference for even numbers.52 The number three also figures predominantly
in an origin story featuring three female siblings placed at the apex of cosmogenic
genealogy where one of them, Lijenbwe, (whose name literally means ‘women from the
divination knot’) mothers the most senior matriclans (McArthur 2004). Finally, a
tripartite conceptual representation of culture (manit) is often represented in the
triangular form of the canoe sail (wujlā) (see Figure 2.7), whereby before weaving a
canoe sail, ‘custom is made’ (kōmmane manit jimwe) by pulling the rope lines (ekkwal
eo) straight (jimwe) at the pillar stakes (dumej) so that it can ju ioon bok (‘stand up
straight upon the sand’).
Moreover, even though the major pillar gods holding up the heavens are represented as
the four cardinal directions, three are associated with watching over and providing life,
food, and weather, while the northern god Lajibwināmōn is commonly associated with
death (see Figure 2.7 and Table 2.3). A consideration of these gods and the origin of the
cosmos will aid in filling out these fundamental notions of being and space in mantin
majol (Marshallese culture).

Figure 2.7: Rendering of important elements of the canoe sail (wujlā), booms (rojak), and
cardinal gods in navigating spatial relations.
Source: Ahlgren Fieldnotes 2010, 2013.

52

Carucci adds that canoes also have a gendered space (1980: 363-4).
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Origins and the Cosmos
Dobbin (2011: 121-122) points out the difficulties of outlining the ‘traditional religion’
of the Marshall Islands: scant source material; uncertainty about the meaning of key
terms relating to the gods and the spirit world within those materials; and difficulty in
understanding the mythology in which much of the old religious vocabulary is
embedded. These are indeed difficult problems to overcome in ‘recreating’ the old
religion, although there are several elements that are relatively constant, and, in many
instances, still relevant for majol worldviews today.
Majol myths about the origins of the cosmos typically commence with predominantly
male gods or semi-divine male figures, quickly changing thereafter to an emphasis on
female deities and spirits (Tobin 2002; Dobbin 2011). There are differences in the
origin tales of the western (Ralik) and eastern (Ratak) chains, and there are several
variations within each group. A simplified crystallized summary of the most common
elements can be derived from the work of Erdland (1914), Knappe (1888), Davenport
(1953), Chambers (1969) Buckingham (1949), Tobin (2002), and McArthur (2004).
In most Ralik accounts, the sky god Lōwa (whose name denotes the empty space in a
container) created the world with the words ‘Lōwa and reef’, invoking the reef, then the
rocks, sea, sand, plants, birds and animals.53 A white seagull spread the arch of the sky
like a spider web between trees, and Lōwa created four ‘postmen’ to hold up the corners
of the heavens: Lokōmraan (litereally ‘Sir Saymaker’) in the east, Lorōk (‘Sir South’),
Iroojrilik (‘Chief of the West’), and Lajibwināmōn (or Lalokeañ), (‘Sir Last in the
North’).
Ratak origin myths typically begin with a god named Wullep (or Wlap or Uelip) and his
wife Lidjeman (or Lijeman), who were two worms or eels. They lived on an invisible
island in the west called Eb, in a cave (or clam shell) that Wullep made large (creating
the world essentially) by pushing it sometimes up to the height of the sky and width of
the sea with a stick.54 A boil (or in some versions, a tree) growing on Wullep’s head
split open his skull, and from it sprang forth two sons: in some versions it is Lewoj and

53

By some accounts, Lōmtal exists alongside Lōwa, and it is he that makes the seas.

54

Some scholars have considered the westerly location of this mystical Eb to reference an eastward movement from a
homeland in western Micronesia. Erdland (1914) considers the linguistic affinity of Eb to Yap, while Goodenough
(1986) explores some of these pan-Micronesian connections to ‘Kachaw’ and Kosrae.
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Lanej, who created the stars; or Letao and Jemaluit, who tried to defeat those in the
heavens. Letao created the Marshall Islands when stealing a basketful of earth from
Wullep, spilling it across the world. Letao took Lidjeman for his wife, and from this
union came the first people. In Ralik versions, Wulleb and Lidjeman (or Linduaij) came
from a bloody tumor on Lōwa’s leg.
Chiefs, of a divine nature, are introduced when two sister goddesses, Liwatonmour and
Lidepdepju, travelled from the western invisible land of Eb to settle in Namu Atoll in
Ralik and Aur Atoll in Ratak, respectively. They became the mothers of the iroij of the
Marshall Islands, worshipped in their form as stone pillars.55
The heavens and the earth in these accounts appear to be in separate realms, with the
space in between them ambiguous, although there was also some traffic between them.
In some Ralik legends, Lidjeman’s children Lewoj (or Luaj) and Laneej (or Lanej) sat
on a stalk of arrowroot that grew up to the arch in the sky that allowed access between
the two realms. In others, there was a pandanus tree growing between the heavens and
the islands.

The Realms of Gods and Spirits
Majol myths and legends, as well as daily life, are replete with spirits, often unnamed
(Erdland 1914; Tobin 2002). It seems that Rimajol recognized a number of different
classes of spiritual beings, and while accounts differ in defining these classes, most can
be grouped into six broad, overlapping, and interacting categories that appear to blend
into each other in a somewhat vertical fashion.
Anij: sky and origin gods

This category includes those creator beings named in the previous origin stories, that are
are considered to be ever-present and immemorial heavenly gods. Many sources refer
to them as anij, although that term has also been used (historically) to designate
malevolent beings.

55

In a Ralik variation, the two women are Liwatonmour and Lijjeleijet (not Lidepdepju), and it was they who
spawned the first iroij, a daughter Irooj and a son Jemaluit, respectively.
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Table 2.3: Majol heavenly gods.

Name

Identity and associations

Lōwa

Creator of the earthly realm

Wulleb and Lidjeman

First beings (worms or eels) whose domain is the sea (and the
invisible ‘land’ of Eb), possibly responsible for anjilik (illness
spirits)

Lokōmraan

Cardinal god (Saymaker in the East) controls the sun, moon, time
cycles and seasons

Lorōk

Cardinal god (Sir in the South) associated with weather, as well as
plentiful bounty of food

Iroojrilik

Cardinal god (Chief of the West) associated with fertility, as well as
fish and the ocean

Lajibwināmōn/Lalokeañ Cardinal god (Sir in the North) associated with death; daughter
Lalio provides healing

While they are not necessarily benevolent, these gods are usually associated with
abundance of food, fertility, and meteorological phenomena, and have ongoing ritual
significance. The realm of these beings appears to be in the heavens and in unseen
origin locales, and they had little direct interaction with humans in most day-to-day life
activities, but local livelihoods were still thought to be dependent on them. These gods
were appealed to during important life-cycle and large-scale subsistence activities and
ceremonies, such as the seasonal breadfruit and pandanus festivals, and when setting out
on inter-atoll voyages and resource-gathering expeditions to remote places.56
According to the proverb known as Jitkelon Mejal, luck and fortune comes from a
higher power, and at these ceremonies, Lōwa and the four cardinal gods had to be given
first fruit offerings to ensure ongoing and future bounty (Knappe 1888; Erdland 1912,
1914; Carucci 1997a; Stone et al. 2000).57
Evidence for propitiation of the other sky gods is less clear. Wulleb ruled over the
invisible land of Eb, home to various spirits, and in some accounts, is included in the
various ceremonies already mentioned, as well as being paid tribute and respect by both
moulting birds and spawning fish species, notably the parrotfish species kilkil and

The proverb known as Ejok Mākar was used in the food gathering occasions, to describe seasonal plentitudes of
sea and land resources, where mākar (life) was thought of as periodically falling from the sky to replenish the life
on earth.

56

57

Human souls upon death travel to the south (eorok) to Nadrikdrik Atoll where they meet Lorōk; accounts also have
the soul running away from Lajibwināmōn in the north (see Chapter 8).
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pālpilikio (Erdland 1914).

The tattooers Lewoj and Laneej, also associated with

constellations, were ritually appeased with food offerings at their sacred landscapes
before the conduct of tattooing ceremonies. The mother progenitors Liwatonmour and
Lidepdepju appear to have been worshipped at the site of their basalt rock
manifestations on a regular basis, receiving food, mats and flowers (Tobin 2002: 51).58
After the four cardinal gods, and on some accounts Lewoj, Laneej, or Wulleb had been
appeased, lesser gods – different ones on different atolls – would be invoked before
harvesting, or tattooing, or other ritually-sanctioned activities could begin.59 Several of
these beings straddle the sky god category and that of culture heroes and ancestral gods
who have genealogies and legends involving direct interaction with humans. I separate
them here, however, since they are not mentioned as being worshipped or appeased, but
often serve more moralistic purposes.
Jitob: culture heroes and ancestral gods

The category of jitob covers god-like beings that are prominent in legends, those culture
heroes that are integral to explaining the origins of traditions and values, as well as
resources. They are important beings for explaining the world as humans experience it,
and delineating appropriate – and inappropriate – behaviours.

58

According to Tobin, some of the ceremonies surrounding their basalt pillars may have resembled Saturnalia where
certain taboos were overlooked. A large fishing festival took place near the pillars once or twice a year, involving
allele (the practice of large-scale community fishing) and jurōk (a fishing method based on tides using long nets and
a large weir). These methods were usually mo for women to witness, so they had to stay indoors and refrain from
looking at the shoreline, as well as from weaving. No fish would be caught if the prohibition was broken. During
this festival time, however, women were free of this mo. Also, women and men usually prohibited from flirting,
whether it be within the same clan or the with the mates of high-ranking chiefs, were allowed to engage in such
activities. Tobin describes a situation in which a member of the kajur (lower) class would place a fish in his
waistband, which the lijela (wife of a high chief) may playfully grab and liberally manipulate. Commoner women
could also interact with iroijemmaan (the husbands of female chiefs). Sex with these individuals remained mo, but
these periods allowed for a certain level of sexual expression and relief (Tobin archives Box 2 093).

59

The proverb Boke rikrik lokwojkwoj mol "A very small knot can break an axe" hints at the importance of these
lesser gods. It refers to the cutting a log where care is taken with the big knots, but the small overlooked knots will
break an axe, too therefore don’t forget the lesser gods (or chiefs) when you make your offerings, or they will break
you (Davenport 1952).
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Table 2.4: Select names of individual culture heroes and jitob.

Name

Identity and Associations

Loktanur

Mother of stars; giver of the first sail

Jebro

Youngest son of Loktanur; Pleides; representation of kindness

Letao

Infamous trickster

Lijebake
Djoruru

Turtle goddess; wife of Wulleb
Great thunder bird god

Tobolar

First coconut, born of a human

Labakkijet

Ocean spirit

Bōraan

Disobedient nephew of Iroojrilik

For example, the bwebwenato (legends) that detail the escapades of these jitob explain
the existence of several critical subsistence plants, such as coconut and pandanus, as
well as the introduction of fire by Letao, and the origin of Mili Atoll, which was fished
out of the sea.

These beings also demonstrate and exemplify specific types of

behaviour: disobedient Bōraan suffers the consequences of ignoring his elders; Lijebake
demonstrates the special relationship between grandmothers and grandchildren; Letao’s
infamous trickery teaches cleverness but mostly exemplifies bad behaviour; and Jebro
teaches the rewards of generosity and obedience to mothers.
Again, placing any one being in a category is difficult, but generally speaking, the
majority of these jitob do not have physical manifestations nor are they worshipped in
their own right. The next category, however, comprises the most numerous group of
beings within the non-corporeal realm, and those that still hold daily relevance for
Rimajol.
Ekjab: atoll spirits and local heroes

This group of beings appear to have once lived in human form, and are now
remembered as ekjab (or ākjab), a term that curiously is thought to mean ‘those who
confine or limit’ (Erdland 1914: 238). Dobbin (2011: 129) describes them not as a type
of spirit, but as a ‘medium that spirits used to reveal themselves to living humans’,
Carucci (1980: 124) calls them ‘ancient signposts’, and Pollock (1976) calls them
‘idols’. Erdland (ibid.) treats Wulleb, Lidjeman, Lewoj, Laneej and the cardinal gods as
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higher ranking ākjab whose ‘effluence of power’ is called ‘that striking from above
(aädūeliñ) [sic]’ (probably ao jen lōñ).60
The commonly agreed features of ekjab are that they had human form at some point,
have ancestral ties to specific atoll and island locales, always take the form of natural
objects like rocks, trees, hills, and reefs (sometimes animals), are practically countless
in number, and are beings long deceased, with reduced (but still extant) power today.
They most certainly reside in the earthly realm, physically visible to humans today, and
function somewhat as landscape memories, frequently mentioned at the closings of local
legends, where a notable character takes the form of a tree, for example, at a locale
where their story transpired.61 By some accounts, ekjab may also represent clan totems,
although Erdland (1913) says totems are called wunenak, a composite of wun (‘ground’
or ‘foundation’) and nak (‘tradition’, as innaknok, meaning ‘family tradition’).62 There
are dozens of ekjab enumerated and mapped in each atoll, but a sample is listed in Table
2.5.
The spirits of dead ancestors, generally called jitob, do not necessarily exist or appear
within the earthly realm, much less take the form of ekjab, unless they belong to a
notable chief or character of importance to an atoll’s identity.63 Erdland refers to visible
jitob as monamon, and invisible ones as jimonamon.64 It seems to have been rare for
ancestral spirits to appear in strictly benevolent form, and stories abound concerning
those that are wholly or ambiguously malevolent, often called jitoob etoon (‘dirty
spirits’) or jitoob nana (‘bad spirits’). The visible spirits are capable of doing good, as
well as evil, things, and for this reason they are both venerated and feared as family
guardian spirits, but fear predominates, so there is a greater emphasis on appeasement
and protection in the cult of the dead.

Yanaihara (1940) calls them ‘local gods’ (usually chiefs) who were famous in their lifetimes. He thinks ekjab were
ranked in a way that made the chief of the oldest lineage becomes the ‘gens god’ after death, and the chief of the
youngest becomes the ‘god of the land’.

60

They can exist on land and at sea. Erdland (1914: 238) suggests that those in the sea are the ‘children’ of those on
the land, and considers them to be important ‘seamarks’ or navigational signs for sailors.

61

Erdland’s translation of naknok as ‘family tradition’ is a curious one. While the term is not used today, informants
recall that it referred to expert knowledge, wizardry, or sorcery, and that id the way it is defined in the modern
dictionary (Abo et al. 1976).

62

63

Rimajol do believe in the existence of something like a soul that travels upon death, and which can constitute a
force or power that is dangerous to living humans.

64

These terms are similar to those that are used to refer to local forms of mana (see Chapter 4).
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Table 2.5: Select names of ekjab for Wotho and Ailinglaplap atolls.

Name

Atoll

Natural formation

Lādde

Wotho

A hill of human shape

Lorenwa

Wotho

A red-footed booby (uten) who has as ten dolphin
children

Lojbouk

Wotho

A dragonfly flying far out at sea

Lababbub

Wotho

A butterfly

Libaie

Wotho

A point of land; or if at sea, two white gulls (kaar)

Boke-en Lakine

Wotho

A red goose south of Aikne

Lagueteran

Wotho

A block of coral in the passage; or if at sea, a fish

Lanbaren

Wotho

A small, very voracious shark

Lirājuguk
Lininindōk

Wotho
Ailinglaplap

A red goose at the outer side of Bokenaedok

Ketelnarik

Ailinglaplap

A salt-water bush at shores of Woja, or at sea, a
swallow
A tropic bird, formerly a chief’s son

Jojobo

Ailinglaplap

A shark south of Woja that bites its own tail

Lakiru

Ailinglaplap

A wop tree in Enewe

Laadan

Ailinglaplap

An ekkōñ tree in Bikajela whose children are kupañ fish

Bok-in-ea

Ailinglaplap

a cavity on the reef of Loto, in which float tree trunks
that are not to be touched by anyone

Sources: Erdland 1914; Tobin 2002; Ahlgren fieldnotes.

Anjilik and timon: the evil spectres

Chamisso and Erdland both consider anij to be evil spirits, those that cause harm to
humankind, and consider the term to include all ‘terrible beings’, including the spirits of
deceased chiefs (Johnny 1978: 5), 65 although the term is now most commonly used to
refer to the higher gods. Anjilik are included within this designation, but are of lesser
rank, and therefore can be controlled by higher-ranking anij or by ekjab. Some are now
referred to as timon (from the English ‘demon’), and have specific shapes, while others
are given specific names, suggesting a relationship to the ancestors, and tend to be
mentioned in relation to specific illnesses.

Johnny (1978: 7) suggests that the term anij mijktan (‘false gods’) was introduced as way of referring to the old
spirits, particularly the ‘dreadful spirits of the departed chiefs’, to differentiate them from the ‘strong and real’
Christian Anij (‘God’), or Jamomuij Ilañ meaning (‘Heavenly Father’).

65
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Table 2.6: Select types of feared timon or anjilik.

Name

Description

Mejenkwaad

Shape-shifting long-necked cannibalistic female (or occasionally
male) ogres that prey on or possess women, particularly pregnant
women

Wōnenak

Legendary cruel giants who scare and kill people, and commonly live
in dense forests
Hobgoblin monsters whose title also refers to skin ulcers

Eakeak

Like ancestral jitob, the anjilik often take on human-like form, and this form is of
importance to those sorcerers and healers who must identify the contaminating culprit to
source the appropriate treatment (see Table 2.7).66 They are also identified by their
habitat, as demons of the beach, sea, bush, eand so forth. These anjilik are closely
affiliated with prohibitions and taboos, linking a complex of specific behaviours, places,
spirits, and resources.
Table 2.7: Dangerous anij or anjilik.

Name

Associated affliction

Lamātakbar

The (male) one who causes headache

Lakejarūb
Lawulleb

The (male) one who brings chest pains
The (male) one who causes headaches

Lakejjar

The (male) one who watches (to see whether anyone eats something baked
before fishing)
The (male) one who looks out of a hiding place (to see that laws are obeyed)

Laluaua
Larañrañ

The (male) one who beats pandanus leaves (so that no woman does this work
and so that it is done exclusively on the side of the hut where the sleeping
places are

Lajibuinmal

The (male) one who guards the under support when coconut fibres are beaten
(so that no woman touches it)

Lajbuito
Labento

The (male) one who guards the sacrificial pond (to) to keep women from
bathing in it
The (male) one who dwells in the waterhole

Limenōlōl
Lawilele

The (female) one who causes death by bewitching the head
The (male) one who guards the old fish weirs made of palm fronds

Lalibjet

The (male) one who guards the long stone weirs (until they collapse by
themselves)

Source: adapted from Erdland 1914.

Since ri-anijanij are those ‘black magic’ sorcerers who tap into the power of these beings, they are regarded as
equally dangerous.
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Anjinmar: nature spirits

Finally, there is a fifth category of beings, anjinmar, often called ‘nature spirits’ (or
gods of the bush) because of their affiliation with certain habitats and resources. They
are almost always considered benevolent, or at least ambivalent. The most prevalent of
these are the noniep, smart, good-natured, small elf-like creatures that are quite helpful
to individuals who are privileged to see them, bringing secret gifts and skills. Others
are listed in Table 2.8. These mystical beings do have corporeal form, although they
reside in invisible realms parallel to that of humans. They are not appealed to and
cannot be invoked, as they exercise control over their own behaviour.
Table 2.8: Types of majol ‘nature spirit’.

Name

Description

Noniep

Elf-like benevolent beings that dwell in invisible realm; only visible to
chosen few that receive luck and gifts
Legendary leprechauns, dwarfs or midgets (also called rūmōkarran)

Rimmenanuwe
Muniak

Tall, handsome invisible beings living in an invisible realm, with fine
tattooing and long ear lobes; Visible to chosen women; Children of female
humans and muniak have exceptional abilities

Rimokai

Giants from the island of Kili that spend six months of the tradewinds
period in hibernation

Riikije
Kakwōj

Mystical handsome beings capable of taking on human form; spring from
wells
Human-shaped fish, capable of living on land and at sea

Kwōjenmeto

Sea demons

Sources: Knappe 1888; Erdland 1914; Tobin 2002.

Realms of Interaction: Rethinking Space and Place
These elements represent a small slice of majol cosmology that are neither subject to
general agreement nor static in time. They resemble to a degree the pookof navigational
technique briefly described by Diaz whereby pookof inventories the creatures and their
habits indigenous to a given island (2011: 27) and constitute an important part of a
larger conceptual system of land that contracts, expands, and moves. According to
Diaz, ‘islands are known by dint of the furthest travels of their indigenous creatures’
(ibid.), and both etak and pookof constitute a ‘home grown theory of the mutuallygenerative relationship between cultural roots and historical routes’ (ibid.). Similarly, in
the case herein of a majol ‘mapping’ of beings, however fragmentary in scope, are
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useful in understanding human-environment relationships and notions of sacred space
and place, comprising a cosmological pluralism, not unlike the cosmological dualism
described for Vanuatu (Mondragon 2015), the rhetorical physical testaments of mythbased social relations of Palau (Parmentier 1987), and the semiotic signs in the seascape
of Marovo Lagoon (Hviding 1996).
In the Marshall Islands essentially, the six realms in which these various beings operate
are those of:


lukkun armej (real people or human beings);



anij (sky and origin gods);



jitob (culture heroes and ancestral gods);



ekjab (atoll spirits and local heroes);



anjilik and timon (evil spectres); and



anijmar (nature spirits).

They are alternate but co-existing realms with a certain amount of mobility between
them, accessible through a variety of spaces. In the origin mythology, that was through
an arrowroot plant or a pandanus tree.
Different beings are affiliated with, manifest in, or inhabit certain spaces as well as
species. For example, malevolent anjilik and timon inhabit spaces called melal (‘the
playgrounds of demons’) and are most associated with heavily forested areas, as well as
crooked palm trees, bush-crawling vines, hermit crabs, and certain bird species.67 But
this does not mean that they have sole rights to access such places, since noniep, for
example, are also associated with heavily forested areas. Many ekjab and jitob are
linked to animals and other resources, not necessarily in a totemic sense, but as an
avenue or medium for the expression of their power. These associations are better
understood as avenues of contact between beings and realms, since almost anything in
the immediate physical environment – trees, bushes, lagoons or other seaside spots,
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Raynor describes similar notions in Pohnpei, where upland forest areas (called nanwel) are wholly avoided,
perceived to be outside human authority, and instead to be the habitat of eni spirits or gods (Raynor 1994; see also
Shimizu 1982). He considers these beliefs to be part of the ‘cultural ecology of the traditional management system’.
Hainline (1964: 266) includes a passing note on the sacred realm as a cultural factor in population and land use
dynamics, citing supernatural beings in the Marianas as a constraint on the free use of land, as well as the
reservation of sacred land on Yap.
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rocks, fish, sharks, octopuses, and crabs – could be channels for the transmission of
power between the spirit world and humans (Dobbin 2011: 123).
While much of this interaction is inflicted upon humans by other beings, the distance
between these realms can be intentionally breached by humans in several ways. Chiefs
may inherently straddle these realms, but can also communicate with the high gods as
intercessors, particularly at ceremonies and festivals.

Breaches can also be made

through divination and other ‘priestly’ skills, by clan totemic invocation, and through
mediums in nature.
Worship, divination, and talismans

It has already been pointed out that the high gods, and several lower ones on which
humans were dependent for good fortune, were propitiated in relation to important
events, seasons, and activities. Chiefs were an integral part of this invocationbecause of
the inherently divine nature afforded them from their ancestral ties to the mythical
sisters Liwatonmour and Lidebdebeju.
Other ancestors and important non-corporeal beings – like the ekjab and jitob – were
also worshipped on individual and group (clan or kin) levels. While grand monumental
shrines or temples like marae, or those ceremonial structures found at Nan Madol in
Pohnpei and Lelu in Kosrae, are not found in the Marshall Islands, place-based worship
did exist. Ancestors could be invoked and appeased to bring fortune, avoid misfortune,
provide assistance or advice, honour lineages, or bestow the power to affect various
outcomes. Sacrifices, incantations, and other ceremonial offerings took place at trees
and erected poles, or at special natural formations, shorelines, the backsides of houses,
and graves.
Divination (bubu) and medicinal ‘sorcery’ (uno) was also employed in communicating
with the anij, anjilik, and various unnamed spirits. Divination is considered a celestial
gift bestowed on mankind by the matriarch (McArthur 1995: 320). The names for
specific types of ‘sorcery’ or ‘magic’-related practices and their practitioners are many
(see Table 2.9), and are often ancestral in nature68. The practice involves the use rocks,

It is with great hesitation that I employ the term ‘sorcery’ throughout this thesis, as it presents to many audiences as
a malevolent and strange withcraft practice. While some forms of such ‘sorcery’ do exist in the Marshall Islands,
there is a much large scope of ‘magical’ practices that are not associated with such connotations as malevolent or
dark and strange. Some of these practices are enumerated by their kajin majol terms in Table 2.9, although the
specific terms are rarely used today. Instead, many Rimajol have appropriated the term ‘black magic’ to encompass
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certain kinds of orange coral, and the palm leaves of select coconut trees (but may
nowadays be done with a modified Bible). For medicinal practices, the very plants and
spaces linked to the source of maladies are often also the key to the cure, and patterns of
wind can be used to diagnose the origin and character of the infecting culprit. In
keeping with Carucci’s gendered ordering of the majol world, the buds from certain
trees should only be plucked from the relevant side associated with the malady, which is
usually the western side.

Table 2.9: Terms for various types of ‘magic’, ‘sorcery’, medicinal, and related practices.

Name

Description

Anebeb

lunacy; communing with spirits

Anijanij

spell, enchantment; magic; sorcery; witchcraft

Anjin-pako

magic to stun sharks, preventing them from attacking

Anjin-wōlbo
Atlo

magic to make someone amicable, or give sex appeal
power of the tongue of sorcerers

Binikol

curse, as in witchcraft

Bōkjān kona
Bὃnὃj

magic to make a fisherman unsuccessful
magic power

Bwe

divination (usually by knots)

El

an ancient cult that tattooed (eo) and practiced magic

Jibai
Kokabel (ekabel)

magic trickery
Sorcery

Kὃbbὃkkak

native doctor with effective medicine, usually magic

Kajutoklok

drive out spirits by sorcery

Marmir
Mὃkaro

cure, heal; sorcery; repair; technique, method; harvest
wizard, ghost, expert

Monmon

haunted; having supernatural powers; taboo

Moun (and loun)

magical power; one of two kinds to make soldiers brave

Rojak
Totabon

sorcery; magic
occult; black magic; omen

Uno (or wuno)

treat medically; to paint; colour; drug; potion; cure; panacea;
remedy

Uno in buromoj

magic to heal someone of a broken heart

Unok

paint, care for sick, practice magic

Sources: Compiled from US Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 1943; Rynkiewich 1972; Abo et al. 1976; Ahlgren Fieldnotes.

such practices, most likely a remnant from the Christian missionary period, as well as a reflection of the failures of
anthropologists like myself to better understand and provide useful descriptive translations. Since the specific
practice terminology is rarely employed today, at least in my presence, I often resort to the ill-connoted ‘sorcery’.
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Finally, the force and power of various beings can be imbued in people, as in the case of
chiefs and specialist practitioners, but they can also be imparted to inanimate objects for
various malevolent and benevolent ends. Amulets and talismans are common in certain
clans, family lineages, and also in certain areas. Today, they often take the form of kain
karwaan (literally, ‘accompanying or escorting kind’), empty bottles filled with ripped
out scripture pages strung up in trees of areas of danger or risk. Similar talismans are
worn around one’s neck. These were formerly charms constructed of coconut and
pandanus leaves, but these days, the empty ampoules of diabetes medication are filled
with imported holy water and made into necklaces (Plates 2.1–2.6).69
The connections between otherwise human, spiritual, and natural ‘realms’ is undeniable:
the first coconut was borne of a human woman; seamounts are named after notorious
beings, as are important plant cultigens;70 and certain storms are portents of the comings
and goings of chiefs. Overall, it is clear that there is an overlap between these various
realms, and it is these very intersections, not their separation, that organizes significant
movement in majol life.

Plate 2.1: Majol ‘magic charms’.
Source: Erdland 1914: Plate 7.

69

Similar talismans, usually feathers, were attached to the masts of canoes to ward against unfavourable currents
(Erdland 1914).
For example, lojikōt is a pandanus cultigen imported to Ebon Atoll and named after a legendary northern Ratak
chief.
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Plates 2.2 and 2.3: Kain karwaan protective talismans hanging from a coconut tree (left)
and in a sleeping hut (right).
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

Plates 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6: Closeup of protective amulet made from holy water in a medicine
ampoule (top left); species of coral used in one type of ‘magic’ (bottom left); and an
altered Bible being used as a contemporary divination tool (right).
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

Signs in the atoll-scape

In Oceania, the seascape – and in this case the atoll-scape – is understood as a living
history with associated myths, stories and legends that provide moral and cultural
guidelines, embody narratives about human origins and ancestors, and create culturally
significant signposts that map corporeal and non-corporeal movement (Cordell 1984;
Hviding 1996; D’Arcy 2006). Signs are an important form of knowledge in majol
epistemology, akin to that of the Kwara’ae in the Solomon Islands (Gegeo and Watson79

Gegeo 2001), where various natural signposts communicate history, dangers, and
environmental knowledge.
In the Marshall Islands, the beings themselves and the spaced marked by interactions
amongst and between them are important mapping tools. Atoll-specific culture heroes
remain important as landmarks and ‘sea-marks’ that help guide navigating life,
including the avoidance of certain places or spaces, as well as guiding behavioural
expectations and repercussions.

They even define an atoll population’s very

‘personality’, as will be seen in the case of Mili Atoll, known for in love-magic as well
as rampant illness explained by the complicated story of god-like ancestors that engaged
in incestuous and jealousy-fueled love triangles (see Chapter 8). Essentially, as Ballard
notes for the Huli, ‘the minutiae of daily existence and the arcane details of cosmology
find echoes in each other, and [....] the role for ancestral information in the practice and
control of the flow of social life is seated foundationally in the basic structure of the
cosmos’ (1998: 76).
Legendary characters and events are marked by natural features including rocks, coral
heads, hills and depressions – almost always formally referred to by the character’s
name prefixed by one of the tersm for such natural feature: wodin- (‘coral head of-‘),
bwōlan- (‘taro pit of-‘), baten (‘hill of-‘), bokan- (‘sand spit of-‘), naamen- (‘pool of-‘),
toden- (‘reef passage of-‘), drekain- (‘rock of-‘), or utilomkein/nian- (‘tree species of-‘).
This naming practice was incredibly important, employed not only in general
cartography, but in narratives, songs, chants and proverbs (Bender 1963).71

They

constistute a topogeny, a ‘poetic power of place’ noted for much of Austronesia (Fox
ed. 2006) that maps social knowledge
The ikid are one such example, being song stories of a poetic nature, with esoteric
secretive language, that use navigational signs or sea-marks that describe specific paths
through the islands, recalling and emphasizing the historical and cultural totems of
several atolls. In essence, the ikid are oral maps. And so to conclude this chapter, I
include a selection of translated lines from the Ikid of Lainjin (from Tobin 2002: 131142), with its known locational associations, alongside one elder’s drawing of elements
of that space for an island in Ujae Atoll (Figure 2.8).

71

Elbert (1976) has written on the connotative values of place names in Hawai’i, where their use is also considered as
indicative of cultural values.
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Figure 2.8: Text excerpts from the Ikid of Lainjin, and a rendering of Ujae Island by Wewe
Jeik.
Sources: Tobin 2002: 131-142; Ahlgren fieldnotes 2010.
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Conclusion: Expanding the atollscape
Charles Redman (1999) discussed nature and culture as interlocking components of a
single system, observing that people convert natural phenomena into cultural objects
and reinterpret them with cultural ideas or elements. Stories and legends are cultural
elements that Oceanic ‘cultures’ assign to a realm of their own – belonging neither to
the cosmos nor to society, but combining attributes of both (Gell 1995).

In

incorporating origin legends, the majol universe is expanded beyond the limits of specks
of land (or confines of a clam shell) in a limitless sea, pushed out at its corners and
establishing a series of interconnecting realms. I have attempted therefore to present
such a majol knowledge framework that does not perpetuate a hegemonic two-toned
map of the islands, but rather a more genuine and far-reaching conceptualization that
transcends ‘the paradigms of mainstream scholarship in the direction of recognizing
ways of doing epistemology on the periphery’ (Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo 2001: 57).
This cosmological contextualization provides a logic within which to interpret mo that is
not confined to ecological or practical factors.
Dobbin has admitted the difficulty in comprehensively describing a coherent majol
religion or cosmology because of the inconsistent and fragmented mythology, at least as
compared to that of Pohnpei, but other indigenous scholars are not intimidated by this
complex, contradictory, and often incomplete nature of some Pacific worldviews.
Subramani, for example, embraces the challenge to innovate paradigms that energize
the Pacific ways of thinking and doing.

What I propose is the construction of a body of knowledge encompassing the
kaleidoscope of Oceanic cultures and tracing diverse and complex forms of
knowledge – philosophies, cartographies, language, genealogies and repressed
knowledges. Such a mammoth project would blur the usual disciplinary
boundaries, including the divisions of oral speech from written materials and of
visual imagery from music and performance. And it would juxtapose the popular,
commonsensical, and personal with the scientific. (Subramani 2003: 6)

Others find the fragmentary, contradictory and contested complexity a something of a
Pacific staple grounded in flexibility and mobility. Diaz and Kauanui remark that it is
the land and the sea that fashions personhood in the Pacific (2001: 319), and an
injection of the concept of mobility is useful, as well as liberating, in conceptualizing
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regional and local identity and culture (ibid.: 324). They emphasize the ‘interrelational
and contextual character of roots and routes’ within any understanding of Oceania
(ibid.: 321), citing Jolly who noted that Pacific peoples live in ‘both spatialities and
deploy metaphors of both groundedness and mobility, settlement, and detachment’
(Jolly 2001). Both works interact with and pull from Clifford’s notions of ‘indigenous
commuting’ and ‘articulated tradition’ that identifies concrete connections, joints, or
articulations that allow for the ‘apparent comings and goings of “traditional” forms’ in
cultural transformation (Clifford 1997 and 2001, in Diaz and Kauanui 2001:330-331).
Where Dobbin struggled with a cohesive majol cosmology, he managed to illuminate
one such important articulation therein. He concludes that there is one overarching
concept capable of linking together different religious terms, key myths, and spirit
worlds with human affairs, and that is the concept of power. It is this very topic,
including the concept of authority that will be discussed in the following chapter, as it is
necessary to understand the status of those who are most closely associated with mo in
order to comprehend its nature and its purpose.
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3. IROIJ RO AD: ‘OUR CHIEFS’ AND SOCIOGEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONS

Jej katie er im kairoojoj, (we respect and raise up the chiefs) because according to
the culture, an [iroij] is referred to as Jede Ak Eo, look up to the frigate bird flying
on high. The symbol for the [iroij] is the ak (the frigate bird), which does not dive
into the water for food as the other birds but rather catches its food in midair as it is
dropped by others. (Carucci 1996; Stone et al. 2000).
Thus the differing ecologies of atolls and high islands, variations in population
density, varieties of subsistence techniques, levels of economic productivity,
systems of property relations, the role of migrations and military conquests,
diffusion, and, and finally, the specific historical ‘accidents’ that occur in wars,
migrations, and contests for power – all influence and are in turn influenced by the
dominant motive of status rivalry. (Goldman 1955: 680)

Introduction
In addition to its recent connection with conservation, mo in the Marshall Islands has
been connected with chiefs, whether as personal property (Tobin 1956), political
reinforcement (Pollock 1976), or symbolic affiliation (Carucci 1998). The figure of the
chief as an ‘authority both of tradition and by tradition’ and an ‘icon of local tradition
and identity’ remains a valuable, though contested, focus for considering historical and
contemporary imaginings of the political environment (Lindstrom and White 1997: 1,
16). Yet the relationship between iroij and mo remains ambiguous in discussions to
date. Is mo a quality or property inherently associated with deities and chiefs that
automatically require attention, avoidance, respect or fear? Is it an altogether practical
tool, harnessed for maintaining social order, identity distinction, or access to power and
resources?

Does it imply privileged access to valuable resources, or allow for a

balanced and equal distribution of them? Can it have all these functions or purposes at
the same time? What are those points of articulation between mo, the environment, and
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social identity? To address these questions, I turn attention now to those structures and
organizational features that permit and restrict access to the various resources available,
whether material or intangible. To understand how mo operates within the web of
social relations between persons and objects, this chapter considers notions of authority
in the Marshall Islands. First, I briefly recall those works that have pioneered an
understanding of the motivations and foundations of socio-political organization in
Oceania. Second, I will examine the majol system, highlighting two of the major
factors upon which authority hinges, through the twin ideas of ‘belonging’ and
‘belongings’, as authority manifests itself from blood and land. Finally, as it will
become apparent that there is a great deal of incorporated flexibility in the authorityproperty nexus, the dilemma of ascription versus achievement in chieftainship will be
revisited within the context of historical adaptation and practical reality.

Resources, Rivalry, Rank, and the Formation of State
In discussion of chiefdoms and traditional leadership in the Pacific, the majority of
critical and comparative study has focused on Melanesian and Polynesian societies,
greatly influenced by Sahlins’ early attempts at classification and the critical reaction to
his propositions. While his work has provided a theoretical foundation for the discourse
on socio-political organization, his distinction between positions of political leadership
ascribed by hereditary rank and achieved by competition is considered inadequate for an
account of the full range of Pacific institutions. Even if one ignores his tendency to
rank societies along an evolutionary continuum on the basis of their relative
‘complexity’, Sahlins relies too heavily on simplified generalizations from a select
group societies to assign Melanesian and Polynesian ‘types’ to geographical
‘provinces’.
Douglas (1979) and Mosko (1995) have provided useful overviews and critiques of the
existing models in ‘reassessing traditional leadership’ and ‘rethinking chiefs’
respectively. Both cast doubt on the ‘prevailing anthropological models’ (Mosko 1995:
766) that emphasize the ascribed-achieved dichotomy, noting that ascription and
achievement are both relevant to leadership in variable proportions and in different
ways. Douglas (1979: 27) proposes an alternative, using related criteria to group (some)
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Oceanic societies depending on their scale, complexity, and the relationship between
ascription and achievement, rank and power, descent and locality, in the recruitment of
sacred and secular leadership. Mosko, on the other hand, has questioned the validity of
any such categorical accounts, using his own account of Trobriand Island leadership to
demonstrate that existing idealized representations are often far from people’s actual
knowledge, behaviour and agency, and concluding that Trobriand chieftainship
‘occupies pivotal but inconsistent positions among the major models of Pacific society’
(Mosko 1995: 766).
Despite the frustrations and hesitations of scholars like Mosko, attempts to neatly and
comparatively describe socio-political systems and their development in Oceania have
not ceased (Cordy 1974; Earle 1978, 1997; Green 1980, 1981, 1982, 1986; Carneiro
1981, 1991; Kirch 1984; Hage 1999a).

The inception, evolution or devolution of

different forms of political organization have been explained as the result of factors
such as agricultural productivity, population pressure, warfare, status competition, and
trade networks.

These comprise part of a popular trend to understand historical

developments that connect the dots on the great wave of human settlement across the
Pacific. Several theories on the origins of chieftainship have foundations in the works
of Sahlins (1957a, 1958) and Harris (1966, 1968), who both contended that political
organization is a function of technology and ecology. A prevailing theory contends that
the powers of the chief, as well as entire socio-political systems, are directly linked to,
and originated from, control over land and scarce or valued resources. This theory has
been applied to atoll societies in particular, where limited resources purportedly place
definite limits on population and hence on class structures. Kirch and Green (1987:
441) in particular have perpetuated Sahlins’ basic assumption that atoll societies are
unstratified: ‘It is surely no coincidence that the most highly stratified Polynesian
societies arose in large resource-rich archipelagos or that atoll societies with most
limited resources generally remained at the lowest levels of socio-political complexity
and integration.’.
Goldman (1955: 680) rejects this economic link with social stratification, but still
maintains an evolutionary hypothesis whereby Polynesian society as a whole is founded
on social inequality, and ‘despite an aristocratic doctrine of hereditary rank, permits its
members to compete for position, for prestige, and for power’. As seen in this chapter’s
opening quote, he gives a lesser role to ecological and demographical factors in
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comparison to the dominant motive of status rivalry in the development of hierarchical
socio-political organization, choosing to group each of the majority of Polynesian
‘subcultures’ into three historical development phases that he calls ‘traditional’, ‘open’,
and ‘stratified’.72
There are many additional studies on other aspects of the origins and history of
chieftainship in the region, such as those that deal with the shift from matrilineal to
patrilineal inheritance (or vice versa) (Goodenough 1955), long-distance exchange and
the Lapita expansion (Kirch 1997b), the ‘sacred sister complex’ (Mabuchi 1960; Rogers
1977), or linguistic evidence for hereditary leadership (Spoehr 1949; Blust 1980, 1984a;
Pawley and Green 1984; Lichtenberk 1986). A critical examination of each of these
aspects is beyond the scope of this work.73 Instead, the following section will consider
the historical avenues, and anthropological qualifications, by which atoll societies of the
Micronesian region can be represented as complex hierarchies amidst limited resources.

Micronesian Complexity
When the socio-political formations of Micronesia have been considered by the
previously mentioned authors, it has usually been with reference to the distinction
between Melanesian and Polynesian formations.

Sometimes the region has been

ignored completely, often with intent, despite being home to more than 500,000 people
and 20 distinct cultural groups (including the Polynesian outliers of Nukuoro and
Kapingamarangi).

Douglas (1979: 15-16) avoids small island and atoll societies

entirely, saying that ‘[i]t is neither possible nor necessary to attempt here a general
survey of leadership patterns in these societies’.

Sahlins also found the social

organization of atolls ‘difficult to understand’ (Knudson 1970: 264).
For a few, Micronesia did, and does, have a place in the grander Oceanic political
evolutionary scheme, and a few (mostly American) authors provided the foundational
benchmarks for understanding it. Murdock (1948: 11) noted the strongly matrilineal
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Goldman (1955: 689) goes on to create an impressive list enumerating those specific changes in cultural values and
institutions that are key steps in this evolution ‘inspired by status rivalry’.
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Walsh (2003) provides an in-depth historical account of the institution of chieftainship in the Marshall Islands, but
does not focuson the more comparative or theoretical aspects of the institution chieftainship at a regional scale.
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and endogamous nature of several Micronesian societies, asking: ‘How can we
reconcile the prevalence of the matrilineate in Micronesia with our hypothesis of an
earlier bilateral organization among all Malayo-Polynesians?’ Considering the wider
Oceanic context, he attempted a reconstruction of ‘stages’ in the socio-political history
of Micronesia, from the original Malayo-Polynesian bilateral structure to matrilineal
sibs in petty feudal states (ibid.: 16).74
Large-scale studies in the 1960s and 70s, comparing the the social organization of
people who dwelt in high and low island settings in Micronesia, were primarily attempts
to place Micronesia within the prevailing theories about Oceania as a whole.
Goodenough (1955) followed Murdock’s footsteps by relating the transformations of
early Malayo-Polynesian society to variations in land tenure and descent rules,
technology, resource distribution, and local group size. Alkire (1960) compared eight
Micronesian societies in an effort to determine relationships between habitat, economic
activities and settlement patterns and concluded that the difference between high
volcanic islands and low coral atolls was not as significant as the choice of crops in the
determination of settlement patterns and social structure. Hainlinealso focused on the
difference between high and low land forms, starting with the earlier assumption that
the former provide more abundant and stable suites of resources, so ‘class and status
systems are characteristically less developed and extensive on the coralline land forms’
(Hainline 1964: 267), but also considering social structure as an important variable in
determining population size and dynamics, and concluding that class systems do exist in
several atoll settings, including the Marshalls, though not to the extremes found in the
network of high and low islands around Yap (ibid.: 266).75 A decade later, Knudson
(1970) revisited the main arguments of Goodenough, Alkire, and Sahlins, and found
that differences in social organization did indeed stem from the relative abundance and
fluctuation in the availability of natural resources. In areas of low fluctuation, social
organizationis oriented toward maximizing options for residence and resource use
within a relatively restricted geographical area, where inter-island population movement
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The presence or absence of matrilineality and unilocality became a major focus for studies of Micronesian societies
in following decades. Barnett (1949) showed that adoption and financial sponsorship in Palau were so complex that
they practically obscured the matrilineal system underneath. Useem (1946) and Force (1959) saw matrilineal
descent in Palau as a customary practice more recently transformed into a dual descent system. Schneider (1953,
1962) argued that a similar change in Yap may have been the result of pressures on land distribution.
A large part of her argument surely rests on Yap’s well-documented sawei trade and tribute system, ignoring that
Rimajol travelled similar distances within and beyond what are now their national borders.
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was of minor significance, while in areas of high fluctuation, it is more likely to be
oriented toward the reassignment of personnel and the transfer of goods.
These studies finally allowed Micronesian atoll societies, regardless of their
characteristically small land size and ecological ‘poverty’, to be considered as stratified
and complex societies, not so different from the elaborate chiefdoms of Polynesia. This
view was bolstered by Fried (1967), who recognized the existence of the conical clan in
Micronesia, saw property as a means of restricting access to land, and Micronesian
social stratification as the consequence of differential access to such basic resources.
Decades later, Hage (1998c, 2000) provided a more detailed account of this matrilineal
conical social organization in the Marshall Islands, where chiefly marriages based on
‘asymmetric alliance (generalized exchange)’ were instrumental in the formation and
maintenance of inter-island empires.76 This evidence of a highly stratified conical
chiefdom is further used by Hage (1998c) to rebut Mosko’s (1995) doubts about
anthropological models of the institution of chieftainship.
Recognition and understanding of complex inter-island social networks has led to
studies that highlight the importance of chiefly access and prestige, not just the perils of
subsistence. Mason (1968b) has suggested that institutionalized chieftainship is a form
of suprafamilial authority directly related to surplus food production. Petersen (2009)
stresses the importance of the introduction and hybridization of breadfruit in the
development of social organization in the Micronesian atoll environment.

This

advancement allowed societies to sustain larger population sizes than previously
conceivable, and also created a surplus in certain tradeable goods.
However, Shimizu (1987) argues that political organization in Micronesia actually
shows little correlation with environmental conditions.

While he considers the

chieftainships in Palau and Yap to have been based on the principle of primus inter
pares (first among equals), his examination of the prestige economy in Pohnpei
suggests a centralized type of chieftainship that is also found in Chuuk, Kosrae and the
Marshall Islands. In these cases, clan ranking is said to be determined not only by order
of settlement but also by the amount of land originally controlled by each clan.
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Citing Pawley and Green (1987), Hage also uses linguistic evidence to link the majol form with a patrilineal variant
in Tonga, suggesting they are ‘genetically related’ in that ‘both of them have a common origin in a stratified, that is,
conical, Proto-Oceanic society that spread from the region of northern coastal New Guinea and Bismarck Islands
around 2,000 BC’ (Hage and Harary 1998: 399).
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Variations in the importance of status rivalry and resource inter-dependence in political
organization and adaptive practices in the region are perhaps best understood in terms
ofthe debate about the supra-island political trade system known as sawei that made the
twenty-four coral islands between Yap and Chuuk part of the so-called ‘Yap Empire’,
and has become ‘one of the most intriguing anthropological phenomena of Micronesia’
(Hunter-Anderson 1996: 1).
According to Lessa (1950), rank decreased according to distance from Yap and tribute
goods travelled from lower- to higher-ranking islands until reaching the Gagil district in
Yap. He considered it an ‘owner-tenant’ relationship with caste implications, not a
form of tribute exactly, but an extension of ‘hospitality’ in a parent-child-sibling
reciprocation that was sensible, practical, and offered mutual benefits to the parties
involved.

Alkire (1970, 1980), inspired by Fried’s evolutionary theory of social

stratification, viewed the differences in rank between the island populations as a product
of differential access to resources. The desire by high-ranking Yapese on their high
islands to acquire stone-money mined from Palau made them reliant on the outer atoll
dwellers and their superior navigational skills, while the ‘lower class’ atoll dwellers,
needed access to basic resources that were available on the high islands, and this made
them willing to contribute their skills. Alkire’s interpretation has been contested by
Hunter-Anderson and Zan, who claim that the atoll dwellers were not actually
dependant on Yap, but had autonomous livelihoods based on an equally large suite of
resources, so the various parties were in a constant battle for prestige ‘trying to show
that they were alliance-worthy through displays of wealth and other proofs of strength’
(1996: 24).
Further academic discussion of this subject (Nason 1970; Lingenfelter 1975; Alkire
1989; Komatsu 1990; Peterson 1999a; D’Arcy 2001; Sudo 2006) has yielded a couple
conclusions that have relevance for the current study. First, Sudo (2006) has noted that
the sawei operates on several levels: as mutual assistance in meeting subsistence needs,
but also maintaining and being maintained by a system of political and religious
authority based on a tradition of first settlement seniority. He demonstrates that in
Satawal (Yap State), the sawei is just one way of claiming, gaining, and validating
chieftainship, while the other is based on tracing ancestral connections to a mythical
homeland to the east called Kachaw. Second, Petersen (1999) has pointed to the sawei
debate as an example of how Micronesian political organization has been misconstrued
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over the years, questioning the use of ‘protean’ crystallizations of the concepts of rank
and stratification to reach differing conclusions.
What follows in this chapter is a description of the salient elements of the majol sociopolitical system, not as a pure static form, but one rife with amendments, loopholes, and
even violations, in what Stege (2008) calls ‘strict principles, flexible practices’. I take
some cues from Firth’s (1955) work on social organization, which attributes individual
decision-making and social relations to standards that can be identified in significant
informal structures and not only in formal ones. Some of these standards are stringent
and rarely disregarded, while many others allow for ‘modification of the strict
implications of a structural principle in favour of some measure of viable action’ (Firth
1955: 10). A process of ‘abstraction’ is useful for understanding the workings of a
social system, but emphasis is placed at the end of this chapter on the unfolding
transformations of chiefly authority through historical moments, acknowledging that
societies are ‘simultaneously proceeding and retreating, developing and disintegrating’
(Petersen 1999: 395), and cultural identity is a process not a product (Hereniko 1994:
407). An understanding of the flexibility allowed to, or exploited by, some individuals
will eventually prove crucial to understanduing why some sites appear to retain mo
status while others do not.

Elements of a Majol Model: Belonging and Belongings
Majol authority is distributed, transmitted, and administered according to a set of
principles founded in the ideas of ‘belonging’ to matrilineal bloodlines with mythical
feminine origins and of movement amongst the ‘belongings’ of land. The former is
most commonly associated with an idealized and fixed form of vertical ascription,
where chiefs are inherently different, tracing their lineages back to divine and
primordial mother figures. The latter, however, involves things that are distributed
horizontally across a network of relationships that changes under a variety of scenarios.
Menmenbwij: Belonging – authority and blood
Every Rimajol person is a member of a bwij (lineage) and a jowi (clan). These identity
markers define a variety of relationships, behaviours, and traits, including rank within
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the class structure, personality traits and skills, points of geographical origin, and
historically, totems. Membership of both jowi and bwij is inherited matrilineally, and
this always takes precedence over botoktok, the patrilineal bloodline.
One’s bwij is usually considered the most important marker of personal identity, traced
through genealogies (menmenbwij, literally things of the bwij).77 Each bwij is a subset
of the jowi whose members can theoretically (if not directly) link themselves to one
common female ancestor. The earliest jowi had legendary beginnings, and appear to
have had totemic connections that are referenced by a variety of terms, like ekjab, anij,
and wōnenak, discussed in Chapter 2. Origin stories populate the human world with
only two jowi, one for each of the foundation sisters Liwatonmour and Lidebdebeju (or
Lijjeleijet), but many legends speak of six to eight ‘original’ clans descended from
Liwatonmour’s daughter Iroij who gave her name to ‘a now vanished race of kings,
whose descendants are still the feudal lords of the Marshall Islands’ (Buckingham, cited
in Pollock 1976: 85-6).78

Table 3.1: Early documented jowi (predominantly from Ralik Chain), with totems (if
known).

Name

Totem

Ijjijdrik

Worm or eel (or hibiscus in some accounts)

Iroij

Fish (or thunder in some accounts)

Erroja

Lakōto (windy weather or thunder)

Errebra
Ri-bako

Kalo bird (brown booby)
Shark (bako)

Ri-bit

Turtle (wōn)

Makauliej

Inedible variety of pandanus (wodejebado)

Tilañ

Unknown (possibly pumice stone)

Ribōkinaeloñin

Salt water bush

Rikwajalein

Shark

77

The word bwij itself is thought to derive from bwijen, the umbilical cord or navel, which nourishes life. The
related words bwijin (the canoe part that attaches the outrigger) and bwidej (earth, ground, soil, plot) are part of
single cosmological nexus of family, inheritance, mothers, support, and land. Similarly, individual plots or parcels
of land, generally called wāto, can be referred to as bwidej, as well as em (house) and mōñā (food).
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In another version of the origin story, three female siblings are at the apex of cosmogenic genealogy, and one of
them, Lijenbwe, (whose name literally means ‘women from the divination knot’) is the mother of the most senior
matriclans (McArthur 2004).
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Today, upwards of 50 jowi are recognized,79 but many people can no longer trace the
connections between them. One’s jowi used to play a crucial role when determining
marriage options (clan endogamy was forbidden in most cases), relative rank, and even
one’s own specialized skillset or personality type.80 It also used to provide important
links between far-flung islands and atolls since membership came with obligations of
hospitality and sharing even amongst the most distantly connected members.81 More
than one clan can be associated with one parcel of land, and it will be universally known
which is of higher rank and authority in that particular location.
The role of the jowi appears to be rapidly decreasing, perhaps in part due to population
growth and movement since the 1940s,82 but bwij membership remains of utmost
importance in guiding everyday behaviour and relationships.83 Family lineage, rights to
land, and social class are inseparably linked, and all are founded firmly in the female
figurehead, as reflected in a proverb Jined ilo kōbo, jemād im jemān ro jet (‘Our, only,
mother forever; our father, the fathers of others’), which is considered to ‘typify the

79

This includes one entitled Ri-Mexico, established to accommodate the children of a Rimajol man from Imroj
Island, in Jaluit Atoll, to Antonia, ‘a tiny Mexican senora...... Antonia, be it known, is responsible for the thread of
Mexican hue now firmly woven into the Marshallese social fabric in the southern atolls’ (Feeney 1952: 124).
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Members of the Makauliej jowi are also said to be artistic, to have good handiwork, and to be too humble to ask for
food even when they are hungry (Petrosian-Husa 2004: 48). The Errebra are compared to the hard inner shell of a
coconut (lat) which burns easily because they excel in decisiveness and firmness, while the Ijjidrik are ‘fickle’ and
‘vacillating in character’ (Erdland 1914: 264). Members of the Kalo clan do not have to lower their voice or use an
intermediary when speaking with iroij, which, according to some, explains how the non-iroij Kessai Note from the
Kalo jowi was able to rise to the RMI Presidency, being free to speak boldly on issues, and on the same playing
field as the powerful nobility in the government.
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This was particularly important during long sea voyages, with the consequent need to replenish food and water
supplies. Rimajol had a general rule that a person could be killed if they went ashore unless they had some kind of
kinship tie to the local community or were actively welcomed. This applies to chiefs as well. During paramount
chief Kabua Kabua’s 1957 trip through the Ralik Chain, he was purportedly forced to remain on his ship in the
lagoon for two days while awaiting permission to land from the head of the commoner lineage on the island.
Maude (1963a: 51-53) describes a similar, although perhaps more formalized, practice in Kiribati.
A study conducted by the RMI’s Historic Preservation Office in 1998 found that the majority of children and
young adults (10-25) did not know their jowi (Walsh 1999). Unless it is a chiefly one, clan membership is
becoming less important to many individuals today, and clan totems are almost entirely forgotten. Only the Ri-bako
(literally ‘shark people’) and Ri-bit (a clan of people from Kiribati originally) are still widely associated with their
totems.
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In a recent example of the importance of bwij, a male American expatriate with a Rimajol wife and family, who
had been living in the islands for more than 30 years, registered to run for political office. While a politically active
and respected member of the community, having worked with Bikinians as an advocate for decades, this act
received a lot of attention, putting into question what it means to be Rimajol (and to represent them). Because he
has no Marshallese jowi or bwij, the general consensus held that he was ineligible for office. While the issue was
finally settled in the high court, which decided he could run, many people said they would never vote for an outsider
like him.
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customary conditions on the Marshall Islands as no other does; it hits the nail on the
head’ (Erdland 1914: 113). 84
Similar to jowi, bwij are both inherited matrilineally and ranked. It’s not uncommon for
one community to be widely understood based on membership to the ‘greater bwij’,
‘lesser bwij’, or ‘patrilineal bwij’, terms that are often invoked in court cases. In a
narrow sense of the word, the bwij membership stems from the matriarchal figurehead
and her brother the uleab, or other elder sibling and family head, the alab.
Generally speaking, there are two major ‘classes’ of people, based on their blood
lineage: the bwij in iroij (chiefs) and the bwij in kajoor (commoners, literally ‘strength’
or ‘power’). At the top of this social ladder is the iroijlaplap, or paramount chief, who
must come from an iroij bwij, and traditionally (or ideally) from one of the divine jowi,
which bestows them with authority (maroñ). As proximity to these original figureheads
is traced, so diminished rank within chiefly lineages is made explicit: an iroij bweio
(meaning ‘two-shouldered’) is the offspring of parents who are both of iroij lineage;
children of an iroij father and commoner mother are iroij bwidrak; and those of a
bwidrak and a commoner are lajibjib or bwidrak in ekmouj. This named hierarchy
continues for several generations (jibtok, jiblok, jibbotto, jibbinaretto, tibjer...), leading
Mason (1947: 34-35) to divide the aristocracy into three ranks: iroij royalty, bwidrak
nobility, and the jib ‘fringes of nobility’.
Different visitors and scholars trying to make sense of the majol class system have
created an impressive web of titles that reflects both its real complexity and flexibility
and their own difficulty in comprehending it. Most writers note the two distinct classes
of iroij and kajoor – nobles and commoners – yet three recognized social categories are
dominant today, typically defined in terms of land rights, and mentioned in numerous
legal documents: iroij, alab (usually translated as senior head of a lineage), and rijerbal
(literally, workers). Behind each of these three titles there are histories that implicate
Kōbo carries the connotation of preserving, preparing, shaping, safekeeping, protecting, as well as warmth from the
mother’s breast. There are numerous jabonkonaan, proverbs or wise sayings, that confirm the role of women as
leaders: Lijemaanjuri (referring to the role of the woman as peacemaker when disputes arise within the family,
between families, or between men, literally meaning that it is her duty to control the anger and temper of her sons);
Limaro bikbikir kōlo eo (in times of battle, it is expected of the woman to provide the necessary emotional
sustenance to the men, to encourage them as they tire, and to incite their emotion when they falter); Kōrā in eoeo (a
woman is expected to provide leadership and to set the course for her family, as if she were the helmsman of a
boat); Kōrā mennunaak (literally referring to the woman who travels from place to place, but also to the ability of a
bwij to become iroij or alab); Kōrā in wōnwōn (referring to matrilineal inheritance of land rights; Kōrā em an Kōl
(referring to the individuality of women); and Kōrā jeltan bwij (the unity and harmony of a family, and its
disruption, are dependent on the women).
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variations in time and space, while many are more recent iterations, usually considered
to be the result of foreign observers’ desire for ranking that makes sense within their
own social and political systems.
Menmenbwij: Belonging – authority and achievement
While identity, rank, and land are linked to matrilineal ascription, there is still room for
achievement-based social mobility, or le meaning to surpass, outdo, or achive
prominence. The blood rank and property rights are considered gifts (jolet) while the
term bōran (literally ‘head’) designates a kind of ‘heredity of mental and physical
dispositions or traits, and the brain children begotten of them’ (Feeney 1952: 97).85 But
while leadership positions passed theoretically in chronological order from sibling to
sibling, regardless of gender, it was common for a younger brother, nephew or son to
assume the duties on behalf of a more senior female relative (Spoehr 1949 and Tobin
1956), and they did so under a custom called maanmaroñroñ (literally ‘man of
capability or ability’) (Stege 2008).86
Within both classes, there are specialist positions, some of which are no longer
recognized today, remaining only as linguistic relics. Atok (or ātōk) were specialists
within the commoner class whose skills as navigators, healers, sorcerers, and warriors,
for example, would be recognized and utilized by the chiefs.87 It was important for
powerful chiefs to surround themselves with such knowledgeable people (sometimes
called ri-kapeel, people of skill or cleverness) to advise and assist them, creating a
nitjelā, literally a ‘pit of knowledge’.88 Predicting weather and the best battle tactics, as
well as protection from spiritual and bodily harm, allowed an iroij to maintain and
increase his or her domain and authority. While the atok role was very much based on
demonstrable achievement, there is both an element of inherent skill acquired through

Feeney, a Jesuit priest, focuses on the mental (‘brain’) in his statement although the head (bōran) was considered to
be the seat of individual (and especially chiefly) power. An edit to Feeney’s line could more broadly refer to those
gifts of skill and power vested through clan identity and apprenticed achievement.

85
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According to multiple court cases, the application of this custom must be approved by the ranking female within
the lineage. ‘A male on his own cannot claim it and say he is the maanmaroñroñ if he doesn’t have his older
sister’s approval….. According to our custom, no iroij has the right to appoint someone to be a maanmaroñroñ for
someone else….. This is at the sole discretion of a male’s older sister’ (Civil Action 2003-214; High Court Civil
Action 2006-101).

87

Rynkiewich (1972: 69, 147) compares these people to the Polynesian tohunga, whose gifts are rewarded with a
certain identity separate and superior to their normal status, whether as commoner or noble.
88 This latter term has been co-opted as the official name for the congressional body of the RMI’s government.
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jowi membership and a process of transmission to appropriate relatives.89 For example,
the Ri-bako are infamous, even today, for their ability to calm or invoke severe weather,
as well as to set bones. Members of the commoner Makauliej jowi can break several
taboos surrounding chiefs, such as walking on their graves,90 an act that would
otherwise arouse the wrath of the ancestors. Mili Atoll is home to two jowi notably
skilled in certain types of ‘magic’ skills or ‘sorcery’, as well as a (weapon-less) martial
art called maan pā. The women of certain jowi in the island of Loñar in Arno Atoll are
trained in a clandestine ‘love magic’ used for both the pleasure and torture of men.91
Special rank and status could be achieved in this highly structured society, notably for
specific service rendered to chiefs. Those related to war efforts were particularly
valued, since ‘nobles struggle to aggrandize their clan at the expense of other clans, and
to rise personally in the power hierarchy’ (US Office of the Chief of Naval Operations
1943: 30). The high position of leataktak, the right-hand general to the iroij, gifted with
skills in fighting and administration, was highly regarded and rewarded. Just below the
role of leataktak was that of lakūk, another brave warrior, appointed at the beginning of
a war to lead the troops to battle. Other specialists included stewards (ri-kamōñā),
ceremonial officers (tol or tel),92 executioners (ri-ire), navigators (ri-meto), weather
forecasters (ri-lale lañ, ri-katu), and medical practitioners (ri-uno and ri-kabit). Their
titles were not entirely hereditary except insofar as their maternal nephews or sons
might be trained by the specialists to succeed them in their positions if they were
qualified to do so.93 Demonstration of skill was most important, and was not dependent
(in the cases of warriors) on size or sheer strength. Several proverbs akin to ‘don’t
judge a book by its cover’ support the potential for the rise of people of low hereditary
rank: For example:

89

Holders of such knowledge were not necessarily required to be of a certain class, an otherwise important element
of majol social structure. Ri-kapeel were therefore afforded special treatment and the ability to climb the social
hierarchy, but only if the value of their (sacred) knowledge was tightly protected and withheld from the community
at large. As a result, mantin majol (Marshallese custom) is very much built upon a notion of secrecy and prestige.
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This is connoted by the name of the lineage, which includes the causative prefix ka and the word for grave, uliej
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While some jowi are famously remembered for certain skills, others have the unfortunate reputation of the
opposite: the Ri-Mae are particularly poor at predicting weather, known to humorously set out their clothes to dry
just before it rains (Erdland 1914).
The term may have been applied to people who were iroij in tel (from the word toltol, or teltel, meaning to ‘collect’
or ‘put inside’), a role that appears in copra share documents, who collected tributes and later copra shares for the
high chiefs (4 TTR Civil Action 197: 246).
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Knappe (1888) suggests sorcerers derived their power from the ‘soul of the sun’, with no hereditary links. Those
(men or women) who wanted to gain such skills had to lie on their back with their tongue exposed to the sun.
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Wūddike Kije, meaning ‘small, but unyielding’, refers to the story of the
man from the south end of the island who was part of the fleet sent to
intercept the fleeing Majuro warriors at Kilamman Island. Though small in
size, he was nevertheless assigned to the group manning Rilong’s canoe.
The others, seeing his short, pudgy fingers, judged him unable to grasp the
lashings for the sail or handle the paddles. So he was given the task of
bailing the canoe, as canoes then were pockmarked with holes, both great
and small, and in need of constant bailing. As the canoes tacked back and
forth, the warriors surrounding the Iroij to protect him, one by one they fell
victim to spears hurled from the enemy along the shoreline. Seeing this, the
small man decided he could no longer stand by and witness the possible
death of his Iroij whom he loved as both sovereign and friend. And seeing
his comrades steadily decrease in numbers and become food for the sharks,
he jumped up from his bailing station with the cry, ’Jaak, ekar jab waan
ean, ekar jab kijen Rilong pako; ekar kijen Rilong made’ (‘Behold, our
canoes will not be sacrificed to the northern islands, nor will the sharks
feast on Rilong; Rilong shall feast on spears’). And all were amazed at his
feats as he jumped back and forth, single-handedly lifting the boom from
the prow and planting it on the stern. And so never doubt the truth, Wuddik
Kije. (as recorded by M. Riding, in Ahlgren 2012b).

These positions allowed an individual to rise above the restrictions of a lesser birth, and
presented them with opportunities to interact with the noble class. It was common
custom for people to marry within their class, but chiefly-decreed title-holders were far
more likely to marry a noble than other kajoor, which then increased their odds of
passing on noble status to their heirs through birth, and acquiring additional land rights.
Having classes of specialists served to keep important knowledge within a royal or high
class, as well as adding a way of passing on royal status to the children of men, bypassing the rule of matrilineal descent.
Detailing these titles is important in regards to parsing out trends in achieved versus
ascribed status. This highly detailed hierarchical structure also makes it clear to each
and every individual to whom and for whom they are responsible, and what are
acceptable behaviours therein.

In any given social setting, the earliest and most

prominent topic of conversation is people’s membership of everyone’s jowi and bwij,
relationships across islands and atolls, and their relative birth order. It can be a daunting
experience for an outsider to comprehend these ties, particularly when majol kinship
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terms can apply to a wide range of individuals, and are entirely contextual.94 For
Rimajol, this exercise serves to both link and rank each other, dictating subtle
interactions such as who can request favours of whom, who is served first, and what
bathrooms and sleeping spaces can be used by whom.
Men in wōja: Belongings – authority and tenure
As hinted by the highly valued role and status elevation of war specialists, chiefly status
was neither static nor uncontested, and other conditions for hierarchical superiority
recognition must be considered. Tobin (2002: 331) notes that, after war, land is lost as
well as the iroij rank, so rank depends upon the possession of rights in land: ‘Blood
does not count; the land is the criterion’. The majol land tenure system follows a strict
matrilineal principle, but is riddled with officially recognized and titled loopholes that
allow for fluctuation in authority regimes.
The general consensus regarding majol tenure practices is that all dry land, reef and
nearshore waters were controlled by the paramount chiefs, although practically, ‘the
common majol pattern is to balance land holdings across ecological zones and
geographic boundaries in order to create a relatively equal distribution of available
resources’ (Carucci 1996: 80). Ownership of oceanic resources is less clear, but most
likely followed the same general ideology, with exclusive chiefly rights extending even
to ‘floating objects, such as logs and other drift materials that might be cast up on the
ocean reefs’ (Mason, cited in Crocombe 1987: 13). Ongoing interaction with a series of
colonial governments has led to changes – institutional and ideological – in these
general principles, but the focus here is the power that land holdings or ‘belongings’
(men, things or wōja, classifier for alienable objects) could traditionally offer in the two
complementary forms of possession and gift.
Bwij land: to have and hold

As previously described, land and nearshore resources are divided into wāto strip
parcels, with each having ownership rights assigned to, at a minimum, an iroij, and at a
maximum a group of individuals including alab, rijerbal, and iroijedrik. No piece of
territory is without an iroij. Succession to these inherited positions follows two primary
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See Mason 1947 for a comprehensive listing of terms.
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rules: the female line is the base, and elder relatives take precedence.

The bwij

establishes the avenue through which primary authority over the land is determined, and
the ideal order of succession to the position of a dead chief is: (1) younger brother or
sister; (2) eldest sister’s children; (3) eldest sister’s daughter’s children; (4) younger
sister’s children; and (5) younger sister’s daughter’s children. While ‘the possession
and conveyance of the permanent authority on such land rights through the customary
avenue of the bwij is indisputable’ (Kabua 1993: 1), this order of succession was not
always possible, so the majol system also allows for alternatives.95

Figure 3.1: Bwij membership and basic rules of inheritance.
Sources: Adapted from Mason 1947 (left) and Spoehr 1949 Figure 36 (right).

Where land ideally is passed on through the bwij, that is matrilineally, it can also be
passed down for a variety of reasons through the father’s bloodline. Such diversions
from the ideal are not forgotten, and play an important part in the ranking of various
lineages. Those bwij members who are kone jubar (children of the female) for a piece
of land will always be of a higher rank than those who are liok tōt (children of the
male). Land that has followed the ongoing tradition of matrilineal inheritance is called
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In the extreme case where an iroij dies and there is no one within this customary practice to replace them, and no
will of succession from the deceased, a successor will often be selected by consensus of the other right-holders.
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kabijukinen (or imon bwij), and was historically contrasted with lāmoren, the latter
connoting ‘a homeland where the bwij have lived and grown up from generation to
generation along an extended period of time under their patrilineal heritage’ (Kabua
1993). While not explicated here, lāmoren can be understood as ancestral land, but not
originating from the original matrilineal bwij, even if matrilineal succession was later
applied.

Today, the terms lāmoren and kabijukinen are occasionally used

interchangeably, but the term kabijukinen has a respected foundational connotation.
Tobin (1952: 16) points out that the term has a poetic connotation of deep affection and
sentiment, ‘used in much the same way on a larger scale, as the Japanese sometimes
describe their homeland by the word “Yamato” rather than the more commonly used
“nippon”’.
More colloquially, these lands are often referred to as either bwij land or botoktok or
ninnin land, 96 but kajin majol (Marshallese language) contains other words and phrases
that have similar meanings. For example, iep jaltok literally means ‘a basket whose
opening is facing the (female) speaker’, meaning that the contents are available to her
relatives, and reflects the notion that the birth of a girl child benefits the bwij, ensuring
the continuity of the tie between land and lineage, place and identity, past and present
(Stege 2008). Male children, by contrast, were called iep jallok, ‘a basket facing away
from the speaker’, since they were destined to father children belonging to their
spouse’s line.

Drekā in jinimi, literally ‘mother rock’ further emphasizes the

prominence of the mother figure as a base or foundation that has been long established
(Kabua 1993). Those with liok tōt rights (inherited from the father) are conversely
described as bao in bellok (‘birds that fly away’) (RMI Civil Action 1987-21).
In general, residence was preferably uxorilocal or matrilocal, but control and use of land
were not always synonymous, and a woman might reside with her husband, away from
her own lineage lands.97 Nevertheless, Rimajol remain ontologically linked to their bwij
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Ninnin literally means breastfeeding, so refers to land allocated by a parent to offspring, but not necessarily in the
customary matrilineal pattern.

97

When a female bwij member marries a male from elsewhere, and chooses to reside with her husband away from
her bwij land, she is referred to as kōrā men-nu-nak. Where someone was granted access to land belonging to a
spouse’s bwij, the land was called too-ene (RMI Civil Action 1987-21).
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land, as reflected in the statement that ‘I belong to that wāto; that wāto doesn’t belong to
me’ (Walsh 2003: 123).98
Ajej land: to give and distribute

Botktok (patrilineal) inheritance is always considered subordinate, and is generally only
applied in the absence of a matrilineal heir. However, high ranking chiefs also have the
authority to redistribute individual land parcels and titles under their domain, dispelling
any rule of predetermined succession. This practice of ajej (‘dividing, distributing’) and
jolet (‘gifting’) land was an important way of redistributing power and access to
resources, and maintaining loyalty and alliances. Such transfers could only be enacted
by the iroij, 99 and usually took place under three main circumstances (TTR 3: 632-633):


Bokmanmare (in the Ratak Chain) refers to land taken by the spear (mare), and
is called marjinkot (literally ‘bush from theft’) in the Ralik Chain. After victory
in warfare, the defeated enemy was usually expelled from the land and the
winning chief could then redistribute land amongst his or her lineage allies and
trusted followers, often claiming desirable plots and islands for him or herself
solely.



Jikin aje is a general term literally meaning ‘gift place’ (aje means ‘to give
without remuneration’), and includes several forms of gifting whereby the
recipient gets complete authority over the land.



Katleb is another general term for land gifted for several reasons based on a
relationship with the iroij. Commoner class individuals are the recipients, and it
cannot be shared between people.100 This gifting was often done to establish (or
‘plant’) a new lineage when one becomes extinct or is wiped out by a natural
disaster.

In fact, the practice of naming people after a wāto belonging to their bwij was not uncommon, and this helped to
prevent later disputes over inheritance (RMI Civil Action 1998-194). In a 1994 case in Wotje Atoll, a wāto was
given to a rijerbal worker after the owner recognized the hard work ivolved in cleaning and clearing it. Once it was
given, the owner changed the parcel’s name from Eekmouj to Telnan, which roughly translates to ‘forehead’,
indicating that no one should step on or touch it (as the head is generally taboo). In other words, ‘he names it with a
name where no one dares take away...so that no one can touch it besides his children’ (Civil Action 1994-011).
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In specific cases, an alab could gift ninnin (parent to child land) or kitre (spousal love land), but only with the
permission of the iroij.
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The latter restriction is associated with the belief that the planting of two coconuts in the same hole will lead to
both maturing poorly, but one devoted to one spot will grow straight and tall and produce sweet fruits (RMI High
Court 2000-184).
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Specific types of gift land and transactions controlled by chiefs were enacted for a
variety of services, each with a recognized name (See Table 3.2).101

In this

terminology, mo and kotra are not described explicitly as iroij-vested lands that can be
gifted but, as the remainder of this thesis will demonstrate, one parcel can have a history
as both mo and gift land, divested and distributed according to chiefly prerogative.
Differing rules of inheritance may apply to different types of gift land (Tobin 1952,
1956). Most often, the matrilineal rule is followed, and a gift of land is essentially one
to the bwij not an individual. In some cases, the donor’s iroij title is still recognized and
ongoing rights are returned or reassigned according to the directive of the chief. In
some rare cases, the gifted alab or rijerbal rights can be revoked. Ultimately, decisionmaking rested in the hands of the iroij, whose commands were eondre joklā eo (like the
strong winds coming from the north) (RMI Civil Action 1982-10). Deviation from the
norm was expected, commonly expressed in the saying mejed kabilōk kōj (literally ‘eyes
that guide us’), allowing allocation of land rights to whomever is best fit to receive
them, based on perceived needs or loyalties (ibid.). In one court case, this ‘guiding
eyes’ tradition was taken to justify a case of liok tōt (patrilineal inheritance) on the
grounds that ‘custom changes custom’ (RMI Civil Action 1997-069).
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Regarding loiio, it is not strictly a type of gift land, but can refer more generally to uncleared overgrown land.
Iroij can clean loiio land themselves and keep it as their property. Kabua describes another type of land entitled
elmondrik that was gifted for ‘extraordinary performance of service to the state’. It is unclear what is meant by
‘state’ and, since the term was not encountered in other sources, it is excluded here.
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Table 3.2: Specific types of gift land in the Marshall Islands.

Name

Rationale

Anenajje

Land given to another iroij of a different dominion or interest

Bakolapekuk

An award to compensate a commoner for wrong doing at the
hands of an iroij

Bokmanmare (Ratak)
Marjinkoot (Ralik)

An esteemed reward given to chief’s warrior for meritorious
service in winning a battle

Drijoto

Given to the anchorman of the iroij canoes, who must stay
with the canoe

Drijutak loto (or jalitak)
Imon arar

Given to the watchmen or bodyguards of the iroij

Imon atu

The food rights on a wato are given by an iroijlaplap to an
iroijedrik
Given by an alab to a stranger who drifts ashore

Jikin or mon kalotlot (or
jemlok)

Given for nursing or caring for an iroij when ill, usually
associated with deathbed care

Jowaienbwe

Given (to men) as recognition of great astrological skills

Juunmeto

Given to the sailors of the iroij canoes

Katutu (Ratak)
Imon ato (Ralik)
Kitre

Given (to women) as reward and resource for the nursing and
raising of the child of an iroij.

Kor

Given to a lineage for continued domestic service in noble
households, particularly that of paramount chief

Kwodraelem

Given to a man who has served well in continuously bailing
out the chief’s canoe on long voyages, a task of great
perseverance and strength

Loiio

Land previously unused because of harsh heavy underbrush or
other unattractive qualities, and given to a commoner who
clears it for their own use. (Can be a redistribution of land if
previous commoner failed their obligation of tending it and
was removed)

Lon

Given to people who served as substitutes for logs as rollers to
launch the chief’s canoe (done in times of war when chief’s
canoe must be launched quickly)

Mejalial jen-kabinramo

Given (to women) for personal (sexual) services to the (male)
iroij

Metak in buruo

Given to a man (more commonly) or a woman when the iroij
has taken his or her partner for his own
Given for recognition of great loyalty to the iroij

Molentak

Given to a spouse (usually a woman) the iroij wants to
impress or marry (can happen before or after union)

Tolemour or menuwora

Given to a commoner for successful services in the medical
nursing an iroij

Wai in bwe

Given to a seer for success in reading signs indicating the
proper strategy in warfare

Sources: Tobin 1952, 1956; Milne and Steward, in Mason 1967; Rynkiewich 1972; A. Kabua 1993; and RMI High Court 2000-184.
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Adoption (kokajiriri) is another important, and common, practice amongst Rimajol,
occurring at all levels of the class structure. Adoption could redefine relations between
parent and child (kanilujen), as well as between adults in teacher-apprentice roles
(kokajiriri in raelep), between friends who provided mutual aid (jeraik), and where
unrelated children are raised by the same wet-nurse (ninnin ippen). According to
Rynkiewich (1976: 103), adoptions ‘function to realign or reemphasize kinship
relations, to reciprocate a former adoption, to replace children lost through death or
migration, and to provide children for childless adults’.102 Similar to the gifting of land,
adoption was effectively a tool for redistributing or maintaining the balance of power
and access to resources.
In general, land titles of any kind were not revoked (bwilok or tim), nor were people
evicted from lands, except in the case of war or insubordination.103 Reasons for eviction
were enumerated in a 1990s Council of Iroij government document:


uroor (murder);



koba jokar (incest);



aelellal ak lejān (coveting or adultery);



manman to reutiej (physically harming a superior); and



jerwane bwirej im eddo ko ilo manit (squandering or neglecting land and
customary responsibilities).104

Decisions appear to be solely the prerogative of the iroij, although the prevalence of
battles among chiefs, siblings, and communities suggest that they did not go undisputed.
Overall, these various rules emphasize some of the valued qualities or skills possessed
by individuals, as well as the flexibility that existed within an otherwise narrow
unilineal system of inheritance and tenure.

Expectations of respect (utiej),
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For further discussion of adoption in the Marshall Islands and larger Micronesian region, see: Carroll 1970:
Marshall 1976; Kiste and Rynkiewich 1976; Rauchholz 2008, 2009, 2012; Berman 2014.
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While some people insist that jikin aje and katleb gift lands were previously unused or under-utilized lands, one
high court case claims the custom of katleb actually implies removal: ‘the act of taking away or removing one bwij
from the land or weto by an iroij and resettle it by another’ (RMI High Court 2000-184).
In another statement by former president Amata Kabua (1993: 15), ‘treason and sedition have been added, as the
highest offense’. Elsewhere, it is stated that a bwilok can occur if a child does not take care of his parents, is no
longer interested in his parents or abandons or deserts his parents.
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responsibility (dedo), loyalty (kamool), and skill (kapeel) are closely associated with
achievement, mobility, and even property. Evidence of their expression is written in the
land, each wāto telling a story of its path to ownership and management.
Land holding documents produced in varying degrees during the Trust Territory of the
Pacific (TTPI) record elements of these unique narratives, including not only the names
of individual parcels and title holders, but also, in many cases, a category entitled melele
(‘understanding’ or ‘meaning’) that indicates the mode of acquisition. This category
provides clues to a piece of land’s history, and also that of a particular lineage.

Figure 3.2: Excerpt entry from a 1950s land registration document, listing the name of the
wāto (in this case called im) parcel (column 1), the melele (column 2, highlighted), and
the names of the right-holding iroij, alab and drijerbal (columns 3, 4, and 5).
Source: Marshall Islands Land Registration Authority.

While rules governing the distribution of access to land can be described as functioning
to ensure a relatively equal balance, a system that allows for achievement-based
redistribution can also allow for greater disparity and inequality.

The power to

distribute and redistribute (in a seemingly unequal manner) may have served purposes
other than egalitarian access to resources.

It was used to cement alliances and

marriages, to disperse exogamous marriage and lineage affiliation options, and, as will
now be shown, to bolster a chief’s authority.
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What Makes a Chief? Ideology and Practice
In discussing the common characteristics of redistribution of goods in Oceanic societies,
Firth (1955) and Fried (1967) demonstrated that chiefs have increased obligations of
generosity that must be balanced with the image of idealized ancestral sacredness. This
notion is documented for some Micronesian societies, where chiefs are expected to be
‘paragons of affluence’ (Petersen 2009: 165) and must give the most lavish gifts
(Burrows and Spiro 1970). The image of balance and egalitarianism complicates that of
highly stratified feudal systems with sacred ascription of irrevocable rank. It is clear
that iroij can be afforded great power in the distribution of land, but the limits and
responsibilities associated with this power are not so clear.
In an effort to understand and describe the formal properties of status systems in Chuuk,
Goodenough (1965) proposed a rigorous, analytical, and scientific method, emulating
those of structural linguistics. He chose to refer to what Linton (1936) and Sahlins
(1963) call ‘statuses’ (ascribed or achieved) as ‘identities’, where the aggregate of
‘duty-statuses’ and ‘right-statuses’ make up the identity’s ‘role’, and where some ‘net
more privileges (fewer duties) and/or more rights’ (Goodenough 1965: 1-24). While
Goodenough himself concedes that his method is ambitious, and perhaps
‘impracticable’, his breakdown of relationships based on rights and duties can aid in an
understanding of chieftainship.

To that end, this section will consider majol

chieftainship in terms of ideology and practice, as well as the relationship between
rights and duties, to establish that historical reality is the point at which ideal form
meets flexible practice.
The Divine Doctrine and Feudalism
There are two major viewpoints regarding the nature of majol iroij, one emphasizing
their inherently superior rank, while the other envisions a more reciprocal relationship
between ‘nobility’ and ‘commoners’.

In the former model, chiefly distinction is

portrayed in terms of European-style feudalism, whereby chiefs control all land and
resources, commoners are wholly dependent on the chiefs for their very existence, and
(at least) two classes are clearly delineated. This view was expressed by Erdland (1912,
translation in Carucci 1996: 449) in his observation that ‘the natives are serfs’ and ‘the
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vassals are exactly that to their ruler’, and has been repeated by a number of other
observers:
The chief had absolute power over his people, of life and death, work and play, and
to varying degrees these rights and privileges obtained to the others in the upper
class. This power was tempered only to the extent to which it was expedient, if we
can believe the report of those who first saw the Marshalls when the chiefs were
still in full power (Chave 1948: 25-26).
They [iroij]... exercise despotic power, are overlords of all movable and real
property.... He is the supreme judge; his word is law (Senfft 1903: 18).
[The] nobility held undisputed sway, looking down with supreme scorn upon their
serfs... who are completely subject to their master’s caprice’ and commoners were
‘degraded serfs cringing before the select class’, a ‘body of pariahs’ locked in a
‘relationship, doubtless fostered for ages, [that] engendered a servile frame of mind
on the part of the oppressed caste’ (Lowie 1921, cited in Petersen 1999).1
They have a willing servility and excessive regard for their chiefs. ... As soon as
their chiefs raise their voice, the people follow them blindly and do not go against
them in anything (Jesuits Cartes de la Provincia de Leon 1923).

Such views are parlty reliant on what Carucci argues is a ‘critical prototype’ employed
in discussions of majol chiefs, which is the supposed affinity between them and the
gods: ‘Both are sacred, surrounded by tabu (mo), and held to exemplary standards not
expected of ordinary humans’ (Carucci 1997: 200). Ideologically, iroij have an ascribed
status traced back to the aforementioned origin legends of Liwatonmour and her
daughter Iroij. According to Senfft (1903: 16), ‘one speaks of kinship by the grace of
God (anidjelablab ear komane Irodjro, “God has created the chiefs”)’. Even when
chiefly rank was achieve by victory in warfare, ‘the native says that it was God’s will or
otherwise He would not have granted them victory’ (ibid. 17).
The importance of divine association is described for many ‘Polynesian’ kingdoms, as
in Firth’s (1967a, b) account of the feasting rituals in Tikopia, where chiefs as divine
manifestations are key to first fruit offerings. Krämer implies a similar notion for the
Marshalls, where iroij acted as intercessors between worlds:
They are not only prince but also priests. The work of the real shamans is not
limited to the casting of spells and divination. The life of the natives is under the
spell of evil spirits, anidj, and they do not fear anything more than that the
revengeful spirits would flood the island in a storm. In order to appease them, they
place fruit sacrifices beneath the sacred trees, in the crowns of which the spirits
dwell (Krämer 1906: 83).
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In some accounts, iroij were naturally imbued with specialized gifts and knowledge,
inherently different from commoners.
In the person of the chief was supposed to be guarded (sic) special sacred
knowledge of the stars and sea, of medicine and magic. At times he had delegated
assistants to help him in some departments, but their knowledge was also sacred as
corollary of the chief’s. (Chave 1948: 25-6).

Tobin describes the chiefs’ powers slightly differently: not as divine, but gifted, where
powers were instilled by magical rites or ‘sorcery’ called tapōn, in order to ekkan loon
(‘make his mouth sharp’) (Tobin archives, UH Manoa). In this sense, those iroij who
could employ specialist knowledge were most effective, but it was also common
practice to surround themselves with a variety of specialists. In another view, the
impressive knowledge of iroij is better understood, not as the result of their own
superior ability, but as an associative, absorbing power collected by the close gathering
of those specialists. Since it is only capable of being expressed or utilized by decree of
the iroij, it essentially ‘becomes’ theirs. For example, if a skilled navigator guides a
fleet of canoes with a chief upon it, that chief assumes the heralded title of navigator
regardless of the (lack of) active contribution. Today, some informants decline to share
certain privileged information since they are only ‘holders’ of knowledge that ‘belongs’
to the chief.105
Dobbin (2011: 219-220) has argued that Micronesian religion in general was not one of
excessive ritual or religiously sanctioned taboos, and that claims made about the sacred
nature of majol chiefs (and the taboos accorded them) are unusual for the region.
Indeed, the sacred nature of the iroij as set apart is evident in many of the behavioural
proscriptions and restrictions in contact with them. Iroij were historically distinguished
in appearance by more extensive tattooing, finer clothing, shorter skirts in brighter
colours, and necklaces of spondylus shells and whale teeth. Status could be ascertained
by the location of one’s dwelling, since higher-ranking nobles had theirs upon the
privileged sheltered lagoon shores.106
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One chief during the German period forbade anyone from learning the ikid, navigational song-stories that
contained valuable knowledge not for public consumption, without his permission (Tobin 2002: 128). Tobin has
since recorded one, much to chagrin of some of today’s chiefs.
According to Erdland, the lagoon side is preferred, and settling there is ‘the birthright of the families of high
chiefs’ since the soil is most fertile there and canoe traffic can easily be observed. ‘The lower the rank the farther
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First it should be mentioned that the rank of the individual kin groups, as well as of
the different lineages within the same kin group, is indicated by where they live on
the island, whether on the lagoon side, farther in the interior of the island, or not far
from the outer shore. The soil on the lagoon side of an island is the most fertile.
Besides, canoe traffic on the lagoon starts from the lagoon shore, and all the traffic
can be observed from there. Because of all these advantages, settling closest to the
lagoon is a birthright of the families of high chiefs. The lower the rank, the farther
interior is the place of residence. The lowest families live closest to the outer shore,
there where the ground is covered with stony debris, where shrubs that require the
least to grow, like the salt-water bush, are neighbors of equal status, where the surf
breaking on the outer reef pounds loudly, and where, finally, the outer reef, as the
place where everybody, rich and poor alike, relieves himself, does not exactly
smell like narcissuses and roses, particularly at ebb tide. The low families are
therefore likened to wild pandanus trees, which likewise thrive on the outer shore.
When the word lik (outer shore) occurs in the name of a kin group, it is evident that
this group is an inferior one, usually the lowest lineage of a kin group or set of kin
groups. (Erland 1914: 342)

Generally speaking, chiefs were afforded first fruits (akeo, jomōkaj, or mōkajka), select
food items and parts,107 polygamous unions, ritual offspring celebrations, and special
funerary treatment. Silence or quiet is required in the vicinity of iroij, or at any of their
devoted locations. Members of lower classes must bow, crawl, or otherwise present
themselves as being lower in stature. Commoners may not enter the rear portion of
chiefs’ houses, make any sexual advances to those of the higher class, and not speak to
them unless first addressed. Iroij must also be approached from the front, and the back
of their heads or shoulders must never be blocked or touched as this is where their
sacred power is contained, a notion resembling descriptions of mana elsewhere in
Oceania (see Chapter 4).108

interior is the place of residence. The lowest families live closest to the outer shore, there where the ground is
covered with stony debris, where shrubs that require the least to grow, like the salt-water bush, are neighbors of
equal status, where the surf breaking on the outer reef pounds loudly, and where, finally, the outer reef, as the place
where everybody, rich and poor alike, relieves himself, does not exactly smell like narcissuses and roses,
particularly at ebb tide. The low families are therefore likened to wild pandanus trees, which likewise thrive on the
outer shore. When the word lik (outer shore) occurs in the name of a kin group, it is evident that this group is an
inferior one, usually the lowest lineage of a kin group or set of kin groups.’ (Erdland 1914: 263-264)
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Such privileged food items include the ajjipek (top) section of pandanus; the ilman, largest srpouts of taro,
arrowroot, or banana; petōk, the top half (including the head) and the belly of the largest fish; and wiwi, the belly
back fat between a turtle’s legs, and their madjinal, intestines. Overall, sea turtle consumption was highly restricted
to non-elites. Weisler notes that in Utrik Atoll, only the eggs inside the female (if any) and the ‘bottom’ was
available for commoner consumption; all the rest went to the elites (2001:130).
In one twentieth century story, the Ratak Chain’s last iroij bweio (high chief with royal blood from both lines)
lived at the end of Majuro Atoll, essentially as a hermit. He rarely left his home or sat on his porch since his
presence, even if witnessed from afar, would immediately require people to stop to collect and offer an appropriate
tribute. One imaginable interpretation for the development of specialist positions, and even clans, reflects this need
for distance from the higher classes, safeguarding the iroij from pollution by the commoner, or conversely,
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This conception of a wide divide between classes seems extreme, although versions
have been maintained ever since, notably by the influential WWII and TTPI period
anthropologists Mason and Tobin, whose work has had an ongoing impact on the
interpretation of custom and tradition in legal settings today. Mason retained the feudal
sentiment where ‘commoners by definition have no rights to land except as tenant
laborers who work for the privileged nobility’ (Mason and Nagler 1943: 23). Tobin,
who remains the most-cited anthropologist for the RMI, allowed room for broader
variations and changing practices, but still adhered to the idea of a ‘socio-economic
system roughly analogous to the feudal system of medieval Western Europe’ (Tobin
1956: 5).109
Spoehr (1949), based on his extensive research on Majuro Atoll, also prefers this model,
as does Rynkiewich (1972: 64), who links Arno Atoll’s political structure with the
aristocratic principles of ‘Polynesian societies’, where paramount chiefs control
production and warfare, maintain support through a tribute system, can appoint status
roles, and can give or take away land.110 More recently, Hage and Harary (1996) retain
this view of an extremely hierarchical feudalism, both in the Marshalls and more
broadly in Micronesia.
It is common to hear it stated or implied that title-holders have those positions as a
direct result of genealogical seniority, an ascribed status, even though it can often be
‘proven not true’ (Petersen 1999). There is certainly a set precedence for matrilineal
succession in the Marshall Islands, repeatedly demonstrated and affirmed with proverbs,
legal cases, and historical examples. Yet, there are also multiple cases of elevated and
respected leadership that has been achieved by alternative paths, perhaps best
exemplified by the contestations for iroijlaplap title in the Ralik chain, a series of

protecting commoners from the dangerous sacred powers emanating from (or simply the inconvenience associated
with) their chiefs. Perhaps this links to Shore’s (1989: 150) description of chiefly behaviour in Polynesia as
‘normatively highly refined, constrained, and linked to images of stillness’, whereby movement increases the spread
of contact with commoners.
Both do concede, however, that any given chief’s ability to maintain authority is reliant on the support of
followers in labour and war. ‘Tenant families, in return for their use of the land and its resources and for the aid
provided by the chiefly family in times of need are expected to keep the land productive and to supply the chiefly
family food and other things from the land as well as support in various activities when called upon to serve’
(Mason 1985: 3).
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In regards to commoners, Rynkiewich avoids the term ownership, preferring to describe commoner lineages as
political and legal ‘land holding’ units. He distinguishes two kinds of commoners – kajoor, those of lineages that
are ‘associated’ with estates, and are responsible through their alab, as a lineage head, to the paramount chief to
provide tribute and keep the land productive; and rijerbal, as other lineage members who have the right to reside
and work on the lineage estate.
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‘spurious pasts and false histories’ (Keesing 1989) where ‘Kabua is king only by the
grace of the Germans’ (Krämer 1906) (see Chapters 6 and 7).
An abstract model can readily distinguish ascribed from achieved status, but historical
reality is ambiguous (Goldman 1970). In Aur Atoll, in the early nineteenth century,
Iroijlaplap Bouliej, high chief for a majority of northern Ratak atolls, publicly presented
the preferred portion of a pandanus fruit to his youngest daughter, and the inferior
inedible portion (mak) to his eldest, whose seniority made her the next rightful heir to
his title. This act was understood to signify that his younger daughter would instead
succeed Bouliej, she did so, and her descendants continue to rule the region. Similarly,
in Majuro Atoll, a civil war in the nineteenth century split the atoll’s political leadership
into two feuding sides once united by Iroijlaplap Lerok when he chose the lower-ranked
but demonstrably skilled Jebrik over Drime and Kaiboki Tobinwa. The act of placing a
head wreath of flowers on Jebrik’s head (kabelel) created a schism between lines that
led to the death of Lerok in battle and intervention by German colonial officials,
dividing authority over the atoll.
Majol chiefly history is riddled with exceptions and anomalies, making them, in fact,
the norm demonstrating that ‘exercise of authority requires ... some recognition of
responsibility, hence there is a tendency in most societies for a witless, irresponsible, or
lunatic person not to be chosen as chief, although his genealogical claims qualify him’
(Firth 1955: 7). Status is not based solely on kinship ideology, although it is never
wholly ignored. Achievement and ability play a role even in the context of ascribed
chieftainship.
The above examples remain relevant for ongoing succession patterns, and the
demonstrable power of the iroij to lead by mejed kabilōk koj (‘eyes that guide us’) has
not been met with uniform approval. Indeed, tradition exists, not in a sealed vacuum of
the ancient past, but as a negotiation tool in the highly politicized present (Bourdieu
1977, 1991). In a 1950s court case, descendants of Bouliej’s eldest daughter attempted
to claim rightful succession by alleging that his decision was a violation of majol
custom (Tobin 1953).111 In Majuro, controversies over the distribution of land rights
continue today between the factions of Jebrik’s and Drime’s lineages, with contestations
111

One proverb suggests the prevalence of such sibling rivalries in a system where rank and inheritance can give rise
to disunity: Nejin emmaan re-eokwe doon, nejin kōrā jab mijak doon (‘Children of brothers love one another,
children of sisters fear one another’). (Erdland 1914).
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spanning the German, Japanese, and US-led TTPI periods, and finally ending up in the
Traditional Rights Court of the RMI.112 In essence, the ability of an iroij to assert
change or adjust custom is debated as a customary practice in and of itself.
Kabbōjrak: The Reciprocity Creed
In the popular legend of Jebro and the first sail, a canoe race (without sails) was
arranged to decide amongst seven (or eleven) competitive brothers who amongst them
should take on the prestigious title of iroij from their god-like mother Loktanur who
lived in the sky. The eldest son, Timur, received the best placement along the starting
line due his seniority, and the youngest, Jebro, the worst. Loktanur attended the race,
asking each from eldest to youngest to carry her and a large parcel along with them.
None obliged until Jebro, whose obedience and generosity was rewarded with
Loktanur’s gifting of a sail that swiftly assured his race victory and the otherwise
unattainable iroij title.113
Walsh considers this tale to function, in part, to express the cultural characteristics of an
ideal chief, and how their possession can enable an alternative path to the role. She
contends that the story places the qualities of generosity, kindness, and sharing above
that of hereditary entitlement, to the extent that even though the ‘ideal’ iroij has ‘sacred
endorsement’, selfish iroij are only ‘begrudgingly obeyed’, and those that are
considered jouj (‘kind’) are ‘believed to be more sacred’ (Walsh 2003: 118). She
supports her claim by describing an informant who, in hushed tones, refers to a
contemporary woman who is widely thought to be a leroij based on her selfless
generosity, though not officially recognized as such (ibid.: 119). In this example, Walsh
observes a circular reasoning surrounding the nature of chiefs, where ‘popular support
and recognition are used to assert sacred origins, and sacred origins work to explain
popularity’ (ibid.). Or as Petersen (1999: 368) puts it: ‘an individual occupying a
position of titular seniority is ipso facto genealogically senior’.
While the mostly matrilineal Marshall Islands do not have the ‘big man’ system usually
associated with Melanesia, chiefly claims are not uncontested, and it is clear that
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This is also the case for contestations between various factions of the Kabua and Loeak lineages that rule over the
Ralik Chain, which have been argued in court since the period of German administration.
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See Buckingham 1947, Knight 1982, and Tobin 2002 for full versions of this legend.
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political manoeuvrings influence perceived legitimacy and ‘chiefliness’. Succession to
rule depends upon a combination of birth and recognized ability, 114 and divine right is
less important than what Douglas (1979) calls the ‘force’ for achieved status. Chiefs
can therefore be best understood in terms of these contrasting pressures, where ‘the lines
of authority are stretched taut between ascribed evaluations of seniority on the one hand
and notions about individual competence demonstrated through competitive
performance on the other’ (Petersen 1999: 403). This performed competency can be
imagined as a show of force through taking and receiving (warfare and tribute
collection), as in the dominant symbolic image of the majol chief as a frigate bird (ak) –
large in size, soaring at great heights above other species, and robbing other birds of
their prey (as noted in this chapter’s opening quote). But such performances may come
in more benevolent forms, in the chief’s obligation to ‘give some form of health care,
transportation, distribution of imported goods’ (Yanaihara 1940: 173-6), and to send
relief supplies when there was a food shortage elsewhere (Kiste 1967: 108, 127). As
described in Chapter 2, long-distance voyages by chiefs across their domains
maintained relationships, but also saw food collections and trade that served to amass
goods for redistribution and alleviation of regular and unpredictable shortages.115 So,
while a chief’s prestige may be linked to the affluence afforded him or her with the
receipt of obligatory tribute, it is also based on expectations to be generous in
distributing goods and resources, a sort of ‘chiefly contract’ (Johnson and Earle 1987)
that continues to affirm power and prestige within a community.
Chiefs may simultaneously occupy aristocratic and populist spaces, being ‘distant and
untouchable’ (McArthur 2004: 61) but also ‘fair and generous’ (Rynkiewich 1972: 65).
Rynkiewich uses the majol metaphor whereby ‘the paramount chief has three stomachs:
one for food, one for storing people’s gossip, and one as a storehouse of goods for the
people’ (ibid.). Commoners are compelled to give generous tribute to the iroij, not
purely by obligation but in anticipation of the reciprocation (kabbōjrak), less in terms of
the direct redistribution of goods, and more in terms of a variety of blessings from the
iroij – on their land, their family, voyages, and assurances of support in times of need.
In the above metaphor, Carucci (1997: 201) adds that the chief ‘literally regurgitates
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See, for example, the court case Lainlij v Lajoun (1 TTR 113).

This could also be regarded as one of the ‘functions’ of the sawei, system of western Micronesia, which has
already been described in this chapter.
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goods stored in his or her stomach to care for commoners in times of need’. Iroij are
moreover expected to ‘maintain peace and harmony among the people, to protect life
and rights of the people, and to promote advancement of their livelihood’ (Kabua 1993:
4).
Responsibility is thus added to the equation, and it is this interpretation of the chief as
generous caretaker, not privileged lord, that has contributed towards an alternative
consideration of the majol socio-political system, in which there exists a necessary
collaborative construction (Fried 1967).116 In something of a contrast to Goldman’s
idea of social inequality being the foundation of Polynesian society, this model suggests
that land was effectively held in common by all people, and the separation between
chiefs and commoners was not so distinct. Kabua and Pollock have suggested that the
tribute system itself serves not as a differentiating practice, but as a levelling mechanism
between ‘allies’ that provides a venue for the communication of grievances:
The rijerbal who is at the lower end of the socio-economic scale makes a gift to the
iroij, his superior, who supposedly has everything. For this brief meeting the
scales become more evenly balanced. The superior must accept the gift from the
inferior and, while doing so, the level of interaction tends to be such that the
situation is suitable for freedom of interchange about pressing mutual problems, if
such exist. When the visit to give ekkan [tribute] is over, the iroij resumes his
superiority, and the rijerbal is just another worker on the land... He has
demonstrated his allegiance to his iroij by a gift of food, and it has been
reciprocated. (Kabua and Pollock 1967: 55)

Carucci argues this egalitarian perspective well for the Marshall Islands, with support
from multiple informants portraying a complementary, yin-yang relationship between
classes:
chiefly power does not exist in and of itself. It is part of a relationship of exchange
in which chiefs and commoners, bwidak and alap, bring different valuables to the
exchange. (Carucci 1996: 28).
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Both Tobin and Mason separately describe the contrasting successes of various members of the Loeak and Kabua
chiefly lineages, based on perceptions of kindness and generosity. ‘Loeak was proud, strict with his Alabs, but not
really rough. Some people liked him and some did not, but many, many “stayed” with him. In contrast, Kabua was
depicted, as a warrior, better at getting his Alabs together, gentler in his manner and better liked by his people for
they had more confidence in receiving aid from him when needed. So they gave Kabua the “power” even though
Loeak was the older’ (Mason n.d.: 26). ‘Nelu [Kaiboke’s son adopted by Kabua] was the most beloved iroij
because he was so kind to the people. He did not ask for his share [of the proceeds from copra sales]. They just
gave it to him. He was the best of the Ralik iroij. ... Iroij Kaiboke was fair... He was a very strict man. And
punished men suspected of having sex with his wives. ... The foreigners said his rule was perfect.’ (Tobin 2002:
329)
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The lower classes do manual labour and manage the land, essentially catering to the
needs of the iroij, culminating in presentation of the resources of the land and sea,
which belong to the chief, as tribute. In turn, at that point, the lower classes ‘beseech
the [iroij] for food’ in a practice called uññar (Hanako cited in Carucci 1996: 451).
So far, it has been demonstrated that there is room in the majol socio-political system
for multiple simultaneously operating principles that affect authority: matrilineal
birthright; land holdings and releasings; an affinity between gods and chiefs;
achievement through demonstrable skill; and a place for reciprocal relations. Across
various examples, each of these principles of ‘belonging’ (ascription) and ‘belongings’
(achievement and demonstration) appear to operate with varying weight resulting in
visions of either reciprocal egalitarianism and despotic autocracy. A recognition that
custom does not exist in a vacuum demands that attention now be paid to the historical
influences on the institution of chieftainship that is evident in interactions with
explorers, traders, and other colonial forces.

Changing practices, Foreign influence, and Constitutional cementing
We continue to elevate chiefs today but, in truth, they are only ‘the blood of
chiefs,’ (that is, persons related to a chief through a ‘pathway’ that includes males).
The great chiefs of old, those who were sacred, acquired their abilities (bok maroñ)
from their mothers and, now, those chiefs are all gone. (Carucci 1996: 30)

Diaz and Kauanui remark that Pacific Islanders continue ‘a history of production and
destruction through active participation in and resitance to a tide of forces that have
swept our shores’ (2001: 316) to the extent that ‘roots and their identities and traditions
are also being routed’ (ibid.: 319, italics theirs). By T. Teaiwa’s account (inspired by P.
Gilroy), ‘to search for roots is to discover routes’ (1995). Both these sentiments have
been employed by scholars considering historical influences on majol chieftainship and
power.
Yainahara, who used Japanese materials as a source, claims that any dominant notion of
chiefly property rights was a product of historical practices introduced during the
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development of the copra industry by the Germans.117 Mason (1987) and Kiste (1986)
partly agree, bothing purporting that the chiefs and their powers are an artifice of
colonial rule. Carucci (1988) suggests that colonizers operated under the assumption
that high chiefs ‘owned’ the land, and since they ignored elements of delayed
reciprocity in the majol system, a highly hierarchical society only developed as a
product of European intervention.
There are two arguments regarding the relative influence of colonial forces on
indigenous political systems: they either democratized formerly rigid systems of social
stratification, or else they reduced flexibility, the institutions of gift land and achieved
status, and the power to remove a despotic chief. In this latter model, chiefly status in
the Marshall Islands was cemented sometime between 1880 and 1920.118
A detailed account of historical changes across the Marshall Islands is the subject of
several books (Hezel 1983, 2001; Dye 1987; Peattie 1988; Hanlon 1998; Falgout et al.
2008; Walsh 2003; LaBriola 2013), but a few major trends are worth mentioning as they
relate to the problem of explaining transformations in chiefly status. Spoehr (1949: 74)
claims that the ‘over-all assumption of political control’ by the Germans, Japanese, and
Americans weakened the position of the chiefs, although earlier interactions with
outsiders had an impact as well. Overall, the nineteenth century, which began with
internal battles and the killing of foreigners, concluded on a very different note. The
introduction of foreign weapons, like guns and metal axes, bolstered some chiefs and
clans, and reduced the length and severity of battles in some cases (Ahlgren 2012).119
With the establishment of a mission at Ebon in 1857, Christianity began its spread
throughout the islands, extinguishing or otherwise reducing many ‘heathen’ practices,
including warfare.

In his evaluation of land ‘transactions’ (essentially gift lands)

between 1885 and 1970, Rynkiewich (1972) concludes that the elimination of warfare
reduced the chiefs’ ability to acquire new land, eliminating the majority of reasons for
distributing rewards. While the church had been welcomed by reigning chief Kaiboke,
Sugiura’s research examining those same Japanese ‘South Sea Islands’ documents concedes that, when
introducing ‘modern civilization’, ‘the central task for the developing nations to put an end to the confusion
stemming from cultural contact is to establish private ownership of land and an inheritance system giving priority to
family interests’ (1986: 3).
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These viewpoints are not limited to the Marshall Islands, but have been a subject of debate throughout Oceania
(see White and Lindstrom 1997).
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For example, the infamous Lomade gained control over all of the Ratak Chain by 1823, predominantly because of
the iron hatchets he had acquired from Kotzebue.
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it appears that many chiefs opposed the establishment of congregations that emphasized
personal growth and democratic ideals that limited or threatened traditional authority
(Johnny 1978).
Germany and the copra economy

Even before the German government officially raised its flag over the region in 1885,
traders were engaging in the purchase and sale of coconut products, working directly
with iroij who were perceived to own all the resources and therefore received the whole
of the local share of the profits. Further distribution of this money was a chiefly
prerogative.120 Several iroij expanded their trading endeavours, selling, leasing, or
gifting land to foreign individuals and commercial interests.121 It was during this time
that Likiep Atoll was sold to the traders de Brum and Capelle, removing the hierarchical
structure of iroij and forever changing its social dynamics (see Chapter 9). As the copra
trade advanced, the importance of certain roles was elevated. Chiefs found that doing
favours and establishing relationships with the German traders strengthened their own
power to a greater extent than warfare. In turn, those Rimajol (regardless of inherited
class) who took on roles involving interaction with foreign officials began to acquire the
prestige previously afforded military positions like leataktak.
While the iroij coordinated business, the kajoor class worked the plantations, and it is at
this point that the term for the commoner class came to be re-glossed as rijerbal,
literally changing the meaning from ‘power’ to ‘worker’. Similarly, the current use of
the term alab to designate a political status or role may have its roots in the need for
family representation in the distribution of copra proceeds. When collecting the kajoor
share for an amount of copra from a buyer, the maternal uncle, called uleab (or
wuleben), was the likely family representative for the piece of land being worked. Over
time, the term (now alab) became more closely associated with such economic and
political activities in official records. Even its use today can be contextual, sometimes
referring to the holder of certain legal land rights, or being used to acknowledge the
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According to Raymond de Brum, workers became dissatisfied with this system, appealing to German officials
around 1900, resulting in a new system, splitting copra proceeds amongst workers and chiefs (Tobin Archives, UH
Manoa). Over the years since, rates and agreements have fluctuated.
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See Labriola (2013: 160) for an excellent summary of major land transactions during this period.
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most senior member of a particular bwij present on any given occasion, or even just
meaning ‘uncle’ (TTR Vol 1: 580).
Interpretation of this period varies, but overall the land tenure system and structures of
authority and inheritance prior to the formalization of German imperialism in 1885 are
considered to have been much more flexible (Labriola 2013: 39). Hainline (1964: 165)
describes German colonial policy as being based on a principle of ‘indirect control
through strengthened chiefs’. Mason (1987: 15) also considered chiefly power to have
been reinforced by German administrative recognition of iroij in ‘contemporary
leadership roles’, but suggests that this period additionally raised the profile and
legitimacy of the rijerbal class as a ‘third party’ with ‘explicit rights to the land’
alongside the iroij and alab.122
Japan and the rise of the kajoor

The Japanese period, under the Nan’yō chō South Seas Government, saw an influx of
Japanese population as well as a set of cultural norms in which the Rimajol were
considered as tōmin, or third class citizens, ranked after the Japanese, Okinawans and
Koreans. The resulting alteration of indigenous control of land, internal politics, and
economic order, essentially rendered the local population, according to Hezel (1995),
‘strangers in their own land’. A 1920 decree declared that any land in Micronesia which
had not been cleared and planted by 1921 would pass into the ownership of the Japanese
state (Hiery 1995: 134). Oceanic resource access was also restricted, and fishermen
were required to obtain licences, refrain from using poisons and explosives, and observe
the foreign practice of closed shell and turtle seasons (United States Office of the Chief
of Naval Operations 1943).123
Spoehr (1949) describes a shift in attitudes to land tenure during this period, where land
was thought to belong to the chief, but trees and products of the land belonged to
commoners. Tobin attributes this artificial separation to Japanese attempts to simplify
the business of administration: paying kajoor for tree crops and iroij for land access
122

In defence of this argument, it was during this time that many of the principal lineages of the iroij rank in the
Ralik Chain became extinct (without female heirs), allowing – and necessitating – the recognition and rights of the
rijerbal in a parallel movement to the recognition of the lesser iroij bwidrak.
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While initially a licence system was set up only for commercial endeavors, regulations were imposed in 1936 for
all fishermen, with mandatory three-year permits obtainable only with applications that included the name and
address of the fisherman, the name, location and area of the fishing grounds (with maps required), the kind of fish to
be taken, and the season for fishing (US Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 1943: 96).
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(Tobin archives, UH Manoa).

Hainline (1964: 165-166) argues that the Japanese

essentially continued much of the economic program established by the Germans, but
reduced the power of the chiefs, making them into ‘mere administrative agents’ of the
government. A new administrative system of appointed local village chiefs, many of
whom were kajoor, also bridged the divide between social classes. According to de
Brum, copra shares continued to increase for the rijerbal, and decrease for the iroij, as
the Japanese established new written directives for native taxation (Tobin Archives, UH
Manoa).124

A perceived reduction in the economic or political authority of iroij

coincided with a decline in behavioural traditions like sitting or crouching in their
presence. Kajoor were said to never miss regular ekkan tribute periods, but today the
practice is more sporadic, essentially giving them the power to decide how much copra
or other resources a chief will receive.
America, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and colonial precedent

The elevation of the lower classes appears to have continued through the period of the
American-led Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPI). Spoehr, speaking directly
from his experience in Majuro, the new hub of the country after WWII, describes the
appointment of various local officials, based on their language skills and affability that
effectively elevated them within their communities. While Rimajol clearly knew the
difference between hereditary and appointed leaders, effects on the perceptions of
leadership were noticeable, interpreted as a further weakening of the position of iroij
(Bryan 1972).
The TTPI Administration also made attempts to codify many customary land practices,
establishing a high court that predominantly evaluated land claims and documented
precedents, resulting in a series of ‘headnotes’ documents that record all sorts of
exceptions, loopholes, and specialized cases. Concluding remarks for many of these
documented customs are inevitably asterisked with the caveat that any decision is
ultimately up to the iroij, and that rules can be broken within reason. Despite these
enumerated exceptions and asterisks, the TTPI courts in practice favoured rigidity that
followed documented precedent, preferring even to uphold those decisions of the
Japanese administration acknowledged to be violations of local custom (TTR Vol 1:
124

The Japanese also tried to change the operation of the principle of matrilineal inheritance to conform to their own
patrilineal ideals, but with little success.
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578). This is also true for determinations dating to the German colonial era, whereby
decisions ‘whether…. right or wrong’ could not be ‘properly upset’ or overturned by the
TTPI court system (TTR Vol 2: 12).125 By this account, despite the accumulation of
ongoing land contestations, there was less flexibility in the determination of who may
become iroij, while the power of the iroij to grant or change alab rights was practically
eliminated. Once a matter of divine right, established, justified, and maintained through
warfare and displays of effectiveness, the introduction of a Western court system
effectively sought to resolve existing ambiguities.
The Republic of the Marshall Islands and constitutional cementing

Years after the RMI became a sovereign nation, a discussion at the 1990 Constitutional
Convention meetings led to the drafting of Bill 122 regarding the terms and rights of
iroij, kajoor, and alab. This bill proposed to clarify (and cement) the customary law
and traditional practice of land tenure in such a way that:
all land rights are vested in the clans headed by the traditional authorities as
follows:
a. the Iroij, which the senior Iroijlaplap heads, which possesses and executes their
rights with the Alap; and
b. the Kajoor, which the Senior Alap heads, which possesses and executes their
rights with the Iroijlaplap.
The possessors and executors of these land rights shall not, without cause, abrogate
the shares of their immediate male or female descendants realized from the yields
or the use of the land which they are entitled to under the customs and usual
apportionment of the shares between the two categories of ‘bwij’ and bloodline
families and executes their rights with the Iroijlaplap.

The approved amendment also categorized and enumerated for posterity those iroij with
land rights in more than one atoll, referring to them as iroijlaplap.

This formal

recognition by name, using a term formerly reserved for the few pure-blooded
descendants of the iroij bwij, establishes a regime of authority historically founded on a
series of decisions and events that seemingly flew in the face of matrilineal custom.
Fossilizing the lineages in this manner elevates certain chiefs to an irrevocable, almost
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Others include: 8-TTR-456 Loeak v Loeak; TRC-CA-96-175 Elmo v Kabua; 3-TTR-630 Lajutak v. Kabua.
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bourgeois status, and reduces the power of the other classes to contest their
misbehaviour.
Carucci (1997) offers a compelling interpretation of changing leadership patterns in the
RMI, pointing out the somewhat ironic result by which increased authority held by
chiefs in economic and foreign-introduced political forms of behavious has
simultaneously reduced the sense of their divinely accorded power.

Democratic

practices, as introduced after WWII, have bolstered the position of some chiefs in many
places, offering alternative and additional venues for displaying and enhancing their
authority. In the Marshall Islands, all but one elected president have belonged to iroij
lineages, and many chiefs hold elected senatorial positions. As the local economy has
been subject to new influences, pressures, and enticements, the authority of the s no
longer comes from the kajoor (their literal ‘strength’), but ‘from their being properly
positioned in a series of relationships with outsiders as a result of their privileged status
to take advantage of new economic wealth’ (Carucci 1997: 201). Carucci argues that,
as chiefs began to engage in economic endeavours like commerical stores and trade
centres, they effectively ‘dirtied’ their hands in the world of the mundane – behaviour
that he calls jekkar, meaning ‘inappropriate’ or ‘prohibited’ by long-standing majol
custom (ibid.: 202). So, while engaging in activities more suited to commoners affords
them greater authority by those shifting standards, they sacrifice their ritual purity in the
process.

Conclusion: Conflict, confusion, and change
There remains in the majority of these historical accounts what some may consider to be
conflicting sentiments on the nature and history of majol chieftainship. For example,
Mason and Kiste attribute extreme chiefly power to colonial influence, but at the same
time state that:
in pre-European times, the chiefly social class ... possessed extremely autocratic
powers. They had life or death powers over people of the commoner class. They
controlled all resources, including not only the land but also the marine resources
of the reefs, lagoons, and sea. (Mason and Kiste 1984, in Carucci 1996: 450)

This perceived contradiction, or confusion, or lack of ability to mend the two views, is
not restricted to the minds of academics. Spoehr (1949: 163) noted that ‘the people
122

themselves are not sure of the extent of the rights of chiefs and commoners’, and
Tobin’s interviews in the 1950s record that some ‘20% of people are “pro-Iroij”, 20%
“anti-Iroij”, and 60% somewhere in-between’ (Tobin Archives, UH Manoa). More
recently, Stege’s survey on the matrilineal principle in land decisions echoes those
sentiments amongst community members in two locales: Majuro, the urban capital, and
Namdrik, an outer atoll.

While people in Namdrik overwhelmingly favoured a

‘customary standard of inheritance’, where matrilineal rights prevailed even on nonlineage land, their counterparts in Majuro supported ‘a mixed bag of attitudes and
approaches to property’, including inheritance through paternal bloodlines, the adoption
of bilateral inheritance patterns, and even the formation of a Western-style corporate
entity with individual shareholders (Stege 2008: 17).
Hereniko has stated that not all Pacific Islanders today have clear and confident vision
of who they are, and they may ‘pay lip-service to a Pacific identity’ (1994: 421).
Seeming inconsistencies or contradictions in the way islanders symbolically represent or
express their cultural identities are symptoms of the multiplicity of competing cultures
and ideologies in contemporary society (ibid.: 417-8). Indeed, opinions on chiefly
authority are diverse and openly conflicting in many Rimajol minds today, a theme that
runs throughout this thesis. Resolving its nature as applied to land matters is a daunting
task, but one that has implications for any consideration of mo. If it is appropriate to
consider land less in geographical terms, and more in terms of deep histories of lineage
and identity, where does mo fit in? Considering the complex terminology, notably the
weighted values of kabijukinen (matrilineal homeland), lāmoren (long-established nonmatrilineal land), and katleb (gifted land), are place-based mo better aligned with
notions of immemorial ancestral ties like kabijukinen or bwij, or with notions of active
establishment in lāmoren and katleb?
In Giddens’ contemporary (1995) critique of ‘historical materialism’, power is
‘generated in and through the reproduction of structures of domination’ over (1)
allocative resources in the domination over the material world, and/or (2) authoritative
resources in dominion over the social world. While divine right of inheritance is vital in
conceiving majol chiefly power in an ideological state, successful iroij must also control
resources in this ‘material world’. In practice, this often equates to control of larger
amounts of land and numbers of followers. Where majol chiefs are argued to be
paragons of generosity and kindness, the expression of that generosity is limited in a
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sense by their access to resources. Increased land holdings, acquired by warfare and
political manoeuvres, provided iroij with the means to be generous. Large, successful
lineages with extensive claims to landholdings are more likely to be able to effectively
exercise great power. Excessive gifts of land, in particular, secured loyalty, as well as
demonstrating the very qualities expected of great iroij.126
The idea that resources are at the crux of socio-political organization is pervasive in
anthropological circles, although the limitations and excesses can be interpreted in many
ways. As Sudo concludes in the case of the sawei, and Shimizu in that of the prestige
economy in Pohnpei, authority can be claimed and justified through at least two
interacting avenues, both embedded in social relations with space and place: ancestral
connections to mythical divine origins; and a priority of settlement that can shift
between rival hands over time through warfare, trade, and other manoeuvres. While the
former resides in an idealized majol model, realized histories demonstrate that the latter
is just as dominant, where exceptions to the matrilineal rule are actually normative.
Stated otherwise, identity must be considered as ‘situationally variable’ and part of a
‘continual reconstruction – process rather than structure’ (Howard 1990, in Hereniko
1994: 419).
I return again to the mobile and flexible notion of roots and routes where ‘on the one
hand, native identities [are] based primarily in attachments to land and ancestors and, on
the other, identities formed in experiences of travel, relocation, and dislocation’ (White
and Tengan 2001: 388). Where culture is variable, it is ‘shaped by dialectic of structure
and agency, inherently ideological, and prone to manipulating and distortion by
powerful interests’ (Gegeo and Watson Gegeo 2001: 59). It is clear that many current
descriptions of majol social identity and its various articulations are begging for a new
epistemological framework. Thaman suggests that when considering these articulated
traditions, one must ‘go beyond the politics of society into the politics of individual
consciousness, for worldviews are not only cultural and social abstractions but also the
embodiment of our sense of self in the world’ (2003: 13-14).
Therefore, the third part – and bulk – of this thesis details such articulations that speak
to the grander politics of society but also dialectically situate individuals and individual

Iroij Amata Kabua (1993: 10) described these gift lands as a way to ‘settle’ a different bwij on land where it may
not have been before, an act that further extends ties of fealty.
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histories within it. The cases described therein expound the ascribed and achieved
relationships to authority by uncovering the individual histories of parcels of land and
resources considered mo across four geographically and historically diverse settings. In
elucidating mo in practice, it will become clear that the concept and practice are just as
riddled with variation, diversity, and ambiguity as the socio-political system with which
they are entwined.
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4. THE PROBLEM OF TABOO

It would probably be a vain attempt to trace back to one principle, and to
one source, the sacred, diversely prohibited laws and customs of the taboo,
which separate the sexes, raise insuperable barriers between the classes of
the people, and, differing in different nations, are in all in the same spirit,
the basis of social order, and to understand in their connection these human
institutions, or to deduce them from the religious and civil system of other
known nations. (Chamisso, in Kotzebue 1821 Vol 2: 396).

Introduction
Taboo has been a popular topic within anthropology, with particular attention paid to its
expression in the Polynesian cultural region which is documented as the ancestral origin
of the term tapu. It is worth noting, however, what several early ethnographers in the
region did:
We observe, by the way, without drawing any consequence from it, that the word
Taboo occurs in the books of Moses, in the same sense as in the South Sea islands;
a circumstance which has not been overlooked by the learned. (Chamisso, cited in
Kotzebue 1821 Vol. 2: 396).

Even in its narrower Polynesian sense, several scholars (Johansen 1954; Shore 1989;
Valeri 2000; Kirch and Green 2001) describe the difficulties in defining taboo, with its
multifaceted, interconnected and debated set of purposes and understandings. Even as
an adjective that refers to danger, respect, or the need for attention, the word may have
both active and passive uses: the potency of some thing, person or place in an active
sense, or being forbidden or dangerous in its passive sense (Shore 1989). Its vagueness,
as a quality, is an area of study in itself, but despite this elusiveness, taboo remains a
principal topic of concern for many Oceanic scholars.
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Nothing could be more fundamental to an understanding of Polynesian
conceptualisations of the sacred than mana and tapu. Indeed, mana, glossed here
as ‘sacred power’, and tapu, glossed as ‘sacred prohibitions’, are intimately linked
in Polynesian societies. Although tapu ... is out of favour with contemporary social
anthropologists, its importance in the context of Polynesian societies should not be
underestimated. (Rainbird 2003: 238, referencing Kirch and Green 2001)

It is therefore important to establish the outlines of a regional debate about the meaning
of terms that have parallels to those that form the subject of this study. Indeed, the
varied usage of the term mo echoes the findings made in studies of taboo more generally
(Shore 1989). Not only is the meaning of taboo is somewhat vague and contested; its
‘function’ is equally open to multiple understandings, while its connection to a broader
spiritual ordering of the world still seems to be important despite centuries of semantic
modification.
Since this thesis pertains to place-based forms of mo, the discussion of different theories
and approaches is here limited to those that deal with space and place, including species
and their habitats, purposefully excluding discussion of the incest and other kin-related
taboos. Moreover, while taboo-like prohibitions have been observed and analysed in
many parts of the world, there is ample literature dealing with their presence in Oceania,
and that will be the main focus here. One recent compilation of studies on the taboorelated Polynesian concept of rahui (Bambridge 2016) is given particular attention as it
raises many of the issues relevant to understanding the meaning of mo.
Here again, much of the theoretical literature contains a focus on Polynesia and
Melanesia, to the exclusion of the Micronesian region. Since there has been very little
scholarly study of ‘taboo’ in this region, but related concepts most certainly do exist
there, a ‘tour’ of existing fragments of knowledge is compiled in the second section of
this chapter. The third section contains a review of what has been specifically written to
date about on the meaning of mo in the Marshall Islands.

Theorizing Taboo
By most accounts, taboo was first noted by Captain Cook during one of his visits to
Tonga in 1771, and he is credited with introducing and disseminating the use of the term
‘to express anything sacred, or eminent, or devoted’ (Cook 1784, cited in Steiner 1956:
27). As early as 1826, taboo had already entered the popular discourse of European
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travels in Oceania, and it entered the realm of scholarly study with the work of
‘armchair anthropologists’ like Marett and Frazer, which provided the foundation for
over one hundred years of theorizing on the ‘problem of taboo’ (Steiner 1956).
Some of the early anthropologists (like Tylor and Frazer) regarded taboo as one element
in the world of primitive magic from which religion, and finally, science had evolved,
while others (like Marett and Malinowski) came to regard it as one topic in a study of
comparative religion that did not make such evolutionary assumptions. As the volume
of scholarship on the subject grew, so did the problem of definition, with the result that
ended up defining taboo by what it is not (Webster 1942) or else dividing it by typology
(Lehmann 1930).
By the 1950s, Steiner (1956) noted that anthropologists were beginning to abandon the
use of the term in the absence of a psychological or sociological unity in the phenomena
to which it had been applied, and thus emphasized the need to study the understandings
of danger and restriction in particular societies and cultures. To that end, countless
studies have been undertaken, though not without a continuing interest in making
generalizations. Valeri (2000: 113) saw taboo as an idiom, capable of saying and
meaning many different things, yet grounded in some kind of ‘basic focus from which it
cannot stray too far without losing its power and relative distinctiveness’. Of course,
that ‘basic focus’ is not agreed upon, but there are several overlapping themes that tend
to recur in descriptive accounts of the role of taboo in different societies. Each of these
themes is briefly addressed in the remainder of this section.
Resource Management
The longstanding split between functionalist and structuralist approaches to
understanding culture has resurfaced in the debate about taboo and its environmental
consequences. Frazer thought the original character of taboo must not be looked for in
its civil but its religious elements, yet it remains commonplace for many scholars, and
also popular authors, to describe taboo in more directly practical terms.

The tapu is more often the instrument of wise and needful restrictions [...] not a
meaningless or wanton prohibition [but one] for [a] thoroughly sensible end [as
witnessed when it was] judged fit to interpose... a close season [after the] ‘devilfish [....] were growing scarce. (Stevenson 1998 [1896]: 36-40)
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Despite anthropology’s movement away from Steward’s version of ‘cultural ecology’
(1955), the focus on subsistence activities and economic arrangements that he
associated with the ‘culture core’ has persisted. Many scholars still maintain that
ecological anthropology and the study of adaptation can explain a wide variety of
customs and institutions (Salzman and Attwood 1996: 169). This trend has been used
to explain the existence of taboos as a direct response to environmental conditions, and
in Oceania, there are several studies that consider taboos as a form of conservation or
resource management.127
As discussed previously, the early work of Johannes (1978) is commonly cited to
support the assumption that institutions associated with taboo embody a conservation
ethic (Berkes 1999; Berkes et al. 2000; Colding and Folke 1997, 2001; Johannes 2002;
Holt 2005; Berkes and Turner 2006; Cinner et al. 2006; Cinner 2007; Hames 2007). He
proposed that a review of the literature would show societies that developed conscious
conservation practices such as taboos, which restricted resource use, were usually small
and relied on natural resources that were circumscribed by geography and thus easily
depleted (Johannes 2002).
The specific case of sea turtle consumption taboos is a notable one in Oceania. Like
Johannes, Allen (2007) considered geography as a key component in the development
of turtle taboos, theorizing that they were more common on islands that are large, have
limited shallow marine areas, or both.

In his earlier study of Polynesian social

stratification, Sahlins (1958) argued that atoll socio-political systems were more
egalitarian, with a need to buffer environmental variability that was accomplished
through redistribution of resources, thus diminishing the potential for the kind of surplus
accumulation that could take place on high islands. Under this model, all resources, not
just turtles, were more likely to be widely distributed, whereas on high islands scarce
resources (like turtles) were subject to elite and/or priestly authority.128

In the index to Crocombe’s (1987) book about land tenure in the Pacific, the entry for ‘Conservation’ includes
‘(see also Taboo)’.
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This argument will sound familiar, as it was employed by Chapman to a different end, whereby overarching
conservation ethics are found in the hierarchical societies of Polynesia and Micronesia (see Chapter 2).
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In her detailed thesis on turtle beliefs and taboos in Oceania (primarily Polynesia),
Woodrum Luna (2013) contradicts Allen and Sahlins,129 finding no connection between
the treatment of turtles as a reserved, restricted and limited food resource and
environmental variations between island culture groups. She demonstrates that some
Pacific islands contain energy-rich ecosystems with abundant resources, yet their
societies still hold high regard for sea turtles and display the same cultural ideologies
toward them as societies on islands with low energy ecosystems.130
Since the idea of cultural practices as a form of ecological adaptation for human
survival has already been discussed in Chapter 2, a further lengthy discussion is not
necessary here.

On the subject of taboo, Harris (1974) argued that the Hindu ban on

killing cattle and eating beef arose to prevent the population from consuming the animal
on which Indian agriculture most heavily depends. Rappaport (1968) argued that the
carrying capacity and energy expenditure of a culture were paramount to ritual and
religion, so Tsembaga taboos regulated relationships between human and nonhuman
groups by maintaining ‘biotic communities’, redistributing land among people and
people over land, limiting the frequency of fighting, and redistributing local pig
surpluses when local populations are most in need of high quality protein. In these
expositions, taboos were examples of the ‘religious or ritual representation of resource
management’ by which indigenous societies managed resources for sustained periods
(Anderson 1996: 166). Chapman (1985: 222) summarizes such beliefs in Oceania, in
the form of sanctions used ‘to enforce the authority of those resource-regulation agents’
where fear was usually ‘enough to ensure respect’.
Colding and Folke (2001: 585) concede that the task of distinguishing between the
ecological, social, or religious origins and functions of taboos, particularly what they
call resource and habitat taboos, is rather ‘awkward’.

They claim to leave such

explanatory considerations aside, however, because their focus is on how ‘informal
institutions’ like these ‘relate to resource and ecosystem dynamics’ and ‘how they
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She even contradicts and dismisses, openly and admittedly, her own earlier work (Woodrum Luna 2003; Luna
2003), and to some degree Johannes as well.
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She also references the Marshall Islands, where the archaeologist Marshall Weisler had previously suggested that
societies with small human populations had little noticeable impact on the marine ecosystem. Conducting his work
on Utrōk (Utrik) Atoll, in the northern Marshall Islands, Weisler wrote that turtles had been consumed for over a
thousand years without reducing the stocks – ‘that is, there is not a declining frequency of turtle bones from
throughout the cultural layers’ (Weisler 2001: 130).
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respond to environmental feedback’. Their review of nature-based taboos concludes
that these informal institutions, which are often ‘invisible to biological conservationists’
(Alcorn 1995, in Colding and Folke 2001), are the operational means by which people
perform the repetitive activities that relate to local biological resources. They delineate
six types of taboos that represent the ‘idealized’ typological scope of such informal
institutions in ‘traditional societies’ (see Table 4.1). These categories can certainly be
applied to the various expressions of mo in the Marshall Islands, but since the
arguments for ecological determinations of taboos have already been reviewed,
attention is now turned towards those other lenses that have been to interpret the
meaning and function of such institutions.

Table 4.1: Resource and habitat taboos and their functions.

Category

Function

Segment taboos
Method taboos

Regulate resource withdrawal
Regulate methods of withdrawal

Life history taboos

Regulate withdrawal of vulnerable life history stages of species

Habitat taboos

Restrict access and use of resources in time and space

Temporal taboos
Specific-species taboos

Regulate access to resources in time
Provide total protection to species in both time and space

Source: adapted from Colding and Folke 2000: 426.

Danger and Contagion
Danger is consistently prominent in nearly all discussions of taboo, although that terms
is part of a wider semantic field that includes the concepts of misfortune, pollution,
uncleanness, contagion, contamination, impurity, and even ambiguity. Frazer (1911:
224) firmly placed all taboos under the single sweeping notion of danger, and saw them
acting essentially as techniques of avoidance. As Valeri (2000: 47) conceives this
‘negative magic’ of taboo, if contact between X and Y produces Z, and Z is undesirable,
then the contact is avoided.
The danger this contact produces can be ascribed to a number of causes, most
commonly that: (1) it defiles something that should not be (since certain things pertain
only to gods); (2) engaging in it is an insult to the gods; or because more generally, (3)
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it can harm the weak, being too dangerous for ordinary people. In this last reasoning,
very practically, some taboos have been interpreted as protecting people from
environmental harms, an argument quite common for species taboos.

Fessler and

Navarrete describe several ‘likely avenues’ through a series of more practical
developments that led to the creation of turtle meat taboos. They argue that observation
by a large audience of the negative effects of eating a toxic food, such as vomiting or
death, leads to the social transmission of avoidance behaviour, which in turn leads to
patterned behaviour amongst members of a group and punishment of violations which
may then be justified ‘through the creation of cosmological or other explanatory
schemas’ (Fessler and Navarrete 2003.: 23).131 In his own study of indigenous resource
taboos, Monson (2004) made a similar case for Guam’s taboo on flying foxes and the
high incidence of neurological disorders amongst those who eat them, and also argued
that predators high on the trophic scale, like sea turtles, bioaccumulate and biomagnify
environmental toxins.
Implicit in this notion of contact avoidance is not only danger, but contagion or
contamination, whether by toxins or something else altogether. While Frazer’s view of
taboo was quite pragmatic and relational, Durkheim introduced a symbolic approach to
the concept, incorporating forces that derive from, and symbolize, society. Taboos were
laws, religious in nature, and justified by a ‘sacredness’, a force that operates through
symbols in society that are based on the psychological tendency of human beings to see
themselves in everything:
We leave something of ourselves wherever we pass; the spot on which we tread, or
where we place our hand, retains as it were a part of our substance, which in this
way disperses itself without impoverishing itself. Like everything else, it comes
from the divine. It permeates into everything that approaches it; it is even endowed
with a higher contagion than that of purely human properties, because it has a
much greater power of action. (Durkheim 1963: 70-1).

Marett (1914) considered there to be a similarly vague immaterial force that permeated
all matter, living or non-living, which may take different forms and concentrations in
beings and objects. He called this force mana, adopting this term from the Melanesian

They add that self-serving behaviour on the part of the ‘arbiters of culture’ can further reinforce the taboo, since
they are more likely to erect taboos that allow them to monopolize the highly valued food (ibid.: 23).
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concept previously described by Codrington. Codrington’s early description of mana is
as a sacred impersonal force, compared to Western notions of efficacy and luck:

The Melanesian mind is entirely possessed by the belief in a supernatural power or
influence, called almost universally ‘mana’... This is what works to effect
everything that is beyond the ordinary power of man, outside the common
processes of nature; it is present in the atmosphere of life, attaches itself to persons
and to things, and is manifested by results which can only be ascribed to its
operation. The word is common I believe to the whole Pacific… It is a power or
influence, not physical, and in a way supernatural; but it shows itself in physical
force, or in any kind of power or excellence which a man possesses… All
Melanesian religion consists, in fact, in getting this Mana for one’s self, or getting
it used for one’s benefit. (Codrington 1891: 104-105, 118-119)

Other anthropologists then produced accounts of what they considered to be similar
concepts in Polynesia where, generally, mana is a spiritual quality considered to have
supernatural origin – a sacred force existing in the universe, associated with chiefs,
kings, other semi-divine or semi-supernatural persons, acquired predominantly by birth.
Mauss (1972[1904]), Hocart (1914), and Firth (1940) all echo Codrington’s suggestion
that it relates to a kind of effectiveness or efficacy, albeit one that is beyond the normal
power of humans, with close connection to the world of spirits.
Brief generalizations cannot do the topic of mana justice, and extensive discussion is
beyond the scope of this thesis, although a few points can be made. Distinctions have
been proposed between Melanesian and Polynesian versions, with ‘one group
emphasizing the essentially impersonal aspect of the mana concept, the other the
person; one stressing the idealistic-mystical, the other the materialistic-magical side’
(Radin 1937: 12-14).132

Keesing (1984) considered Melanesians to have a purely

‘pragmatic world view’ which supported no metaphysical notions about mana, while
Handy (1927: 26-34) compared (Polynesian) mana with electricity. To have it is to
have influence and authority, and efficacy – the power to perform in a given situation –
that stems from a supernatural origin. It could be obtained through either birth or
warfare, although there is a heavy emphasis on Polynesian mana as a product of sacred
hereditary rank or their ‘god-inheritance’ (Tregear 1891: 321; Kirch 1984).
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Even broader comparisons have been suggested, mana being compared with the concepts of manitu, orenda or
wakan amongst indigenous North American societies.
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A ‘Micronesian’ version of mana has not been rigorously studied, although Blust offers
an interesting interpretation based on a comparison of regional languages, where mana
conceived as supernatural power is only found amongst speakers of Central Pacific
languages and nuclear Micronesian languages, as well as those of northern Vanuatu and
southeast Solomons. He says that others (further west) did not refer to mana as ‘a
detachable spiritual or supernatural power that could be possessed by humans, but rather
to powerful forces of nature such as thunder and storm winds that were conceived as the
expression of an unseen supernatural agency’ (Blust 2007: 404).
The importance of mana for the present discussion depends on its relationship to taboo.
Marett (1914) thought taboo was a negative form of mana, constituting a series of
cautious injunctions that could protect individuals from the dangers inherent in
supernaturally powerful places, objects, and people. This is particularly relevant for an
understanding of chiefly avoidance practices, if people who possess, invoke, or are
otherwise imbued with mana are therefore accorded special respect, authority, power,
and prestige.
This essential quality of mana is not limited to persons, but has a communicable quality,
like a ‘transferrable fluid’ that can be ‘conducted’ into objects which ‘absorb the
potency vested in the gods’ (Lowie 1925: 75-6). Blust (2007: 409) also interpreted
mana as a way of enforcing taboos based on the bestowal of a sacred aura on hereditary
chiefs, which made them and anything they touched (especially food) dangerous.133
An addition to humans, often in chiefly statuses, such a force is closely associated with
non-corporeal beings whose force also has a contagious quality. Thus land and objects,
such as sacred places or items or resources linked to godly beings, can be imbued with
mana and rendered taboo. This is often the case with the sacred groves discussed in
Chapter 2.
By Marett’s estimation, mana, alongside and intertwined with taboo, formed the
irreducible base of religion, being used to define and order things and events outside
ordinary happenings, designating the positive and negative aspects of the supernatural
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In this way, the extreme emphasis upon mana and the subsequent prohibitions surrounding their royal personage
resulted in chiefs becoming virtual prisoners, burdened by their sacredness, many choosing a hermitic lifestyle,
avoiding travel and contact that could make things and places untouchable to commoners.
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or sacred (Marett 1912).134 It is this organizing function of taboo that will receive
attention next.

Order, Disorder, and Liminality
According to Edmund Leach, taboos serve to reduce ‘the ambiguities of reality to clearcut ideal types’, aiding in ordering the human world (Leach 1971: 44).

Humans

categorize the experiential world, yet interstitial states exist between ordered classes,
causing confusion and having the potential to undermine models of social structure.
Taboo serves to repress these states, or to at least govern avoidance with these
contaminating anomalous powers. It is a necessary complement of categorization, and
its repression of experience gives rise to the fear of pollution (Valeri 2000: 69-70).
Mary Douglas emphasized both pollution and order as imperative to taboo, and
introduces another term to its linguistic associations: ‘dirt’, meaning ‘matter out of
place’, and implying ‘a set of ordered relations and a contravention of that order’
(Douglas 1966: 35, 164). Dirt is the by-product of systematic classification and the
rejection of inappropriate elements, and taboo is the result of an object or being’s
inherent quality of liminality or marginality, being on the threshold or boundary of
categorization. Of course, what is rejected requires some rejecting power of its own,
that is, what is dirty dirties (Valeri 2000: 70), and may possess or exhibit both power
and danger, therefore requiring avoidance.
In the Pacific, this line of thinking has been used to explain turtle prohibitions, because
they seemingly straddle several biological and cosmological boundaries, and their
liminal quality is common in local lore (Emory 1947). Turtles are able to traverse
above and below water, and be carriers between life and death in many societies,
transcending ‘boundaries between worlds’ (Rolett 1986). Kirch (1994) and Woodrum
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He used this formula in an attempt to demonstrate the universality of the concept of mana, which was met with
several valid criticisms. Malinowski, in particular, was critical of a blanket definition of both taboo and mana, as
well as their evolutionary associations: ‘The real virtue of magic, as I know it from Melanesia, is fixed only in the
spell and in its rite.... It never acts “in all ways” (as Codrington said of mana), but only in ways specified by
tradition.’ (Malinowksi 1925: 75). Evans-Pritchard and Firth further debunked the idea that mana is metaphysical
or abstract, instead seeing it as almost pragmatic. In the case of Tikopia, Firth relates manu (mana) to uncertainty in
natural phenomena, differential human ability, and dependence upon spiritual entities where ‘success above a
certain point, the “normal”, is spirit-given’ (Firth 1940: 191). The salient issue here is whether the idea of mana is
too distinctive of Oceania to be used in broader cultural comparison.
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Luna (2013) further associates the biological qualities of air-breathing yet marinedwelling with this traversing of boundaries,135 but still agree that fascination with an
animal – regardless of the reason for its liminal status – ‘does not inherently lead one to
conclude that the object is dangerous and must be avoided, or that it is sacred and must
not be eaten… it does not explain why these ideas should take the form of taboos’
(Fessler and Navarrete 2003: 12).
Some have questioned the ‘reality’ of the misfortunes supposedly associated with a
breach of taboos. Ritvo (1987) notes that the supernatural repercussions associated with
breaking turtle taboos were not actually all that common, and very few people, if any,
had any direct experience with their occurrence. Therefore, she suggests, it is the
psychological threat as a metaphorical act that held sway over behaviour, not an actual
repercussion. Conversely, Handy (1927:50) said that ‘it is beyond question that in
consequence of breaking tapu death actually occurred and still does occur in
Polynesia’.136
Radcliffe-Brown (1939) insisted that it is exactly these psychological and cosmological
ideas that need to be considered in understanding the social function of taboo, which he
specified to be those ‘ritual avoidances or prohibitions’ whose infractions lead to
‘undesirable change in ritual status’ or ‘ritual value’ of the offender. This ritual value –
which can apply to an object, person, place, name, or event – is ‘exhibited’ in the
behavior towards it, in something of a circular nature where ‘anything… which is the
object of a ritual avoidance or taboo can be said to have ritual value’ (Radcliffe-Brown
1939: 139). He reduced these ritually-avoided entities to those that are either holy or
unclean, and for any rule of avoidance, ‘everywhere there is the idea that it involves the
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Woodrum Luna’s thesis examines turtle lore and biology as they relate to restriction practices across Polynesia,
including select ethnographic data from Micronesia. For example, she points out that in Pohnpei, the built sea
cityscape of Nan Madol was described by Hambruch (1936) as a religious center for the worship of the turtle god,
Nanusunsap, which, according to Ballinger (1978) was worthy of worship in part because the sea turtle’s body still
moved after being killed, thereby becoming a symbol of life after death. Castle (1996) adds that Nan Madol
literally means ‘in the space between things’ and it was constructed on an area called ‘the reef of heaven.’
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With such extreme repercussions, the danger presented by taboos needed to be overcome or mitigatedby specific
types of ritual process. ‘After all, there are no taboos that religion has not learnt to neutralize by means of one or
another ceremonial device’ (Marett 1909: 96). Rituals may serve to protect people from beings or situations that are
so powerful they are inherently dangerous, and so common they are essentially unavoidable. They may also prevent
the sacred from being defiled by the ordinary. Douglas (1966) argued that a designation of liminality actually give
rise to rituals that purify the world, enabling people to avoid such potential confusions. Van Gennep (1986)
imagined rituals as structural openings, comparing them to the windows and doors of a house, where things may
pass into the house and between rooms, without affecting the integrity of the structure.
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likelihood of some minor or major misfortune which will befall the person concerned’
(ibid.: 135).137
Malinowski’s extensive research on magic in the Trobriands was also concerned with
taboo’s psychological function, suggesting that the phenomena of magic and religion
could be explained, in part, by the need to satisfy, placate, or reduce anxieties over an
event or outcome that is to some extent dependent on uncontrollable external forces or
circumstances.

Durkheim’s study of communal meal ceremonies also noted such

psychological effects, where an achieved state of heightened emotion, or ‘collective
effervescence’, leads to positive feelings that enhance social solidarity when normal
taboos on eating sacred totemic animals are relaxed (Durkheim1912: 245-251).138
For Levi-Strauss (1963 [1958]), totemism was a phenomenon of classification, a
descriptive system for understanding the differences and relationships between social
and natural units or groups. Totemism is therefore invariably systemic and differential
(Valeri 2000: 93), and taboos applied to totems comprise a complex, polyvalent set of
ideas that imply ‘separateness and sacredness, danger and pollution, both behaviour and
words’ (Ellen 2006: 148). Taboo creates ‘signification’ and social difference where the
taboo can signify the totem which signifies the group, or it can signify the group
directly. Sacred symbolism may be key to certain food taboos, such as in the turtle flesh
prohibitions of the Tangaloa cult, where turtle taboos exist because sea turtles were
sacred for religious reasons; the sacredness came first, which necessitated the
reservation of turtles for the chiefs and priests as ‘the children and servants of the gods’
(Handy 1927: 46). Contrary to the earlier argument that turtle taboos were in place to
restrict the best foods for the elite, Handy (ibid.) stated that ‘the genuine tapu of
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Radcliffe-Brown also offers another ritual-focused approach to understanding the underpinnings of taboo, where
the social effects produced by the ritual are key to understanding it. Thius approach was based on his own study of
Andamese taboos relating to food animals and plants, which he said were ‘means of affixing a definite social value
to food... not that it satisfies hunger, but.... getting and consuming of food... bind the individual men, woman and
children into a society’ (Radcliffe-Brown 1952: 44). Turner agreed that the study of religion and ritual in particular
is a means to understand the ‘emic’ (or local) perspectives of social individuals and the dynamics of social
organization: ‘Certain social activities are fully intelligible only in the light of values embodied and expressed at
ritual performances’ (Turner 1969: 8).
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Durkheim distinguished between religious and magical rites, the former obligatory and the latter optional.
Radcliffe-Brown thought this distinction was important, but was difficult to apply to the ‘study of the rites of simple
societies’, yet he did not think that reduction of anxiety should be the sole focus of magico-religious studies.
Psychologically, the exact contrary explanation should also be explored, namely that these rites may not give
comfort and confidence, butinstead produce fears and anxieties about gods, black magic, and other forces from
which humans would otherwise be free. ‘The negative and positive rites of savages exist and persist because they
are part of the mechanism by which an orderly society maintains itself in existence, serving as they do to establish
certain fundamental social values’ (Radcliffe-Brown 1939: 46).
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sacredness was always connected directly or indirectly with the higher gods who
embodied the positive mana in the universe and protected all that was in intimate
rapport with them’.
More recently, Foale et al. (2011) showed that, in Melanesia, fishing taboos and rituals
are primarily designed to manage relationships between social groups, although they do
not always imply or invoke group solidarity. From this point of view, prestige and
status are driving forces in some of these prohibition practices, where short-term
production was maximized and preferred, and people ‘jealously’ guarded their
territories. In Manus, clan taboos associated with marine tenure allowed only high
chiefs to access certain species (Carrier and Carrier 1983); sea turtle hunting could be an
arena for status rivalry where taboos monitored compliance to cultural norms (A.
Bender n.d.); and those rituals and taboos associated with acquisition of important
foodstuffs like sea turtles could be an effective way to broadcast displays of skills at
large feasts, and therefore could raise the status of individuals as a signal of their
underlying strength, daring, skill, or leadership (Smith and Bliege Bird 2000; Bliege
Bird et al. 2001; Bliege Bird and Smith 2005).
These latter examples suggest that taboos and ritual prohibitions may actually be agents
of distinction that serve the creation and maintenance of individual status, not social
cohesion or solidarity. In keeping with the notion of order, various classes of being and
things need to be kept separate, evoking a hierarchical ranking of identity, discussed
subsequently.

Distinction and Hierarchy
Both Frazer and Steiner point to the linguist Shortland’s (1854) early etymological
explanation of the word tapu as a conjunction of ta, meaning ‘to mark’, and pu, an
adverb of intensity. Therefore, taboo means literally ‘marked thoroughly’, which Frazer
considered to mean ‘sacred’, not with any moral quality as such, but rather ‘a
connection with the gods or separation from ordinary purposes and exclusive
appropriation to persons or things considered sacred.’ (Frazer 1911: xxiii). Certain
classes of people are always taboo or sacred, including people who are dangerously ill
or dead, so taboos could be divided between those of privilege and those of disability,
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rendering the person (or thing) of privilege sacred or holy, and the disabled person (or
thing) as unclean or accursed (ibid.). Durkheim (1915) considered this sacred-profane
dichotomy a central characteristic of religion, and this dialectical nature of taboo is a
common theme in the literature, whereby it is defined only in relation to, and as distinct
from, something else. This relational conceptualizations typically take the following
shape: a negative force of magic; the negative principle alongside the positive mana; the
opposite of clear, common, or profane; being sacred and distinct; or as anomaly or
ambiguity.
In the ‘Polynesian’ model, where taboo is dialectically opposed to the profane, the
unusual is mana-infested, the subject of awe and respect, and is represented, protected,
and mitigated by taboos. In many imaginings, it is opposed to noa, meaning general,
common, or profane, and applicable to people as well as objects, states, and behaviours
(Frazer 1911). Best (1924), Johansen (1954), Dening (1980) and Valeri (1989) have all
used to ethnographic evidence to show how taboo supports social hierarchy in
Polynesia, where tapu:


produces ‘feeling[s] of deference and respect toward’ superior chiefs;



references relationships to the unmarked, noa, since those who are superior have
the power to pollute inferiors; and



aids in preserving the hierarchical distinction between differing degrees of
potency and purity (mana).

In the case of the Marquesas, Thomas observes that chiefs themselves have strong
genealogical connections to deities, and shamanistic priests had gods in their stomachs,
which made both of them tapu, as contrasted with me’ie, meaning unrestricted or clear
(Thomas 1987: 124), or literally ‘clear skies’ (Shore 1989: 150).139
Evans-Pritchard (1956: 41) avoided Durkheim’s stark separation between sacred and
profane, preferring to conceive of the relationship between tapu and noa in terms of the
metaphor of tying and untying. Shore (1989, 1991) endorses this representation of
the‘Polynesian’ model, since binding is a pervasive symbol, and taboo is part of a
general cultural schema where distinctions abound – between inside and outside, stasis
and movement, tight muscular control and muscular relaxation. Shore suggests two
A decade earlier, Dening (1980) had similarly argued that tapu allowed the Marquesan nobility to ‘prey upon’ the
kikino, people of marginal social importance, for the purpose of human sacrifice.
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distinct usages of tapu, one active, one passive, and an ambiguous or contradictory
meaning that combines the idea of the sacred and revered with that of the dangerous and
feared:
As an active quality, tapu suggests a contained potency of something, place or
person. In its passive usage, it means forbidden or dangerous for someone who is
noa. (Shore 1989: 144).

Max Weber applied the term ‘charisma’ to the mana residing in Polynesian personhood
(1920; see Tybjerg 2007), especially amongst the royalty and nobility, giving leaders
the ability to influence others and endowing them with a type of personality that
distinguished them from lesser folk. Idols, temples, the persons and names of kings and
members of the royal family, the persons of chiefs and priests, and the property of all
these classes of persons were always taboo or sacred, and chiefs could also render
things taboo. Figures of authority imposed taboos and laws on those under their rule,
even if they seemed arbitrary, and involved various species of birds and fruits, food
preparations, touching various things, lighting fires, or engaging in various other
activities (Viala 1919; Rozier 1962; Dening 1980). In Melanesia, Carrier’s study of
Ponam Island off Manus in Papua New Guinea suggests that bans imposed on the
extraction of Trochus molluscs were enacted in expressions of political power, prestige,
and economic concerns (1981). Despite warnings that such resource taboos may not
have been purposeful conservation motives (Carrier in Chapman 1985), it is these
material benefits and the notion of surpluses or shortages continue to that take centre
stage in some ecologically-focused considerations to taboo. Yet the (Polynesian)
concept and practice of rahui does not obey an ecological logic, and the sacred
economy of a network society of land or sea is ‘less an ecological concern to maintain a
resource than a religious and political calculation’ where ‘one must provide oneself with
the means to make available, when the time comes, the necessary abundance for the
representation of the reality and the vitality of the network’ (Rigo 2016: 22).
The Diffusionist Theory
As exemplified in the case of turtle taboos, it is apparent that widely shared cultural or
ideological practices may where there are no clear commonalities capable of explaining
or predicting them across the different ecosystems of the Pacific. This observation has
led many scholars to approach taboos and rituals from an entirely different perspective.
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Some theories on the development of taboos in Oceania suggest that they were not
localized responses or adaptations to ecological or social pressures, or the creations of
individual societies, but rather the remnants or vestiges of ancestral beliefs originating
in Southeast Asia. This diffusionist model usually links taboos to totemic beliefs, and is
heavily reliant on Handy’s early (1927) work on Polynesian religion, but has received a
new lease of life from the connection of Lapita pottery and symbols to the historical
process of Pacific colonization. Handy had argued that, ‘[a]s a matter of fact, both the
tapu and the theocratic systems were founded upon the fundamental principles of a
religious philosophy undoubtedly more ancient than any of the culture traits peculiar to
Polynesia’ (Handy 1927: 44-5). For Handy, elements of Polynesian religion belong to
two ‘ancient foundational systems’ (ibid.: 312), with the concepts of mana, sacred
places, ancestor worship, and the taboo system all coming from the eldest of these
systems, brought in by ancient settlers from Southeast Asia and connected to the ancient
Vedic religion of India.
Kaeppler (1978, 1985, 2007) and Marshall (2008) have used a careful analysis of
various artefacts to suggest the importance and permeating presence of turtle imagery in
Oceanic materiality.

Woodrom Luna (2013) has also explored these connections,

concluding that there are remarkable similarities in sea turtle beliefs and practice
throughout the Pacific, giving support to the claims of Handy and others who have
argued that ‘the symbolic and ritual associations developed in ancestral Polynesian
society were retained, albeit in modified form, in many Polynesian cultures’ (Kirch
1994: 285).

Politics and Religion in the Rahui
A recently published collection of papers (Bambridge 2016) offers an invaluable
contribution to the study of Oceanic taboo practices, and is especially relevant to this
study for several reasons:
(1) it includes discussion of the practice of rahui in Tuamotu, which is a large
collection of atolls, like the Marshall Islands;
(2) like mo, rahui has more recently been re-established in several Polynesian states
and local communities to facilitate sustainable management of resources; and
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(3) while emphasizing the importance of this second point, it focuses on the
relationship between the politics of rahui and the environmental protection it
offers.
Bambridge introduces rahui as generally meaning ‘a form of restricting access to
resources and/or territories’, and envisions rahui and tapu as two types of prohibition
that reflect two types of political and religious power, the first being controlled by
strategies relating to political and sacred power, and the second being governed by the
sacred nature of the resource of place (Bambridge 2016a: 1-2).

A comparable

distinction is drawn between kahui (sic) and tapu in the Marquesas: the sacred and
conductive nature of women’s space and dead people’s spaces comprise two poles with
which contact and the products of, are dangerous and must be marked with prohibition,
with tapu; only those things that are associated with sacred authority and political
power are kahui (Ottino-Garanger et al. 76-77). For this political and sacred power in
‘ancient Polynesian society’, authority was informed by a cultural logic in which the
chief’s political activities (alliances, wars, and so forth) were what gave rise to both the
form and the subsistence practices of the community, and where ‘the [chief’s] power to
give is the power’ (Rigo 2016: 19, his italics).
Sacredness of place is a recurring theme in several of the book’s chapters. Of note is
Rigo’s observation that ‘nature is not enchanted, because there is no nature: visible and
invisible forces, female strength and male powers, gods and men are entangled in a
game whose unstable forces create the precarious rules’; therefore rahui must be linked
to the ‘economy of a human network defined by a sacred circulation’ the extension of
which marks the limits of the particular sacred or ancestral land to which one is
affiliated (Rigo 2016: 20-1). In the Marquesas, many tapu rules were devoted to the
setting where the islanders lived, creating a living map with sign-posted places – blocks
of land and individuals plants – that were dangerous (Ottino-Garanger et al. 2016: 6971). These included a range of spaces, such as those sacred areas where the fertility of
the island regenerates, as well those of banyan trees whose aerial roots connect the
realms of the gods and humans. Torrente (2016: 41) considers the ‘ancient magic and
religious trends of the rahui’ on Anaa Atoll (Tuamotu), emphasizing connections to
resources and land ownership, where a ‘vertical logic’ connects the sky of the gods, the
chiefs who control the human order, and the ancestors and world of origins deep in the
earth. Walled enclosures and shrines for food offerings to the invisible world, which
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were found at sacred groves and marae, linked various beings along the continuum of
this cosmic order.
In addition to the sacred and dangerous, Torrente emphasizes the active part that people
can take in enacting tapu on personal property. He describes rahui as physical markers
that were placed to indicate sacred burial places, as well as personal property, ‘land
from which certain foods may not be taken’, and commodities to be ‘preserved’ and
‘made sacred’ (Torrente 2006: 28). These usually took the form of coconut frond posts
and attached stones, from which the power had to be woken up or activated through a
ritual that imbued each one with mana and ‘sharpen[ed] its teeth’ (ibid.: 30). The
functions of these permanent or temporary prohibitions varied according to one’s point
of view: either to perpetuate the cosmic order that protected the power of the gods and
fed the dread of supernatural sanctions; or else to reinforce the divine power of a chief’s
legitimacy as a keeper of world order and maintainer of social cohesion (ibid.: 26).
Torrente sees the rahui as having both positive and negative aspects: it is ‘positive in
that it protects the physical elements that are not to be touched and negative and
destructive in its effect on the one who would violate the rahui’ (ibid.: 29).
Torrente concludes that the signification of the word rahui has changed over time, being
linked today to the different concepts dealing with the protection of the environment,
‘which was not the aim in ancient Polynesia’ (ibid.: 42). This last note is of particular
interest for considering the signification of mo and the other re-emergent conservation
practices in Micronesia, like bul in Palau, which are based on a variety of traditional
prohibition practices.

A Tour of Taboo in the Atoll Societies of Micronesia
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, it was the lack of taboo, oddly enough, that
was one of the criteria originally used to distinguish Micronesia from Polynesia (and
Melanesia). Rainbird (2003) has disputed the supposed lack of evidence for its presence
in Micronesia, citing missionary writings from as early as the 1860s. Of note for the
Marshall Islands, in Otto von Kotzebue’s expedition writings, not only are some
descriptions of local prohibitions chronicled, but the word tabu is mentioned as being
used by the natives, suggesting that it was already in widespread use. Chamisso, one of
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Kotzebue’s companions, records a few related vernacular terms from the region (see
Table 4.2).
Table 4.2: Terms designating prohibition in Micronesian societies, according to
Kotzebue.

Society

Term

Chamori [Chamorro]

Ahe

Eap [Yap]

Matamat

Ulea [Wolei]

Tabu or buluath ebin

Radack [Ratak, Marshall Islands]

Emo or ap140

Source: Chamisso in Kotzebue 1821 Vol 2: 414.

Mentions of taboo-like prohibitions, whether conceived as being driven by religious or
ecological motives (or both), are sprinkled through several works by white travellers
and colonizers in Micronesia. Several references resemble this one Pohnpei, where
O’Connell (1972: 121-180), a beachcomber present the 1830s, describes accidentally
violating a taboo on eating freshwater eels.141 or this one from Lay, who was stranded in
the Marshall Islands for two years: ‘the natives will not take the fruit of the coconut tree
which has been planted near a grave, for fear of displeasing the bad spirit, Anit’ (Lay
and Hussey 1828: 135). Hezel (1983: 133-170) describes this era, ‘the first taint of
civilization’, as a particularly trying time for the native Micronesian religion while
observing that there was seemingly no repercussion for the foreigners’ casual disregard
of local taboos.
These sources offer brief glimpses at what kinds of things and behaviours were taboo,
but references remain d scattered throughout a vast and uncatalogued set of additional
sources. There are no ethnographic studies of the sophistication of those by Valeri
(2000) or Bambridge (2016).142 A recent book on traditional Micronesian religion
(Dobbin 2011) is the most focused work to date on the region’s ritual traditions, yet

I interpret ‘ap’ to be the word jap, also spelled jab or jaab, meaning ‘no.’ Marshallese pronunciation of ‘j’ does
not always clearly focus on the frontal toothy beginning of the sound.
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The extensive O’Connell records have been subject so some very critical scrunity, representing a general hesitancy
to accept the historical accounts of beachcombers, castaways, explorers, missionaries, traders, and the like.
Riesenberg (cited in Maude 192) described O’Connell’s writings as a ‘maze of exaggerations, anachronisms,
improbabilities, and outright fabrications, commingled with thoroughly accurate and original observations’.
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A few academic papers have addressed the incest taboo, in Micronesia, but are not mentioned here because they
are beyond the scope of a study of place-based taboos.
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offers less than one page on the subject of taboo, concluding hesitantly that the practice
was varied, and that Yap’s food taboo system was an anomaly in a region considered
fairly free of strict ritual and religious sanctions (ibid.: 17-18, 219-220).143
Since no such devoted regional study exists for the atoll and island societies of
Micronesia, a brief ‘tour’ of the concept of taboo traveling from west to east, is
provided here, compiled from the existing literature.

Figure 4.1: Map of the Micronesian region indicating locations discussed in this section.
Source: CartoGIS, CAP, ANU.

Palau
Palau’s taboo practices have been documented by Kubary (1873b, 1885, 1889), Krämer
(1906, 1926), Barnett (1949), and more recently Parmentier (1987).144 Taboos (mekull
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This deficiency is most likely the result of the available published works on the subject, and not a reflection of
actual practice, since the aforementioned book is based on the existing literature. The focus on Yap is still curious,
however, since comparable behavioural restrictions are evident from other parts of Micronesia. For example, in
Chuuk, where chiefly status is seen as less elaborate, Goodenough (1951) describes a series of behavioural
prescriptions, notably crouching, based on the principle Jii meji pin wöön (‘He is forbidden from [being] above
him’).
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Much less is known, or recorded, for Kosrae, presumably since its small population quickly adopted Christianity
when the Protestant missionaries arrived in 1852. What is known is almost single-handedly a result of Sarfert’s
discovery of some handwritten notes by a Christian teacher (Dobbin 2011). Place-based taboos were associated
closely with deities, notably Sikaus, who had his own priesthood and is associated with the megalithic sacred
residence Lelu (see Cordy 1993).
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or meklell) described at length are those related to extensive funerary rituals. Burial
processes themselves may only take a few days, during which community-wide
restrictions were observed, but for those who touched or guarded the deceased’s body,
and for selected mourners, the period of taboo observation and seclusion could last up to
one hundred days (Dobbin 2011: 184). There appear to have been several war-related
taboos as well, as in the case of the war deity Horekim, whose name could not be
muttered, and must be referred to as Iraria when invoked for help.

Dances and

seclusion rituals under meaek, (the ‘force of taboo’) were observed by warriors before
embarking for battle (ibid.).
Johannes (1981) discussed Palauan bul as ‘conservation laws’ constituting an important
element of a traditional taboo system, where fishing bans were enacted on select reefs to
allow for repopulation. He only briefly mentions other taboos – notably those on
particular species (because of their association with gods) and on capture during
spawning periods – but he does not discuss the incentives for their development.145 Bul
has since become an important and influential standard for traditional conservation in
the region, endorsed by Palau’s president and seen as being ‘woven into the fabric of
traditional and modern Palauan society’.

Implemented in large-scale community

programs its ‘revival’ has had ‘tremendous success in rebuilding coral and fish
populations’.146
Yap
Dobbin (2011: 18) considered the Yapese taboo system, particularly those prohibitions
governing mealtimes, as formally recognized, legitimized, and bolstered by the social
structure of class and gender. The rituals of taboo, or ‘ritual purity’ as Dobbin calls it,
was calendrical, focusing on crop or vegetation deities that had seven or eight shrine
locations where they were worshipped and appeased with gifts. These ‘taboo places’
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He does, however, note the ubiquity throughout Oceania of the taboo on sex prior to fishing expeditions, calling it
a ‘custom of great antiquity’, hinting perhaps at the aforementioned diffusionist theory (Johannes 1981: 14).
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The quotations are from the founder of the Palau Conservation Society and Speaker of the Palau House of
Delegates, Noah Idechong
(http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/regions/northamerica/unitedstates/hawaii/newsroom/palau-exchange.xml).
Several popular US news outlets have covered Palau’s marine conservation program, including the Huffington Post
and The Economist.
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were called taliiw kan (Walleser 1913; Müller 1917; Lessa 1979; Dobbin 2011).147
Specific rules regarding rank and purity may have been tied to the rigid rules regarding
eating, prompting Dobbin to call Yapese religion one of purity (tabgul) and pollution
(ta-ey). He notes the lack of a dedicated term equivalent to the word taboo, although
several Yapese words evoke related practices.148
Falanruw (1994) observed that the fishing prohibition, ‘bungud of the lupuu’, was
linked to the practice of placing a charm or marker on property to advise others to avoid
it, and Alkire (1989) records a similar practice known as meshang in Lamotrek (Yap
State). Several scholars describe the chiefly prohibition of resources throughout the
‘outer islands’ of Yap State in the Federated States of Micronesia. Akimichi briefly
mentions the concept of ‘merhang’ in connection with chiefly prohibitions on land
resources on Satawal, and describes the ‘magical’ calling of different kinds of food
toward the island in what he considers ‘cultural strategies against environmental
constraints’ (Akimichi 1986: 15). Metzgar (2004: 3) came across the term roang,
meaning ‘sacred or taboo place’, in Lamotrek, and says that these were still being
respected or avoided in the 1990s. He also describes meshang markers made from palm
leaves denoting individually-tabooed trees (ibid.: 11).
Burrows (1949: 180-3) observed the presence of taboo (fäm or tabw) in the small Yap
State atoll of Ifalik, but did not accord it any conserving premise, instead comparing it
to Radcliffe- Brown’s concept of ritual danger. He thought that the term tabw was not
applied to all prohibitions, but rather to those thought to be sanctioned in a special, or
supernatural, way that incurred automatic retribution.149 The ambiguously related term
fäm appeared to be applied at ‘certain crucial times’ to a person who must then observe
special precautions and abstain from some otherwise permissible conduct.
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The origin tale of the human species refers to a couple in which the female entity was called Nik, a word meaning
totem or the taboo food of the clan. Further, one type of Yapese spirit, called kan, are also related both to the major
food sources and to sacred or taboo places.
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For example: mathangeeluwol, meaning holy, sacrosanct, untouchable, forbidden; and machmaach, meaning
‘magic, taboo because of magic; holy; or obscene’. Both terms are in their respective dictionaries (Jensen 1977;
Goodenough and Sugita 1980), and suggest ties to the Palauan word masmas meaning ‘magic’, and the Chuukese
word maach meaning ‘high’.
Burrows comments that the term tabw, translated as ‘it is forbidden’, was ‘taken into English from a language
related to that of Ifaluk’.
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Chuuk
Goodenough has written most comprehensively on the subject of taboo in Chuuk, partly
based on his own observations, but also making use of earlier German ethnographies
(Krämer 1932; Damm and Sarfert 1935).

In his (2002) treatise on pre-Christian

traditions in Chuuk, he discusses a variety of taboos, particularly those associated with
roong (‘specialities’), ranging from boat building, knot divining, and diarrhoea curing.
Goodenough has embraced a functional approach, somewhat aligned with those of
Malinowski and Radcliffe Brown, istressing the emotional significance of the Latin
term sanctus, so that whatever has been ‘dedicated’, not only to gods or demons,
demands an ‘expectation of respect for what is sacred with outrage at disrespect or
transgression’ (ibid.: 3-6). Taboos – referred to in different contexts as pin, pwaaw or
róóng – developed when concern or anxiety was high.150 Fear was introduced into daily
life at a young age, with the identification of different groups of people who were to be
avoided – members of warring clans, practitioners of various forms of roong, as well as
chiefs. Taboos in Chuuk were also associated with clan totems (pinin aar eyinang)
whose consumption was forbidden, as well deities and their associated resources, like
the bamboo that was sacred to Yanuumwarehiy (the ‘Rainbow Spirit’) (ibid.: 107-8).
The so-called ‘sharp spirits’ associated with certain places, especially with reefs where
communal fishing was conducted, were easily offended by certain forms of food
consumption and by sexual activities, so these were also subject to taboos (ibid.: 114-5).
Taboo markers appear to have been common in Chuuk, and were employed for a variety
of purposes. Goodenough (1980: 201) defines mechenin roong as a ‘sign of prohibition
against trespass, made from young coconut leaves (wup-wut) that may simply girdle a
tree or stake or be strung to an enclosure around the prohibited or restricted area’.151
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The similarities between róóng (meaning taboo) and roong (meaning specialist knowledge) is obvious. Dobbin
admits the difficulty in precisely defining several inter-related Chuukic word such as itang, roong, manaman, and
pin. Whereas itang may designate warrior-priests and or guardians of tradition, that status is contingent on their
exuding manaman, a kind of ‘effective power’ which then may serve to associate them with spirits that give them
roong, a high-level knowledge pertaining to a variety of traditional skills. People are only able to practice those
skills, such as medicine and chanting, if they have roong. Pin, while translated as ‘taboo’, refers specifically to
places, beings, and things that are ‘out-of-bounds’ for certain entities because of their association with roong and
manaman.
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Beyond Micronesia, Peter Buck (a.k.a. Te Rangi Hiroa) gives a lovely description of their form in Samoa. An
owner may protect his coconut and breadfruit trees by putting up notices on the trunks. A notice consists of a piece
of coconut leaf placed longitudinally against the trunk with the butt upwards and three or four leaflets from either
side brought around the tree and tied in a knot. Sometimes the notices are more elaborate and are made with a stake
beside the path as a warning to travellers. A mature coconut may be suspended to the trunk of a coconut tree by a
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After the death of a chief, a róóng prohibition would be placed by his lineage against
trespassing on a plot of land or reef under his former control, marked off by a mechen
taboo sign (Goodenough 2002). When other community members died, their house
might be made róóng for a period of time by the same markers. During the extensive
breadfruit season rituals, several trees would be sprinkled with medicine by a specialist
summoner, or marked with sochen may taboo markers in the form of rods tied with
young coconut leaves, making them pwaaw (taboo) until a ritual meal marked the end
of the summoning rites (ibid.: 198-200).152
Pohnpei
In Pohnpei, Riesenberg (1968: 60) claimed that food taboos (inepwi) might be imposed
by a nahnmwarki (chief) during times of scarcity, but these served ‘merely ... practical
purposes’ with ‘no spiritual concepts attached’.153 He also described a feast called
kousarensapw (literally ‘lifting a taboo from the land’), when the two halves of a tribe
were freed from restrictions on diggin up yams (ibid.: 91). The word inepwi was also
used in reference to the magical protection of a tree or piece of land by lower-ranking
individuals through the act of tying a spellbound coconut leaf around it. In such a case,
spiritual punishment would come to the transgressor in the form of affliction with
ulcers, whether the taboo were violated wittingly or accidentally (ibid.).
Certain classes of people appear to have had some behavioural as well as space- and
place-based taboos associated with them. Mauricio (1993: 68) refers to the holders of
achieved titles, like expert fishermen (soused), who were bound by responsibilities to
their chiefs that included specific customs such as fishing taboos. Several taboos appear
to have surrounded those high-ranking members of the absolute saudeluer and decentralized nahnmwarki dynasties, although Isohkelekel, the semi-divine founder of the
latter dynasty, was above many strict taboos, including the incest taboo (Hanlon 1988:
13-25). Restricted spaces included the sacred head of nahnmwarki, the touching of
which was punishable by death (Riesenberg 1968: 69), as well as several feasting and

strip of the husk torn down from one end. [Samoan Material Culture, available at
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-204606.html].
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According to Sarfert (in Dobbin 2011: 51-2), rituals surrounding the appearance of the breadfruit god Hewanu (the
‘Eel Spirit’) in Puluwat (an ‘outer’ atoll in Chuuk), demanded that several taboos be placed on the men attending to
the spirit itself, on women in general, and on the ritual place of tribute and worship.
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He adds that a ‘similar edict by the Trust Territory administration is called by the same term, inepwi’ (ibid.: 60).
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ritual centres, many of which made up the sacred areas of the Nan Madol complex
known as Palehr (literally, ‘sanctified or had been tabooed’) (Mauricio 1993).154
Like Chuuk, Pohnpei appears to have several terms related to the concepts of taboo,
sacredness, and prohibition: pel, inepwi, pwa, and kasarawi. Today, in personal
correspondence with local Pohnpeian authorities, inapwih is specifically described as a
restriction on the utilization of resources in times of scarcity which allows for
recuperation and replenishment.155
Kiribati
It is curious that Dobbin makes no reference to taboo in his review of traditional
Kiribatireligion, since Grimble and Luomala, both deeply versed in the local culture,
have recorded several taboos related to fishing and eating, and also to clan totemic
beliefs.156
Grimble (1933) enumerated various food avoidances alongside an account of Kiribati
totemism. By his account, all i-Kiribati are associated with at least one totem, primarily
through patrilineal descent, but can have up to as many as eight. No member of a sib
may eat the totem-creature of his group, as it is held to be flesh of their flesh, and its
consumption would be a form of incest. The ceremonial eating of the totem on special
occasions seems never to have been practised in these islands. While many of these
totemic taboos have been forgotten, Grimble notes that those surrounding the ray were
still strictly adhered to, and violations resulted in punishment by the ancestor in the
form of the skin disease called te rabarabataki.
Luomala’s (1971) work is equally rich in ethnographic detail concerning the traditional
beliefs and customs of relating to animals, including totemic restrictions. Eels are said
to have been taboo to the descendants of Rikki, the eel god, as well as temporarily taboo
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Mauricio describes several of these sites, including Olepel, a sacred basalt monument whose name literally means
‘tabooed man’ and has significance in the promotion ceremonies for newly appointed leaders (ibid.: 285-7).
One conservationist added that: ‘The challenge we face now is namwalih translated as over consumption with
disregard (disrespect to culture and tradition) to mother nature and its delicate balance for sustainability. This
challenge is self-inflicting’.
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As in the case of Kosrae, there is very little documented evidence on taboo in Nauru. Some was provided by
Hambruch (1914) after he spent only two months on the island, but this was dismissed by longtime resident and
missionary Kayser (1918), who nevertheless failed to make his own corrections on many disputed traditions. More
information can be gleaned from documented mythology, such as the origin story recorded by Chambers (1972: 79),
where the spirit ruler Tabuerik was so displeased with the manner of his creation of man and woman that he made
coconuts taboo and caused shark’s flesh to be inedible.
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to specialist practitioners of magic and to eel trappers. Similar restrictions applied to the
clans with stingray and shark totems: some sources say that these creatures were
altogether off limits to clan members, while others contend they were permitted to catch
them, but could not partake in their consumption. Luomala describes elite eel catching
practices in detail, where taboos are observed and a form of ‘purification’ called teboka
or tebokia, (literally ‘sprinkling’ or ‘baptism’) is required after returning to land.
Other creatures whose consumption was avoided by clans for totemic reasons included
sea cucumber, giant clam, octopus, tortoise, rat, shark, tern, trevally, and turtle, many of
which were ritually avoided at times by various segments of society, including diviners,
pregnant women, women in general, warriors, and medical practitioners (Grimble
1933). Fishermen, in particular, were subject to a particular set of taboos and ritual
observances prior to, and during, their fishing expeditions, including certain food
avoidances (Luomala 1980).
Grimble (1934) noted that places and place-based resources could also be tabu, like the
te ara-maunga-tabu (‘pandanus of the sacred mountain’. Many of the totemic deities
and other characters in Kiribati origin myths had names that included the word tabu, for
instance Tabu-ariki and Taburimai. Resources could also be reserved by individuals for
more practical purposes, by placing a charm referred to as ‘rabu’, empowered through
ritual and chants, on things like coconut trees to prevent their theft, although other ritual
objects could desecrate and make obsolete that very rabu (Grimble 1989: 7-10).
Force and mana in Micronesia
Discussions of mana are even more rare than those of taboo in the Micronesian
literature, although Blust identifies a number of related terms in Micronesian languages
that he believes are part of the larger ‘Proto-Oceanic’ history of the concept (see Table
4.3). He suggests that these terms appear to refer much more commonly to notions of
magic or miraculous events, and although hereditary chiefs wielded considerable power,
their authority was protected by invisible spirit companions rather than by mana (Blust
2007: 409).
In the case of the Marshall Islands, Blust identifies the term manman (meaning
‘haunted; having supernatural powers; taboo’) as the nearest equivalent to mana. This
word is spelled as monmon in the modern dictionary (Abo et al. 1976), and can be
grammatically altered to a causative form kōmonmon with added directionals suffixes
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tok/lok/waj (‘to speaker/from speaker/to you’), or turned into a noun designating a
person as ri-monmon. Dobbin (2011: 138) calls monmon ‘the identifying mark of the
sacred’ that ‘comes from the gods’ and is notably associated with the gods Lewoj and
Laneej who descended from the heavens to tattoo all creatures, which is the
mythological basis for the sacredness of this activity. Hage et al. (1996: 341) also relate
mana to this activity, saying that a ‘chief spent much of his life perfecting his tattoo and
thereby enhancing his mana (debbo)’.157 I personally have not come across the use of
the terms monmon, manman, or debbo in any discussions of taboo, mo, or related topics,
although there are several related terms that are worth a brief mention.

Table 4.3: Words akin to mana in Micronesia (from west to east).

Area

Word

Meaning

Carolines

Be in authority, be responsible, have power or control

Satawal

Lemelem
or nemenem
Kemal
or ka-mala
Manaman

Puluwat
Chuuk

Manaman
Manaman

Divine, supernatural, or miraculous power

Pohnpei

Man
Manaman

Take hold, stick, be effective
Magic, mysterious or spiritual power; miracle; authority

Mokil

Manman

Kosrae

Mwenmwen

Spiritually powerful, able to do magic without artifice;
magic, spiritual power
Miracle, magic; magical

Mwenmweni

Perform magic, cast a spell on

Manman

Haunted; having supernatural powers; taboo

Woleai

Marshalls

Miracle, power; be powerful (as a ghost)
Typhoon158
Divine, magical, supernatural power (a quality of being, not
a form of knowledge); be miraculous, magically powerful

Source: adapted from Blust 2007: 416.

The term ao was often described to me as a term resembling mana in the (Polynesian)
sense of designating a power or force that only deities and chiefs have, resembling an
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This observation seems to be derived from Krämer (1906), but the term debbo was is not found there.

Blust explains this anomalous meaning as a result of Satawal’s lower status in the Yapese sawei exchange system,
in which those with more power could magically control the weather.
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aura or halo around a chief’s head and shoulders, which has a certain potency and
capacity associated with it. Buckingham (1947) describes aao as:
like a blessing bestowed on someone, which makes that person very lucky. A
fisherman who has aao is always able to catch fish. It is also a substance which
confers great good fortune upon those possess it…. Even today, a person who is
very lucky, or a fisherman who can always catch fish, is said to have aao.
(Buckingham 1947: 4)

In the previous chapter, ao jen lōñ refers to that ‘effluence of power … striking from
above’ associated with the cardinal gods (Erdland 1914). In a song chant about a
chiefly war at Ebon, ao is indeed associated with a godly power bestowed upon chiefs:
Long ago, the irooj [sic] were respected as gods. Not like ordinary people. But
once they lost a war (jipokwe), they are like ordinary people. They have lost their
ao or dignity. (Tobin 2002: 331).

The word ao actually has several meanings, including: my soul; mine; halo; the white
spot on the head of the brown noddy (pejwak) bird; oil found under the shell of a turtle;
and the legendary power given by Jebro to Jekad, a legendary (black noddy) bird. Its
legendary affiliations are of particular significance here. In one legend (with several
variations), the king of the west Iroojrilik sent a man from the mystical invisible island
of Eb to obtain the mysterious substance called ao which was at Jemo Island in the
mouth of the great mother eel (Drep). This man (sometimes named as Jebro) succeeds
only after obtaining assistance from the god spirit Lawinbikar. He was meant to give
the ao to Iroojrilik’s favorite son Pejwak (the brown noddy), but was fooled into giving
it to Jekad, which explains the jekad bird’s white crown and its extreme fishing skill.159
In the second legend, the trickster Letao is understood to have achieved his cleverness
from this same ao, as retrieved from the back of the mouth of the legendary turtle
goddess Lijebake (or perhaps from the back of her shell, as in the oil from a turtle’s
back).160 Both stories suggest an association with totemic divine creatures – the eel and
the turtle – while explaining the skill and good fortune associated with those species.
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Pejwak later meets the man who retrieved the ao, and upon realizing his mistake, the man places the small dot of
ao left on his fingertip on Pejwak, and this white dot can still be seen on the pejwak bird.
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See Chapter 9 for a more detailed version of the legend.
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Finally, the term maroñ is generally and colloquially understood to mean ability or
capacity, as in ‘Imaroñ kotak jibukwi-lemñoul boun’ (‘I can lift 150 lbs’), but also
authority, as in ‘Wōn ear kōmaroñ eok?’ (‘Who authorized you? Who delegated you
that power?’).161 Its cognates in relation to land and authority are important. It has
already been noted, in the previous chapter, that while women are endowed with the
power to rule through matrilineal inheritance, their male relatives are typically the ones
to actively take on the leadership roles and responsibilities.

This designation of

authority is called maan-maroñroñ or momaan-maroñroñ, referring to the front, peak or
force (maan), the male (momaan), and authority or ability (maroñroñ).
The exact terminology is not of utmost importance here. What is significant is that such
a concept exists in some form, and is understood as both an ascribed quality with divine
origin, and one that can be assigned as well as ‘attained’, a duality that, to some degree,
has already been discussed in the Chapter 3.

An Introduction to Mo
On passing a cocoa tree, I observed a stone tied to a branch of it; I asked my
companion why it was done, and received for answered tabui, at the same time
giving me to understand that the: fruit was not allowed to be eaten. The word
tabui has much resemblance with the taboo of the South Sea islanders, and seems
to have the same meaning, but I have never heard it since. It would be remarkable
to find words here which could prove, by their similitude, that the inhabitants of
this group have perhaps come from the east; but of all the words which we have
hitherto marked down, not a single one, except this, indicates such a circumstance.
(Kotzebue 1821 Vol. 2: 58)

In defining what exactly mo is – a foundational issue for this thesis – I was immediately
faced with something of a tricky ontological problem. Prior to my fieldwork, I collected
all the ‘definitions’, or perhaps they are better described as ‘translations’, recorded for
the term, primarily from a variety of glossaries, appendices and dictionaries created
since the arrival of the missionaries in the late 1850s. While I found no mention of the
concept in early missionary letters and annual reports, this may be due to the fact that
they have often been ‘cleaned’ for public (or donor) consumption.

The earliest
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Both of these examples are verbatim extracted from the modern dictionary (Abo et al. 1976) and continue to
reflect current common usage by my understanding.
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mentions of the word in a historical written context come primarily from German
ethnographic expeditions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.162
Documenting mo in the nineteenth century
Interestingly, in the very earliest reference to taboo-like practices in the Marshall
Islands, the word mo itself is not featured, but rather tabui, as seen in the quote at the
beginning of this chapter. The author, Otto von Kotzebue, passed through the islands in
1816/17 and 1821 during his voyage to find a northwest passage across the Arctic
Ocean. Chamisso, Kotzebue’s ‘naturalist’ in the expedition, does mention the word mo
(meaning ‘prohibition’) in his ‘Remarks and Opinions section’ contained in the same
volume (Kotzebue 1821 Vol 2: 414).163
Finsch (1893: 24) provides the second oldest reference (that I could find) to the term
mo, for which he writes ‘emo = tabu’. He describes a system of prohibitions that ‘exist
for certain occasions and are decreed by the chiefs’, and refers to the tying of young
coconut leaves to signify the prohibition of coconuts.164.

Longtime resident and

Catholic missionary Erdland spent over ten years in the Marshall Islands, studied the
language, and produced its first published dictionary in 1906. There he listed four
differently accented variants of the word mo, only one of which is of interest to this
study, namely mô (as opposed to mo, mö, or mὃ), which he translated as ‘verboten’
(Erdland 1906: 158).
A preference for the more popular term ‘taboo’ persisted long after Kotzebue’s
expedition. Knappe, a German colonial official, published an article on the religious
beliefs of the Marshall Islanders in 1888, in which he concluded with a final sentence
promising a forthcoming ‘sequel concerning taboos (making things holy and excluding
people from society)’, which sadly did not come to fruition. In 1910, Paul Hambruch,
an anthropologist working alongside George Thilenius from the Ethnological Museum
162

Again, notably absent from my sources are any of the ethnographic studies produced by the Japanese from 1914
onward. These works will undoubtably offer a much-desired additional, and potentially alternative, interpretation of
the concept (if recorded). While a few titles of works from that period have been translated into English, the
majority have not.
Members of this expedition used the word ‘taboo’ when writing about many different islands that they visited,
including Easter Island, where the local inhabitants ‘they appeared not to understand the word taboo, or rather did
not know what we meant by using it….’ (Von Kotzebue 1821 Vol 3: 329).
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The coconut, which is thought of as ubiquitous throughout the Pacific islands, may not have been so. Kotzebue
noted during his time on Wotje Atoll that there were plentiful breadfruit and pandanus trees, but very few coconut
palms.
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in Hamburg, travelled throughout the Micronesian region, and took a photograph of
what he called a ‘tabu place’ in the Marshall Islands (Plate 4.1).

Plate 4.1: Paul Hambruch’s photograph of a ‘tabu place’ in the Marshall Islands, circa
1910.
Source: Krämer and Nevermann 1938, Plate 19.

Before this, the Hamburg South Seas Expedition yielded an account of the performance
of a song and dance from Medjidj (Mejit) Island titled Emō Ni, whose focus was the
prohibition placed on coconut palms (see Figure 4.2). Krämer, the author, wrote that
this song was ‘met with special approval’, anddescribed his ‘flesh nearly beginning to
creep’ while hearing the ‘howling.... overpowering repetition of emō’ and watching the
‘trembling faces and distorted faces in the dim torchlight, at the wild singing and drum
beating’ (Krämer 1906: 381-2).165

In writing out the words of the song, he paid

particular attention to the word emo, citing Chamisso’s link to the ‘known South Sea’
word tabu, and adding a reference to the Samoan equivalent sā.
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Krämer drafted a separate report on the Marshall Islands, but this was not published at the time. It was completed
and published by Hans Nevermann in 1938, and is heavily relies heavily on Erdland’s earlier (1906) work.
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Figure 4.2: Words of the Emō Ni song, with contemporary English translation.

Marshallese text

English translation (Ahlgren 2016)166

Ide kidjū in kabéllok emō ni

The itkiju marker opens the coconut taboo

Ion djabot, ion djabot kanaketok

On the meeting place, on the meeting place
meeting pull tight

Djab uie midj in djere re uie

Don’t go; punishment by death is caused
going there

Laloin edj kakidjek

Below under there fire (or food) is being
made

Dämun lem djebangir

We strike the tying bands wrapping the gap

Rim, rim, rim, rim, rim, rim, rim, rim, rim, aé
karim
Emō ni, emō ni, emō ni

Firm, firm, firm, firm, firm, firm, gather to
make it firm
The coconut is taboo, is taboo, is taboo

Ledrik in eang o kanéige

Those girls of the north pull tight

Ladrik in eang o kanéige

Those boys of the north pull tight

Kadjurir o kanéige, kanéige, kanéige,
kanéige, kanéige
Djen kanéige, Djinem kanéige

Those standing up pull tight, pull tight, pull
tight, pull tight, pull tight

Niobung iup émoruk naia?
Eribin Orabebe in.

Worthless coconuts fall southern house
where?
It’s strong these quantity of decisions

Iri wut ilikin djele

Only scrape the backside of the harvest

Kamarámorom
Ebomrukerak

To make your reaping
With you in the south

From pulling tight, and from all together
pulling tight

Source: Marshallese text from Krämer 1906: 438-9.

According to Krämer, the song announced that the palm tree became taboo for the
population, with the purpose of conserving the nuts for copra production, ‘by means of
which the great chiefs get money from the traders’. In order to announce the taboo, a
coconut frond was attached and hoisted up on a mast or rod, which he calls ide kidju
(see Figure 4.3). Itkiju, as it is spelt, is another term related to taboo that is little
referenced elsewhere in the literature, but appears to be similar to the common and nearubiquitous form of taboo markers found throughout Oceania, including Micronesia.

166

English translation is based on an educated interpretation of the kajin majol text, although this is a difficult task
considering differences in orthography over time, and potential errors in recording. Krämer does include a German
translation, and notes on the meaning of select words, although some appear to be misleading.
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Figure 4.3: Sketch of an ide kidju (itkiju) taboo marker in the Marshall Islands.
Source: Krämer 1906: 382.

In Sundemann’s description of the Marshall Islands, which he calls ‘our [Germany’s]
smallest reserve’ (1877), he briefly attempts to describe what ‘little religion’ existed in
the Marshall Islands, referencing a palm tying tradition similar to Krämer’s.
Only once in a while do we come across a palm around whose trunk a four
cornered enclosure is erected. Here are placed flowers and foodstuffs. The spirits
of the deceased are believed to have their residence in the crown of the tree. These
gifts are made to them in superstitious fear and in order to protect the living from
their wrath. (Sundemann 1877: 8).

It is notable the difference in function, or interpretation of function, between Krämer’s
and Sundemann’s accounts.

It’s unclear if the variation – as either economic

reservation of fruits or religious prohibition – reflects two distinct practices altogether or
presents evidence of shifting customs occurring at the height of the copra industry
boom, which fell between their two expeditions (Sundemann’s in the 1870s, and
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Krämer’s at the turn of the century). Regardless, it is apparent that already by the early
20th century, ambiguity and variation characterized foreign accounts of mo.

Indigenous references to mo
While early sources are quick and content to gloss mo as a local synonym for taboo, the
term most certainly predates such statements of equivalence. Its presence can be found
in bwebwenato (traditional legends) whose histories go further back than those of
foreign encounters. In the majority of these legends, mo are food resource taboos that
have been violated, with various repercussions. Erdland retells several stories of this
kind. In one story, the aunt of (early chief) Jemaliwut was banished for stealing his
bananas which were ‘covered by a taboo’, eventually giving birth to a swarm of
mosquitoes (Erdland 1914: 147-8). In another, two men out fishing steer towards a
distant taboo spot, arr met by great winds and waves that send the helmsman overboard,
and are transformed into a tree when they eventually reach land (ibid.: 183). In this
story, another man speaks the word kako (‘rooster’), which is forbidden on certain
islands, and is swiftly eaten by an ogre-like being.

Fishing taboos are especially

prevalent in majol legends. Davenport (1953: 225-6) records a story about an eel that
successfully seduces a chief’s wife, and to keep her husband away, she demands he
obtain her a certain species of fish only found at a ‘special fishing ground tabu to all but
the ranking chief’. In other stories, the violation of taboos explains the presence or
prominence of certain species in an area. Chambers (1972: 99-100) recounts the origin
legend of small lizards in Kili, where a large lizard who steals the chief’s coconuts
‘under taboo’ is caught and cut up into tiny pieces that now populate the island as
individual lizards.167

One other prominent theme in majol legends is the most

forbidden act of sleeping with the wife of an iroij, punishable by death in most
circumstances. Erdland (1914: 225) recorded the story of a chief who punishes the
perpetrator indirectly by placing an ensorcelled fish in the man’s path, which makes him
gravely ill when he treads on it.
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In another story, Letao punishes some young boys for fishing for tuna without permission, transforming all the
fish into sea cucumbers (Ahlgren fieldnotes 2011).
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Defining mo in the twentieth century
Regardless of the format, origin, or age of the source, there are inherent issues with
attempts to find a direct English equivalent for mo, and there are further complications
when the earliest documentation is in another foreign language such as German.
Nevertheless, English translations since post World War II predominantly link mo to the
concept of ‘taboo’ as well as to land and chiefs (see Table 4.4).
Table 4.4: Translations of mo since World War II.

Source

Translation

US Office of Naval Operations 1943

Tabu, forbidden.

Rynkiewich 1972
Modern dictionary (Abo et al. 1976)

Aristocratic lineage land (also kotra).

Crocombe 1987

Forbidden or magical quality such that anyone who
trespassed was liable to become ill or die (also kotra).

1. Certain places for chiefs only and forbidden to the
commoner.
2. Taboo; forbidden; prohibited; ban; restricted; land
reserved for chiefs.

I have deliberately excluded the translations by Tobin and Carucci here. They, more
than any other anthropologists working in the region, have attempted to give descriptive
depth to the term, and their treatments of mo are worthy of more attention. Tobin,
through years of interviews with a variety of groups throughout the nation, has most
closely associated mo not only with the idea of being forbidden and prohibited, but also
with land. Throughout his work there are examples of behavioural taboos, such as those
on the pulling of someone’s hair, (1956), on activities related to dri-bubu (‘seers’), on
women claimed by male chiefs or commoner men taken by female chiefs (Tobin 1956),
but such prohibitions were not supernaturally sanctioned, and punishment was in the
form of beating or death at the hands of local authorities. In his account of tenure
patterns, Tobin understands mo as ‘personal and taboo land of the paramount chief’, and
notes the existence of the eastern (Ratak) chain’s equivalent term kotra (ibid.: 49). He
lists several examples of mo lands, adding that there are no people of other classes with
rights to them (ibid.: 58).

This account has become the written cornerstone for

understanding mo, frequently cited or alluded to in a variety of other sources, including
court and other government documents.
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Each paramount chief had land called mo. He might say, pointing to an island or a
parcel of land, ‘That is my mo’. After this announcement had been made and the
tabu signs (itkiju, jabne) had been erected, that particular land was forbidden to
anyone but the chief or people to whom he had given special permission. The
word mo itself means forbidden or tabu….
It is believed that if any unauthorized person take food from the island or ever sets
foot on it, he will get sick and/or die. Permission to go on the land had to be
obtained from the chief. If people were living on the land, they were forced to
leave. An uninhabited island was usually chosen however. When the chief died,
the people could return to the land unless the new chief continued the kotra. The
chief appointed special temporary workers who had no real worker’s rights and
who shared the proceeds from copra sales or the produce of the land with the
chief…..
This land may be passed from father to son or it may remain within the maternal
lineage. The chief may do what he wishes with the land; it is his personal property.
If the chief should leave no close kin, the workers on the land may have it. The
next chief may not recover any of the land that his predecessor may have given
away. (Excerpts from Tobin 1956: 49-58)

Tobin’s largest contribution to the topic is the documentation of what has remained of
the special language used at mo locations and times, as well as the detailed description
of rituals associated with Jemo Island (see Chapter 9). He calls these rituals ‘a method
of conservation’.
Rather than allow people to swarm all over the island, arriving prematurely or
possibly frightening away nesting fowl and egg-laying turtles, the chief and senior
people led the way and the food gathering proceeded in an organized, methodical
fashion with a minimum of confusion and waste. (Tobin 1956: 55-6)

In later writings, Tobin continued to associate mo with conservation:
Mo means ‘taboo, forbidden’, and was used in a manner analogous to the
Polynesian equivalent tapu (taboo, or in Hawai’i, kapu). For example, access to
and exploitation of certain fishing or bird and turtle nesting areas was forbidden at
certain times to the common people. This functioned as a form of conservation of
natural resources. (Tobin 2002: 239)

Carucci’s work on culturally-significant sites in Kwajalein Atoll resonates most closely
with the subject of this thesis, including lengthy statements from multiple informants
that are not always consistent. His appraisal of important majol sites includes a great
many with prohibitive and sacred elements, including: a beach rock associated with a
malevolent spirit, that is taboo to walk over or use as a latrine; restricted lagoon areas
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used for bathing by chiefs; chiefly graves; and small islets used to supplement the food
tribute paid to the chief with birds, crabs, turtles and fish (Carucci 1996: 225, 213, 404).
Carucci associates the small islands, sometimes called mo, other times lārooj, with the
sacredness of chiefs ‘because they are under the direct control of chiefs’ (ibid.: 117). In
some cases, he argues that the presence of large birds and turtles, both which have
symbolic affinities with chiefs, provided a rationale for chiefly oversight and
conservation of their numbers. In addition to the legendary imagery and ancestral
totemic associations of birds and turtles, they also provide coveted feathers used in
decorating chiefly canoes, the extent of which could distinguish and raise a chief’s
prestige.
It is this symbolic affinity, I believe, to a greater degree than any management aim
that caused the islets to be tabued…… Nonetheless, the fact that pragmatic and
symbolic aims could be fulfilled with a single prohibition made their practice all
the more effective. (Carucci 1998: 401)

There are references to place-based taboos in other ethnographic literature on the
Marshall Islands, but are not treated systematically. Pollock, whose 1970 thesis was
based on fieldwork in Namu Atoll, identifies predominantly social taboos limiting
contact between kin, particularly brothers and sisters. In her later (1976) piece on the
origin of the clans of Namu, she describes the ancestral origin sisters Liwatonmour and
Lijjeleijet, the former being identified with a basalt pillar that was thrown into the sea
by the missionary Dr Rife, but she notes that the location where the rock once stood is
still ‘tabu’ despite its absence (Pollock 1976: 95). She further considers that many
taboos, such as those adopted by individual lineages after significant historical events,
appear to have bolstered their claims to being descended from gods and goddesses, and
hence acted as political reinforcement for both ascribed and achieved positions in
society.
Mo and conservation
While Tobin did suggest that mo had a conservation function, it is not until the twentyfirst century that the two concepts are indelibly wedded. In 1994, the East West Center
published the multi-authored Plants and Environments of the Marshall Islands, in which
it was stated that chiefs ‘were practicing conservation by preventing over-fishing’
through the establishment of mo, and the regulations at bird islands effectively made
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them ‘game preserves’ (Merlin et al. 1994: 80). In the RMI’s National Biodiversity
Report, released in 2000, mo is mentioned as a practice of setting apart islands as
pantries, by chiefly decree, but ‘more as reserves than preserves’ (RMI National
Biodiversity Team 2000: 24).

In the country’s National Conservation Planning

Document (Reimaanlok), mo – the traditional system to designate parts of land, a whole
island, or a reef area, as a restricted site – was declared a ‘traditional conservation
practice, governed by iroij (chiefs).... designed to protect and manage natural resources
in order to secure reliable food supplies’ (Reimaan National Planning Team 2008: 16,
18). One year later, Bridges and McClatchey affirmed the functional nature of mo in
their ‘ethnoecological’ study of Rongelap Atoll:
Special area conservation is always intended to fulfil a specific purpose. We were
not given any example of a general practice that was philosophical, spiritual or
otherwise not clearly a practical execution of some need that people could see
based on their reasoning of how the environment functions. (Bridges and
McClatchey 2009: 144)

Finally, by 2010, mo was globally validated as a traditional conservation practice, one
of several examples offered in Maffi and Woodley Biocultural Diversity Conservation:
A Global Sourcebook. The short piece entitles ‘Taboos and Conservation: Traditional
Conservation Sites in the Marshall Islands’ co-authored by a Rimajol (J. Tibon) and an
American (N. Vander Velde), describes the pressures that contemporary systems of
economics and governance have placed on caring for traditional resources.
In the past, when the authority and the law were vested with the ruling iroij, or high
chiefs, the people did observe sanctions and orders issued by the iroij. Now law
and order are held by constitutional governments on the national and local level,
and therefore the governments need to be part of successful management of mo
along with the iroij. (Vander Velde and Tibon 2010: 74).

The authors call for both more documentation of ‘traditional knowledge and beliefs
linked to traditional conservation sites and other traditionally taboo areas’ as well as
engagement with foreign scientists and local government to ‘integrate traditional
concepts of conservation’ in national planning (ibid.: 75).

Conclusion: Re-approaching mo
While mo in the Marshall Islands is now linked tightly with a traditional conservation
ethic, the other diverse references in the existing literature suggest that the term holds
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many of the same ambiguous and contested qualities of taboo described and debated in
other societies. While it does not have obvious linguistic connections to Micronesian
equivalents, the word jabwi, as well as similarities in coconut frond markers, bolster
confidence in such an affinity. Chants invoke the ritual nature of mo, and traditional
stories imply that violations not only disrespect chiefs but also infuriate non-human
beings. Early visitors to the area record that mo were imbued with power and treated
with fear, while anthropologists have revealed their symbolic affinities and shown them
to be tools of prestige and aristocratic power and, most recently, of conservation.
Colding and Folke, amongst others, have noted that prohibitions may occur for a variety
of reasons and may not be deliberate conservation or resource management rules. They
may be subject to supra-biological reasoning, contained in myths or represented by
religious symbols, or have other human qualities, morphological or behavioural.
Chapman (1987) also argues the need to distinguish between groups that appear to have
deliberate conservation measures to prevent resource depletion, and those whose
various cultural beliefs and rituals inadvertently serve to conserve resources. This may
create a false dichotomy between the functional or ecological, on one hand, and the
cultural or spiritual, on the other, but the case for closer inspection is not lost. Dening
echoes Kirch and Green’s sentiment (and mine) on the importance of taboo to
sociocultural identity, whereby it is:
the fundamental categorizing principle of the physical environment, of personal
space, of social class, of events and action, of cultural time. It was the organizing
principle which gave everything else meaning and about which there could be no
agnosticism. It was not only a map of the space within the Marquesan’s world, it
also marked the boundaries of their world. (Dening 1980: 89).

Since theories can often sit outside the realm of reality, Valeri argued strongly that ‘the
phenomenon and the various dangers that motivate it must be apprehended at the points
of articulation’ (Valeri 2000: 111). The next part of this thesis will provide a detailed
account of my own fieldwork results, uncovering the individual histories of parcels of
land and resources considered mo across four geographically and historically diverse
settings in the Marshall Islands, where it will become clear that mo in practice continues
to be riddled with variation, diversity, and ambiguity.
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PART III

CONTEMPORARY MO

5. GATHERING NEW EVIDENCE

Scope and Framework
Understanding the foregoing development of the intellectual trends of human ecology,
TEK, sacred ecology, authority and stratification, and taboo overall in Oceania will
prove important in approaching the forms and uses of mo. Those questions of function,
origin, and development are certainly of interest, and in some ways my research
entertains such extrapolations, but at this point in time – and because there is such a
research and literature gap in the Micronesian region – the following chapters will first
and foremost examine taboos and restrictions on a basic and descriptive level. It is
essentially, an ethnography of mo, as well as an ethnohistory of culturally significant
places and spaces. In defending this approach, I turn to Marett, who, in his discussion
of the failures of generalizations in anthropology (specifically as it relates to taboos),
says that ‘in the present state of the science, field-work, rightly enough, predominates
over study work’ (1914: 74). After more than a century of further study, Marett’s point
still has some validity, and where this work may fall short in answering big questions
about the grand purpose and significance of mo, I hope its ethnographic breadth and
depth may constitute a cornerstone for further comparative research in the region.
In Pacific cultural studies specifically, indigenous scholars have more pointedly brought
to light the negative implications of anthropological scholarship, as historically and
dominantly undertaken by foreign scholars. As a Tongan and Fijian anthropologist
working in Mekeo, Papua New Guinea, Hau’ofa (1975) noted the lack of intuitiveness
and feel for cultural subtleties that indigenous counterparts are afforded. The often
inadvertent ‘sins of omission and of insensitity’ that occur can present incomplete or
distorted (mis)representations of people, to an extent that ‘we’ as (outsider)
anthropologists ‘bastardize’ the discipline and bring its entire validity into question
(ibid.: 286). Herenkio concurs, adding that ‘more and more, indigenous scholars prefer
that outsiders refrain from pontificating about indigenous identities’ (1994: 417). As
several Pacific Islander decolonization efforts have taken root, some scholars find that,
in an extreme sense, Western intellectuals are not only not ‘reliable allies in the
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resistance to imperialism’ but are part of the very ‘universalism’ that has connected
culture and imperialism for centuries (Subramani 2003: 4, referencing Said 1993: 278).
From its earliest incarnations, anthropology as an intellectual discipline indeed has been
rooted in western, scientific, and liberal thinking where ‘cultures’ became objects of
study (K.H. Thaman 2003: 4-6), driving a ‘fundamental incommensurability between
native and academic cultures’ (Diaz 2015: 598). Diaz himself, an indigenous Pacific
Islander scholar, endeavoured into academia (namely, anthropology) as a way to engage
with ideas of colonialism ‘precisely because of academe’s privileged place in the
construction and upkeep of colonial discourse through orientalist self-understandings’
(ibid.: 599).
Hau’ofa insists that for anthropology to move forward, there must a balance within the
discipline, and as scholars, we must find a way to tap into the subjectivity and humanity
of the communities we interact with (1975: 287-9). In placing mo within the academic
landscape of scholarly work on taboos and resource conservation, I have not embraced
one theoretical framework. The complex results of fieldwork have led me to examine
majol taboo customs from three points of view: (a) as manifestations of a conservation
ethic; (b) as evidence and tools of chiefly prestige; and (c) as part of a larger
cosmological ordering of the world, part and parcel to a majol epistomology. Without
making any theoretical assumptions, I find that these overlapping paradigms have
greatest resonance with my results.

Methodology
The research for this study includes 14 months of fieldwork in the Republic of the
Marshall Islands, conducted between March 2013 and April 2014, as well as an
extensive literature and archival review. Mantin majol was an oral culture, without
written language, until the 1850s, when American missionaries developed an
orthography168 with the translation of the Bible into kajin majol (Marshallese language).
Most of the literature about the Marshall Islands from that time was written by non168

This orthography has been revised and reinvented several times throughout that past 150 years. While the
dictionary produced in the 1970s by Abo, Bender, Capelle and de Brum provides the most comprehensive and
linguistically rigorous reference to date, the spellings used therein are rarely, if ever, used by most Rimajol. See A
Note on Orthography in the front matter of this thesis for a more detailed discussion.
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native speakers, including (but not limited to) American and European missionaries and
whalers, German explorers and scientists,169 Japanese researchers and government
officials, and American researchers. Only a handful of documents are written in the
kajin majol, and even fewer by Rimajol themselves (C. Heine, A. Capelle, A. Kabua, R.
de Brum). The most robust sources in kajin majol are those collections of traditional
stories, bwebwenato (legends) and inoñ (myths), jabōnkōnnaan (proverbs), roro
(chants) and al (songs), all of which have been preferentially referenced in the
preparation of this thesis. 170
Several months were spent in the archives of the Alele National Museum and Archives
in the capital of Majuro, where a handful of unpublished papers and documents were
located. I was also able to sift through several uncatalogued court decision documents
from the Traditional Rights Court, which proved particularly useful in understanding
and dissecting opinions and decisions about land customs over time.
In addition to time spent in the urban capital of Majuro, where I was ‘based’ for 14
months, I selected four other ‘outer’ atolls to study.171 While the Marshall Islands
comprise a culturally and linguistically unified group, Rimajol distinguish between two
parallel lines of atolls formed along ancient volcanic sea ridges: Ralik and Ratak. They
have different dialects (although mutually intelligible and diminishing in contrast
today), and some cultural differences, primarily related to the power and treatment of
chiefs, a point that will become significant in the following accounts. By no means was
interaction between the two chains absent, and some chiefs have land-holdings in both,
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There are English translations of two German works (Erdland 1914 and Kramer & Nevermann 1938) which are
(disconcertedly) regarded in such high esteem by Rimajol and foreigners alike, and frequently cited in academic
writings and conversation. (Interestingly, both works rely heavily on Finsch’s earlier writings from the late 1880s,
yet his work is less cited.) I myself have witnessed this almost reverence while working for the RMI’s Historic
Preservation Office. When the most recent translation of Kramer & Nevermann’s large work was received and
presented to traditional and governmental leaders, it was lifted up and touted in speeches: “Now we can finally
study our old customs!” These are invaluable resources, particularly as a starting point for conversation and
contestation, and I am no less reliant on them than my peers. However, I have consciously tried to limit a blind
acceptance of many of the statements and descriptions therein, unless corroborated elsewhere, in multiple sources.
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For an in-depth description of the difference between these various forms and their themes, see Davenport 1953.
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Any atoll outside the urban centres of Majuro and Ebeye Island in Kwajalein Atoll are colloquially referred to as
‘outer’ islands, and have popular connotations of being more ‘traditional’, and linked more closely to ‘the way
things were’. Typically, these atolls contain small villages of 100-400 people, have none or few foreigners present,
minimal-to-no electricity, and no running water. This varies between atoll, and major changes have occurred since
the time of my fieldwork. For instance, several islands now have access to a mobile phone service and occasional
internet.
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but generally speaking, this division between Ralik and Ratak is universally
recognized.172

Figure 5.1: Map showing the major climate features surrounding the Marshall Islands, including the
Intertropical Convergence Zone, West Pacific Warm Pool, and near surface wind directions (the yellow
arrows).
Source: Pacific Climate Change Science Program 2011.

In addition to this cultural east-west delineation, the geographic expanse of the
Marshalls, whose atolls and islands stretch between 4o and 15o north latitude and 160o
and 173o east longitude, straddles the Intertropical Convergence Zone. As such, there
exist various ecological differences between the different atolls, and this variation is
exacerbated unevenly during El Niño-Southern Oscillation phases. Annual rainfall
varies considerably from north to south: the wet, southern atolls can receive 300 plus
centimeters, while the northern ones receive as little as 50-150 centimeters (Fosberg
1990; Pacific Climate Change Science Program 2011). Drought is more common in the
drier northern atolls (those above the 9o latitudinal line), and there is a persistent risk of
severe water scarcity during extended dry periods, regardless of a drought designation
or storm event.
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The Rimajol had further cosmographical delineations of the oceanic world near and far, and imagined subdivisions
within the Marshalls as a whole, within the two chains, and ‘districts’ within a singular atoll, or even islet.
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Keeping in mind these sociocultural and ecological differences, I have chosen to
employ a decidely comparative framework to consider the various articulations of the
beliefs and practices concerning mo. By intensively focusing on one atoll’s population,
and their articulations of mo, I would be wrongly essentializing their articulations of mo
as representative of the entire vast majol experience. Instead, I selected field sites to
represent a diverse sample of outer-island life in the RMI: two locations in Ralik,
Ailinglaplap and Wotho atolls; and two in Ratak, Likiep and Mili atolls. While a more
detailed treatise on each atoll’s unique ecological and sociocultural history is given in
the following sections, a brief description – a justification of selection – is given herein
to orient the reader.
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Ralik Chain

Wotho Atoll is located in the remote north-western Kabinmeto region of Ralik, which
is predominantly consolidated under the chiefly regime of the Kabua lineages. This
area of the Marshalls is less populated and less accessible than other areas, and this
perceived ‘remoteness’ contributes to a general appreciation that these Kabinmeto atolls
are ‘more traditional’ than others.

Figure 5.2: Location of Wotho and Ailinglaplap atolls.

Ailinglaplap Atoll in the southern half of the Ralik Chain is considered the cultural
‘capital’ of the Marshall Islands, and the headquarters for several chiefly lineages.
When generally discussing my project, I was time and time again told that I must
include Ailinglaplap, since it is the ‘chiefly’ atoll with ‘bujen, bujen mo’ (‘lots and lots
of mo’).

There are several origin and other traditional legends that stem from

Ailinglaplap, and the islets of Bikajela and Buoj are particularly prevalent in discussions
concerning chiefs.
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Ratak Chain

Mili and Nadrikdrik atolls are the southernmost atolls in the eastern chain, experience
higher levels of annual rainfall, and are perceived as relatively lush. Mili became
heavily populated and militarily built up by the Japanese prior to World War II, and
continues to have strong associations with the oral history of Japanese occupation.
Separated by a narrow oceanic pass south of Mili is Nadrikdrik Atoll, an extremely
small semi-inhabited atoll that hosts one of the most significant locales in majol
cosmologies, as the place to which all souls travel upon death.

Figure 5.3: Location of Mili and Likiep atolls.

Likiep Atoll and Jemo Island are located in the north-eastern quadrant of the Marshall
Islands, above the severe drought line. Likiep specifically was selected for this study as
a kind of comparative ‘outlier’, as it is the only inhabited atoll not under traditional land
ownership. It lost its chiefly power structure after being sold to two traders in 1877 for
copra plantation development, resulting in an Owner-Worker class system unique to the
country.
Some 30 kilometres east of Likiep sits Jemo, a small uninhabited mo island that was
traditionally accessed by the people of Likiep as a food resource, and one of a few
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locations in the Marshall Islands whose mo traditions have previously been documented
at any length.173
This range of environments, where crops and resources vary greatly between northern
and southern atolls, and corresponding range of sociocultural histories, including those
resident ideologies that merge with Christian, German, Japanese and American
influences, are reflected in local resource use and beliefs, proffering a diverse data set
for comparison. I have had the advantage of having previously spent time in most of
these atolls, with the exceptions of Wotho and Nadrikdrik (and Jemo), during my time
living in the RMI between 2007 and 2012. While I was only able to spend three to six
weeks on each atoll (depending on local travel difficulties), this gave me the unique
advantage of established rapport with the communities prior to this study. At times, I
also make reference to a few other atolls that I have worked on in the past, notably
Kwajalein Atoll, where I was born and raised as a child, and Ujae Atoll, where I
conducted an ethnographic survey for the RMI’s Historic Preservation Office (Ahlgren
2012). Finally, some examples from the capital of Majuro Atoll, where I have lived and
worked for five years, are also referenced for comparison. This research was entirely
funded by the university during the course of undertaking my full-time degree, and was
not undertaken as part of my earlier employment in the Marshall Islands. However,
these prior years of experience and established relationships were essential prerequisites
for such an in-depth project, and represent the kind of long-term engagement crucial for
any commited anthropological work of value.
I have employed the conventional anthropological methods of semi-structured
interviews and participant observation. In agreeing with Lieber’s observation for the
people of Kapingamarangi that individual people are not individuals in the ‘Western
sense of the term’ but are ‘a locus of shared biographies: personal histories of people’s
relationships with other people and with things’ (1990: 71-2), a conscious effort was
made to be widely inclusive and diverse in my selection and collection of majol
‘informants’ for this study.174

Knowledge is structured by communities –
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My original plan was to visit Jemo as well to survey the island, but weather prevented me from making the
notoriously difficult and dangerous journey during the windy season when I was in Likiep.
I acknowledge that the use of term ‘informant’ is an unfortunate one, diminishing individuals’ value to simply
being a source of knowledge to extract from, or worse, an ‘object of study’. I considered alternative terms such as
participant, respondent, community consultant, collaborator and interviewee, but found each one lacking in clarity.
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epistemological communities – rather than collections of independently knowing
individuals. Such ‘communities are epistemologically prior to individuals who know’
(Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo 2001: 58, citing Nelson 1993). Mo represents a beliefpractice custom that does not sit in the historical memories of a few individuals, nor can
be understood by their articulations alone, but through a synthesis of the subjective
caucophany collected.
Many people of high rank from the chosen atolls spend a large portion of their time in
the capital, and many interviews were conducted there. Since the realm of mo is one of
restrictions, iroij were always consulted prior to visiting their respective atolls, to seek
permission to travel there and to discuss and access mo areas. Further logistics and
permissions were sought with each atoll’s local government office, and each island’s
local council representative. Community meetings were held at population centers upon
arrival to provide a transparent presentation of my visits’ purpose and research
intentions.
In addition to iroij and knowledge holders identified in the capital of Majuro,
informants in the field included a range of people in the community: men and
women;175 elders (ranging from 40 to 90 years of age as defined by the community);
‘nobles’ and other land-holding individuals; local government officials such as mayors
and council- men and -women; individuals involved in the development of nationallevel conservation planning; and members of the ‘commoner’ class.
This research was thoroughly vetted beforehand and abides by Australia’s National
Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research.176 Due to the potential sensitivity of
discussing the very nature of taboo in the Marshall Islands, all efforts were taken to
ensure the safety and comfort of any and all informants. Oral consent was received for
each and every interview, and all interviewees, as well as government and community
representatives were given an information sheet in English and Marshallese languages
that provided the particulars of my project and contact details in both the Marshall

Therefore, I regrettably continue to use the term informant, which I take to mean someone who is knowledgable and
is willing to share that knowledge.
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Of note, I was more frequently directed to speak with men as representatives of holding knowledge in the
community. Quite often their wives were present for the interviews, and frequently interrupted to “correct” or aid
the informants in their answers.
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Available at https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/national-statement-ethical-conduct-human-research
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Islands and Australia to which questions or concerns could be expressed. Photographs
were only taken with explicit permission.
Initial interviews commenced with structured questions prepared in advance, but
frequently diverged into more fluid discussions of greater substance not reflected in one
sentence questions. Many informants were interviewed more than once. The majority
were conducted predominantly in kajin majol, with some English, and at times were
assisted by a variety of English-fluent Rimajol aids and helpful community members177.
Some informants preferred not to be voice recorded, but allowed (with oral consent) to
have their responses and conversation documented in the form of my personal
notetaking. Over 150 hours of interviews were digitally recorded out of the longer total
that were conducted.
In an effort to employ a variety of methods and sources to illuminate different aspects of
resource use and prohibitions, I have included the use of GPS and GIS technologies, in
addition to interviews. Previous resource surveys by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and the Marshall Islands Marine Resources Authority provided helpful backdrops for
my own field surveys. Some historical aerial photographs were examined to understand
broad landscape changes (including the appearance and disappearance of coastlines and
whole islets), and were quite useful in printed form at field sites for recording place
names of islets, passages, features, and resources acquisition areas, as well as sparking
conversation regarding local spatial and linguistic orderings of place.
At each of the four studied atolls, I recorded (when known and permitted) the location
of sites that were considered mo, or had other significance in contemporary
remembrances. Additionally, at each site that was deemed mo, I conducted a cursory
ecological survey. Data recorded includes: relative location (lagoonside, oceanside,
windward, leeward); ecological type (forest, coastal, interior, mangrove, village);
primary and secondary vegetation species present; animals present; food sources
present; traditional affiliations or uses; and habitation and other human use. When
feasible, I also surveyed the areas surrounding or adjacent to mo areas (including islands
if relevant), with the hope of establishing a comparison, and discovering whether or not
the mo sites had unique ecological qualities or resources present.

This somewhat

detached categorizing of sacred and tabooed sites has some limits in capturing the
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I am particularly indebted to Ajiken Lometo and Nelly Kilma for their assistance in Ailinglaplap and Mili atolls.
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significance of these places, but was quite useful in thinking about such a large set of
data.
The majol system of mo, regardless of how it is effectively labelled, does not represent a
theoretical construct only, but rather a historical institution that has evolved, devolved,
and morphed over time. Therefore, historical data and legends became a large focus of
my interviews, proffered most readily in conversation and crucial to local atoll and
island identities. Each of the following accounts will attend to these significant histories
and cultural associations that depict each atoll’s ‘personality’. While they cannot offer
the full portrait, the richness of detail allows for a more nuanced understanding of mo.

Interpretating Results
Responses to standard questions recorded in the semi-structured interviews were
transcribed and translated from kajin majol to English by myself back at the university,
stripped of individual identifying information, and collated by topic and geography.
Due to the potentially sensitive nature of taboo discussions, no names of informants and
interviewees are used in this thesis unless they expressed explicit desire to be attributed.
Some internal debate was had over this approach since it is common for many
contemporary anthropologists to cite informants by name in an effort to give due credit
to the authors of local knowledge and ideas. As discussed below, this is particularly
important in Oceania where scholarship has historically been predominantly produced
through the lens of foreigners.
In this specific research, removing individual identity (but retaining geographical labels)
proved useful for several reasons:
1) it allowed for a more freer discussion amongst members of the community;
2) where certain knowledge is acknowledged to be held at times by limited select
individuals, a fuller understanding of mo requires an appreciation that it saturates
everyday life and is experienced, defined, and manifested by and through the
entirety of society, not only select members therein. This method incorporates a
multiplicity of voices from diverse social and economic groups, and allows them
to be considered equally. And lastly;
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3) as someone who has worked in the Marshall Islands for many years, I have
established relationships that I may, advertently or inadvertently, treat with
greater weight.

Removing certain identity markers aided in preferentially

leaning on the information provided by certain known individuals.
Again, this work is not about highlighting a few outstanding people’s opinions of mo,
but – particularly since little-to-no written account of mo exists to date – attempts to
create both a wider-sweeping comparative treatise on the topic, as well as careful
examination of specific cases in geographically and historically diverse locales. This
methodology avoids essentializing the viewpoints of one group (whether socioeconomic or geographic) over another. Further research breaking down individual and
socio-economic views of mo would be a great future addition (for example, notions of
mo amongst chiefs vs. commoners, men vs. women, etc.).
Where tables, graphs, and illustrations present digestible snapshots of results in the
concluding chapters, they were developed directly from the above compiled and
collated interviews. Responses were analysed based on content, language used, and the
presence or absence of certain qualities identified in the site-specific descriptive
information detailed below.

Concerning site-based mo, I have classified the recorded sites as follows:

Total sites recorded

This is the tally of all the standalone sites pointed out
(or observed) as having cultural significance,
including many identified as mo. It does not,
however, represent all of the GPS points recorded.
Many additional points were taken to mark the extent
of a site, as reference points, as well as other areas of
ecological note.

Sites ‘simply’ mo

These were sites identified as mo but which had little
to no extra information proffered. Most of these
were of two kinds: (1) aeto or ānedrik, single small
islets, usually described as food islands for the iroij,
and often generally called ānenbao (literally bird
islands); or (2) wāto, land parcels on an island, that
are described as belonging solely to the iroij.

Sites mo with additional

This category includes any site identified as mo that
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history or significance

was also described with supporting detail, whether it
was ‘why’ it was mo, or is recalled with particular
rules, practices, or repercussions. If a site had a
legend, spirit, character, or modern history associated
with it, it was included in this category.

Sites not mo but with
additional history or
significance

This group represents sites pointed out to me as being
of cultural significance to the community, although
distinctly not identified as mo. Sacred sites and
places associated with ancestors and legends
comprise a large number of this category (see
footnote 1), but ecological sites or old habitation
areas also are included.

As seen in Table 5.1, more than 200 sites of greater or lesser significance were
documented during my fieldwork.178 These numbers immediately reflect the unique
histories of each atoll, their relation to mo, and to their iroij.

Table 5.1: Distribution of recorded sites.

Total sites
recorded

Sites ‘simply’
mo

Sites mo and
significant

Sites not mo
but significant

Wotho
Ailinglaplap

31
90

6
33

11
41

14
16

Mili
(&Nadrikdrik)

94

31

25

38

Likiep (& Jemo)

19

0

8

11

Assigning ‘significance’ to any site is problematic for an outsider, and these somewhat
arbitrary distinctions were quite difficult to make. I had the tendency to be liberal in my
assessment, meaning that any descriptive detail connoted ‘significance’. For example,
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While I did my best, this survey cannot be considered exhaustive. Some historically or mythologically significant
sites were not recorded if they were already catalogued in surveys by the RMI’s Historic Preservation Office and
had no known affiliation with mo. Some non-mo sites were recorded, however, if they were not previously known
to me to be recorded elsewhere. These are tallied in the chart as “Sites not mo with other ‘traditional’ significance.”
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if a land parcel (wāto) was just identified as mo belonging to chief X, it was placed in
the second category, ‘Sites “simply” mo’, but if it was recalled explicitly as his sleeping
residence for many years, that detail (associating it with a particular activity, purpose, or
history) moved it into the category of ‘Sites mo with additional history or significance’.
There were several sites that have special qualities that are not captured by these
categories, yet are quite significant in the navigation of majol life. Therefore, the
dataset herein is expanded to consider the many places that evoked fear, respect, awe, or
avoidance behaviours. Many of these were not necessarily, or initially, or by consensus,
proffered as mo in a contemporary setting, but if they were described in a way that
linked them with explicit prohibitions or sanctioned behaviour, they have been included
as mo for the purposes of comparison.179 For example, if one site was recorded as a
‘food islet’ with no particular avoidance customs, but was noted for its outstandingly
delicious breadfruit, it was classified as one of the ‘Sites not mo but with additional
history or significance’. If another site was not consistently called mo, but was still
being avoided due to a belief that trespassing caused illness, it has been classified as a
mo site ‘with additional history or significance’.
Space and time prohibits a detailed account of every site recorded. The specific ones
highlighted in this chapter, to the exclusion of others, were chosen according to some
basic criteria. Primarily, inclusion is predicated on sites being rich in ethnographic
detail, as well as being prominent in contemporary recognition and practice. The
selection is inherently biased, and it is important to note that most of the place-based mo
recognized today do not have any associated beliefs, stories, or enduring traditions that I
was able to discover. While it is possible that some of these sites had such properties at
some time in the past, and these have now been forgotten (or not divulged to me), it is
just as likely that many of them have always been ‘devoid’ of notable specific ritual
custom, and are better regarded as a type of property.

For a full alphabetical listing and description for terms used to describe sacred and/or taboo’ed places or
behaviours, see Appendix C.
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Limitations and Ethical Considerations
The majol world undoubtedly looks different today than it did 1000, or even 30, years
ago. One overt complication in my study is the drastic change of use (and valuation) of
land since the late nineteenth century, especially with the introduction of copra
processing, which remains the main source of income for families, particularly in the
outer atolls. Vast areas and whole islets have been transformed into copra plantations.
As the economic landscape shifts to new demands, so the does the cognized landscape,
and interaction with the land itself, in an ongoing feedback loop. This makes examining
the contemporary ecological value of some tabooed areas, possibly established as such
centuries earlier, difficult and perhaps futile.
Numerous informants, when describing any number of customs, would often tag the end
of their statements with ‘ak ejako rainin’ (‘it’s gone today’) or ‘edriklok’ (‘it’s
diminished’). Others were eager to ask me questions, stating that I must know more
than them about mantin majol (Marshallese custom).

This might seem like a

preposterous statement, but it is one laden with implications concerning what constitutes
culture.
I am in no way attempting to reconstruct an accurate or thorough portrait of majol
cultural values and traditions from some pre-contact era, or what Dening (1980) calls
‘the elusive and imaginary cultural zero point’. Nor am I writing a treatise on culture
change, exogenous influence, and the agency of the Rimajol, individually or
collectively. These are relevant to my work, and will feature prominently, but are not
my main subject. What I am attempting to do here is to combine and consider a wide
range of sources, both 'emic' and 'etic', to reveal the cognitive underpinnings related to
the perceptions of resources and authority.180 These include the ethnographies written
by researchers (not unlike myself) from the German contact period, American
missionaries and whalers, and Japanese government administrators, but my sources also
include the legends and histories of Rimajol people, songs and chants, and individual
terms, all embedded with meaning.

These morsels constitute collectively a

symbolically significant cognized system that simultaneously references and transcends
historical moments. It is one that Ito has described for ‘urban Hawaiians today’ as a
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For a discussion on emic vs etic, see Pike 1954.
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‘shared system of values, morals and etiological theories’ that ‘indicates tough cultural
resiliency’ (Ito 1985: 304). Each individual informant’s account will inherently exhibit
its own logic and reality according to that source within its time and the valuation they
place on certain aspects, and this leaves the possibility for them to vary greatly. It is up
to the author to ‘sort through these differences, not to discount one and valorize another,
but to contextualize the various perspectives and point out their regularities in relation
to their contexts of generation and use’ (Carucci 1996: 19). And while it is entirely
possible that these bits and pieces I have woven together are entirely unrepresentative of
some earlier reality, they do say something about a system of contemporary belief.
Anthropologists generally struggle to bridge the gap between what Rappaport calls the
‘cognized models’ of a culture, conceived by the people who act in it, and ‘operational
models’ which ‘the anthropologist constructs through observation and measurement of
empirical entities, events and material relationships’ (Rappaport, in Wolf 1999: 19).
The latter serve only analytical purposes, since, as far as actors are concerned, they have
no function, a point made abundantly clear in the majol contentment with the
unquestionable and irreducible nature of mo, in contrast to my exercise in listing,
categorising, comparing, and contrasting the various qualities of mo manifested across
space and time. Further, it is important that the reader understands that, while every
attempt has been made to use local terms and concepts, these are my constructed labels
and typologies for sites and characteristics, not majol ones.
Therefore, I would be remiss to not further consider the complications and implications
of my research and my ‘otherness’ as a non-Pacific Islander ethnically who, despite
having a childhood growing up in the islands, can never truly understand or represent
mantin majol. The ‘esoteric nature of anthropological discourse’ (Wesley-Smith 2016:
158) and ‘the rigours of an uncomprising empiricism’ of ‘Western intellectual
traditions’ (Hau-ofa 2008a: 9) have been discussed at length as a particular problem for
the Pacific region, as one historically saturated with and dominated by foreign (notably
western) scholarship (much of which is unavoidably cited in this thesis). The discipline
of anthropology is one that has been ‘forged in difference’ between the ‘anthropologist
and native’ endorsing studies of the ‘exotic’ (White and Tengan 2001: 397-9). The
need to foreground Pacific Islander epistemologies and ontologies is a constant subject
of discussion amongst scholars working in the region, and is particularly relevant for the
Marshall Islands where egregious abuses are evident as United States government
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researchers often advanced their scientific and military interests (see Barker 2004, for
example). While much has been written about impacts of ‘colonialism on economies,
environments, politics, and social structures’, little has attended to the impacts ‘on
people’s minds, particularly on their ways of knowing’ (K.H. Thaman 2003: 2).
Pacific Island scholars have deliberately and dramatically been shifting the discipline of
anthropology in the past three decades. Where ‘much of thought production at the
international level has digested and assimilated modernity’ and ‘alternative thought
systems have received relatively little attention’ (Huffer and Qalo 2004: 90), indigenous
scholars have made appeals for reflexivity, indigenous epistemologies, and
interdisciplinarity amidst ‘cultural renaissance[s]’ in Hawai’i and New Zealand, and
‘modernization and development’ in independent Pacific Island countries (Firth 2003 in
Wesley-Smith 2016: 154). Pacific scholar champions like Hau’ofa, Diaz, Gegeo and
Watson-Gegeo, Huffer, Kauanui, Qalo, Subramani, K.H. Thaman, T. Teaiwa, and
Tengan (amongst others) demand that any anthropologist personally and selfconsciously consider the politics of knowledge.
This kind of work is exceedingly important for any discussion of the contemporary
Pacific, and any student of or in Oceania (or anthropology for that matter) should be
required to engage in this self-conscious critical examination of biases. Pacific studies
is not only academic; it is ‘an especially intimate field the people enter, often with
highly personalized stakes’ and is ultimately about people (T. Teaiwa 2001: 352). Yet,
as anthropologists and scholars, we are judged by our works, which means writings, not
our relationships (Hau’ofa 1975). We work with people that expect their points of
views to be considered, and we hope and assume people will judge us kindly for having
lived there for an amount of time, yet significant problems arise when those
communities don’t recognize themselves or their ‘culture’ within the written works
produced (ibid.: 284-6).

‘Disciplinary models and practices – from fieldwork to

publication – have worked historically to authorize and reinforce dichotomies that
separate native subjects from anthropological agents’ (White and Tengan 2001: 389),
that often result in epistemologically-misguided works and, in some cases, the
‘invention of tradition’. 181
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For a more in-depth discussion on the ‘invention of tradition’ and inauthenticity, see France 1969, Keesing and
Tonkinson 1982, Linnekin 1983, Hanson 1989, Keesing 1989 (and responses to it, namely Haunani-Kay Trask
1991), and Jolly 1992.
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My scholarly contribution herein unavoidably falls within the category as that of an
outsider, and I inevitably have examined the concept of mo from my own theoretical
constructs, not from those of majol society. However, I hope by speaking plainly,
engaging in the above critical discourses, and including an excessive amount of kajin
majol quotes and sources, that I allow Rimajol voices to stand out despite my own
inadvertent biases. Furthermore, I hope this works leans in the direction of addressing,
rather than reproducing, foreign approaches and imbalances of power and representation
to and of the region (Wesley-Smith 2016: 156). One way of doing this throughout the
thesis is the backgrounding and foregrounding of majol indigenous epistemologies, that
is, considering Marshallese ways of theorizing, constructing, encoding, and passing on
knowledge (Gegeo and Watson Gegeo 2001), and not simply discussing and
documenting mo as an aspect of culture or custom.
Any conclusions I make in ‘explaining’ mo consciously acknowledge my author biases
as both an outsider, and as an academic, as well as the futility of trying to pin certain
traditions to an imagined, remembered, or idealized former point in time. Memories
often have to do with politics, and ‘intergroup memories’ often drown out alternative
(and cacophonous) versions of the past (Mageo 2001). Mageo claims ‘If you want to
expand a cultural meaning system, then go and seek what is lost, what is only
fragmentarily remembered, what is in any case missing from the present’ (ibid.: 26).
While there are associated problems with pursuing what some may call a ‘salvage
ethnography,’ there is value in highlighting some of the cacophonous elements seldom
found in the dominant and limited discourse on mo. In fact, it will become obvious
early on that the major threads running throughout this thesis are flexibility, ambiguity,
and those pivotal intersections of ideology and practice.
It is, then, worth pointing out the ever-present question that runs as an undercurrent
throughout this thesis: Are the breadth and variation of contemporary expressions of mo
original and enduring qualities of it, or products of change and revision? It is an
unanswerable question to be sure, although there is enough evidence to be able to
attribute some variation to historical trajectories, and this will be addressed. In this
way, I hope to escape a ‘thin rendering of a culture’, where only a few voices or
interpretations are ‘made to carry the burden of cultural identity’ (Thomas 1992a),
offering a more rich, and more complicated, snapshot of the contemporary
understanding and practice of mo.
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6. WOTHO ATOLL

Introduction
Wotho Atoll sits in the northwestern region of the Marshall Islands in an area referred to
as Kabinmeto, literally ‘bottom of the sea’, referring to the downwind location, within
the larger division Eañinmeto (‘the north of the sea’). Wotho Atoll lies at 10°05’ North
165°50’ East, sitting within a cluster that includes Ujae and Lae atolls, which are 110
kilometres to the south. Collectively, these three Kabinmeto atolls are considered to
have shared cultural and historical traditions, and are perceived – somewhat due to their
remoteness – as one of the more ‘traditional’ areas of the country. They usually receive
fewer government fieldtrip supply ships (between 2-4 times a year), whose visits are
frequently prioritized and scheduled after other atolls have been serviced. This late
placement within the schedule often means Wotho’s trips are cancelled if the ship
breaks down, fuel can no longer be afforded, or because of government delays. In
general, their distant location means they also see fewer inter-atoll private boats than in
the southern atolls, where more frequent interaction occurs.182
Wotho’s land is comprised of 18 islets, 4 square kilometres total, and encompassing a
lagoon of 95 square kilometres (see Figure 6.1). The northernmost island Wotho, the
atoll’s namesake, is the largest. While the northern atolls are considerably drier than
those in the south, Wotho is unique in that it is moderately wet, with an average of 175
centimetres of rain annually (compared to 100 cm at nearby atolls). Most of the
northern atolls rely primarily on arrowroot, pandanus and coconut (in addition to marine
resources). Wotho, however, has a relatively diverse ecosystem that includes breadfruit
and taro.183 Despite its comparatively lush offerings, Wotho and its neighbours are
more frequently subject to drought and famine periods. During my field research on the
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Occasional boats do attempt the dangerous open sea voyage between Lae and Kwajalein in small single engine
boats, often with disastrous results.
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Fosberg in 1952 reports the presence of large inland troughs at Wotho Island, most likely large taro pits, which are
no longer tended, mostly due to historical influences resulting in changes in food preference.
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atoll Wotho, it was suffering from a particularly severe drought, and was receiving food
and water aid as a result.

Figure 6.1: Map of Wotho Atoll.
Source: Adapted from Marshall Islands Visitors Authority.

Wotho is also home to several ānenbao, bird islets, with moderate-sized coconut crab,
turtle and giant clam populations, as well as intact kōjbar (Neisosperma oppositifolia)
and kañal (Pisonia grandis) single-strand climax forests. Such groves with minimal
human alteration are increasingly rare for inhabited atolls today, particularly
considering that an estimated 60% of the Marshall Islands’ landscape has been
transformed into coconut groves over the past century (RMI Economic Policy,
Planning, and Statistics 2000). Wotho’s relatively less-altered ecological state today
may partially be a product of its historically low populations, from 40 inhabitants in the
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1860s (Gluck 1862) to 90 in 2000 (RMI Economic Policy, Planning, and Statistics
2000).184
The current population lives almost exclusively on the large Wotho Island, although
oral histories draw a picture where consecutive chiefly clans inhabited and planted
reserves on Kappen Island before and after great wars that have redefined the atoll’s
juxtaposed identity as a place of both prohibition and freedom.

Wotho’s Place in this Study
Wotho Atoll was selected as a site for this study for several reasons:

(1) it is located in the more remote northwest of the Ratak Chain, meeting my aim
for a representative atoll in each of the four quadrants of the RMI;
(2) it has a reputation throughout the nation as being more ‘traditional’ than other
atolls;
(3) like other northern atolls, it is frequently subject to drought periods; and
(4) it has played an important role in the history of the establishment of the nowprominent Kabua ruling family, and maintains a quite unique relationship its
iroij.

Finally, and most significantly, sources indicate that Wotho Atoll is in the select
company of a few small uninhabited atolls and islands called lārooj, a limited term in
many ways synonymous with mo an iroij.
Within my exercise of predicting mo areas, I anticipated that its small geographical size
and population, coupled with a tendency to experience drought conditions, would
perhaps implicate specific resource-use practices. Wotho people, according to Erdland,
do have a reputation as being ravenous, stuffing themselves with whatever food they
can find, ‘hardly swallowing’ (1914: 354). Moreover, as an atoll with only one iroij
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All of these sources are subject to some question, since many were recorded hastily by crews on passing ships.
Further, Rimajol are very mobile, relocating temporarily and frequently to locate resources and keep up family or
clan ties. The population of one island can look very different from one month to the next, as the Red Cross
organization experienced in Wotho while surveying households for the donation and installation of water
catchments during the 2013 drought. More than one month after the initial survey was conducted, supplies were
delivered to allocated homes determined earlier to be in need. The allocation stirred controversy when some
households complained that (now) unoccupied homes were recipients while they (previous off-islanders) were not.
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who controls the entire region, it might be expected to have fewer, or perhaps larger, mo
areas.
For the purposes of this study, Wotho Atoll’s local conditions allow for a consideration
of the following broader questions about mo:


Are atolls susceptible to drought more likely to have more or less mo areas?;



Is the number of mo correlated to an atoll’s number of iroij?



Can a whole atoll considered mo also have more specific mo locales?



What does ‘traditional’ mean in regards to mo practices?

Historical and Ecological Context: Relaxing Prohibitions
Wotho, āneneowilik
Wotho and the two other atolls of Kabinmeto are culturally bonded, as indicated in the
widely known phrase ‘Aer ri Wotho, Ujae im Lae’, which loosely means ‘their people
are of Wotho, Ujae and Lae’. In essence, they are all relatives.

Aer ri-Wothooooo rej lamojlinlok,
im lajeltak, Ujae im Lae.
Aer ri-Wothoooooo, Ujae im Lae.

The collective people of Wotho, they shouted upwards,
and facing to the east, Ujae and Lae.
The collective people of Wotho, Ujae and Lae.

The above chant (roro) mirrors that unified sentiment but also suggests Wotho’s unique
role in the tripartite relationship.

The final line, now the motto of sorts for

Kabinmeto,185 intimates the specific history of Wotho as progenitor of the contemporary
line of iroij for Kabinmeto that resulted from a series of wars.

At the earliest

beginnings of Wotho’s human history, according to informants, the atoll only belonged
to, and was inhabited by, a jowi (clan) called Tilañ, one that appears in many legends as
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Each atoll has a widely known metonym that references its unique cultural identity, particularly as seen by
outsiders (that is, other atolls). Majuro Atoll, the capital when people from all over the country, and now world,
gather, has been known for some time as Majuro, mejen armej, meaning place of many people’s eyes or faces.
Other atolls’ monikers appear to have been adapted for the times and western influences. Ailuk Atoll, known for
having a ‘thieving’ population, now is associated with the clever English-language phrase ‘Ailuk, I see, I take’
(Ailuk is pronounced ‘I look’”). According to Carucci (1996: 162), the phrase referencing Kwajalein Atoll, Aelonin
Tarlan Ooo refers to the land where you starve, where parts of an atoll is affluent while other parts of the same atoll
are poor and needy. It is considered an ancient phrase that has mystical prescience for Kwajalein’s role as a US
military base that hosts affluent Americans alongside Ebeye’s economically depressed Rimajol population.
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one of the six original clans. The atoll’s name ‘Wotho’ may be a clue to its historical
depth, since it has several interpretations:


‘old place’ as a cognate of etto meaning ancient times or long ago (P.E. Thomas
19898: 75);



‘entrance through the reef’, a possible conjunction of wōd, meaning coral head
or reef, and to meaning channel or passage (Krämer 1938: 48); or



‘island far away’ (The Marshall Islands Journal 2003 Vol 34, Nr 28: 3).

None of these were tendered during my investigation, but I was repeatedly informed
that Wotho is āneneowilik, a kind of metonym meaning an island for resting by the fire,
particularly for old people. According to a publication of proverbs (jabōnkōnnaan), the
phrase ‘Ānen eowilik eo dein’
expresses the essence of a peaceful and friendly place where people warm
themselves by the fire as they cook their evening meal. In the past there was much
warring between the different chiefs and other people who were widely scattered
through these islands. At times total islands were destroyed and much hardship
and famine resulted. Thus, the importance of finding a survival and perpetuation
of one’s family and community. (Stone et al. 2000: 69)

The term eowilik can be described in relation to mo an iroij as a place for the iroij to
relax, eat, picnic and live, perhaps without the rigours of hierarchical behavioural
expectations.

It is used in several contexts meaning variably: to stay put, to live

permanently and relax; a place to rañrañ (warm oneself by the fire); to recover or
discover rest and peace; or to retreat from war so that you’ll survive. In Wotho, it’s
made intelligible as land that truly belongs to the owner, where they can therefore relax:
Āneneowilik, einwōt an lukkun jikom...
Āne eowilik an iroij. Kōnke ilo Wotho,
jikin iroij, iroij rar walok jen Wotho.

Āneneowilik, like a place that’s really yours…
An island for chiefly relaxing. Because, in
Wotho, a chiefly place, the chiefs they arose
from Wotho.

Wotho’s expression eowilik specifying iroij is directly owing to that title being ‘given’
by the people of Wotho. As such, the hierarchical behavior rules do not apply in quite
the same way. This history, a version of which is pieced together below, is somewhat
contested and infrequently spoken of publicly. There are several overlapping stories of
battles in the northern Ralik during this time, and many of them appear to be
193

conflated.186 The one account of events simplified herein has been compiled from
several sources, and is admittedly riddled with partial, vague, and potentially erroneous
information.

Origins in Absentia
By most accounts the legendary founding ancestors of the principal Ralik clans (jowi)
were two godly women, Liwatonmour and Lijjeleijet (sometimes Lidepdepju), who
travelled from the western invisible land of Eb and settled on Namu Atoll.
Liwatonmour bore a daughter named Iroij, the ancestress of the chiefly line (known as
the Bwij-in-Iroij) that would dominate Ralik until it died out as a matrilineal kin group
in the early twentieth century. Lijjeleijet bore a son named Jemaliut who, alongside
Iroij, controlled all of Ralik with a few exceptions: the far southern Ebon Atoll was
under the authority of a clan named Erroja; Namdrik Atoll in the south was subject to
chiefs of the Errebra clan; and the northern atolls (including Ujae, Lae and Wotho) were
ruled by Ijjidrik and other independent clans (see story of Tilañ below).
It is important to note that the concepts of heritage identity in bwij and jowi, both
matrilineally inherited, are sometimes conflated in genealogies and stories, by both
tellers and recorders, particularly when bwij and jowi are identical in the earliest mythogenealogies that all link back to two lines.

This is especially pronounced in the

convoluted relationship between the Bwij-in-Iroij line and the so-called Iroij jowi that
appears alongside the other ‘original’ jowi called Ijjidrik, Errebra and Erroja. 187 Some
accounts claim that the jowi called Iroij is ‘apparently not the same descent line as that
of the legendary [origin sister] Iroij although they were undoubtedly related in some
way’ (Mason 1986: 10). The documented genealogies of both the Iroij and Ijjidrik jowi
are replete with broken lines, question marks, and anonymous identities, especially
when compared with those of other clans and lineages.
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This is typical when recalling historic figures to condense generations, simplify kin relationships, and highlight
salient moments, ‘sometimes to the point of error’ (Mason 1995). The custom of adopting ancestral names,
multiple changing names, and using alternative nicknames further complicates attempts to produce an unadulterated
account.
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Moreover, there is some conflation between the Iroij clan, the Erroja clan, and the Bwij-an-Iroij which may all be
the same kin entities by various times, places, and documenters.
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It is therefore not surprising that, when I was learning details of the history of authority
in Wotho and Kabinmeto, I was frequently asked to stop audio recording (but allowed
note-taking). Mason, who has written the most in-depth account of Ralik’s chiefly
lineages, also met with difficulties in gaining the same information when he was denied
permission to interview the acknowledged authority on Ijjidrik history (1986: 48).188
When excerpts of lineages were printed in the 2012 national history book, Etto ñan
Raan Kein (From Long Ago to Today; Walsh 2012) , it sparked an uproar from
members of some high-ranking lineages who claimed that elements were incorrect. The
heated exchange became a national issue, brought before the parliament as the books
themselves were pulled from school library shelves. Even in online forums where majol
cultural history is discussed, users are hesitant to refer to clan names, as it is considered
disrespectful. Some have been scolded for discussing these issues so openly: 189

(Last sentence translates as: Know your custom and don’t speak
because outsiders are here.)

Chiefly genealogies (menmeninbwij) are often guarded and secured, out of reach of the
general public, even from directly affected community members.

As such, the

following accounts focus predominantly on what is recalled by the community of
Wotho today (as told to me), highlighting ri-Wotho (the people of Wotho) sentiments
concerning its historical mantle.
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His account was produced in the 1980s following a request by Kabua Kabua to assist in shedding light on the
disputes over title and land rights between factions within the Kabua family.
It should be noted that this source was commenting on the internet anonymously, providing a “safer” forum for
sharing such opinions, which would otherwise be forbidden. http://www.micronesiaforum.org
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The Massacre of the Tilañ
At some point Jemaliut became dissatisfied with his split holdings, and waged war
against his matrilineal cousin, Iroij’s son Letalju, in an attempt to gain complete control
of Ralik.

He was unsuccessful, and his resulting murder on Namu sparked the

beginning of a series of battles known as kabwijer karkar jen lōñ ñan lal (‘the clash that
controlled status from highest to lowest’).
While various remaining male descendants of the Bwij-in-Iroij – led by Lañini and later
Kaiboke – fought for control over most of the Ralik Chain, the northern regions of
Kabinmeto and Eañinmeto appear to have been ruled by local iroij from jowi that
included Ijjidrik, Tilañ and Iroij. Wotho, specifically, was Ānentilañ, the place only for
the Tilañ jowi, and free of any paramount authority figure.190 But when two ranking
leaders from Kabinmeto gathered for a fishing trip, things turned sour. Lejaki of the
Tilañ clan from Wotho hurled an insult at Lañinjine of the Ijjidrik clan from Ujae or
Lae.191 This simple act escalated into a great battle, perhaps because the Ijjidrik clan to
which Lañinjine belonged is described as ‘fickle and changeable in character’ (Erdland
1914).192 Lañinjine defeated Lejaki, massacring the entire Tilañ population in an act
known as toorlok bok.193 From that moment on, Wotho became known as a place for
the Ijjidrik, a once lowly clan to which ‘a chief dared to offer them rat excrement as
food’ (Erdland 1914: 265), but a burgeoning one that came to play an important role in
Ralik campaigns.

In Erdland’s 1914 description of rank amongst Ralik’s kin groups, which he calls jowi or bwij, three main
hierarchies are established under ‘Iroja, Irrebra, and Jowin Jemaliwut’. Under the latter, the ranking sub-lineages
are Tilan, followed by Ijjidrik. He adds: ‘The Jowin Jemaliwut of Namu was the highest kin group of chiefs. It has
been warred upon by other kin groups, however, so that its present members are only of lower rank (jiboge).’
(Erdland 1914: 164)
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The clan name Ijjidrik is used interchangeably with Lajidrik and Jidrikdrik in different sources.
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In a different version, the Ijjidrik clan that came from Namdrik to Wotho originally lived peacefully together until
Joria, and Ijjidrik chief was refused food. He gathered troops from his alliances in Ebon and Namdrik and returned
to slaughter the entire Tilañ clan.
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In the Tilan massacre story, one (or two, according to others) woman survived the attack, and was spared by the
Ijjidrik leaders. The last of her remaining descendants, known as the Bwij-in-Ella, is one man living on Ebeye, but
he has no children or nephews, so this matrilineal kin group will become extinct. Toorlok bok is a jabonkonaan, or
proverb, literally meaning “wash away the sand.” It was used to describe the devastation sometimes wrought upon
the islands if struck head-on by a typhoon. In such a case, the wave surge has the capability of sweeping an islet
down to its ultimate foundation, the reef. This was also a battle cry used by warriors in times of wrathful vengeance
to describe an outcome in which no enemies or their relations are to be left alive (Stone et al 2000 “Jabonkonaan in
aajeo; Wisdom from the past.”).
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From Highest to Lowest
Letalju was succeeded by Lañini, his sister's son and his ally in the war against Jemaliut.
A fierce and power-hungry individual, Lañini made extraordinary efforts to continue his
authoritative consolidation of the region.

While the greed-inspired war that left

Jemaliut dead is widely remembered, it is the later assassination of Liñidrik, the chief of
‘northern Iroij lineage’ that officially marked the end for two divinely dominant
lineages. Lañini had already married his uncle Letalju’s wife Lijobar, locking in his
power with the Erroja clan of Ebon, and set his eyes on the Iroij clan, led by Liñidrik,
which was based on Namu. Wotho became a strategic pawn when Lañini married
Liñidrik’s niece Limjerre, who was encouraged to inflame a pre-existing feud between
Liñidrik and his nephew Lakiao.

Lakiao and his brothers, as well as supporting

members of the Ijjidrik clan, travelled to Namu to slit Liñidrik’s throat, effectively
doing Lañini’s dirty work for him.
Lakiao, in his bravado, had reached out to the great Ijjidrik warrior Bedanin of
Wotho,194 an extraordinarily strong man (badren) and a high-ranking ‘general’. Lakiao
promised Bedanin a promotion, by saying ‘Ju im drene’ (‘Look to the sun, which is
high in the sky’), but Bedanin famously refused, saying that he would remain at (or
possibly return to) Wotho, calling it his ‘bokimna’ (literally ‘sand and rock’), an
affectionate but lowly nickname for his homeland.195 Lakiao and his brothers were later
executed for their assassination of Liñidrik in another brilliant move in favour of Lañini
that eliminated additional Iroij clan claims to power. In ensuing battles the Ijjidrik clan
was victorious, eventually establishing itself as the most powerful in the west, thanks to
the integral participation and support of the men and women of Wotho.196
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He was remembered by many by the name Bedanin, although the name Latowan was included in similar stories,
and so some historical figures may be conflated here. Some put a relation between Bedanin and Latowan, the latter
a great grandson. Lankelen was another name used for the ‘general’ character from Wotho that was esteemed after
the war. The name Bedanin (bed āne in) literally translates to ‘stay here on this island’, which is an apt nickname
for the man who gave up greater power to remain on his small home island in Wotho.
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This term was astutely chosen, reflecting his humble desire to stay, but also a devaluing the island (a barren place
of only sand and rock), while urging Lakiao to go elsewhere in his power-seeking ventures.
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By one account the mothers of Wotho travelled alongside the soldiers to Namu, chanting and beating the drums in
a second line of offense, administering magic, and pouring water over their sons’ heads to keep them hydrated. By
another account, one man (known as Joaj or Latowan) later fought off Lañini’s attempts to claim the north.
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Authority and Freedom
With the decimation of the Jemaliut, Iroij, and Tilañ jowi, Ijjidrik gained power in
Ralik. Since the once lowly Ijjidrik clan was spread across several domains and led by
outstanding ‘generals’ (leataktak), not iroij, the victorious Bedanin (named Latowan or
Lankelen in many accounts) was granted authority to rule. Choosing to return to Wotho
and bed āne in (remain on this island) to eowilik (relax) instead, he gifted the Ijjidrik
chiefdom to an individual which has led to the current regime under a Kabua lineage. 197
It is difficult to piece together one ‘veritable’ historical time (and blood) line for reasons
already mentioned, but the ‘truth’ here is not as important as the perceived and lived
realities of power. The dominant line that now holds title over Kabinmeto and much of
the Ralik chain has been elevated, not by bwilinlin (blood at the tip of the spear), an
accepted customary method of earning titlehood, but by naan (words). But it is an
elevation, and the veracity of this achieved power is demonstrated today by one chief’s
reputation for being imbued with a halo-like power (ao), ‘einwōt iroij jen etto’ (like
chiefs of old), which has since been legitimized and inscribed into history.
Stemming from these histories, Wotho is quite unique in that ri-Wotho do not pay
regular taxes from copra proceeds to the chiefs. Such taxes represent a transformation of
food tributes (eojek or ekkan) paid in the past, and have led to numerous court cases
over the years, including one between the distantly related ruling Ralik families of
Kabua and Loeak. But Wotho has been an exception.
From my great grandfather, they made iroij, and they said, ‘Go to the other island.
This island is my own. Don’t come here, this is my home. There is nothing here but
sand and rock. This is my home. Go to the other islands and iroij… Ujae, Lae,
Ailinglaplap. So when he comes here, they ask permission, like ... like father and
son. Because they arose... they received their ability (maroñ), from the people of
Wotho... the Ijjidrik.

Since those iroij are purportedly like sons to the people of Wotho, they need to have a
mutual respect for the history of this place and its importance in their victory. The
legendary general who rejected the opportunity for more formal authority returned to

By several accounts, the rights were passed down to Lankelen’s three sisters or daughters, creating three lineages,
ranked highest to lowest: Liññi, Luman, and Liwodrin, into the last of which Kabua ‘the Great’ married.
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plant crops on Wotho: ‘So if you come and see that this place has plenty of food,
remember it is mine, I am the owner of it. I am the one that made this place.’198
For most people, however, this does not diminish the power vested in the reigning
chiefly lineage. While most ri-Wotho say they are not ‘required’ to pay copra taxes,
they admit they often do so anyway.
Iñña, jej kautiej. Batab, eloñ ien rej…
rej jerbal ippen, rej jaab kautiej ijin.
Rejerbal im einwot bar kajoor.

Yes, we elevate them [i.e. pay respect]. But, there
are times [the iroij] work together, they aren’t
elevated here. They work and are like commoners.

In the atoll’s old welcoming song, Ānen Eowilik, visiting iroij are warmly invited to
relax in unabashed liberation.199

Bata juon in etak ion,
Elanin eli bwe libjedjed;

A squall rises in the north,
Time to put them in a nest because they are
spread out;

Ejamin jok bwe wa dikdik kem woj doon;

It’s not going to be overloaded because we’re
all its supporters;

Loma eroke im kejidak tok na iene.

Let’s beach it and put it to shore.

Ennen ewilik eo in,

This is the island of relaxation by the fire,

Enem enne am anemkoj;

Your island of liberty;

Lewoj jilu likirebjol

Give you three likrebjol 200

Kemwoj den lewoj im,
Komat waj bwe an am.

We are all coming to give it to you,
Give it all to you to possess.

Overall, conversation on the topic of iroij in Wotho felt unbalanced and conflicted at
times, and I was initially surprised at the lack of reserve used in speaking about
alternative or contested histories. Many ri-Wotho appeared compelled to emphasize
their unique position in chiefly-commoner relations, but in group settings, when some

This aligns with the old majol saying ‘Akeo bwe kwar kallib’, meaning a person who has planted and cared for the
land is entitled to be the first one to harvest the crop of a coconut, pandanus and breadfruit trees (and today, in some
cases, a share of copra money).
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Translation kindly provided by Alfred Capelle of the RMI’s Language Commission.
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This word likirebjol was unfamiliar to most people. It may be a reference to the three lineages borne of the Ijjidrik
chiefly title gifting. It is also a reference to the mythical character Likriabjel, from a well-known Wotho legend,
who was a female demon with a ravenous appetite, defeated by the boy Ladde whom she ate and farted out.
Likriabjel eventually turned into a hill on Wotho (or a koñe tree on Ujae in some versions) (Tobin 2002; PetrosianHusa 2004).
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informants pointed out that they were uniquely not required to pay tribute to the iroij,
others would say that this was only because of the kindness of the iroij, and they most
certainly did pay tax, respect, and deference.
When the reigning chief visited more than 50 years ago,201 he sent word to one
informant’s grandfather to construct a devoted outhouse (mōn tutu). The latter refused,
enraging the iroij, precipitating a fight that ended with the grandfather slapping the iroij.
This is a forbidden act of disrespect, but went unpunished in Wotho, where the
grandfather could not be ‘bossed around’ because his forefathers had put the iroij in his
position of power.

This alternation of recognition and respect with freedom and

relaxation is a theme that is repeated today in daily life for ri-Wotho, and in local
expressions of mo, or as an atoll-wide lārooj, a rare designation explained below.

Wotho, lārooj
Wotho Atoll, in its entirety, is described by some as lārooj,202 a word rarely used but
aligned with the concept of mo. The dictionary defines it as ‘an island or atoll reserved
for food gathering, usually for a chief and his immediate family’ (Abo et al. 1976). One
informant equated it with lo-iroij (‘head of the iroij’). In an old recording with elders at
the National Alele Museum, four locations (Jemo Island and Erikub, Rongerik and
Wotho atolls) were described as lārooj, broadly meaning property that belonged only to
the chief and were unlawful to visit without proper consent. The significance of each of
these four lārooj was separately discussed, but in the publicly accessible version, the
tape cuts off at the introduction for Wotho. A secondary copy provides the only
somewhat satisfying explanation that ‘Elōn̄ wawein ko im rar walok ilo aeloñ in Wotho’
(‘There are things that happened at Wotho’), most likely referring to the controversial
histories already discussed. Wotho Atoll is described as lāmoren land, that is, land
inhabited and claimed for generations by one bwij family line, but not necessarily
associated with an original matrilineal heritage. It is specifically described as a place
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Jeimata Kabua according to some; Lejolañ according to others.

The ‘best’ spelling of the word larooj is unclear, particularly as it can easily be confused with the similar-sounding
word leroij (female chief). Variations include lairoij, lerooj, leroij. I have arbitrarily chosen to use the spelling
lairooj to clearly contrast it with leroij as well as lāroij, the word for ritual language in this area.
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for meeting and resting, set aside for the iroij and their naknok (wizards, experts,
shamans), and as a place where things walok (emerge or appear).
These latter details were neither further explicated nor corroborated by informants
today, although the notion of resting (eowilik) remains pertinent, and is further affirmed
in an old chant (roro): Rubrub kane in Madr en Ewilik (‘Break the firewood for women
of this resting place’). Of particular note here is the rare word madr, a ritual substitute
for kōra (woman). Such language, called lāroij, is commonly associated with the lārooj
or mo an iroij of Jemo, Bikar, and Erikub, where common words for many animals,
people, and actions were prohibited.
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Its inclusion in this old Wotho chant suggests

the atoll too required the use of ritual language, corroborating its identity as lārooj.
Most informants limited the historically claimed mo an iroij to Kappen Island at
Wotho’s southern tip, calling it the chief’s ‘treasure chest’ (Reimaanlok survey 2006), a
status attributed to the land gifting after the great Ralik war. Kappen is now abandoned
aside from occasional copra-collecting trips, but is remembered as the primary historic
place of residence for the Tilañ people.204 Upon their massacre, one leroij (female
chief) is said to have declared Kappen mo, cementing its status with the deliberate
planting of preferred crops from various Ralik atolls (especially lush Ebon).205 Some
say it was mo ilo jeamman (‘forbidden in the old days’) for women, who were even
prohibited from approaching its shores by boat for fear of possession or illness.
Restrictions have lessened, and trips to Kappen are not infrequent today, ‘but sometimes
you might get sick from there’. Rumours suggest the current iroij would like to reestablish Kappen as a mo, a proposition met with dismay since it would curtail the
community’s ability to go and collect coveted food resources, namely the large and
plentiful coconut crabs.
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See Chapter 9 for a longer list of laroij terms.
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Archaeological evidence reveals a prehistoric village with at least 37 house sites (P.E. Thomas 1989).
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Another version has the warrior that shirked iroij status (variously known as Latowan, Lankelen and Bedanin) as
the ‘planter’ of Kappen Island.
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Mo in Wotho: Contemporary Evidence
When defining and describing mo in an abstract way, ri-Wotho generally conceive of
two forms: small ‘bird islands’ (ānenbao) or ‘rules’ (kien). The latter may have the
purpose of conservation, or one of human preservation, indicating places of sickness or
malediction ne ewor juon men kauwōtata (‘if there’s one kind of thing dangerous’). Mo
of the former type were selected and designated by the iroij, sometimes for the purpose
of establishing a place to receive tribute (ekkan). Ri-Wotho rarely spoke of mo as
personal-use chiefly areas, and aside from any lārooj applications, mo in Wotho were
distinctly labelled mo, not mo an iroij. In fact, one informant declared there is ‘no mo in
Kabinmeto’ at all. Yet, in a 2006 document, Iroij Michael Kabua lists ‘Iroijlaplap
Jeimata’s Mo Land in the Relik [sic] Chain’, including four Wotho locations: ‘Kappen
Island, Bike En Island, An Bwil En Island, and Bok Aitoktok Island’.
In addition to those four officially-identified mo, several place-based mo were
documented for this study. Of the 31 total sites of significance recorded, 55% (n=17)
are categorized as mo. A majority of sites considered mo are historical sites no longer
actively regarded as mo, such as wāto or sites serving as devoted sleeping or living
quarters for iroij. Such lā an iroij (referring to the lā coral gravel stones that line a
house site) is recalled at the wāto Mwillji in Wotho Island where I stayed, a place where
no houses were allowed to be constructed until recent decades.206 This is also the case
for several sites related to Lejaki, the chief of Tilañ, including a house site and restricted
fresh-water well on Kappen Island.
Other mo sites of great importance are directly linked to Wotho’s warring history and
unique status, as well as its ecological richness of birds. Examples of these types of mo
are detailed below: the grave and tributes sites of the great Ijjidrik champion Latowan;
and the restrictions on the ānenbao islands Biken and Anbwilen. Finally, Bok Aitoktok
(also called Bokanaetok) hosts a site associated with the ancient eel god worship site of
Lokabwbwil, and is considered as a place reminiscent of earlier animist practices.

By one account the current alab for this wāto (and her predecessor) did not grow up in Wotho and did not know
the historical custom, thereby allowing people to build there.
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Figure 6.2: Map of Wotho Atoll, showing location of recorded sites.
Note: See Appendix B for larger and detailed views.
Source: CartoGIS, CAP, ANU.
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Latowan, Likinlomej, and the Ribako
Very few of the mo in Wotho Atoll conjure feelings of disquietude today, although a
series of inter-related and conflated sites on the now uninhabited Majurwon Island are
loosely recalled and observed with respect. Of note are the ritual behaviours still
enacted at the grave of Latowan, the brave Ijjidrik warrior and founding father figure of
Wotho, who stood guard at the shores of Majurwon Island.207 Situated there, near the
sandy shoreline at the eastern side, his burial grounds are approached and supplicated in
accordance with his significant benevolence. He is remembered as an extraordinarily
tall man, evidenced by his long grave where he is buried alongside his canoe (marked
by a stone called kubaak that represents the outrigger) (Plates 6.1 and 6.2). The broader
area entails both restrictive and prescriptive behaviours. It is mo to defecate along the
entire northeastern shoreline, violations of which result in large winds and waves208.
When visiting Majurwon (with permission), Latowan’s grave must first be visited and
presented with an offering of food (or cigarettes today) to his spirit (jitōb). A leaf or
flower taken from the ekkōñ tree (Terminalia samoensis) and placed on one’s body (e.g.
belt or pocket) ensures a safe excursion. Unlike most recalled jitōb today, he is notably
considered benevolent, capable of aiding the sick and granting protection from other
malevolent forces.
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Some linked Latowan with the battle between the Tilañ and Ijjidrik clans, while others associated him with the
larger Ralik-wide battles. Another has him fighting his disrespectful uncle Dremiej. In Tobin’s (2001) story about
the invaders in Anewetak, Latowan is described as the chief of northern Ralik, including Rongedrik and Ujae
atolls).
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The Reimaanlok survery identified a Pisonia grandis climax forest inland in Majurwon (site 153; see Appendix
B), and noted that it is ‘traditional mo - forbidden to defecate on island’. This forest was not noted as significant in
my discussions, although many parts of the island, notably the northeastern shoreline are considered mo to defecate.
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Plate 6.1: Headstone of Latowan’s grave, and ekkōñ tree.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

Plate 6.2: Stones marking Latowan’s grave, facing the kubaak stone at its end.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.
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Majurwon is also remembered as a place for the Ribako jowi, a clan known for its shark
totem (bako) and ability to both set bones and control the weather. According to
legend, much of which is fragmentary, several Ribako women resided on the oceanside
parts of Majurwon, or in the ocean itself. They would capture whales (or possibly
sharks) off the island shoreline during certain moon phases, haul them to the interior,
bury them in earth ovens (um) where their bones would ‘disappear’, and then proceed to
eat them. The sounds of their voices can still be heard whistling from one end of the
island to the other, a phenomenon called toonwunooj that is associated both with an
ekjab totemic spirit as well as the wude bird (possibly wūdej, the long-tailed cuckoo).
This is presumably related to the Ribako totemic rituals recorded on Mili, Arno, and
Jaluit atolls, which were conducted at coastal mo places called jiadrel or bwin (or bōn).
There were two such oceanside places – a wāto called To-en an ri-Bikini (the channel or
place for disembarking of the Bikini people)209 and a place called Driwālok (literally
meaning a place where bones, or humans, go away), where food was sacrificed to the
gods (wāloklik).

Figure 6.3: Satellite imagery of Majurwon Island (left) and Wotho Island (right), indicating
location of sites relating to Latowan.
Source: Google Earth.

The coastal ‘port’ at To-en an Ri-bikini points towards Bikini Atoll, which has several connections to Wotho: By
some accounts, the Tilañ clan came originally from Bikini. The people of the Makauliej clan, from which Imata
Kabua’s maternal line descends, came from Bikini as well. Some say the Ribako women also had Bikini
connections.
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Finally, the island is associated with the origins of Imata Kabua’s maternal line, linked
in a mythological marriage to Latowan, detailed in a legend that connects the sites of
Likilobok in Majurwon to Likilolomej in Wotho:
After the time of the great battles, the Ijjidrik people ruled Wotho and there was an
alab named Latowan (also called Lajibo), a well-known as a great warrior but also
a kind man. He lived in Majurwon. And there was a woman, she came from
Bikini, and travelled to the Majurwon, the oceanside at Likilobok. She lived there,
a woman of the ocean. Latowan saw her there, collecting and making food from
the sea. Latowan brought the woman to his home. They were together and she
became pregnant. When she was ready to birth the child, he brought her to the
oceanside of Lomej wāto in Wotho (Likilobok). There, a girl was born, the
daughter of Lomej, her name was Limare. And her daughter, the daughter of
Limare, birthed Lan the mother of Imata (Kabua).

While of commoner lineage (of the Makauliej clan of Bikini), Lan in this story receives
a kind of mythological status, not quite human, but an ocean dweller.210 The sites
referenced in the story are not considered or treated as mo today, but a flowering tree
(utilomar) in Lomej wāto on Wotho Island was once the site of a potent mo associated
with an ancestral woman who would lay down underneath it to relax. It is described as
serving several functions: as a dangerous bwin for making both healing and malevolent
concoctions; and as a tribute (ekkan) or demon feeding (najidriki) site to bring offerings
to the leroij and her line of ancestors that could enact supernatural capability.211 These
related purposes all suggest connections with ancestral and chiefly power, whereby
interaction can result in the gift of allied assistance or the curse of angered
contamination. The place was highly off-limits, and its danger was witnessed several
years ago when a young man playing with fire set the tree alight, and fell gravely ill.
Some say he had been playing too close to the spirit-filled area, had become possessed,
and burned the tree with the intent to rid himself of the infernal custody. The tree was
indeed destroyed, and his illness was cured after special treatment associated with it, but
the place itself is still treated with prudence.
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Other versions of this story have been recorded elsewhere, at earlier times, with older informants. In most
versions, specific names, including the Kabuas, are not mentioned, and by one interpretation, the inclusion of the
name today may be a form of legitimizing a divine place in ancestral legends.
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The concept of bwin or bōn are discussed in greater length in subsequent chapters.
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Biken and Anbwilen islets
The two small uninhabited ānenbao, Biken and Anbwilen (spelled Bike En and An Bwil
En in the Kabua correspondence), sit in the middle of the western side of Wotho’s reef
ring, an otherwise landless strand of reefs occasionally protruding above the surface.
They host extensive climax forests of kañal trees (Pisonia grandis),212 the preferred bird
roosting trees in the RMI, where at least nine species of birds have been observed (P.E.
Thomas 1989). Both Biken and Anbwilen islands sit on the edges of the two large
ocean channels, south of Majurwon and north of Kappen respectively.

Tradition

dictates that only one half of each of these tiny spits of land are mo. While responses
varied, most agreed it is mo to defecate on the north side of Biken and the south side of
Anbwilen. These two sides face their respective channels.

Figure 6.4: Satellite imagery of Biken (top) and Anbwilen (bottom) Islets.
Source: Google Earth.

The known prediliction of many bird species to the kañal tree has been inserted into the proverbial term ‘kañaltok’
which, when said in a human context, refers to a person or place that people want to be, where people want to
‘flock’ to.
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These two areas were not only referred to as ānenbao, but also as lo-iroij, which was
noticeably pronounced differently from the term lāroij as applied to the whole of
Wotho. One informant described a place that is lo-iroij as being cursed by the chief:

Ebar mo. Lo-iroij. Bōlen ta…iroij rar
kōmman curse… Witch… Bōlen elōñ witch
in majol, kōmman curse.

Also mo. Lo-iroij. Maybe what….. the chief
made a curse…. Witch… Maybe it’s a
Marshallese witch, made a curse.

Lo-iroij was associated specifically with the practice of defecation prohibition, and one
informant said that this also applied to the site of Latowan’s grave on Majurwon:

Etan, jikin jej jaab kapojak, etan lo-iroij.
Lo-iroij. Aolepen mo ije. Emo.

It’s called, the places we don’t defecate, it’s
called lo-iroij. Lo-iroij. All of it’s mo there.
It’s mo.

Emman etal, ak enana kapojak. Enana
kapojak ilo lo-iroij.

It’s fine to go there, but it’s bad to defecate.
It’s bad to defecate at lo-iroij.

The capture of select resources at these islets is prohibited. The islands and their lo-iroij
areas could be visited or traversed ‘batab jaab jerbal ijio’ (‘but don’t work there’).
Some food resources could be collected with permission, but it is considered mo to take,
kill or harm mejo bird (common fairy tern, Gygis alba), either on these ānenbao or on
the nearby island of Āne-aidrik. I was given different rationales for such prohibitions.
They were elapan aurok (extremely important) islands, as places where the people of
the atoll make jilele (food, specifically protein) for their iroij. Some described these
areas as kabat (‘cupboards’) that belonged to, and were to kejparok (protect or
conserve) the birds for, the alab. Again, in this case, the unique relationship between
iroij and other ranks in Wotho was emphasized:
Ej ānen alab ro. Ānen alab im iroij.
Bar ānen iroij, ak lukkun ānen an alab
ro….. Ne alab ej ba etal, etal ñan ijio
im kabao, kwo moot.

It’s an alab island. Island of alab and iroij.
Also an iroij island, but really an island of the
alab…. If the alab says to go, go there and get
birds, you go.
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Plate 6.3: Aerial photograph of Anbwilen Islet.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

These descriptions put an emphasis on resources and the authority to access them.
Several other informants stressed less functional, more spiritual understandings of the
prohibitions at Biken and Anbwilen. One man remembered from his youth that there
was ‘magic’ and kajoor (power) associated with the mejo bird, and that several of his
elders knew how to invoke and use it. Another said the mo had nothing to do with an
iroij choosing that place or assigning restrictions, but that it stemmed from mantin
jeamman (‘the old custom’):

Etan bao eo, emaroñ jitōb men eo,
bao, ak lukkun…. Rejba ‘ledrik ran,’
‘ledrik in liklal.’ Bar jitōb, ebed ilo
bao eo.... Kakien rejba mo, jaab mane
bao. Ne kwoj mane, ewor bar
problem… kwo ban bar itok… Ejaab
mejenkwaad... oktak… jitōb.

The name of that bird, it can be that spirit, bird, but
it’s really…. They say ‘these children’, ‘these
children of the leeward sides’. Also spirits, inside
the birds... The rules they made called mo, don’t
kill the bird. If you kill, there will be more
problems… You won’t be able to return back…..
They’re not cannibalistic witches… they’re
different … spirits.

The mejo may have had some totemic significance on Wotho, as well as a navigational
purpose. The German missionary and ethnographer Erdland notes that, already during
his visits (circa 1900), the traces of totemism were almost obliterated, but that names of
the land ekjab (totems, gods, idols) had corresponding ‘children’ at sea which were
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remnants of local totemic identities (1914: 342-362). While no longer worshipped in
overtly observable ways, many of the names of these entities are recalled by navigators
in the form of sayings, chants and poetry. Erdland recorded some that he heard from a
Kabinmeto sailor, two of which refer directly to mejo (also called jui here):
Libaie, the tip of a piece of land; at sea, two white gulls.
Jouilobok, a seagull (jui), which soars high in the sky and then suddenly drops
down looking for prey. The phrase ‘I kabean kueitob kuon lo jeibo en e jouilobok’
(‘In the north, you should come around near the twin siblings of the seagulls on the
sand’) is used to remember the area.213

The mejo bird, like several others, is one that fishermen recognise as participants in
unak, an open water feeding-frenzy where birds swoop down from above, indicating the
presence of schools of fish. Biken and Anbwilen are the only pieces of land on Wotho’s
western (leeward) rim indicating the presence of channels through the reef, and whose
birds also indicate their location on the horizon.214 Considering the vast open ocean that
extends westward from Wotho (the closest land west of Wotho is Ujelang, more than
500 kilometres away), it is possible that twin sets of white birds were important markers
for locating Wotho, especially when coming from the southwesterly atoll of Ujae.

Plate 6.4 Mejo birds amidst kañal trees at Anbwilen Islet.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

This has been translated from Erdland’s German as ‘Coming to the north, you can see the bird dropping into the
sea.’ It is difficult to know the meaning, particularly since poetic and archaic words were often used in these
sayings, but I have produced a somewhat different translation.
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An 1897 German map of Wotho, which indicates the passages, describes ‘Begin’ as ‘sand’ and ‘Ombelin’ as ‘voll
steine’ (full of rocks) (Langhans 1897).
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Plate 6.5: Kalo birds at Biken Islet.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

Several informants confirmed the use of these birds as a kōklal (navigational sign), and
that if a kōklal is on a bird island, it will have mo associated with it. Another bird kōklal
is known from the southwestern corner of Majurwon, a site where kabaj (herons) are
sighted,215 and which is referenced in an old roro (chant): Ikakle in tirrir eo, ikile me
Majurwon. In Biken and Anbwilen’s case, there are two white birds, referred to as the
ledrik in liklal (‘children of the leeward side’) by some, and leroij in Ralik (female Ralik
chiefs) by others.
Ne kwoj loi mejo, kwojelā Wotho ebed
ijio. Einwōt joormeto.

If you see the mejo birds, you know Wotho is
over there. Like a sea pillar.

These bird islands, sitting on the leeward western side of Wotho were crucial for
voyaging across the vast range of Ralik atolls. Prohibiting defecation and extensive
human interaction on these islands, as well as the killing of the mejo birds, was a way of
preserving these crucial navigational aids.
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Bird islands with prohibitions and koklal associated with kaboj are common throughout the Marshalls. In the Ikid
in Lainjin, a song-story used as a navigational memory aid, Lādde (Lōrro in some versions) and Lakne, men that
brought food to the legendary Koperwa and Liñijilok of nearby Ujae Atoll, are now two pejwak birds (brown
noddies), that sit as signs seaward of Wotho.
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Jen etto, ne ejetal juon armej im pijek
ikijen ilo rear, elap kōto, ebar wot,
eban wor bao.

From long ago, if one person went and defecated
there on that side, there would be lots of wind, and
rain, and it would be impossible for there to be birds.

These prohibitions are followed loosely by people today, but the kajoor (power) of the
mo is said to be edriklok (lessened) today. Only a few people told me about the islands’
role in navigation and the spiritual history of the chiefly bird women. Most now equate
these islands with their resources, and the ongoing cultural touchstone of respecting the
property of those with higher rank, perpetuating the social stratification that is
demonstrated by land ownership.

Lokabwilbwil, the home of the Drep god
This final site and its related einwōt are no longer practically recognised on any level by
the people of Wotho, but it is included here since it was recalled as a mo ilo jeamman
(‘in ancient times’) by many informants, and reveals morsels of early local religious
belief. In a small cove on the eastern reef rim, just south of Wotho Island, is the home
of Lokabwilbwil, the early anij (god) of Wotho that took the form of a drep (eel). The
exact site, as pointed out underwater, lies north of the tiny islet outcropping
Boklābunlik, although the larger, more southern islet of Bokanaetok is typically used as
a reference point, and this is identified in the aforementioned 2006 document as ‘mo
land’ belonging to the lineage of Iroijlaplap Jeimata Kabua.216
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Considering their respective sizes and shifts in island formation over time, it is quite possible that Bokanaetok was
larger in previous years, encompassing the now separate islet of Boklābunlik.
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Figure 6.5: Map indicating the location of Lokabwilbwil (left), and aerial photograph
(right).
Source: Google Earth (left).; Ahlgren photo 2013 (right)

None of my informants identified Bokanaetok as mo outright, unless qualified in
relation to this drep site. Both the site itself (an underwater coral ledge) and the god
were referred to as Lokabwilbwil (or Lokabōlbōl). A drep eel (also spelt dāp) is
different from the maj eel, the latter being small light-coloured eels common throughout
reef systems, although maj is often used as a generic multi-species term.217 The drep is
likened to the moray eel, having black spots or stripes, and the Anij Drep (Eel God) in
question is described as being exceedingly large.

There is an undiscussed affinity between the words for eel, however spelled (drep, dep, dap, dāp), and the
alternative name for one of the two founding sisters, Lidepdepju, whose name literally means the ‘female eel that
stands tall’.
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Plate 6.6: The site of Lokabwilbwil.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

Most informants said they had been told by their elders that the drep eel was the god, or
godly iroij, of Wotho in early lore. It had great power, and people would worship
(kabuñ) it with offerings (wāloklik or katok) of food and even human sacrifice. It was
totally forbidden to utter the word drep, since this would incite the god’s anger. The
word drep is also used contextually to describe the outer element of something – skin,
walls, posts, or bark usually. For example, drep-in-mweo refers to the walls of a house,
drep-in-ni, to the bark of a coconut tree, and drep-in-‘chair’to the legs of a chair. All of
these uses were mo to verbalize on Wotho.
The consumption of any drep was also forbidden. Even today, drep are not eaten by the
people of Wotho, who consider it to be ‘poison’. Drep may be eaten by Rimajol in
other atolls, but because the drep in Wotho was a god, it has retained the power to
inflict illness and death. One informant, who was sceptical of such beliefs, reported his
recent attempt to test their validity by catching a drep, boiling and eating it. Despite
being ‘elukkun enno!’ (‘really delicious!’), it made him quite ill with stomach problems
(emaram loje). Only one ancient bwij from Wotho, Bwij-in-Luman, had the authority to
make medicine (uno) from the drep to cure him. That same group is also said to be able
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to use the uno in drep to make people sick with a stomach illness. Moray eels are a
known carrier of ciguatera (ekaarar or ek in kadek), and its symptoms are well known to
the Rimajol, so this knowledge may be one functional explanation for the prohibition.218
Other atolls are said to have similar totemic deities (like the bako shark in Erikub), as
are specific jowi. It is quite posssible that the drep deity was not associated with
Wotho, but with the locally-dominant Ijjidrik jowi.

Indeed, the USA Military

Handbook (Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 1943) outline of majol social
structure lists Ijjidrik’s ‘totem’ as a ‘worm’ with a ‘traditional origin in Namu’.219
Eels are prominent in several majol stories, and are even more well-known as divine
beings elsewhere in Micronesia (notably Pohnpei at Nanmadol; Riesenberg 1968,
Luomala 1971, Hanlon 1988, Goodenough 2002, Dobbin 2011). On Ailuk Atoll (Ratak
Chain), an enormous moray eel called a jelopkwan is said to be found in a forbidden and
sacred cave that is said to reach all the way to Jemo. This female demon eel, named
Lijenonur (or Lejnolur), is the mother of Iroij Rilik, the western cardinal god who
tempted a jekar bird to steal the ao (holiness) from Lejnolur. In Mili Atoll, a man-god
transforms into an eel (maj), seducing the wife of an iroij while the latter travels across
the atoll to fulfil her craving for rare fish. The eel is eventually caught red-handed and
cut in half, but had already managed to impregnate the woman several times, and the
children are said to be the progenitors of one early chiefly clan called Rarno in the
Ratak Chain. Finally, surrounding Nako, the island in Nadrikdrik Atoll where souls
travel after death, eels ‘with ears’ hang in the trees surviving outside of their watery
habitat.
The location and significance of the drep god’s former place of residence is still well
known, even by younger men, but while fishing and even presence in this area was mo
in earlier times, the area is freely accessible now, and is even a preferred fishing spot.
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When discussing the symptoms that drep consumption caused, however, the term ek in kadek was not used;
instead the more general term emaram loje was employed.
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The difference between worm and eel may have been lost in translation, since the generic term maj can refer to
both eels and worms.
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Concluding Considerations
The evidence presented in this chapter has been compiled from several sources, but
focuses predominantly on what is recalled by the community of Wotho today (as shared
with me), lending insight into the atoll’s identity and their perception of chieftainship,
including contemporary obligations. While the details and names may be variable, the
salient remaining elements emphasized in the histories told today reveal the important
layers of implicit meaning embedded in both people’s minds and in the landscape.
Wotho people’s conceptions of mo present an interesting combination of adherence to,
and divergence from, idealized constructs of traditional custom. In many ways, local
place-based mo may exemplify general customary ideas, perhaps adhering more closely
to them than elsewhere, with an awareness of earlier traditions such as the practical and
spiritual importance of conserving mejo birds, language and bodily prohibitions on
ānenbao, and even the former worship of an eel deity. While, elsewhere in the Marshall
Islands, some animals are related to the foretelling of events, their inherently sacred
natures are rarely remembered or affirmed. In these types of mo areas on Wotho, mo
retains a residual quality from time immemorial, composed of unalterable inherency,
not mo enacted or created by a human in one time and place.
Of course, Wotho is without reservation portrayed as one of the most ‘traditional’ places
in the Marshall Islands. But what is customary or traditional? In day to day practice,
Wotho is not restricted by chiefly hierarchical practices, and in many ways, Wotho’s
custom diverges from expectations about relationships with iroij, existing in a state of
limbo, acknowledging allegiance to a chief, yet overtly qualifying that allegiance with
co-dependence demanding co-respect. There are no wāto associated with contemporary
iroij use, and those in recent history were sites of contention and rebellion. Similarly,
there are few sites affiliated with powerful ancestors from recent branches of the
lineage. The accursed utilomar tree of the leroij and the grave of Latowan both date
from the era of the demise of Tilañ and rise of Ijjidrik. Since those fateful days in
Wotho’s history, ranking leadership has not been accorded local residency in life, and
therefore potency in death. As one informant put it, there are no mo an iroij on Wotho
because ‘ejelok jitōb ettoon’ (‘there are no unclean spirits’).
Nevertheless, Wotho retains associations with mo, even as an atoll-wide lārooj. From
an ecological standpoint, Wotho is quite a small atoll, and considering the region’s
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frequent drought periods, it is not wholly surprising that the entire atoll may atoll may
have been restricted (i.e. as lārooj). In fact, in one telling of the story precipitating the
massacre of the Tilañ jowi, the regional waters of Wotho are relayed as a prized and
restricted fishing spot for Kabinmeto, where Lejaki and Lañinjine came from their
respective home atolls to fish together. It is difficult to make an explanatory correlation
between the ecological precariousness of the northwestern region of the Marshall
Islands and Wotho’s status as mo, but the connection does not go unrecognized.
Otherwise, Wotho’s atoll-wide status as mo or lārooj remains inconsistent, vaguely
remembered as an important place where ‘things happened’. The brief Alele museum
recording supports a lārooj rationale, aligning it with other atolls that have similar mo
status due to being muriniej. This latter term is defined in the dictionary as ‘landmark;
benchmark; cultural site referred to in legends’ (Abo et al. 1976), and they are described
by Alele museum elder informants as important places that contain treasured kōklal
(navigational signs) and significant mytho-historic beings, or act as strategic locations to
divine war tactics and store coveted marine resources and beautiful women. Such
muriniej have been detailed for the other large lārooj, Jemo and Erikub, but are notably
missing from Wotho’s description. 220 They could indeed include the ancient eel god, as
well as other characters like Latowan, and the navigational significance of the mejo
birds, but are not proffered as such today.
It has been noted that, in day to day practice, Wotho is not restricted by chiefly
hierarchical practices, but, in fact, quite the opposite. As āneneowilik, it is free from
some of the economic and behavioural expectations that other atolls endure, even
elsewhere in Kabinmeto. This element of its history is important for this study on mo,
especially as it sheds light on larger inquiries about both ascribed and acquired
chiefdom in the Marshall Islands, as well as ideal versus practiced custom. Questions
regarding the authority of chiefs on Wotho had debatable answerd.

Kappen was

repeatedly exalted as a historical archetype of mo, claimed in war and literally planted
by the leroij under her authority, evincing a singular chiefly capacity to select and
designate mo as a human endeavour, but discussion of Kappen’s mo in a contemporary
setting became sensitive. Wotho’s contemporary iroij had purportedly sent word to
prohibit the collection and sale of sea cucumber, and his intent to ‘reinstate’ the mo
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See Chapter 9 on Likiep and Jemo for a detailed discussion of another muriniej, another lārooj, Jemo Island.
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under his authority to create a conservation area. This has been met with a mixed
response, prompting community debate over the appropriateness of such perceived
dictatorial decisions, and even over the chief’s capacity to ‘make mo’, particularly in
this case, since it would change recent customary access under the lax authority of the
alab.
Wotho’s history and importance were exceedingly difficult to tease out for a variety of
reasons not experienced elsewhere in my field research. The written and oral narratives
of the atoll’s leadership were murky at best, even regarding details dating back just 50
years. The lack of any documentation in the country’s Division of Land Records, the
missing recordings explicating Wotho’s history as lārooj, and the controversy over
printed genealogies all contribute to the mysterious nature of its past and its ambiguous
placement in the spectrum of what mo customarily means.
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7. AILINGLAPLAP ATOLL

Introduction
Ailinglaplap Atoll, in the western Ralik Chain, is the largest atoll included in this
study’s survey, with a lagoon encompassing 750 square kilometres. It is located at
7°26’ North 169°52’ East, in the southern half of the Ralik chain called Rakinmeto,
although many further divide the region, placing Ailinglaplap in Eañinmeto or
Lolelaplap. The atoll has a substantial land area of 15 square kilometres, with several
larger islets sustaining the country’s largest population outside the urban centres of
Majuro and Kwajalein.221

Figure 7.1: Map of Ailinglaplap Atoll.
Source: Adapted from Marshall Islands Visitors Authority.
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While population increase began in Ailinglaplap in the early twentieth century, it dramatically rose after WWII,
from 907 (OPNAV 1947) to 1,800 in 2011 (EPPSO Census 2011).
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Compared to the northern atolls, Ailinglaplap enjoys more rainfall and more productive
soils, and has consistently had the highest total number of copra ‘farmers’ (households,
not individuals) as a declared occupation since the 1970s (RMI EPPSO 2001). With the
extensive land area capable of being planted, and the many hands from its large
population, Ailinglaplap has consistently maintained high copra returns, the highest
output from all the Ralik atolls, and second in all of the country since the 1950s (ibid.).
Copra plantations have altered much of Ailinglaplap’s landscape, particularly as sand
and coral-packed causeways link otherwise disconnected long islets, providing easier
access to a larger number of people. The atoll does have a scattering of small islets on
its northern rim, where many bird islets are located, several being claimed as mo by
respective iroij. It is also one of only a handful of RMI’s atolls with extensive coastal
and interior mangroves.

Plate 7.1: Mangroves at Airok Island, Ailinglaplap Atoll.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.
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The name Ailinglaplap itself emphasizes its size and importance: ailing (also spelled
aelōñ) meaning ‘atoll’, and laplap, a superlative suffix meaning ‘great’ or ‘large’.
Some interpret it to mean the ‘greatest’ or ‘paramount’ atoll, perhaps due to its wealth
of origin legends and chiefly histories. Ailinglaplap is indeed considered the ‘capital’ of
the Ralik chain, which members of the four dominant iroij lineages call home (mōn
bwij), and where they bury their ancestors in royal cemeteries (wuliejlap).

Ailinglaplap’s Place in this Study
The above qualities of Ailinglaplap Atoll fulfil several criteria for examining a diversity
of atolls in this study, since:
(1) it is located in the southwestern quadrant, and the wetter south;
(2) it supports a high population with (comparatively) developed economic
livelihoods that have altered the landscape;
(3) it has numerous mangrove areas, absent from the other included atolls;
(4) its chiefly heritage has been a source of contestation and competition; and
(5) it is considered a culturally significant location in the RMI and a centre for
traditional power in the Ralik chain.

Again, using these criteria to ‘predict’ mo areas in relation to local conditions,
Ailinglaplap contrasts starkly with its far northern neighbour, remote and sparselypopulated Wotho, despite being under the same political (chiefly) jurisdiction.
Extensive economic land use with increased trade, without the frequent threat of
drought, could perhaps dampen the ‘need’ for food reserve islets.
population may very well demand such reservoirs.

But its high

Moreover, the ownership and

leadership of Ailinglaplap is split amongst four different iroij lineages, all of whom,
presumably, would want to reserve certain areas for their personal use.
But of equal or greater importance, Ailinglaplap is now widely considered to be the
cultural capital of the Marshall Islands, where these prominent, extremely powerful, and
controversial Ralik bwij lineages reign. Ailinglaplap was chosen first and foremost for
this study because every ri-majol, without exception, told me that to study mo I must
223

visit Ailinglaplap, where there are ‘bwijen, bwijen mo’ (‘lots and lots of mo’). By one
resident journalist’s account, Ailinglaplap remains the only place with extensive mo:

At one time there was a great deal of mo in the Marshalls, because the king could
place a taboo for as long as he wished on any beach, fishing place, coconut grove,
section of land or entire island, thus making it mo—his alone and a sacred place to
the Marshallese people. Now, however, mo is found only on Ailinglaplap. (Cataldo
1969)222

Consequently, more Ailinglaplap site examples are treated in more depth here than for
the other locations surveyed.

Since this research demonstrates there are different

renderings of mo throughout much of the country, it is telling the deep association
people place Ailinglaplap with the concept and custom of mo, both today and
historically. From an analytical point of view, we may ask what qualities and histories
link Ailinglaplap Atoll so intimately with the concept of mo. Considering the selection
criteria listed above, we can turn this into a number of more specific questions:


Do mangrove areas contain resources of particular value for Rimajol, and are
any mangrove areas mo?



Is the number of mo correlated to the size of an atoll or its population?



Do contestations over chiefly title and land ownership affect the number and
extent of mo, and if so, how?



How do origin stories and iconic legendary locales relate to place-based mo?

Historical and Ecological Context: Iconoclasm and
Contestation
The iconic Ailinglaplap, where gods roam
Ailinglaplap is an important atoll in the overall cultural identity of Rimajol as the site of
many origin stories and legends, many of which retain physical manifestations in the
atollscape. While many Rimajol can recall the names and basic events of the characters
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Reprinted in The Kwajalein Hourglass, July 18, 2015 Volume 56 Number 29.
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and legends from their home atoll, only a few know those stemming from others. The
vast majority of the exceptions, such as the tattooing of the world, the first coconut, and
the first sail, hail from Ailinglaplap.
One of the most important is the origin of the differentiation of all the animal species
through the introduction of tattooing (eo). According to dominant versions, after the
great deity Lowa actualized the world, placing it under the watch of four cardinal gods,
he sent down two ‘men’ – Lewoj and Laneej – to tattoo all creatures so that each could
be recognized by their distinctive markings, including human beings, for whom the
tattoo would indicate rank (Buckingham 1949; Davenport 1953; Chambers 1969). The
two fell from the heavens, landing at Buoj Island by Ailinglaplap’s southern passage,
where their footprints are still visibly impressed in the earth at Jimune (literally ‘heel’)
wāto. Buoj is therefore remembered as a sacred place of tattooing for the chiefs, a
ritualized practice that is no longer practiced after being discouraged by the Protestant
missionaries and outlawed by the Japanese administration (Spennemann 1998).
Ailinglaplap also appears in most bwebwenato (legends) as the birthplace of both the
coconut (ni) and the pandanus (bōb), the most prevalent and important native plants to
Rimajol. The woman of the pandanus tree, named Lukjānmeto, was firmly planted in a
reef channel at Ailinglaplap, furnishing all the varieties of pandanus on her branches
(Tobin 2002: 89).223 Tobolar was the first coconut, one woman’s unexpected son who
grew up into a coconut tree by being buried, by his request, at Likileo wāto on Woja
Island. The husks of his nuts were made into a sennit-rope net and taken by a bird that
spread it across the sky, thereby expanding the sky, raising and holding it up (Krämer
and Nevermann 1938; Buckingham 1949; Chambers 1969). 224
Finally, Ailinglaplap is the home of the first sail in the Marshall Islands’ most
celebrated and beloved story, the legend of Loktanur’s canoe race that crowned her
youngest son Jebro the heir to her throne, and designates the important navigational
constellation Pleiades (as described in Chapter 3).
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There are over 100 named varieties of pandanus in the Marshall Islands, many edible, and used for a variety of
purposes.
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None of these sites (Jimune, the pandanus pass, Likileo) despite their importance in majol origin cosmologies, are
regarded with any sense of reverence, sancitity or power today, and were all recorded under my categorization as
sites ‘not mo but with traditional significance’.
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While the birthplace of majol humanity and chiefly clans (at least for the Ralik Chain)
begins at Namu Atoll, Ailinglaplap is ubiquitously known as the aelōñ an iroij, the
chiefly atoll. It is most closely associated with chiefly hierarchies where, as a place for
the iroij and their bwij (lineages), all other people residing here are, at least
ideologically, the subjects of the iroij. Its path towards becoming that way was not a
straightforward one, and is an interesting exercise in understanding the political history
of chiefdoms in the western atolls and the ways authority manifests itself. On Namu, 225
the place called Bojar (or Buoj-ar) was considered the original ‘capital’ of the
Marshalls,226 where the progenitor sisters Liwatonmour and Lijjeleijet (or Lidebdebju)
birthed humanity. While there is no one clear indication of the reason, Ailinglaplap
took over this role as a traditional and political headquarters sometime in the mid to late
nineteenth century. Pollock, in her 1970 dissertation on Namu Atoll, describes the local
sentiment that Jeimata and Lejolañ Kabua had a ‘royal’ household at Buoj
(Ailinglaplap), but that the people have ‘always looked to Namu as the central point to
be defended’ (Pollock 1970: 29).227
A Kwajalein resident and journalist gives this explanation regarding the roles of Bojar
and Buoj, as described to her by a Rimajol elder in the 1960s:
In the olden days, when the iroij called a meeting of his people from Kwajalein to
Eniwetok, he assembled them at Bojar, Namu. When he assembled a meeting from
Jaluit down to Ebon, they gathered at Buoj, Ailinglaplap, the place of the Council
meeting. Buoj was also the place of the tattooists. (Cataldo 1969)

It’s likely that Ailinglaplap’s capital designation has some foundation in keeping the
peace between the historical rivals Kabua and Loeak by headquartering their domains in
an atoll where both had substantial landholdings. Generally speaking, Loeak’s reign
was concentrated in the southern atolls, while Kabua’s was in the north. These holdings
by some accounts were controversially established through flexible patrilineal
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Of note, an alternative spelling of Namu is Namo, possibly meaning nam- (secondary lagoon) mo (taboo),
referencing the original and sacred nature of the place.
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The archaic word bojar may refer to the combination of two or three different groups of warriors, each led by
separate iroij, in a kind of union to strengthen their forces against a common enemy (Alele Jabonkonaan
publication). The alternative spelling buoj-ar, as listed in the 1976 Dictionary (Abo et al.), distinctly implies the
connection to chiefly meeting place.
Pollock also notes that Lejolañ Kabua has been accused of ‘upsetting’ the ‘traditional supremacy’ of other locales
on Namu based on personal motivations involving land ownership (1970: 29).
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inheritance, wise crafting of colonial relationships, revisions of terms of authority, and
strategic ameliorating alliances, in convoluted histories that are addressed briefly
below.228

Chiefly contestation in the Ralik Chain
After the great war that saw several chiefly lines eliminated by Lañini concluded (as
previously described in Chapter 6), his grandson Kaiboke took control (circa 1845) of
the southern Ralik chain. Upon his death, Loeak was chosen to take his place as
iroijlaplap, a decision challenged by his younger parallel cousin Kabua (who already
had extensive control in the north),229 and which precipitated a series of altercations
both in battle fields and court trials on and off for over a century.230
In an effort to legitimize his claim to succession in the south, Kabua married Kaiboke’s
widow Neimakwa and adopted their chiefly son Nelu, who was based in the southern
atoll of Jaluit, which was quickly becoming a preferred base for the burgeoning trading
and missionary activities.

Nelu’s position allowed Kabua to forge instrumental

relationships with the growing numbers of German traders.
Perhaps Kabua’s strongest manoeuvre in advancing his position was his presentation to
the Germans when they were establishing their protectorate. At the signing of the
formal treaty in 1885, all of the leading Ralik chiefs were present and signatories to the
negotiations. Kabua, however, presented himself as the ‘High Chief Lebon, Ruler of
the Ralik Chain’. The variation in terminology in the German and kajin majol texts is
striking.231
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At a certain point in reconciliation, a proverbial line in the sand was drawn. The recognized line that distinguishes
northern Ralik, Eañ-in-meto, from southern Ralik, Rak-in-meto, is in Ailinglaplap, between Kobal-rarōk and Kobalraeañ wāto on Woja Island.
There are several Kabuas to keep track of in these histories. In this instance, Kabua, the son of Jibā, is also called
Lebon or Kabua Jibā.
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Kabua was the son of Libokean (Lomkein), the sister of Kaiboke. Kaiboke, as well as Loeak’s mother Loj, were
the children (from different fathers) of Limijwa, bestowing them with the Bwij-in-Iroij identification. They were
considered brothers, and competed for many years over the southern Ralik chain. As demonstrated in Chapter 6,
Kabua already had power over the northern atolls, where his father Jibā resided, a member of the Ijjidrik clan.
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Document, dated 1 November 1885, witnessed by Korvetten Kapitain Rötger. In Auswärtiges Amt, KolonialAbteilung. Streitigkeiten mit den einheimischen Missionaren auf Ebon und Saipan. 20 December 1885 August
1887. Series. Kirchen - und Schulsachen 2h no3. file no RKA 2606. National Library of Australia, Canberra. Mfm
no. G8557. Text accessible online at http://marshall.csu.edu.au/Marshalls/html/history/Treaty1885.html
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The German text of the treaty begins:
Der König Kabua, sowie die Häuptlinge
Lagajimi, Nelu, Loiak und Launa

King Kabua, as well as the chiefs
Lagajimi, Nelu, Loiak and Launa

While the kajin majol text reads:

Iroj ro etan Kabua, Lagajimi, Nelu,
Loiak, Launa

The chiefs named Kabua, Lagajimi, Nelu,
Loiak, Launa

This small, yet highly significant, gesture solidified Kabua’s power in the eyes of the
influential foreign actors during the blossoming economic era that would drastically
change lifestyle and leadership in the Marshall Islands. With a movement away from
strictly subsistence and tribute livelihoods, lands previously uninhabited or unfruitful
had new potential as coconut groves, and a chief’s penchant for exploiting them had
implications for their economic future and influence, and implications for his
interactions with his alab and his kajoor.232
By this time, Loeak and Kabua already had engaged in two physical battles, 233 the latter
ending in a kind of truce after provisions and energy ran low, both parting ways to
Ailinglaplap and Ebon. From that time forward, Loeak and Kabua appear to have
cautiously shared the power over Ralik until their deaths, in 1904 and 1910 respectively.
The disposition of their lands (mostly Loeak’s) became immediately controversial, with
essentially no clear lines of matrilineal inheritance available. The manner of passing on
rights was crucial for these last customarily-recognized chiefs to maintain power, and it
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For example, in 1886 the German colonial administration levied an annual copra tax of 360,000 pounds on the
whole of the Marshall Islands, divided into tax districts (see chart below). Traditional boundaries were employed,
where possible, in delineating these districts, and chiefs were tasked with collection of the copra, in return for a one
third cut of the collected tax. As Spennemann notes, making the iroij responsible for the collection of copra tax in
their districts tied them to the German administration, and enshrined their power in the changing economic and
political landscape. Kabua embraced the role as executor and ruler, expanding copra plantations and dramatically
increasing production, notably in Ailinglaplap. Between 1898 and 1912, Kabua’s ‘district’ taxes increased from
40,000 to nearly 110,000 pounds, contributing one fifth of the entire Marshall Islands’ total (see
http://marshall.csu.edu.au/Marshalls/html/History_Varia/taxation.html).
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The first, circa 1876, Kabua (with his step-son Nelu) travelled to Ebon Atoll, the home of Loeak and his cousin
Iroij Litokwa, with a fleet of canoes in an effort to takeover the land, and supporting population there. The ‘natives
in an uprising against Chief Kabua’, who had the reluctant support of the resident missionary Mr. Snow, ‘forced
him to flee to Jaluit’. (Morning Star III; Kramer and Nevermann 1938). The second, towards the end of the 1870s,
was led by Loeak after being angered by Kabua’s presentation as the head chief for Jaluit, authorizing its harbor for
use by the German warship Ariadne (Finsch 1886), and conducting the rumoured sale of land to another foreigner,
purportedly to ‘Black Tom’ Tilden (Browning 1972: 36).
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was at this point in time that the transfer of title and land-holdings in Ralik began to
shift towards a more patrilineal pattern, and one rife with gift lands. Out of the 240
wāto recorded at the large islets in land registration documents compiled in the 1950s,
195 (81%) were listed as lāmoran land, meaning ‘patrilineal homeland’ (in contrast
with kabijukinen or imōn bwij which is inherited through the mother).234 The other 45
wāto were described as either gift land, sold, or mo land; none were listed as
kabijukinen.235
The specific gifting of land, particularly over Loeak’s lands, remains contested to this
day, with the RMI High Court seeing the iroijlaplap title disputed as recently as
2006.236

Whereas, in the past, these decisions could be battled over in war, the

cementing of the four titles in the Constitution in 1990 disallowed any of those earlier
customary challenge methods.
The point of including these accounts is not to defend any one version of events, nor to
devalue or delegitimize the authority of the respective lineages, particularly since I am
privy only to limited sources,237 but to emphasize the various perceptions and receptions
of purported authority across time and space. Origin of, and rights to, leadership often
become intertwined and redefined with expressions of authority in a circular fashion
where ‘these clans are so powerful because they have sacred origins; they must have
sacred origins because they are so powerful’ (Walsh 2003).
Indeed, documented opinions on the nature of the Kabua lineage’s authority
dramatically waiver between fraudulence and reverence over the course of a century.
Krämer (1906: 26) documents one aspect of the sense of reverence in his record of the
‘Dance Song of the Loiak [sic] People’:
The use of the term lāmoran can be generally used for land lived on by one bwij for a length of time, and is
sometimes used without reference to the origin of those rights.
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A few wato were not labelled mo, but rather bebe an iroij (‘the chief’s decision’) and imon jerbal (‘work land’),
and had no alab title designated. The land registration documents are far from comprehensive, and many are
missing for entire atolls.
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In this 2006 case, the plaintiff has argued to be a direct descendant of Kaiboke, from who the iroij power
originated, before being bestowed upon the lines of Kabua and Loeak. The case was not successful for this
individual, as an act in the RMI’s Constitution (Title 39 §403) was passed in 1990 cementing the titles in Ralik to
four descendant lineages: Jeimata, Laelan, Joel, and Lobokkoj. The plaintiff disputed this declaration, countering
that ‘under Marshallese customary law, the proper persons to hold the Iroij title for this “mojen” are the descendants
of Kaiboke’. Unfortunately for this individual, Kaiboke was not listed in the act, and with the court unwilling to reinterpret the ‘unambiguous’ statutory language, they had little legal recourse. (Civil Actions 1984-98 and 1984-102)
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Much of the privileged information about chiefly lineages are held exceedingly private in menmeninbwij
genealogy books under the care of iroij. See Chapter 6 for Wotho Atoll for a discussion of use and secrecy behind
these histories.
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La la la ledj djeor adj djuredjure

La la la enter the appearance after

Wa in, wan Kabua, bwen rub;

The boat, the boat of Kabua, it is to break;

Er ki enem rube wain i Djalut.

Let it break us, the boat in Jaluit.

Auk djab rub eban, rub bwe lalin.238

But it can’t break, break us here below.

Krämer (1906: 33-34) also recorded a more explicit attitude of reverence in the
following chant:

In the north of this house our prayer shall resound,
For the house ee
In the south of this house our prayer shall resound,
For this house ee
For the growth of the cocoa-nuts.
Bring the tattooed into the great house.
May he live long, he on his mat over there.
Some live, some die,
But your name shall be praised,
He shall grow
Where is your country?
Namo, Madjigin.
It is built upon his prestige
The prestige of Kabua spreads all over this islands.

But other German observers were not so impressed:
The so-called King, Kabua, does not remotely deserve this title as an attribute of
greatest power. He has a certain, personal influence on certain islands, which is
especially a result of the fact that he is the stepfather of the Burak, Nelu, who has
large land-holdings on Jaluit, Namorik and Ebon. ….. The only region in which
Kabua exercises undisputed power are in the relatively unimportant northern
islands of the Ralik Chain, including Ailinglablab. (Anonymous 1886, ‘Die
Verhaltnisse auf den Marschallinseln’, Deutsche Kolonialzeitung III, 789-794)

Kramer describes lalin as being similar to the Samoan lalonangi, the universe’, referring ‘to the might of Kabua
through whose demoniacal power as a chief, everything is broken’.
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And this sceptical attitude has been repeated in more recent discussions:
The so-called irooj of today are, in reality, bwidak [royal father but commoner
mother]. There are no irooj bwio, or true nobility. ... Today there is no such
person... The so-called irooj of today are simply bwidak or half-blooded irooj.
Lojelan [Kabua] was shrewd in that, during his reign as irooj bwio, he eliminated
the bwidak class, because he knew that all of his generation of irooj are bwidak, not
bwio. In fact, the bwidak that are living today, would have effectively reduced their
power and authority and elevated some of the alap from the kajoor 'commoners'
today (to the point they would be of higher rank). (Carucci 1996: 24-25)

Keesing has noted that ‘spurious pasts and false histories were being promulgated in the
Pacific long before Europeans arrived, as warrior leaders draped veils of legitimacy
over acts of conquest, as leaders sought to validate, reinforce, institutionalize, and
"celestialize" their powers’ (1989: 24). The Kabua lineages today have enormous
power and respect across the atolls, and perhaps as a result of such promulgations, one
Kabua chief today is regarded with a distinct (almost divine) nature, often described as
exemplifying what iroij ‘used to be like’, with an ao halo above him. Another Kabua,
the well-respected Amata, was the RMI’s first president and a student himself of majol
inheritance traditions, who penned the oft-cited document ‘Customary Titles and
Inherent Rights’ in 1993 that heralds matrilineal inheritance.

Stege points out

something of the irony therein (2008: 16):
It is interesting that some of the most eloquent testaments to the customary
importance of the bwij as a matrilineal landholding group originate among
members of the four chiefly families .... And yet, as noted previously, a patrilineal
pattern of inheritance of lands and titles has been established among the four ...
chiefly domains of the Ralik Chain for several generations.239

Since Ailinglaplap is most closely associated, or cited, as a place of mo, it is an
invaluable source for the study at hand. But where does this tight relationship come
from? Is it the atoll’s historical and cultural identity as a chiefly place, a rendering
possibly less than two hundred years old? The iroij of Ailinglaplap are undeniably
powerful today, yet some are arguably less-closely linked to classic notions of sacred

Interestingly, one of Kabua’s ancestors a century earlier, when asked to describe his own genealogy to Kramer,
purportedly ‘only made mention of women.... I asked him to also mention the men, as it is generally customary in
Polynesia. But he laughed and said, they were completely irrelevant, and therefore he also did not know them’
(1906: 82).
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ascribed power, being generations removed from pure royal bloodlines. If Ailinglaplap
is conceived of as a place of mo today, what can its contemporary expressions reveal
about chiefly power and divinity in relation to mo?

Mo in Ailinglaplap: Contemporary Evidence
When ri-Ailinglaplap (the people of Ailinglaplap) talk about mo, the terminology mo an
iroij is most common, where the land is iroij ran wōt (‘for the chiefs only’). There are
neither alab nor rijerbal titles, so that the iroij ej alab (‘iroij is the alab’). Many
conceive of mo as mo an bwij (‘lineage mo’) and/or naan in kien (‘words of rules’),
whereby mo are jikin mōñā (‘food places’) or strict regulations comparable to those put
in place and enforced by the US military at restricted Kwajalein Atoll:240

Kōmman kien bwe en jaab itok armej,
jaab jibwe aolep kain. Emo. Rejba mo.
Ak ilo, juon kakien, einwōt Kwajalein,
Ripālle kōmman kakien ijio bwe emo
an Rimajol ki kōmman mālim. Ekwe,
ejjelok oktak.

They make rules so that people don’t come and
don’t touch/take all those kinds of things. It’s mo.
They say mo. But there, one rule made, like
Kwajalein, the Americans made rules there
because it’s mo for Marshallese to make
permission. Well, it’s no different.

In the case of mo an iroij in Ailinglaplap, however, mo was in place for iroij ñan
kōjparok kōnke kijen iroij re (‘conserving/protecting because it is the food of the chief’).
This sentiment relating mo an iroij with food resources was extremely common in early
conversations, and it was here that I was introduced to the term kabat, from the English
‘cupboard’, as an explanatory concept for mo as food storage. In some descriptions, mo
could essentially be ‘made’ (kōmmane) or reinstated through acts of appropriation that
entails exclusion simply because an iroij ‘wants a place’ (ekōnaan jikin eo).241
As conversations continued over time and depth, however, forms of mo expanded to
include a variety of places, many with devoted terminology, notably those sites reserved
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Comparisons with, and references to, Kwajalein were common in Ailinglaplap, perhaps since they both fall under
Kabua’s jurisdiction, and have autocratic associations.
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Ailinglaplap (and Kwajalein) under the authority of one Kabua lineage has seen the very recent recognition and
reinstating of several wato as mo, including Ekkwar-en wato in Buoj, and Loj-aerok in Kwajalein, the very site that
inspired this research.
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for certain chiefly customs like those surrounding an iroij death. Ailinglaplap is also
the only atoll that used the specific terms ioonpejje, wūnnit, rubik, and out in relation to
chiefly customs and prohibitions.
Overall, Ailinglaplap had the highest number of recognized mo out of all the atolls
studied, with 74 sites associated with mo histories, beliefs, and behaviours, spread
across the atoll’s 52 islets. These 74 sites were almost entirely associated with iroij in
one way or another, falling under the following categories:


entire wāto or ‘simply’ mo parcels;



whole individual islets (oftentimes ānenbao), containing food resources;



sites associated with graves and/or ancestral spirits of the chiefly lineages;



areas set aside for the iroij for specific personal usage, including canoe landing,
picnicking, bathing, burial preparation, or fishing; and



areas containing non-food resources set aside for the iroij.
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Figure 7.2: Map of Ailinglaplap, including sites recorded .
Note: See Appendix B for larger and detailed views.
Source: CartoGIS, CAP, ANU.
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Those ‘simply mo’ are predominantly small islets and wāto comprehended as mo since
they have no alab. In some cases, it was this very lack of an alab that settled unsure
minds on a particular locale’s status as mo or not. Predominantly, however, mo in
Ailinglaplap are quite conspicuous. This is the only RMI atoll (that I could determine)
with mo officially enumerated (i.e. documented on paper), specifically those of the
Kabua lineages. Perhaps inspired by the ongoing aforementioned contestations, a 2006
document penned by Iroij Michael Kabua lists the ‘mo lands’ belonging to his
grandfather ‘Iroijlaplap Jeimata Kabua’.242 Other documents record mo wāto on the
large Woja Island, 243 and one court document notes that ‘Presiding Judge Kabua Kabua,
who is an iroijlablab, holds nineteen parcels of kotra lands’ (Government of the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands 5-TTR-337).244
Property and identity is further proclaimed in the term mojen, one that was not found to
be documented prior to the late twentieth century. On a broad scale, mojen appears to
refer to the distinguished estate, power, and legacy of a particular chiefly bwij. It is
only used in reference to the four lineages that reign over the Ralik chain, legitimizing
the four title holders associated with the constitutionally documented chiefly lineages.
In a letter of protest against military activities in Kwajalein, the signatures of the iroij
read: 245

Iroij Imata Kabua for Jeimata's Mojen;
Leroij Neimata Nakamura for Laelañ's Mojen;
Iroij Anjua Loeak for Loeak's Mojen; and
Leroij Likwor Litokwa for Litokwa's Mojen.

Listed as ‘Enak Island; Batwi Weto, Airok; Droke En Island; Mejejok Island; Olar Island; Ekwaren Weto, Buoj;
Lokar Weto, Buoj’.
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According to anthropologist Jack Tobin, Kabua Kabua claimed to have the following mo lands: Bato wato, Tolen;
Baronekmouj wato, Eded; Lolinnak wato, Anekonloto; Unbar wato, Tobo; and Kokomonmon, Kaiuikan, Otojome,
and Kinnekan watos at Maten. (CITATION?)
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There are presumably other similar documentations, but the supporting files for the court cases surrounding the
Kabua-Loeak disputes remain virtually restricted from the public. It is also worth noting the use of the word kotra,
which is a Ratak term for mo an iroij islands and parcels, not normally used in the Ralik Chain, where Ailinglaplap
sits and Kabua Kabua hailed from.
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http://www.space4peace.org/articles/kwajalein_request.htm
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In official listings of chiefly representatives serving in the RMI Government’s Council
of Iroij (See Figure , the ‘Royal Clan’ category reads ‘Mojen eo an [Ancestor]’ for those
Ralik lineages, while all others read ‘Moñā eo an [Ancestor]’ (literally, the food of
[Ancestor]).246

Figure 7.3: 2016 Member listing for the RMI Council of Iroij, a governing body comprised
of holders of the title of iroij (or other analogous traditional titles) empowered to consider
and comment on bills that may affect customary law, traditional practices, or land tenure.
Source: https://www.facebook.com/council.of.iroij/

In yet another example, official letterhead for Jeimata’s lineage reads ‘Mojen eo an Iroij
Bwieo Jeimata Kabua’, and a private limited company has also been established in
Hawai’i in 2012 under the same name.247 The use of the word bweio here is another
declaration of power using language by employing a term that historically denoted the
very highest chiefly rank of an iroij with royal bloodlines from both parents.
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The other exception is the ‘owner’ lineages from Likiep Atoll, listed as ‘Capelle’s Family’ or ‘de Brum’s family’.

There is even a Facebook account under the name ‘Wotho Atoll Local Government & Mojen eo an Irooj Bwieo
Jeimata Kabua’.
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Such expressions of authority, a kind of branding of lineage, may aid Ailinglaplap’s
enduring recognition of having the largest number of mo sites in the country. In
addition to acting as widely-acknowledged symbols of authority across local realms, its
use in letterhead and company names asserts a legitimacy and level of prestige likely to
be acknowledged outside local borders, mirroring those earlier maneouvres by Kabua
with German authorities. This branding can also be used to establish rights, or lack
thereof, when doubts arise over ownership, but it also runs the risk of being a doubleedged sword where the flexibility once afforded iroij is reduced to what the modern-day
constitution and legal system allow. For example, the redistribution of land through
gifting or otherwise alternative patrilineal forms that appears to have increased by the
nineteenth century in Ailinglaplap is much more limited now.248 While many gifts were
responses to the lack of female heirs, others may have had more directly economic
motivation. During the rapid development of the copra trade in the German period,
several wāto in Ailinglaplap had documented alab and rijerbal rights, but Iroij Nelu
exercised his power and ‘took them over as mo’ (Tobin 1956: 58).249 Under modern
constitutional law, which recognizes three types of right holders, an iroij today may be
able to ‘re-assign’ the purpose of a piece of land within their jurisdiction, but they can
no longer act as Nelu did in expelling the rights of alab or rijerbal.
The above accounts emphasize active displays of claim and authority, and evoke an
image of mo as property rather than sacred places. While high in count, many of the mo
wāto and individual islets well-articulated are not associated today with particular fear
or avoidance behaviours. In the case of small ānenbao islets, access was prohibited
without permission, but such adherence is discussed in terms of respect (kautiej) rather
than inherent danger (uwōta).
For those places that are more strongly associated with avoidance and a forbidden
nature, and those with explicitly recalled significance (55%, n=41), they usually were
inhabited by, or employed for the purposes of, an iroij. Most are either chiefly homes,
cemeteries (former or contemporary), or those trees, rocks, and areas imbued with the
malevolent spirits of ancestors, commonly from the Kabua lineages. It is these ‘forms’
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See Rynkiewich 1972 for a full-length treatise on the transformation of majol gift lands between 1885 and 1970.
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Eventually, an agreement had to be struck so that the proceeds from the copra produced on these lands were
divided on a 50-50 share basis between the iroij and other right-holders. Nonetheless, this is a clearly more
profitable compromise for the iroij.
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of mo that are described today with the most power, awe, and fear, and therefore remain
highly avoided, even by those with blood-inherited right to access. From this group, six
are chosen and detailed individually herein to underscore how the diversity, power, and
unique histories of Ailinglaplap manifest in place-based mo.

The chiefly headquarters of Buoj and Bikajela
Along the southern rim of Ailinglaplap Atoll lie the twin facing islands of Buoj and
Bikajela, universally identified as the chiefly headquarters for the Kabua and Loeak
lineages. In addition to this political nature, they appear to possess a sacred element as
well, described by informants as jiadrel, a term that circularly described Buoj and
Bikajela and was defined by them:
Jiadrel melelein... einwōt Bikajela im Buoj.

Jiadrel means.... like Bikajela and Buoj.

While jiadrel proves to be a frustratingly complex and diverse term across the Marshall
Islands, a few constants can be noted for its use in Ailinglaplap. Herein, jiadrel are
places, usually located near water (predominantly oceanside), that belong exclusively to
iroij and are closely associated with mo. They may be part of a natural reef formation,
or minimally built up using rocks similar to fish weirs (me) on reef flats. Throughout
the country, ri-Majol invoke place-based words related to water in conjunction with
jiadrel in its varying manifestations, whether healing (jikin uno), swimming or bathing
(jikin tutu), or fishing (jikin eoñōd). In Ailinglaplap’s rendering, jiadrel are traditionally
linked to the practice of divination, serving as oracle sites where events are foretold
using signs revealed to experts in the seascape. Offerings may be given, including
killed sacrifices to the gods (wāloklik, literally, ‘oceanside surrender or retreat’), and
chants (roro) recited to appease, invoke, and converse with ancestral spirits and gods.
Upon the intimation of a slight drizzle of rain, an iroij could delegate a devoted
specialist to go and examine the contents of the jiadrel. The arrival or presence of
certain signs (kakōlle), like a large turtle or sea mammal, or uncommon foreign objects
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like floating logs, could then impart significant revelations interpretable only by iroij or
specialists.250

Figure 7.4 Satellite imagery of Buoj (right) and Bikajela (left), and their associated chiefly
fishing areas, Boke-ro and Bokearin to their north.
Source: © DigitalGlobe, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Buoj and Bikajela were repeatedly given as examples of jiadrel, although limited in
scope. It is not obvious where such divination practices would be undertaken, if at all,
although beliefs concerning sightings of sea mammals and other shoreline objects
remain.

For example, it is still widely believed that the sight of a dead whale

approaching the eastern shore indicates the forthcoming death of an iroij (or on the
western shore, a chiefly birth), and pumice (tilañ) or other light stones (pukor) seen near
the shoreline divulge the presence of a cannibalistic mejenkwaad demon.

One

informant did contemplate that a divination spot would ideally be located at the channel
between Buoj and Bikajela. Moreover, the reef flats at their northern tips respectively
250

Concepts of arrival and sighting appear to be important in relation to jiadrel. One informant considered jiadrel a
place for iroij themselves to arrive ashore, a place which is alternatively called mejate. Another omen is the lañōn
iroij, a specific type of rainstorm that announces the coming of a chief.
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are recalled as important chiefly fishing areas – named Bokero and Bokearin – that
demarcate the extent of the chiefly lagoonside fishing areas (ale an iroij), and perhaps
are ideal for observing sea phenomena.
Aside from these more elusive characteristics as jiadrel, Buoj and Bikajela today are
significantly regarded as jikin iroij, literally chiefly places devoted to and for the Kabua
and Loeak lineages, conceived of on a grander scope and with an elevated aura than
thatawarded to other iroij-devoted mo wāto and islands. They are idiosyncratic areas
unique to the Ralik Chain,251 both mo an iroij in their entirety (as large-scale jiadrel)
and also the receptacle for several other smaller-scale mo sites and traditions, described
in more detail below.
Buoj

As explicated above, Ailinglaplap took over as the traditional and political headquarters
of the Ralik Chain in the mid to late 19th century, and Buoj Island became known as the
ioon-out (‘meeting place; place where many people live’). The word buoj itself means
‘chief's land; capital; navigation "knot" where two waves meet’ (Abo et al. 1976).
Several intersecting political, economic, and practical factors informed this move, but
popular history has it that divination (bubu or bwe) was employed to determine Buoj as
the place devoted for iroij (jikin an iroij bed) and for keeping wūnnit, those important
things of a chief’s home (men in mweio aorōk an iroij).252
Buoj is notably associated with the Kabua lineages, but all four chiefly lines have land
titles there, including individual mo wāto,253 even if their dispensation and status in
some cases today remain ambiguous. All the Kabua and Jeimata wāto were distinctly
enumerated by my informants, while those of the other two chiefly lineages – Loeak
and Litokwa (Lajutak) – were recalled with less confidence.254 The wāto Nukulaelae
does have ongoing sacred significance for the Litokwa Lajutak bwij, holding the graves
251

As far as I know, there are no similarly scoped significant headquarters in the Ratak chain, although some say
Wotje Atoll has lots of mo as well. Additional research in a larger sample of atolls would prove useful.
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This term is only used for belongings of the iroij, and not the items such as the dreka in nin, which gets passed on,
but rather personal items like jewelry that would be buried with the chief. The term also, more broadly, can refer to
a bundle of things tied or wrapped up.
At least two wāto are remembered to have been mo, gifted land to the bwij line that has since died out, leaving the
land to revert back to its former owners. Another (Baranekmouj) has been the subject of a court battle.

253

254

Interestingly, when the former President and Iroij Christopher Loeak was interviewed for the Reimaanlok survey
as an expert to identify sites of importance in Ailinglaplap, he offered up only eight locations, the majority of which
belong to the two Kabua lineages, not his own.
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of many family members, including the Jetnil line. The cemetery is considered mo and
avoided, particularly due to the haunting spirit of the ancient deceased iroij Bouliej,
who has an ongoing propensity to cause harm (jorrāān) to trespassers.255
This weighted attention given to the spatial embodiment of those two lines is yet
another piece of evidence in the rise of the Kabuas in the Ralik Chain. Buoj is actually
split into two areas: the northern Kabua-owned Bokanlobar and southern Ānepiñ, where
the ownership of wāto is split.256 The latter is remembered historically as a place for the
alab and rijerbal to live and work, although Krämer’s description reverses these
designations, calling ‘Eneubing’ a place sitting on ‘sacred soil’, famous within the Ralik
chain as an elite area for tattooing ceremonies: ‘It is the all-powerful authority and the
magic powers of the kings ... which bestows significance upon the place Eneubing; it is
also the residence of the king’ (1906: 33-34).257
The northern Bokanlobar (literally ‘sand on reef’) contain all the mo wāto (from Monkinar to Nukulaelae) belonging to the two Kabua lineages,258 and house several
important sites: the cemetery for members of both chiefly lineages, one of Iroij Michael
Kabua’s houses, and the legendary footprints of the original tattooers Lewaj and Laneej.
While nominally mo, most of this land area is not described today as strictly prohibited,
not even the chiefly home of Michael Kabua or the physically imprinted monument to
the legendary tattoo originators.

One notable exception is the chiefly cemetery

(wuliejlap) that sits upon a slightly raised earth mound in Jablokinbako wāto. Women
riding bicycles along its inland (lagoonside) path must dismount and lower their heads,
a variation on the general customary rule of jabwadrikdrik, against being be taller than

Bouliej’s grave was quite uniquely demarked, believed to be the last burial to implement the traditional practice of
ura whereby, upon the death of a chief, at least one individual is selected (or self-nominated) to be buried alive with
the chief. This ura grave was larger than the other old graves to the south, which were lined in the older tradition
with standing (flat rectangular) coral slabs. The latter have an east-west alignment, a trend that commenced with
American missionary influence, to face Jesus’ returning approach at the sunset. The ura grave of Iroij Bouliej,
however, is larger (1.5-2 times the size), and lined in an oval shape with rounded coral stones, roughly along a
north-south line, the latter alignment according to earlier tradition.

255
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The place term Enebin (also spelled Anepin, Anepiñ) is still widely used today. In the 2015 elections, council
members were elected from the various divisions of each atoll. Enebin is one such official jurisdiction.
Within Ānepiñ at least one wāto for each of the four iroij has been set aside as a mo wāto, complicating its
perception as a place for alab and rijerbal classes.

257

258

Some informants thought Jimune wāto had been sold, or leased, but that it was mo historically.
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the iroij.259 The human-raised mound thus acts as a symbol of power, raising the
physical presence of the Kabua lineage.

Figure 7.5: Map of Buoj Island, with Ānepiñ (in red) and Bokanlobar (in yellow) sections
highlighted.
Source: Google Earth.

Buried there are several Kabuas,260 some re-interred with white Christian grave
markers, although a couple of notable female ancestors are missing. When Jeimata’s
daughter Liom died, she was buried there, but only temporarily, being later retrieved
and re-interred in a commoner graveyard in Mej-juror wāto on Jabwan Island following
the advice of a diviner. While no longer physically linked to this site, Liom’s spirit
remains highly feared across the entire Ralik Chain, known for ‘toying or playing’ with
people (kakkure armej), causing insanity and illness.261

In an interesting contrast, at Bojar in Namu Atoll, the former ‘capital’ of the Ralik chain, people are free to walk
upright in front of the iroij (etetal in bojar), reflecting the special importance of the place and human relations
therein. The phrase etetal in bojar is now used at times by knowledgable individuals of Ralik, as a way to ask
permission, or forgiveness, when walking in front of, or past, an iroij.
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Kabuas of Lebon’s side, including Lait, Laelañ, Jeimata, Lejolañ, Kabua Kabua, and Manini, as well as several
children and a few select other individuals.

260
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It is common for the females of chiefly lines to become dangerous witch-like spirits after death (often called
mejenkwad), and for this reason, they are buried in unorthodox places or ways. Another Kabua family member of
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Several areas within and surrounding Buoj are also classed as mo, including the
aforementioned fishing grounds at the narrow ocean passage between Buoj and
Bikajela, shared by the Kabuas and Loeaks. According to legend, all of the coral heads
and rocks found in this passage represent the people who arrived late for the original
tattooing of all life. They subsequently drank the blood of others’ tattoo wounds and
became demons residing in the passage. Fishing is strictly prohibited here without the
permission, or direct instruction, of the iroij. When passing through it on a boat,
women aboard are forbidden to fall asleep for fear of becoming ill or crazy (bwebwe).
On the opposite lagoonside is an ale an iroij, a chiefly fishing area often called Lole,
which is capped by the fish-abundant coral reef of Bokearin. The wāto at the very tip of
Buoj, facing both fishing grounds, is a mo personal swimming area (jikin tutu) recently
re-instated by the late Jeimata and enforced by Michael Kabua. This wāto, alongside
several others on a variety of atolls, were re-issued at a collective landowners’ meeting
on Kwajalein Atoll less than a decade ago.

The uninhabited Ekkwar-en wāto on

Ānepiñ, noted for having plenty of breadfruit and pandanus, and the remains of an
ancient chiefly taro patch (bwil an iroij), are two areas re-instated as chiefly food places
(jikin mōñā an iroij) by Michael Kabua, because his place of residence at the narrow
Bokanlobar wāto provided no sustenance.
Bikajela

Just across the deep but narrow oceanic passage lies the Loeak line’s Bokanlobar
equivalent at the far northeastern tip of the island of Bikajela.262 The area’s purpose is
understood in the saying ‘Bikajela jikin lā’ (a place to exist or live), referring to the lā
coral gravel stones that line a house site. This honorific also designates the location as a
tribute place (jikin ekkan or eojek) where subjects bring food and other forms of
offerings, including copra taxes, to their iroij.

lore, Lomkein, was buried at sea in mats according to the oracle, but kept washing ashore. As a mejenkwad
(maleveolent spirit), she travels throughout the Marshalls, stretching her neck great distances over the ocean to
consume humans and possess pregnant women. A pukor (floating rock; pumice) seen floating near the shoreline
foretells and signifies her presence. She is so feared that, even today, most people do not dare to whisper her name
out loud.
Bikajela is an island that is connected with the island to the west, Enewe. Bikajela does have wāto, although the
northeastern end, associated with the Loeak bwij, is also called Bikajela. According to a 1961 court document, the
bwij of Litokwa Lajutak has a mo wāto in Bikajela named Rolkemalij. There is no major settlement at this wāto ),
and it was not designated by Ailinglaplap informants as mo an iroij.
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The site comprises an exclusive estate today, strictly forbidden without explicit
permission and invitation. A singular dirt road culminates in the large gated community
that houses both the Loeak family and several rijerbal assigned to the land, who live in
small thatch sleeping huts bordering a recreation field.
Aside from being generally mo by virtue of its status as jikin lā, Bikajela also contains
several specific sites associated with a sense of prohibitive fear and mystique. Of
particular note is the Loeak lineage wuliejlap, which invokes extreme trepidation
amongst informants. I was permitted to see it only if accompanied by a close bwij
relative, a designated young man who futilely tried to resist the order to accompany me.
Using hushed tones as we approached, my unenthused guide and I kept our distance by
more than ten metres. The east-facing graves contain the remains of prominent male
members of the lineage and their wives,263 the earliest dating to 1904, when Loeak died,
decades after Christian practices had been locally adopted (although the bones of earlier
antecedents are probably co-interred).

Plate 7.2: Aerial photograph of Bikajela and the Loeak chiefly compound, facing west.
Note: The passage separating Buoj and Bikajela is partially pictured at the bottom.
Source: Drone photography courtesy of Maynard Loeak.
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These individuals include Loeak Loeak (the first, son of Loj), Bukoj, Albert Loeak, and Batlan, as well as several
wives, notably the lijela, or main wife, of both Loeak Loeak and Bukoj. At least one caretaker, who was adopted
for taking care of Juaer Loeak when his health was lacking, also has had the privilege of being buried amongst the
royals, a not uncommon practice throughout Ailinglaplap, where the roles of rijerbal or ri-alal (land caretaker,
usually on mo lands) were important and valued. On some mo islets, the only graves were those of the ri-alal and
their close kin.
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Situated on the oceanside coastline next to the cemetery would be the ioonpejje, a place
affiliated with the extended traditions leading up to chiefly burials.264 When an iroij
dies, the body is washed and prepared
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in an area sometimes referred to as a bwin, or

as the keim in mweo, located on the east side of their house (the wuliej ‘grave’ side
where one’s head lays, an otherwise forbidden place).266 The body could not be buried
until appropriate members of the deceased’s lineage arrived, a waiting period that could
last weeks or months after word was sent out by canoe. The body would remain
protected until then in a small temporary shelter at this ioonpejje, always located on the
shoreline where canoes approach (in this case, at the cove-like lagoon beach of
Bikajela). The body is attended to, watched day and night by a select group of people,
possibly called rubik, who erect the hut and surround it with rocks to create a visibly
forbidding space for others.267 Such practices and their ritualized locales are no longer
used, in part due to changes in burial practices, and in part because waiting times for
bwij members to arrive have been reduced by high-powered motor boats and
aeroplanes.
Regardless, the entire region remains collectively avoided today, and greatly feared as a
dangerously spirit-imbued or inhabited site. Some fear the presence of the spirits of
deceased iroij, but they are not necessarily or strictly malevolent in nature. Some
contemporary iroij are said to communicate with, and receive prophecies from, their
ancestors buried there. One high-ranking Loeak is known to place extra chairs near his
house at the Bikajela compound during meetings and events for such ancestral spirits.
At this other end of the compound, where Juaer Loeak has a residence and picnic area,
he has set up another kind of material spiritual monument referred to as tut wōt
(meaning ‘stay only’), a source of much speculation during my research. Assembled
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The dictionary defines peje as ‘a formant in place names meaning capital or meeting place’ (Abo et al. 1976).
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According to Knappe (1888), internal organs were removed and orifices plugged up to preserve the body pending
burial.
The term loalañ specifically refers to the place where one lays one’s head while reclining. The word can also
mean elevation, altitude or height (lo, near; lañ, the heavens or skies). Since the head is the seat of one’s soul or
power, it is associated with the elevated heavens.

266

267

Some thought the word rubik refers to this particular practice, not the people who are tasked with it. They were
possibly members of the deceased chief’s clan, or perhaps those of the Makauliej clan, the only clan free from most
taboos relating to iroij, including the grave trespassing. Makuliej members are sometimes thought to also have been
the ones dedicated for ura, to be buried alive with the body of a deceased chief. Erdland (1914) describes rubik as
servants. The term may also be a shortened version for Jibiklik jowi members who ‘had a special relationship with
chiefs: they acted as servants to them, walked freely in their midst, and dug their graves when they died’ (PetrosianHusa 2004e: 48).
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over the past 50 years, it is comprised of an arranged pile of coral boulders (akle)
representing the wōt (literally ‘only’) placed next to the planted stump (alal) of a
flowering utilomar tree representing the tut (literally ‘stay’).268
Interpretations of its purpose and significance vary, but most informants agree that it is
associated with ancestral spirits and, as such, strictly mo. The monument sits at the rear
(eastern) side of Juaer’s house, an area described as being prohibited for its association
with the wuliej, loalañ, or sacred head side. Some thought a kind of magic enchantment
was enacted when the tut wōt was erected, a spell confining all the spirits (jitōb) here in
one spot.269

Plate 7.3: The Loeak tut wōt at Bikajela, Ailinglaplap.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

Several ri-Ailinglaplap conceived of the tut wōt as a marker or sign (kakōlle),
communicating the message to stay away; a physical symbol of mo, comparable to the
practice (or object) called jabwi, whereby someone claiming a tree places a wrapped
268

Some asserted that the branch buried there was extracted from the Loeak cemetary, in addition to human bones
and two aded (clam shells used for uno, medicine or sorcery).

269

By one interpretation this effectively reduces their ability to harm the people of Bikajela; by another, it
concentrates their powerful usable presence in one locale.
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frond around its trunk, denoting it and its fruits as off-limits. This prohibiting and/or
demarcating process is also applied to planted trees, usually at dangerously spiritinhabited graves or places for making medicine and conducting magic-related practices.
Imbued with power by specialists, it acts simultaneously as a monument to the public, a
warning signage of danger (i.e. its mo status), as well as a physical embodiment of the
danger itself.
Finally, others described the tut wōt as a sign of a promise or a kalimur (will or
testament), not a warning, to the rijerbal and the people living at Bikajela. In this
interpretation, tut wōt was erected as a tangible monument to this testament that links
these people permanently to Bikajela, hence the literal translation ‘stay only’. Tied to
the land, the rijerbal and members of the bwij may leave and wander, but they must,
and will, return to Bikajela. Many likened it to a physical kind of spell or magical kind
of speech (atlo), an employment of magic affecting behaviour, whether confinement or
obedience. This commemorative place is a physical remembrance (kain keememej), so
the iroij does not need to speak it out aloud, and it was described by one informant as
akin to the USA’s Statue of Liberty.
Regardless of the explanation, in practice tut wōt is mo, and is strictly avoided, even by
lineage members. While all of Bikajela is restricted, this particular area is stringently
treated as dangerous, carrying with it tales of repercussions for trespassing.270
Clearly not associated with food resources, several of the sites at Buoj and Bikajela
underscore the powerful and sometimes dangerous nature with which Ailinglaplap iroij
are endowed, whether by the inherent essence of a chief’s entity in and after life, or by
the enactment of magical spells and intimidating monuments. One informant explained
that these site-specific places were mo for the purpose of honouring and protecting
certain spiritual customs:
Ejaab ñan kōjparok mōñā. Ñan kōjparok
mantin… einwōt manit eo, kab jitōb eo.
Einwōt kōjparok... bwe iroij ro remaron
kanaan ippen juon… annan, ak kwo
jaab loe….

It’s not for conserving or preserving food. For
conserving custom…. Like this custom, and
these spirits. It’s like preservation… because
the iroij they can speak with one…. shadowy
shape, but you won’t see it….

270

In one such contemporary story, a woman named Jekini, who broke the prohibition while fetching water to make
coffee for a chief, became deathly ill and had to be sent to Hawaii for treatment.
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These capital areas, called mo an iroij by some and jiadrel by others, are envisioned on
a large scale as dwelling places for iroij, both during and after life. With a respectful
stance they are mo, but they can also be inhabited and worked by people, that is, not
every path or tree is forbidden. But within their larger physical contexts, there are sites
imbued with power and danger that display specific prohibitive behaviours and beliefs
today.

The sacred house sites of deceased chiefs
It is commonplace for iroij to have a reserved wāto on each major islet in an atoll, a
devoted place when visiting for ceremonies or collecting tribute, and one iroij can have
wāto in several far-flung atolls where they otherwise have little land, as part of their
dispersed estate.

This practice, alongside exogamous marriage, was important for

maintaining alliances and ensuring access to spare land and resources should some
become uninhabitable or unharvestable. In Ailinglaplap, for example, the entire island
of Ja belongs to Iroij Kabua Kabua, except for Jabonbat wāto, which belongs to Iroij
Jeimata. Conversely, the island of Mejil belongs to Jeimata, aside from El-en wāto,
which is ascribed to Kabua Kabua. Generally speaking, land in Ailinglaplap is spread
evenly across the four recognized chiefly lineages. On the larger islands of Woja, Airok
and Jeh, each has at least one wāto reserved to the iroij for their own purposes.
The need and use for these temporary habitation plots has declined over the years thanks
to quick transport and the causeways built across narrow passages. Consequently, many
such mo wāto are conceived as iroij property devoid of any sacred or dangerous nature,
many falling under the category of ‘simply mo’. Two, however, are regarded with great
fear and avoidance, the lā an iroij of Lejolañ and Laelañ Kabua.
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Figure 7:6: Distribution of land ownership in Ailinglaplap, by iroij.
Source: Adapted from Marshall Islands Visitors Authority

Lā an Lejolañ Kabua

Jerelaniar wāto on Airok Island hosts one such example of a lā an iroij, belonging to the
deceased Lejolañ Kabua, son of Jeimata. The entire wāto, which formerly contained his
house, is mo. The physical structure is now gone, and the land unkempt, covered in
overgrowth. The plot could be rebuilt and inhabited by his direct descendants, but they
prefer to live in Buoj or elsewhere.
As his lineage land, the site is inhabited by the late Iroij Lejolañ as well as other ranking
relatives like the infamous ancestress Lomkein, now understood to be a cannibalistic
witch (mejenkwaad) that can roam wide distances, along with Lejolañ’s sister Liom.
Crossing even slightly into this lā an iroij can cause mental and physical illness or death
to offenders. The entire community is well aware of the site, avoiding it steadfastly.
Upon my visit, my host family’s toddler grandson fell ill, showing signs of spiritual
affliction in the shape of black coloured blotches on his skin. They suspected he had
wandered into the lā an Lejolañ, which lies only a few metres from their residence. The
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boy was initially treated with liquid Tylenol, followed by the oral ingestion of, and
massage with, holy water from Majuro. When neither appeared to be working, a senior
medicine man (ri-uno) of a high-ranking lineage was brought in. The boy recovered
after a regimen of blessed medicine and massage three times a day for three days.

Lā and bwin an Laelañ

Not far from the lā an Lejolañ is another set of avoidance sites belonging to another
member of the Kabua lineage at Mon-kiden wāto, an imōn ninnin wāto passed from
Kabua Lebon to his son Laelañ (there were no female heirs to inherit the title). The
wāto was once solely owned by the iroij, but is no longer mo (as evidenced by the alab
and rijerbal holders named in documentation). It is the product of a common historical
splitting of large parcels into two halves.271 Mon-kiden is today the site of the island’s
health dispensary, leased by the municipal government, and has thus been allocated for
contemporary community purposes.
Within Mon-kiden, there are two sites associated with Iroij Laelañ (not Lejolañ). On
the lagoonside is his former house site – lā an Laelañ – the remains of which are gone.
At this site, the eastern and lagoon shoreline sections are particularly avoided,
constituting the loalañ space associated with sacred chiefly power, and where tokens of
food for ancestors were thrown.
While the lā an Laelañ is generally avoided, it is the second small area across the path
inland that is most fearfully circumvented. This small plot, marked out by coral gravel
stones, houses the health dispensary frequented by the community. Abutting its eastern
cement wall, a nondescript strip of land (less than two by four metres) is mo. People
today generally call it mo, so that it is clear, especially to the younger generation, that it
is forbidden to trespass there (mo etetal ie), but older informants call it a bwin.272 On

Many of the wāto in this area, the widest part of Airok Island, have been split into two plots. A couple wāto away
sits the Protestant church, in Mon-urij wāto, which was also split and gifted for the purpose of building the church.
The remaining oceanside half, a wāto called Batwi, is mo an iroij land that also belongs to Jeimata. Jerlaniar wāto,
the aforementioned site of the lā an Lejolañ, is listed in the 1950s land registration documents as Jerlan wāto,
belonging to Jeimata, and was sometime thereafter gifted as imon aje (land given to a commoner for outstanding
services), and split into two wāto: Jerelan and Jerelan-iar (iar meaning ‘lagoon’). It is the latter where Lejelan (and
Jeimata before him) had built the house site described in this section.
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The modern dictionary (Abo et al. 1976) lists the clearly related ‘archaic’ term bōn, defining it as a ‘place from
which corpses were floated away to sea; place where members of the Ribako clan exercise their power to control
storm’. This Ribako-centric definition is probably a reflection of its rarity, based on the only specific example as
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Ailinglaplap, a bwin is described as an area, often associated with iroij, used for special
healing and magic of a high order, combining the inseparable practices of medicine,
bathing, massage, and ‘sorcery’. In this case, it is where the body of Iroij Laelañ was
treated after death.
The land itself has become, generations later, intimately linked to the power of the iroij
and his ancestors. Such places, alternatively described as lineage mo (mo an bwij), are
used to recall and harness that power.
Einwōt ta… maroñ an iroij, jikin
kajerbal maroñ.

It’s like… the ability or power of the chief,
a place to put that power to work.

If someone falls ill, possessed by a malevolent spirit belonging to that bwij, the
treatment lies in that same lineage, usually in the form of concoctions using designated
chiefly flowering plants (associated with that ancestral spirit) or amulets originating
from mo an bwij sites, but it can also be the simple touch of the relevant iroij (from the
same lineage).273
I was shown the nondescript area, and physically pulled away when I neared the (to my
eyes) invisible border. The aura of power from Laelañ remains so potent here that mere
proximity to the bwin creates the risk of harm (making the placement of the dispensary
a rather strange choice). Most choose to avoid that eastward side of the building
altogether, but if an overnight stay is necessary, people make sure to keep their head
pointed away from the bwin.
Like the important role that tut wōt has in preserving mantin majol (Marshallese
culture), the mo associated with this bwin is also seen as a way of protecting the
customs of the iroij.
Jet mo ñan kōjparok kijed. Jet mo
ñan power kein aer.

Some mo are to preserve food. Some mo
are for their kind of power.

source. It has a broader meaning, or at least application, as a place where a variety of sacred powers and skills were
enacted.
273

Diagnosis of the source of an affliction, physical or mental, Western or local, is an important part of successful
treatment in majol medicine. This will be discussed in more detail in the Chapter 8, on Mili Atoll, where these
customs are still quite active.
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On Ailinglaplap, these physical sites, the lā, loalañ and bwin, are intimately related to
both the corporeal and non-corporeal identity of an iroij, supporting a conceptualization
of mo that links chiefs with a sacred contaminating potency. As beings imbued with a
divine essence, places, spaces, objects, and resources touched by them become tainted.
That force is a tappable source of renewal for those genealogically linked to that land,
but it is also a contaminating one capable of great harm to those outside the scope of its
divine heritage.

Mo an iroij at the island-scale
The above cases of mo on Ailinglaplap highlight smaller parcels, and areas within
parcels, devoted to several practices that maintain the foundations and power of iroij, as
places to live, be buried, elevated, and continue to dwell after death. Ailinglaplap also
has a large number of its individual islands, large and small, set aside as mo an iroij.
Most are nominally described as being mo because they are jikin mōñā an iroij,
essentially food reserves, or ‘cupboards’ (kabat) for the iroij, but further inspection
demonstrates that many have unique histories or qualities aside from edible resources,
some of which are recalled as ‘explanations’ (or conjectures) for their status as mo. For
example, the small islet of Bok-en, adjacent to Kattiej, offers little sustenance but is
described as a ‘mo of the war kind’ (mo an kain tarinae) hosting the burial site of
important warriors (and possibly a defeated iroij) from one of the great Loeak wars.
Ennak Island (not to be confused with Eneak, below) is replete with useful resources,
including large fields of hibiscus trees (lo) set aside to provide the finest materials for
the finest woven chiefly clothing mats (nieded). Naanjade Island is a ‘bird island’
(ānenbao) associated with Iroij Bokoj, where it is forbidden to say (emo ba) the name
for rooster (kako) or imitate its sound, for fear of invoking stormy weather.274
To understand the complexity that is mo, whereby one place can display the
characteristics of more than one type of place, two stand-alone mo an iroij islands are
described in more detail here, one widely described as a jikin mōñā an iroij, and another
for which its mo an iroij status remains contested.
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Not everyone was confident in identifying Naanjade as mo an iroij, preferring to say it was an island with a
bwebwenato (legend) associated with it, that of the kako prohibition.
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Eneak

Eneak is a long narrow island southeast of densely populated Woja Island, with a calm
oceanside shoreline on the leeward side. Eneak does not have proper wāto divisions
like other islands of the same size, but is practically understood to have two halves,
Jitaken and Jitoen,275 the latter of which is mo an iroij belonging to Lejolañ Kabua.
Each side is inhabited by one family, called caretakers (ri-alal or rijerbal) by some, and
alab by others.276 Historically, all of Eneak was mo an iroij. Jitaken is said to have
been marjinkot land (or mar-jen-koot, literally ‘bush from stealing’), gifted to an
individual for bravery in war (in this case Laemokmok the great warrior who fought on
behalf of Jeimata’s mother Liwodrin from the Ijjidrik clan). Upon gifting, alab (and rijerbal) rights over Jitaken were bequeathed to Laemokmok and his bwij thereafter for
posterity. On Jitoen, the remaining mo an iroij, the residing family are of caretaker
status (sometimes called alab), who ensure the island is minimally inhabited, visited,
and harvested, in return for an increased share of copra proceeds.
Eneak also hosts a little-known legend (bwebwenato) about a female eakeak demon, the
origin of the island’s name (ene, meaning island of, the eak demon). 277 Despite this
association with a malevolent presence, the island was consistently and emphatically
described as a chiefly food place (jikin mōñā an iroij), or a chiefly ‘cupboard’ (kabat an
iroij) as opposed to a ‘haunted’ or dangerous spiritual place. To be fair, Eneak is lush
and full of resources, notably coconut crab, weaving hibiscus, breadfruit, fish, flying
birds, and coveted old spongy coconut. Its oceanside shoreline sites leeward from the
wind provide sandy beaches for turtle nesting, and its entire lagoonside is described as
ekinarinlole (literally, ‘fish of the lagoon of lole’, a derivation of the chiefly ale, lole, or
lolelaplap fishing grounds described elsewhere). With such copious resources, the
One informant divides Eneak into three parcels – Kabinbat, Lolamen and Murruto – which may reflect further
historical gifting of land or the placement of caretakers. Alternatively, Kabinbat may refer to the far western section
of the island, which is separated by a small sand-filled passage.
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This was a common practice I encountered in clarifying alab and rijerbal rights to land. Certain people would be
quickly identified as an alab, then corrected (by others, or even themselves). They may be casually called the alab
for a parcel if the individual, a ri-jerbal in class, has lived there for a long time, acts as the manager and overseer for
the iroij, and has a family that continues to look after the land without being replaced by the iroij over the years.
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The eakeak is a type of majol malevolent being I had not encountered before in years of research. It was described
to me as a kind of ghost or monster, somewhat similar to the wunenak (a tall dark jungle-dwelling spirit that is
greatly feared). According to the dictionary, it is a ‘ghost; monster; hobgoblin’ (Abo et al. 1976). In this case, its
manifestation resembles that of other god-like beings or ekjab that inhabit or take the form (here) of a kañal tree on
the oceanside. A related bwebwenato, perhaps confused with that of the eakeak, describes a whole series of demons
inhabiting nearby Leb Islet that were eventually dispelled by a large fire. The demons fled and transformed into the
large lagoonside reef called Baranlaletak near Eneak.
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entire island is indeed treated as jikin mōñā an iroij. No resources, even the branches of
trees, may be removed. Additionally, Eneak’s southern shoreline is mo to tread upon, or
trespass, its transgression triggering stormy weather and seas. Even talking about this
phenomenon, an act called lakba, could bring about its fruition and was therefore
forbidden.278 The emphasis on prohibition at this southern shoreline, where the eakeak
demon is said to reside in a kañal tree, suggests that historical beliefs about Eneak may
be more closely linked to the sacred than the practical (although not mutually
exclusive). While Eneak’s significance today as a mo an iroij is attributed to its copious
resources, it serves as evidence that one mo locale can exhibit or embody several
characteristics that ‘render’ it mo, and the weight of that value can shift over time. It
represents on a small scale the larger tendency today to favour the rendering of mo as a
conservation practice, despite a whole host of complex valued histories.

Berañ

The northern rim of Ailinglaplap Atoll is mostly semi-exposed reef flats dotted with
small islet outcroppings where the majority of mo an iroij and bird roosting islands
(ānenbao) are located. One such island is Berañ, whose 40 acres of land border the
deepest ocean channel on Ailinglaplap’s northern rim. Berañ recently became of great
interest when the Australian company Indies Trader Marine Adventures (‘Indies
Trader’) sought to lease the island and nearshore waters for a surf resort in the late
2000s. Martin Daly, renowned surf business mogul and owner of the Indies Trader
franchise, had been scouting locations throughout the region (not known for its surf) for
years, ultimately selecting Berañ for its pristine nature, remoteness, calm anchorage,
and small surf break (nicknamed ‘Amnesia’).279 The island is purportedly owned by the
Kabua Kabua lineage, as represented today by Iroij Nelu. Indies Trader partnered with
Robert Reimers Enterprises, a successful American-Rimajol family franchise, to help
secure the appropriate permission and access. Construction began in 2010, much to the

Lakba literally means ‘after speech’, and is similar to the act of lakajem, meaning to speak taboo words that may
bring bad luck.
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See the Indies Trader website for description of the resort and location: http://www.indiestrader.com/marshallislands/beran-island/
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surprise of many people living nearby on Kattiej Island, which supports a community of
roughly 60 people.

Figure 7.7: Satellite imagery of the northern rim of Ailinglaplap Atoll, with inset of the
islands of Berañ and Kattiej. Mat-en Islet sits south of Berañ.
Sources: Google Earth and © DigitalGlobe, Inc. All Rights Reserved (inset).

Berañ contains a wide variety of tree species, with a unique brackish pond or swamp
(pat) in its centre, hosting a variety of mangrove species, epiphytic ferns, birds, and rare
mud crabs. Such ecosystems are rare on islands of this size, and no other northern
island contains such a pond. Copra harvesting has been limited on the island, leaving
more native flora and fauna intact (at least before the start of resort construction). On
the edges of the pat grow wild kajdo (Ixora carolinensis) and wūlej (Clerodendrum
inerme), two shrubs whose flowers are reserved for use in head garlands for iroij.280
The shape and orientation of the island at the atolls’ northern pass, and the extensive

According to at least one source, the flowers of the wūlej, coupled with the kino fern (Phymatosorus grossus),
were assembled into head garlands (wut) reserved for chiefs at the conclusion of war, representing peace, affection,
and an uplifting of spirits. This sentiment is found in the proverb ‘wūlej in kaennōmman’, meaning ‘the wūlej
brings peace’.
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submerged reef on its lagoon side, provide ideal fishing grounds, evidenced by the four
fish weirs (me) built and re-built over the years to capture fish as the tides come in. In
the surrounding waters, coral heads replete with a variety of reef fish are named
according to their specific abundances: Wōden-en, Wōden-biil, and Wōden-ae.

Plate 7.4: Brackish swamp at the interior of Berañ Island.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

Archaeological evidence (three coral gravel spreads and a slab-lined road) suggests that
Berañ was minimally inhabited in earlier times. One grave site on the island holds the
remains of a couple of adults and a separately buried child. The adults are thought to
have been rijerbal who had faithfully served the iroij by watching over the land for
many years – a privileged burial practice seen elsewhere in Ailinglaplap.
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Plate 7.5: A view of Berañ Island, facing northwest from the lagoonside. Edge of the
submerged reef of Mat-en seen in the lower corner.
Source: http://www.indiestrader.com/marshall-islands/gallery/

The island did not have much in the way of traditional spiritual significance.281. The
question of its status as mo an iroij surfaced as a result of the resort development, and
was met with much hesitation and disagreement amongst a range of informants. In the
50-year lease agreement with Indies Trader, payment for land use is allocated solely to
Iroij Nelu. In the now-dominant version of Berañ’s history, which both Nelu and
Martin Daly endorse, Leroij Neimata (Nelu’s predecessor) identified Berañ as mo,
therefore ‘ejjelok payment an alab kōnke an iroij wōt’ (‘there’s no alab payment
because it’s for the chief only’). In a related version, Berañ is recalled as gift land
called kitrae, awarded out of love by Iroij Bokoj (of Loeak’s lineage) to Neimatlin,282
calling it a jikin lejelā (or lejlā), a place for the main wife of an iroij.283 Rights to kitrae
land, essentially an alab title, typically pass down through the lineage of the recipient,
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In one bwebwenato mol (true legend) Berañ was the home of Droul and his beautiful daughter Linkar, who was
taken from Berañ to Woja where two iroij fought over their claim to her.
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Presumed to be the same Leroij Neimata who is alternately referred to as Neimatlin, Neimat, and Mattlina.
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Kitrae is described as land given to a a woman whom the chief wants to impress or marry, a gifting that can
happen before or after union. Across the passage, on Kattiej Island, a wāto on the shoreline facing Berañ, called
Mon-en, is another such kitrae, gifted by Bokoj to ‘Mattlin’.
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and are usually stripped of their mo identity in the process. But in this case, the gifting
of iroij or alab rights is unclear, since Neimata already had iroij (leroij) title from her
own lineage. If Berañ only has iroij rights, and is considered jikin ljelā, then its mo
status also could be retained.
In one detailed version of Berañ’s history, as written by a man who grew up there in the
1960s (see Figure 7.8), the island was uninhabited for many years until the iroij placed
workers upon it to care for and cultivate it. These workers, called menuada, were
relocated specifically from Mon Kodaaj wāto on nearby Jabat Island (12 kilometres
northeast of Ailinglaplap Atoll) and given something resembling alab status.284 In the
1970s, these menuada were expelled, and their rights revoked, by the iroij for failing to
keep the island clean and abide by customary expectations of frequent payments of
tribute. Berañ became isolated for the next several decades, returning to a mo an iroij
state.285

Figure 7.8: Article in the weekly publication The Marshall Islands Journal concerning
Berañ’s status as mo.
Source: Marshall Islands Journal, 21 April 2011.

To complicate matters, several informants adamantly disagree, noting that Berañ does
indeed have alab who were never thrown out, but ‘remain there’ (rej bed wōt) and
continue to have land rights, but do not receive their share of the lease payments
because ‘Iroij ejaab lelok an alab’ (‘the iroij doesn’t give it to the alab’). Moreover,
many ri-Ailinglaplap repeat that they simply don’t know (jaje) or aren’t sure, but never
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Menuada is a term I have never come across, but is possibly another word for ri-alal (‘caretakers’).
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Many informants agreed that the people on Berañ do originally hail from Jabat. One variation of this Jabat-Berañ
history has the people of Jabat coming to Ailinglaplap for Christmas celebrations, after which great storms for
weeks prevented them from returning. In a kind gesture, the iroij placed them on Berañ to stay and rest.
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heard that Berañ was mo an iroij until the possibility of the lease arose.

Their

sentiments are best represented in their own words:

Na ijaab jelā kōnke ijo … jejaab
melele…. Etke jeamman ejaab mo, ak
emo? Rejba mo kiiō.

I don’t know because there…. we don’t
understand… Why in the past it wasn’t mo, but
it’s mo? Now they say it’s mo.

Iroijlap ro rejba ‘Kom etal ñan Berañ im
kakkije’. Ak kiiō, jejaje. Jejaje melelein
kain aer bwe ri-Jabat jaab jelā. Ak iroij
ro rejba mo ānen. Ak armej rar… rar
jokwe ie, reba jaab.

The iroij (plural) had said ‘You go to Berañ and
rest’. But now, we don’t know. We don’t know
the meaning of their kind since the people of
Jabat don’t know. But the iroij they say that it’s
a mo island. But people that... they that lived
there, they say no.

Emo. Rejba mo rainin. Ak ilo jeamman...
edrikdrik kan bwe ejaab…. Ak rejba mo.
Ijaab melele. Iban melelein kōnke ejaab
ao bebe.

It’s mo. They say it’s mo today. But in the old
days... it’s less because it’s not…. But they say
it’s mo. I don’t understand. I can’t understand
this since it’s not my decision.

There are many (particularly financial) benefits to be gained by legally having the alab
rights to Berañ, and undoubtedly, various community members have vested interests in
telling different stories about it. Many jokingly expressed the view that Berañ is
‘different’ (oktak) because it ‘has money’ (elōñ cent).286 The point here is not to
validate any one view, but to show how multiple site histories illuminate the confusion
regarding social class, rank, and status, and what they mean for land authority. There
remains a blurring of the lines between the alab and rijerbal classes despite the efforts
of colonial powers to record them for posterity. The three-tiered system constitutionally
accepted now does not reflect the reality lived on some islands. Berañ further highlights
the confusion over just how far the extent of an iroij power can be enacted, posing the
important questions of whether an iroij can remove an island’s mo status or create a new
mo in a different location.
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Comparatively, another island in Ailinglaplap, Tobomaru, used to be mo an iroij, but is now considered oktak jen
mo (‘different from mo’). The island was sold by a Japanese man who married into a Rimajol family, thus losing its
mo an iroij status. People continue to remember it as mo, however, because this is an important part of its history.
Many say it is still ‘called’ mo because the iroij told them not to forget the island’s custom when it was sold,
although the current landowners, considered a kind of alab, cannot be required to pay tribute by the former iroij
lineage.
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The name ‘Berañ’ has an etymology reflecting and perhaps even foretelling its present
nature. Berañ (or perañ) means ‘the stalk inside bunch of bananas or breadfruit; last
part; basket in which chiefs store left-overs; person entitled to "throw it away"
considered lucky’ (Abo et al. 1976). Indeed, whoever is entitled to keep or throw away
the land rights to Berañ is considered ‘lucky’ by its contemporary valuation.
Furthermore, there remains great anxiety over the island’s ‘left-overs’ that appear to be
falling cleanly (and unprohibited) into the hands of foreign tourists.

Community

concerns of nearby residents on Kattiej were recorded in 2010 by a long-time resident
expatriate. Outstanding amongst them was the inherent lack of fairness in behavioural
expectations between the tourists and the local residents, whose access to the island and
surrounding resources is strictly regulated by custom and hierarchy. The following
documented questions reflect their disenchantment:287

Why have they been able to go unto uninhabited islands without landowner
permission?
They have outboard boats with rods and reels and lures…. And they catch a lot of
fish when they troll outside the ocean reef. We wish we could do that.
Why can they go anywhere they like around the atoll and anchor wherever they
want to?
They have too much freedom as they please.

And finally,

Who gave these people permission to come here?

There is a disconnect for many Rimajol as to why outsiders are afforded access to the
resources and locations of these northern islands still prohibited to them, and further,
without the customary behaviours and diligence required of them. This particular case
highlights the stress experienced in mending two sometimes conflicting concepts about
the ecological and political functions of mo: (1) that mo is an important custom whose
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Recorded by, and reprinted with permission from, the aforementioned foreign resident.
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purpose is to preserve resources by limiting human access; and (2) that the creation,
distribution and use of mo is entirely up to the prerogative of the iroij.

Concluding Considerations
In considering the different ways that ri-Ailinglaplap conceive of and behave in relation
to mo, it is useful to conceive of three general categories of mo in ‘practice’, all of
which are related to iroij (Figure 7.9):

Figure 7.9: Typology of place-based mo in Ailinglaplap, organized by avoidance
behavior.

In revisiting the atoll’s chiefly history, the limitations of ascribed, and the contributions
of achieved, status are apparent. Where some of Ailinglaplap’s chiefly positions were
passed down in a less-preferred and oft-contested patrilineal manner, it might be
expected that chiefs would be considered less closely affiliated with the original chiefly
clans and mother figures from which traditional power is endowed and inherited, and
hence be imbued with less sacred nature, authority, and power. In practice, however,
And contrary to some expectations, the chiefs from Ailinglaplap display perhaps the
highest levels of power and authority in all of the RMI, and are treated with great
respect, and even intimidation.288 Reigning families today, while considered by some to

Today, iroij Michael Kabua is considered one of the most ‘traditional’ chiefs. I have been told that he is marked
with an aura of power, and exemplifies what the old chiefs used to be like. I personally have often acted as
intercessor with a high-ranking Kabua chief for Rimajol acquaintances who were terrified of inadvertently
offending him.
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have ‘upset tradition’, have maintained power through their control of local and foreign
relations. Older terms associated with distinction and power – iroijlaplap, bweio,
mojen, wūnnit – are used more frequently in Ailinglaplap despite its arguably less
‘royal’ histories.
When Lejolañ Kabua relocated important chiefly bases from Namu to Ailinglaplap, he
essentially snubbed generations of tradition, establishing his domain (versus Loeak’s) as
the predominant seat of power in Ralik Chain. Pollock notes the irony: ‘It is somewhat
of an anomaly that Lejolañ who is the epitome of everything traditionally Marshallese,
not only on Namu but throughout the Marshalls, should make such a drastic change in
the spatial values of his people’ (1970: 31). As Ailinglaplap essentially became the
aelōñ an iroij (chiefly atoll), a kind of capital for the Ralik Chain, beliefs surrounding
land and mo have followed suit. Mo in Ailinglaplap is almost exclusively associated
with chiefs, and this is the only study location where former chiefly residences,
exemplified by the lā an Lejolañ and Laelañ, are imbued with potent dangerous power
requiring avoidance.

In these cases, the land itself was not necessarily inherently

imbued with a sacred nature; it was the physical presence of the iroij that injected its
power and the need for avoidance, opening up the space to all ancestors within their
lineages. These sites were well-defined in the minds of ri-Ailinglaplap, even to the very
centimetre, and had severe and very real repercussions for those left unawares. This
may be correlated with the recent memory of those dead chiefs, like Lejolañ and Laelañ,
whose lived legacies were still recalled by people’s grandparents. More importantly, it
underlines the relevance that chiefs and social status have in Ailinglaplap society today.
The importance of class distinction and the mo-iroij nexus can also be seen, literally, in
the landscape. Ailinglaplap is also host to several visible reminders, some more subtle
than others, of distinction and hierarchy; the tut wōt commemorative marker, the raised
plateau housing the Kabua cemetery, the unique ura burial stones for Iroij Bouliej, and
the fencing at Loeak’s compound, all solicit a physical and emotional response.
Such outstanding tangible and visible beacons (although not always necessary, as in the
example of the bwin an Laelañ) capture notions of both tradition, where palm fronds
assembled as itkiju and jabwi demarcated off-limit resources, and modernity, where
documentary evidence of authority carries ultimate legal weight in court. Their marked
preponderance on Ailinglaplap may very well be a product of chiefly contestation. In a
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place where traditional matrilineal lines of descent could not be sustained, leaders at the
time needed to employ alternatives, evidenced by the few documented kabijukinen
(matrilineage) plots and the considerable extent of patrilineal and gift lands. Such
means allow for the continuity of certain lineages, but they also introduce increasing
questions and confusion regarding inheritance rules which can varying by the type of
gifting. Contestations over land ownership are common on Ailinglaplap, at a level not
seen elsewhere in the country, most notably between the Kabua and Loeak lineages.
Where lineages may not support strong claims to divine authority and a right to rule,
signs in the landscape that memorialize great demonstrations of power, like the
witnessed presence of spirits or contagious spiritual afflictions, are viable ways to
assert, justify, and retain ascendancy.
Ailinglaplap’s role as a significant traditional and chiefly atoll was the primary rationale
for its inclusion in this study, and elders’ assertions that mo serves to conserve mantin
iroij (chiefly custom), as well as resources, provide significant support for a broader
concept of mo eyond it being a conservation practice. Yet this latter ‘purpose’ remains
the predominant trope in describing mo, as jikin mōñā an iroij, even for cases like
Eneak that exhibit multiple sacred and ecological or practical associations.

The

additional postulates for Ailinglaplap’s selection – its comparatively lush ecosystem,
mangroves, high population, and relation to origin legends – also deserve attention.
Landscape change (as a result of copra plantations) and massive population growth does
not seem to have adiminished the number of mo on Ailinglaplap, for there are plenty of
individual wāto and small stand-alone ānenbao islets dominating and dotting its
northern rim. Many of these mo were not simply mo an iroij or kabat property for the
iroij, but remain linked to specific stories and behaviours that define or enhance their
significance: Bok-en constitutes a ‘mo of the war kind’; Eneak’s yoke to an eakeak
demon defines the shape and name of its shores; and Nanjaade’s undisclosed (possibly
totemic) connection with roosters persists to precipitate storms.
Some of these mo also constitute forbidden-but-not-sacred places, including those
correlated directly with resources, like the lo hibiscus reserved for chiefly weaving at
Ennak Island and the kajdo at Berañ. Surprisingly, there were no areas with mangroves
that were explicitly mo, and it was determined that most mangrove resources, despite
(or perhaps because of) their rarity, hold no uniquely high or sacred value for the
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Rimajol; they are simply used as building materials and sometimes for medicinal
purposes.
Although it is home to many majol origin and foundational legends, and has the
reputation of being the ‘cultural capital’ of the country, the physical places that tell and
mark the fabled moments in Ailinglaplap’s history proved not to have mo status.
Documented foundational sites are not considered to lie within the realm of sacredness,
but are simply regarded, at least today, as legendary historical spaces. Elsewhere, the
sites (on Aur and Namu atolls) where the large rocks of humanity’s origin sisters once
sat, are still considered by some contain a residual sacred aura. Yet, in Ailinglaplap,
comparably significant sites are not tied to contemporary exhibitions of power,
avoidance behaviours, or renderings of place-based mo. For example, the footprints of
the tattooing deities Lewoj and Laneej, imprinted into the landscape on Buoj at Jimune
wāto, presenting an anomalous physical manifestation of majol origin cosmologies, are
not regarded with any sense of reverence, sanctity, or power. In fact, the wāto itself was
allowed to be sold or leased, and has since been left abandoned and unattended.
Moreover, as on Wotho, place-based mo are not limited to parcels, islands, or even
atolls as property, but can take the form of sites within sites where a sacred place – a
cemetery or death ritual site – can be within and part of a forbidden or exclusive wāto.
The lack of mo connections with ancient deities certainly begs questions about changing
beliefs, but it also complicates the ascription of sacredness to chiefs and other human
beings in relation to gods, spirits, or legendary figures. Contemporary notions of mo on
Ailinglaplap demonstrate that the idealized lines that connect and separate gods from
chiefs, and chiefs from commoners, are not static. The atoll has certainly retained its
reputation as a place of legends, mo, and iroij, but has also earned an additional
reputation as a place of contestation and displays of power.
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8. MILI AND NADRIKDRIK ATOLLS
Introduction
Mili Atoll sits in the far south-eastern corner of the Marshall Islands, an area
traditionally called Ratak rak (southern Ratak). The extent of the atoll’s land area (1500
hectares) and lagoon (760 square kilometres) is almost identical to those of
Ailinglaplap, although with several more islets (84 versus 52). Like Ailinglaplap, Mili
Atoll is controlled by several iroij lineages, in this case five, who have a history of
warfare riddled with bloody contestations for power. It was also one of the most
heavily occupied and fortified atolls during the Japanese build-up to World War II,
having undergone dramatic landscape and social changes that saw multiple shifts in
power and sales of land before such transfers were outlawed after the war.

Figure 8.1: Map of Mili and Nadrikdrik Atolls.
Source: Adapted from Marshall Islands Visitors Authority.
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Separated from Mili’s southernmost island of Jelbon by only a 3.5 kilometer wide
oceanic passage is the smallest of the Marshalls' atolls, called Nadrikdrik (literally ‘very
small shoal’). Comprised of a dozen spits of land totaling 90 hectares, controlled and
semi-populated by the same set of Mili clans, it is host to the most significant sites for
majol life cycle beliefs and practices, for it is the place where souls are believed to
travel after death.
Mili’s historical and ecological environments present an interesting case of contrasts.
Its climate is more humid than in the northern atolls, it has higher annual rainfall, and as
such, is considerably lusher than the northern atolls. It still has a larger diversity of food
plants,289 despite the massive landscape alterations resulting from the devastating 1905
and 1918 typhoons, the Japanese military build-up to World War II, which covered
large areas in blankets of cement, and the later incidence of bomb craters.

Mili and Nadrikdrik Atolls’ Place in this Study
Mili and Nadrikdrik were selected as a site for this study for four main reasons:
(1) Mili and Nadrikdrik fulfil my southeastern quadrant criteria for being located in
the Ratak (eastern) chain, and in the southern (lusher) part of the country;
(2) Mili was an important base for the Japanese during their Micronesian mandate,
and has had a high rate of interaction with Japanese people over several decades;
(3) Mili traditional land ownership is divided amongst five iroij following a period
of extensive battles that permanently shifted the nature of political authority; and
(4) Nadrikdrik holds particularly significance for the Rimajol, since it is where
‘souls’ go after death.
From a simplistic structuralist point of view, these qualities could all have implications
for the number and kind of mo areas. For instance, lusher islands with more resources
could preclude the ‘need’ for food reserves, resulting in fewer place-based restrictions.

289

The people of Mili rave about its mekinono breadfruit, which purportedly fruits all year long, a highly unusual
quality for breadfruit in the Marshalls, where seasons are defined by the fruit-bearing periods of breadfruit and
pandanus. The atoll also boasts a special type of banana, brought in (as legend has it) from the Solomon Islands.
Called the ‘Mili Banana’, its fruits are bigger and flatter than those of other varieties, and much desired for cooking.
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An opposing argument could be made as well, whereby areas with plentiful resources
may have been set aside to supply important reciprocation, trade, and tribute
relationships with many other atolls. The presence of several iroij could serve to
increase the total territory set aside, with reserves dedicated for each chief. The sacred
nature of Nadrikdrik could be anticipated to have associated place-based taboos.
However, the strong presence of the Japanese for many years, which prompted further
changes in ideas about leadership and land use, could certainly have had effects on the
conception and prevalence of mo.

Overall, the contemporary study of Mili and

Nadrikdrik atolls allow me to later address such questions as:


Do lush atolls have higher or lower numbers of food reserve islets?



Does the number of reigning chiefs in a given atoll affect the number of placebased mo?



How do places associated with important life-cycle beliefs relate to mo?



How do prominent foreign influences affect the type, and recognition, of placebased mo today?

Historical and Ecological Context: Chiefs and the Afterlife
The people of Mili (and neighbouring Arno Atoll) have a strong reputation for their
expertise in a variety of traditional skills, including medicine, magic or sorcery, warfare
tactics, and love magic.
Imijak ri-Mili.
Elōñe rej kōmman magic.

I’m afraid of Mili people.
They have, they make magic

Such statements were common, as is the use of protective magic and amulets.
According to its origin legend, the entire atoll was overturned and sunk by the magic of
a trickster called Letao, later to be ‘fished’ out by the hero Lañbaran with the assistance
of Nokemen, the mother of divination (bubu or bwe).290

290

The word nokemen also refers to one of the items used with pandanus leaves in the bubu divination.
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Moreover, the two sibling atolls are notoriously inhabited by, or at least imbued with, a
variety of non-corporeal beings whose presence has a number of repercussions for the
inhabitants.
Ebar bwijen bwijen ekjab aoleñ in. Mili,
elapan bol. Kio ebar lōñ anij, anij ko me
kwoj bubu.

There’s also lots and lots of god-like totem beings
in this atoll. Mili is full of them. Today, there’s
also gods, gods that you make divination to.

Several of these legendary beings are Mili’s kanemanij (‘high gods’), which shared
responsibilities for protecting the atoll from other adverse spirits and providing
soothsaying magic to the atoll’s first chief Lalokwod and his wife Liwaito. In addition
to their helpful nature, many accounts credit several of these legendary figures with
being embroiled in passionate incestuous affairs with Lalokwod, and all of them are
now eternally manifested in the landscape or seascape as reefs, wells, and boulders.291
Incest (kōpa) is a major theme in Nadrikdrik as well, where the act propelled a father to
disown his sibling’s offspring, transforming them into stingrays, and forever banishing
them to the confines of the atoll’s shallow lagoon. 292 By one informant’s account, it is
this very history of passion, shame, and taboo violations that explains Mili’s reputation
as a place commonly rife with illnesses like boils and stomach aches.
A perceived tendency towards rash and passionate emotions, coupled with honed skills
of influence, appears to have had an effect on the atoll’s political history as well. As
described in the introductory chapter, prior to the nineteenth century, individual atolls in
the southern part of Ratak are remembered as being ruled by independent local iroij
amongst whom there appear to have been constant feuds. Near the beginning of the
century Majuro, Mili and Arno atolls in the southeast are said to have nominally
belonged to Iroij Latete, but were contested through distant matrilineal birthright by
Iroij Lomade (Krämer and Nevermann 1938).

An already notoriously fierce and
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Lomelka, whose spirit currently resides in a distinctive stretch of the lagoon-side beach of Melka Islet, was
responsible for protecting the atoll from Lajibwineamen, the fierce spirit of the north. Likewise, Laminkuwut,
whose spirit currently resides in the large coral head on the lagoon side of Minkuwut wāto on the southern part of
Mili Islet, was responsible for protecting the atoll from Lorok, the spirit of the south. Liejronron currently resides in
a coral head in the lagoon adjacent to Eleorak wāto of Mili Islet, and was responsible for predicting the arrival of
boats or persons to the atoll.
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By most accounts, incest is a major behavioural taboo, although it was clearly allowable in some circumstances.
The highest rank of iroij is the iroijbweio, with high blood coming from both mother and father, sometimes as a
product of incest. One informant told me that there is legendary evidence of approval of this form, since some
origin stories have the four cardinal gods coming from mother-son incest between Jebro and Loktanur.
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relentless ruler,293 Lomade was able to swiftly destroy (in just six days) Iroij Latete’s
hold on Mili and Arno thanks to several weapons donated by Kotzebue (Chamisso 1986
[1836]).
Mili Atoll was later (circa 1885) the site of a great war between two chiefs, Drime and
John,294 which is known today as the ‘Battle of the Chiefs’ (Petrosian-Husa 2005). By
most accounts, the war was sparked by John’s failure to appropriately share the
seasonally-received tribute (ekkan) with Drime and his mother. After several battles
across various islands, Drime, with the legendary efforts of his war general Langrine,
eventually won and claimed power over the entire atoll. He subsequently re-delineated
the ownership and leadership of Mili (and presumably Nadrikdrik) into at least three
new lines (five by most accounts). Aside from himself, his top generals (jiwin niin
iroij) were rewarded iroij titles, while other followers and warriors (ri-tarinae) were
given alab and rijerbal rights.
Today, there are five recognized iroij lineages for Mili, four of which have leroij
(female chiefs), although Leroij Liñidrik is deceased and, having no offspring, her line
has become extinct (elot).295 Each of the others – Leroij Aine Joseph, Leroij Takbar
Ishiguru, Iroij Riktak Jibas, and Leroij Ellenty – have their own mo islets and kotra
wāto land parcels spread throughout Mili and Nadrikdrik atolls. While many islands in
other atolls are split between one or two iroij, Mili’s islands often fall under the
supervision of three to five high chiefs, as is the case for Mili and Lukonwod Islands.
Another great ‘battle’ that waged on Mili’s shores subjected the people to Japan’s (and
later, the USA’s) agenda of acculturation in Micronesia, contributing to a long-term
relationship with various concepts of Japanese identity, and shifting the perception and
treatment of land and chiefly authority. The ‘Japanization’ of the Micronesian region
was particularly felt on Mili Atoll, where the Japanese military population of
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He apparently regaled claims of his exploits (murdering all the iroij to acquire the Ratak atolls of Aur, Maloelap,
Wotje and Utrik) to Otto von Kotzebue (Chamisso 1986 [1836]).
Names in the Marshall Islands are flexible, and most people have at least three names, even today – a Christian or
Western name, a majol name, and a ‘nickname’. This makes readings of histories difficult to assemble at times.
Drime appears to also have been called Boklon, and there is some evidence that the high chief ‘Luttnon’, whom Lay
and Hussey describe in their accounts, is John.
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When a line becomes extinct like this, it is not uncommon for those with alab and rijerbal rights to the relevant
lands to meet and collectively decide who, amongst the other existing iroij lines, shall be the succeeding iroij,
sometimes called iroij in ton, for those lands. That decision is usually considered final, and the customary rules of
inheritance then apply to the bwij (lineage) of the newly assigned iroij.
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dramatically outnumbered the Rimajol by 4,000 to 400 in 1940.296 Earlier Japanese
influence under the civilian administration of Nan’yō chō contributed to the
undermining of chiefly authority, as non-iroij Rimajol leaders and intermediaries were
appointed, and tracts of land were expropriated for a variety of development efforts. It
was the rapid transition towards military control, however, that is most widely held to
have brought about the subversion of traditional chiefly authority.
At first they very much knew how to watch over people and elevate the chiefs.
Then when the battle became stronger it is as if there was nothing belonging to the
chiefs. Chiefs and people were almost the same in their thinking. (Clanton Abija, as
recorded in Petrosian-Husa 2005: 81)

When Mili, along with five other atolls (Kwajalein, Enewetak, Jaluit, Wotje, and
Maloelap), began to be fortified in the 1930s for use as military bases in anticipation of
World War II, Rimajol and Koreans (and Japanese prisoners) were conscripted as
labourers.

Many were ‘resettled’ in Mili, causing disruptions to existing power

relationships as the clan and rank of each newcomer had to be established within the
existing regime of Mili leadership. Construction dramatically altered the landscape, as
those working on base construction at Mili describe
felling breadfruit, coconut, and pandanus trees as the first step. After clearing the
islet, workers logged throughout the atoll, ferrying lumber to build a loading dock
at Mili. Next they began the airfield, filling swampy areas with rocks hauled from
the ocean side. (Poyer et al. 2001: 44-5)

During this period, violence increased and Mili became the site of numerous beheadings
and murders that remain fresh in ri-Mili minds, most notably the killing of the
prominent Iroij Bolloñ, accused of stealing the Japanese-reserved husks of rice kernels
(mungi) during a period of limited food.297 Such events further strained relations to the
point where ‘antipathy [towards the Japanese military] turned into overt resistance’,
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These numbers (2,045 men of the Imperial Japanese Navy and 2,237 men of the Imperial Japanese Army) are
based on the Shenshi Sosho (Japanese Official History of WWII) as compiled on
http://www.dutcheastindies.webs.com/japan_garrison.html. They do not take into account the Japanese civilians
residing in Mili between 1915 and 1945 nor the conscripted Korean labourers. Compare this with 700 Rimajol
inhabitants estimated in Mili in 1880 (Witt 1881), 482 in 1910 (Merz 1912), and 294 just after the war in 1945
(Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 1947). The population jumped back up to 412 by 1958 (Nucker 1958),
and has steadily increased since (Spennemann 2000e).
Bolloñ is reported to have been brutually beaten to death buried in uninhabited Āneraj Island until his family, so
distressed by his remote location, exhumed his body for reburial in Nallu Island. His grave in Nallu is one of the
few chiefly graves that has some avoidance behaviour associated with it, being considered as a place that can cause
misfortune to trespassers.
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escalating to the ‘Jelbon Rebellion’ (on Jelbon Island), that resulted in the murder of
more than 80 Rimajol and Korean workers who had joined forces to attack their
Japanese oppressors (Falgout et al. 2008: 154).298
During the peak of the Pacific War, in early 1944, food shortages and daily bombings
were a normal part of daily life. In addition to the American airstrikes, starvation and
suicide led to countless Japanese deaths, and hundreds (thousands, according to some)
of their bodies remain in Mili today. Their excavation is the aim of semi-annual
excavation projects that constantly refresh those memories of war. There remain a few
elders in Mili who still speak Japanese, and can recite verbatim the songs and poems
they were taught as children.
Despite these vivid descriptions of drastic change, Mili’s unique cultural identity within
the RMI remains equally rooted in local people’s proud retention of several traditional
skills of medicine and magic enchantment or sorcery, as in their frequent, often
embattled, interaction with other Rimajol and ri-wamāejet (foreigners) alike.299
Perceptions of power and danger are reflected in the way people speak about mo today,
and in many of the sites recorded in my field research.

Mo in Mili and Nadrikdrik: Contemporary Evidence
When defining and describing the concept of mo in a general way, a few trends are
worth noting.

First, ri-Mili (the people of Mili) consistently made a point of

distinguishing between mo and kotra. The latter is a dialect term, used only in the Ratak
Chain, referring specifically to land-based mo belonging to an iroij, usually an islet or
wāto parcel. Tobin (1956: 56) suggests that the word may have literally referred to the
plaited coconut frond that would be used to make land taboos. In Mili, kotra had
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A Korean marker erected in the 1990s stands on the shoreline of Jelbon, marking the event and the lives lost,
although many local people do not know of its presence or its Korean origin. Poyer et al. (2001) provide a detailed
account of the Jelbon Rebellion.
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Mili has also been host to an impressive list of stranded captives, mutineers, beachcombers, and blackbirders. The
notorious Bully Hayes had a base on Mili and purportedly threatened a chief to unhand a rival trader’s goods (Hezel
1983). After the leader of ‘The Mutiny on the Globe’, Samuel Comstock was murdered by a crew member, and the
entire crew, with the exception of two young men (Lay and Hussey), was killed by the people of Mili. The
surviving men were adopted by local families and lived for nearly two years on Mili until they were rescued.
Finally, one of the most dominant theories about the disappearance of Amelia Earhart has her being shot down at
Mili, with Rimajol eye-witnesses describing her and her companion Fred Noonan being taken into Japanese custody
(see Loomis and Ethell 1985, although there are numerous new media stories adding to the theory).
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various purposes (kain jerbal) related to the survival and thriving of an iroij, whether it
be for food or recreation. For example, in Jelbon Island two areas are recalled as
historically restricted agricultural zones: a highly productive fruit tree grove solely for
the iroij; and a legendary breadfruit (mā) tree producing special fruit all year long, and
protected by its owner, the dog chief Kidu-in-Lojet. While these sites had rules and
restrictive behaviours associated with them, their status as mo is spoken of in terms of
chiefly purpose, rather than as fear-invoking avoidance areas.
Whereas kotra are identified as places of old lineage land and distinct elite ownership,
finite spaces of an island or house plots, the terms mo and even mo an iroij are used
more generally for any place designated as such by the iroij. For example, the term mo,
and not kotra, refers to coastal areas designated for large-scale fishing, or land areas
where chiefly medicine and ‘magic’ could be performed. Mo can contextually also
encompass specific trees and pathways that have the associated proscriptions jaab
maroñ (‘unable’), enana kōmman (‘bad to make or do’), and jaab dreloñ (‘don’t enter’
or ‘not welcome’).
More than 90 sites were recorded for Mili and Nadrikdrik collectively, with more than
half (59%; n=56) having contemporary or historical mo status. These 56 place-based
mo sites were predominantly (in descending order of frequency): kotra wāto (land
parcels) or islands; sites associated with medicinal or other mystical practices and
practitioners; or those associated with the graves or spirits of deceased humans (chiefly
or otherwise). Significantly, the majority (n=31) fall under my designation of ‘simply
mo’, with little recalled or overtly observed accompanying beliefs and rituals. This
category mainly includes the wāto, referred to equally as either kotra or mōn iroij
(‘house of the chief’), although the term kotra was also used in Mili to identify those
small mo islets that commonly have notable bird populations (ānenbao).
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These

include the small northern islets of Eden, Medke and Burukuluk that were described as
jikin mōñā (‘food places’).301

Many of the kotra wāto are found on larger, more

populated islets, and notably on the islands of Mili and Enejet, which have multiple
kotra for each reigning iroij. These kotra are rarely regarded with stringent avoidance,
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They are not explored in detail here since there were few prohibition traditions recalled for them.

Depending on whom I spoke to, several more kotra ānenbao were listed for Mili. One Mili chief residing in the
capital Majuro enumerated several small islets on the northern and eastern rims that informants in Mili said were
not true kotra as they had alab titleholders.
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and many have become the sites of government buildings, such as schools, health
centres, and community meeting houses. This tradition of repurposing mo an iroij land
is not a new one in Mili Atoll. When Iroij Kaiboke welcomed the Protestant mission
ship Morning Star to his shores in Ebon Atoll in 1857, he also condoned their spread
eastward to Mili, where he had additional land holdings, gifting the missionaries his
kotra wāto Ajebon in Enejet Island. Kaiboke is said to have
put the mo, he put the gospel there, gave that to the missionaries. It wasn’t for a
place for a church, but for the gospel, for the missionaries, like a holy place. And
no one else was allowed to visit it. It became a mo.302

In addition to kotra, some sites are labelled here as ‘simply mo’ because they were
relayed to me in that very manner:
Emo bwe rejba emo.

It's mo because they say it's mo.

A few, again, are wāto land parcels, while several are smaller sites like the chiefly
graves (lib an iroij). In stark contrast to those of Ailinglaplap, these burial places are
not always avoided, or occasionally even known, meaning that chiefly cemeteries
(wuliejlap or lib an iroij) cannot be considered inherently mo. Those accompanied by
specific contemporary hauntings, or perceived active ‘powers’ that inspire
circumventive behaviors, are treated here as belonging to the alternative group of mo
sites with ‘additional significance’.
The majority of such sites, which are classed as mo, not kotra, by ri-Mili, are associated
with the presence of powerful forces, as well as the risk of illness or contamination.
Some are indeed graves, sometimes those of chiefs, sometimes of other notable
historical figures whose feats or foibles live on in legend. They remain avoided,

The name ‘Ajebon’ itself may have significance, where the word aje refers to gift land. It is not uncommon for
the names of wāto to be changed after an exchange, gift, or division. Land parcels or whole islets are sometimes
renamed as a result, indicating their unique histories. Such was the case in the island of Bokerilin (‘the sand of
Rilin). Rilin, an iroij from nearby Arno Atoll, had waged war in Mili, and waited at this small islet while his sister
tried to persuade the opposing iroij Bokelon to end the war. His plan backfired when Bokelon took Rilin’s sister as
his wife, essentially enacting lejemanjuri, whereby a woman ends warfare simply by her respected presence in clan
relationships. This small piece of land where Rilin waited was renamed in memory of the battle, and most likely
has land ties to his sister’s lineage.
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although some can be carefully and intentionally approached with tribute offerings and
requests for benevolent or malevolent intercession. Overall, those places in Mili and
Nadrikdrik described as having the most potency and intimidation today are those
involved in medicinal, sorcery, or related customs. In addition to an examination of
Nadrikdrik Atoll, two locations with mo sites with additional significance are described
in more detail to demonstrate that the dominant imaginings of mo relevant for ri-Mili
today are not only closely associated with chiefly land ownership, but also powerful and
dangerous customary skills.
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Figure 8.2: Map of Mili and Nadrikdrik Atolls, including sites recorded.
Note: See Appendix B for larger and detailed views.
Source: CartoGIS, CAP, ANU.
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Bar Islet
Bar Islet, one of the dozens of small islets (between 2 and 20 hectares) dotting the
northern rim of Mili Atoll (and whose very names means both ‘rock’ and ‘empty’) has
several sites of interest in considering the complicated delineations of chiefly, resource,
and sacred areas. As a possible ‘historic’ kotra island, it also hosts the site of a nonchiefly spiritually-inhabited grave that can be appealed to, a chiefly mackerel fishing
area, and reserved place for making special medicine. Conflation and confusion over
the relative danger and sacredness of each of these sites highlights the difficulty in
confidently allocating simple categories for places that are, or are not, mo.
Gifting land and status at mo

In at least the first half of the nineteenth century, Bar Island belonged solely to Iroij
Drime (also called Bokloñ), perhaps as a result of the great battle aforementioned. In
the mid-to-late 1800s, it was gifted in its entirety by Drime in exchange for taking
Likinjeion (‘a very beautiful woman’), the wife of a man named Lejawut, in a custom
called metak in bōro ( ‘pain of the heart’). Lejawut essentially acquired sole rights to
the land as its sole alab and rijerbal, effectively leaving it without an iroij.303
Ejelok iroij. Ejelok an maroñ ion,
bwe emōj an ajej.
Rejba metak in bōro.

There’s no iroij. There’s no power/
authority/ability of [an iroij] there, because it was
redistributed. They call it metak in bōro.

This elucidates the traditional sense of gift land (katleb) more generally – the bestowing
of rights to another bwij (lineage), and to another class. While most informants did not
initially call Bar a mo an iroij or kotra, they concluded after discussion that it must have
been since Drime was able to redistribute it wholly (ajej lelok) to Lejawut. In that
process, it lost its mo status, being no longer associated with an iroij, thereby not
conceptually categorized by ri-Mili today as kotra.

With all the rights vested in
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While there has been no iroij since Drime, there are nominal and economically functional iroij today, collecting a
copra share from Bar’s workers, and passing these rights through their lineages. When questioned why people say
Takbar and now Chihaya are called the iroij for Bar, many said that the alab (plural) together appointed or placed
iroij there. In explanation, some believe it is bad (enana) or unfortunate/unlucky (jerata) for land to be without an
iroij. Naming iroij may also be influenced by the widespread American efforts during the TTPI period to survey
and document the iroij, alab and rijerbal titleholders for every piece of land in the territory.
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Lejawut, the land would no longer pass down through the bwij of Drime, but could be
passed down through Lejawut as he saw fit.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the distribution of rights in the case of gift lands is far from
unambiguous or static, and the case of Bar has been contested in court more than once
since the 1950s, when the Trust Territory of the Pacific (TTPI) set up a formalized trial
court system.

In this particular case, the plaintiffs demonstrated their lineage

connection to Lejawut, who had no biological children, claiming they were the rightful
owners by matrilineal standards. The court was able to successfully dispute these
claims under the documented customary principles of metak in bōro (gift land),
kōkkaajiriri (adoption), and liok tōt, whereby rights to land pass through the father. It
was determined that most forms of gift land (katleb) imply the privilege and the right ‘to
decide and decree the heirs of his rights whether matrilineal or patrilineal, i.e., whether
such rights will go to his sister's children or his own’.304 Since Lejawut received the
land through metak in bōro, and had only one adopted child, a son called Neikoj, the
alab rights passed down through Neikoj’s bwij.
Lejawut’s grave

Lejawut was under no version of events a chiefly figure, yet his legacy has proven
important for the ongoing identity of Bar Island, as well as permitted and proscribed
behaviours there. His grave site presents an example of a potent, spiritually imbued
place, not labelled as mo, but with characteristics and behaviours like those surrounding
mo in other locations. Lejawut received the privilege of burial on the island in an
extremely rare fashion. After his death, he was known to haunt people as a bad or
‘dirty’ ghost-like spirit (jitōb nana or jitōb ettoon), leading the community to consult
with a sorcerer (ri-bubu) to divine the appropriate treatment of his body.305 The result
(bwe) necessitated his reburial standing upright beneath a large pile of stones. While
many individual graves occupy an area no larger than their prostrate body (and in some
cases a canoe), Lejawut’s grave occupies a large three-metre square covered in small
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See RMI Civil Action 78, Lanjen vs. Naninmij 1959, and RMI High Court Case 1997-069, Jamomo, Juda, and
Ties vs. Lijelke Jenre.
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This was a common practice for people believed to be possessed or to have strong spirits. Some individuals have
also been reburied, or their bones split between different locations, as a result.
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boulders.306 People are divided as to his unusual burial position: as a jitōb nana, he
could require heavy restrictive encasing; or, conversely, the erect stance allows him to
still roam the island. This tendency towards fitful roaming is reminiscent of the aimless
flight of legendary fairy women called lōrro, who depart and are restricted to the skies
after the loss of a lover, and may explain Lejawut’s residual presence at Bar.
Members of his lineage are rumoured to periodically ‘feed’ Lejawut’s spirit (najidriki)
with food or other offerings (katok), either at his grave or by a flowering utilomar tree
(Guettarda speciose) that is considered to be a jikin kōle an mejān (‘place for the tribute
basket of the eyes’).307 In exchange, Lejawut may ‘help’ these family members by
providing inside information and prohetic news, as well as aid victims of malevolent
sorcery (‘black magic’).

Plate 8.1: The grave of Lejawut in Bar Island, a seemingly unassuming hill avoided by
most people of Mili Atoll.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.
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I was informed that the rubble pile was more substantial in earlier decades, but the rocks today rise no more than a
third of a metre above ground level, having perhaps sunk over the years, and are overgrown with creeping grasses
and kino (oak leaf ferns).

307

This utilomar tree was not seen immediately in the vicinity, but many such trees are known to have been cut down
by Christian enthusiasts.
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While not classified as a mo an iroij or kotra, Lejawut’s grave was associated with a
sacred nature as well as fear and avoidance behaviours. In contrast to the medical
sorcery location that will be described below, informants were reluctant to call
Lejawut’s grave a mo, preferring to describe the act of going there as emo etal.
Chiefly mackerel fishing

Knowledge of species-specific fishing areas is common in the Marshall Islands, but a
unique ocean-side fishing place (jikin eoñōd) in Bar – classified as a mo an iroij – is still
recalled today for its unique fishing rituals employed to catch and retain chub mackerel
(mōlmōl) following the whims of the iroij. Mōlmōl in the offshore areas are more
plentiful in certain months (May and November), when they are caught next to passages
by being chased(kōttoor) into a stone weir (me), but iroij are known to request them at
any time throughout the year.308

Catering to these desires requires additional

knowledge and skill, in this case the use of a long-line fishing technique (latippān) that
is typically reserved for blue marlin (lōjkaan) and yellowfin tuna (bwebwe). On the
shores of Bar, fishermen (ri-eoñōd) would use uno (a term that encompasses the ideas
of remedy, potion, and paint), coupled with chants (roro) and songs (al). The uno is
contained in a small satchel (o’o) placed along the shoreline to both attract the mackerel
onto the lines and retain them in the weir, a method differing from the placement of
rocks and palm fronds typically used with me weir.309

308

Me fish weir traps built close to toor (channels) are used in this fish-chasing (kōttoor) method, but can also be
employed in a variety of fishing methods, commonly to catch reef fish such as mera and ekmouj (parrotfish), ellok
and mole (rabbitfish), iool (mullet), and kuban (convict tang), without the ‘chasing’ element.

309

One interpretation worth investigating is that the uno (medicine or magic) is in fact bait that has been blessed or
has had sorcery put on it. Another is that certain plants were used to stun or paralyse the fish. The flower buds
and/seeds of the wop tree (Barringtonia asiatica) are known to have a poison affecting the nerves of fish but not
their edibility, and have been used by the Rimajol and other Pacific peoples.
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Plate 8.3: Fish weir in Arno Atoll and author (left), and examples of o’o satchels (right)
used in medicinal and magical fishing treatments.
Source: Alele National Museum and Archives (right).

This place was described as mo en an ānen (‘the mo for that island’), and fishing was
reserved for the iroij. While there has been no iroij for Bar for over a century, ri-Mili
continue to respect the custom of this restricted jikin eoñōd, whereby only members of
the alab lineage on the island have access.
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The weirs are said to be employed on

occasion today, and although they were not visible from the shoreline.311

There is another such jikin eoñōd employing a kōttoor method, in Lukonwod, specifically for pati (big-eye scad or
mackerel), and this is also a mo an iroij. Rimajol fishermen were known for constructing me in different locations,
sizes and shapes, depending on the fish desired. While the Marshalls are not known for fish storage ponds like
some other Micronesian islands, this method may suggest otherwise. There are other rules associated with kōttoor
fishing in general, including a ban on certain clans such as ri-Lomajurok, being present at the channel at the
inception of the fishing. Conversely, members of some clans, such as the ri-Onjo, do need to be present to attract
certain types of fish, like jo (goat fish). See Appendix C for additional fishing taboos and rituals.

310
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My visit to Bar Island was in May, which may explain why the weirs were not visible, as they are often rebuilt
annually in the summer months.
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Figure 8.3: Satellite imagery of Bar Island where the chiefly jikin eoñōd sites using weirs
(me) are located.
Source:Google Earth.

Bar Island’s jiadrel

In addition to Bar’s history as a gifted land, it is also remembered as one of the remote
locations where medicinal skills (jikin uno) were practiced. Certain majol medicine is
extremely powerful, and it must be conducted, with materials stored and buried, far
away from people and general habitation areas. This particular site, located near the
lagoon within Nankidid wāto, was used to specifically heal boils (wot), haemorrhoids,
or cancerous tumours (maj). Inversely, the nature of majol contagion means that these
same afflictions arise from this site (ebar walok jen). Much illness in the Marshall
Islands is linked to the spiritual world, with many physical maladies stemming from a
variety of sources, both Rimajol and foreign. Several are the result of attacks by anjilik
(malevolent spirits), including boils, tumours, fevers, and headaches. According to one
Mili informant, diagnosis in identifying the source of one’s ailment, whether nañinmej
in pālle or nañinmej in majol (illness of Westerners or illness of Rimajol), is the crucial
first step in being able to treat it, and is achieved by a specialist with divination
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(bubu).312 Some could be relieved by a variety of medicines known and practiced by
many individuals, including herbal remedies (uno), massage (pitpit), or hot stone
treatments (tabuk). Those stemming from spiritual sources, however, had to be treated
by specialists in related fields of ‘sorcery’, sometimes called madmōd, which had to be
done at special locations, variously called jiadrel, bwin, pieo, or more broadly jikin uno.
This site at Bar Island was explicitly referred to as a jiadrel, a relatively rar terms
indicating a spiritual significance that requires a quarantined alchemy. 313 The site itself
has two large intertwined piñpiñ trees (Hernandia nymphaeifolia), intentionally planted
to grow together as an indication that the area is mo (Plate 8.3).

314

The entire area

surrounding the trees was considered mo, a violation of which would carry the risk of
becoming afflicted with the diseases linked to the medicine. Uno is no longer said to be
practiced there after an an informant’s grandfather, who was a senior practitioner, kakiki
kajoor (‘made the power go to sleep’) in anticipation of his own death. Despite this
‘clearing’ of danger, the lagoon-side area there remains fastidiously avoided.

Plate 8.3: Intertwined trees at the jiadrel in Bar Island.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

312

This diagnostic custom remains important today, and can only be done by ri-uno or ri-bubu with the inherited gift.
In 2010, an ill friend on Majuro was taken to a narrow windy spot of the island to determine, with the winds and
mejatoto (atmosphere), where his affliction came from. He had recently travelled to Ujae Atoll in Kabinmeto,
which is a favorite spot of the mejenkwaad Lomkein. It was vital to know if he became ill from there, or from
Majuro, which is ruled and spiritually inhabited by different chiefs, requiring different healing concoctions.
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Jiadrel will be described in more detail below in relation to a similar site at Jabonwod Island.

314

Utilomar is usually used for this purpose, but piñpiñ may also be used, as is the case herein. Generally speaking,
flowering plants, like the utilomar, are often affiliated with chiefly, and spiritual use.
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Jabonwod Islet
Further east along the northern rim of Mili Atoll is Jabonwod Island, of similar shape
and size to Bar Island, that seasonally hosts a family of copra harvesters. While all of
Jabonwod is known to be owned by Iroij Riktak, two of the wāto – Alakwod and
Mweinlib315 – are kotra, or mo an iroij, because they belong to Riktak alone, with no
alab or rijerbal titleholders.316 At the island’s western end is located a sacred area,
another jiadrel, one which remains shrouded in mystery and fear, associated variably
with iroij as well as the fabled Ribako clan. While I was visiting Jabonwod, informants
harvesting copra there, including one recommended as a knowledgeable elder, failed to
discuss or acknowledge the site. It was only subsequently brought to my attention by
elders in other islands, who explained that the former informants were protecting me,
and expressed relief that I had been ‘lucky’ that my encounter experienced no
‘problems’. Information varied on the level of danger and ritual details, but everyone
concurred it was mo, and specifically, a jiadrel. As in Bar Island, there was no singular
and consistent account of this jiadrel, but it was universally associated with chiefly
power and with medicine.317 One informant differentiated two kinds of jiadrel based on
the form of the repercussion or problem (jorrāān) stemming from its violation:
Juon, elap kōto; Juon ar nañinmej armej

One, big storms; One, human illness

If it is a jikin uno (medicinal place), you will become stricken with the afflictions that
uno is meant to cure; if a sacred mo place, then great storms will prevent your departure
homeward.

The wāto name Alakwod has particular significance because Alakwod, or Lalokwod, is the legendary male
character who wooed and betrayed several kamanij (female divinities) of Mili Atoll called (LiWaito, Limelka,
Limalok, and Likabkon. Most refer to the bwebwenato (legend of Lalokwod as inon (myth or fairytale), but many
remark that Lalokwod was lukkun armej (a real person), the first founding iroij for Mili, memorialized through
these stories. Each of these five characters are manifested in Mili’s ecology as coral heads or reef flats, and are
integral to the symbolic identity of Mili, where both men and women are said to be particularly prone to being
mejkaiie (lustful or lovesick), with wandering eyes, desiring multiple mates. Alokwod called Jabwonwod home, but
travelled the atoll, fishing at various locations to present the subject of his affections with ample food gifts. Many
say you can occasionally see, from the other islands of the atoll, strange lights glowing near Jabonwod, haunting the
horizon, representing Lalokwod’s kabwilbwil, his torch light used in night fishing.
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In one loose-leaf paper discovered at the Land Registration Office in Majuro, the alab rights for these two wāto
were asterisked as being contested. No other related court or land documents were located. The objector is
claiming to be the rightful, though previously unrecognized, alab for all of Jabonwod.
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A murky definition of jiadrel and/or juwadrel was common throughout much of my field research. In this case,
some likened it to a jikin tutu an iroij (chiefly bathing area), which some say is inseparable from chiefly uno
(medicine/healing) sites, called jiadrel by some and bwin by others. See Chapter 11 for a discussion of such
nuances.
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Several informants shared similar stories of curious happenings at Jabonwod. Two
spoke, independently, of having witnessed the tail darts of jemjo (stingrays), formerly
affixed to war spears or lances, flying through the air at great speeds, with no
originating source of their flight.318 These flying ‘arrows’ became such a nuisance that
an elder specialist was brought in to put magic enchanment on a piece of wood or
branch (alal) affixed high up in a tree, charging it with a kind of magnetic quality, so
that the projectiles would exclusively fly towards it, like darts to a target.

Other

accounts describe being fired at by rocks thrown from nowhere, and invisible biting
(kūkijū) attacks. Many perceived these happenings as punishment for taking clams and
other resources from Jabonwod’s shores without permission, particularly from a deep
water coral head off the lagoon shoreline called Namo, which was explicitly referred to
as mo an iroij.319 Others attributed them to the presence of strong ao, a term which has
a variety of connotations relating to one’s soul, and may refer to gifted power, the oil
under a turtle’s back, or a chiefly bird.320

Figure 8.4: Jabonwod’s westernmost end, showing the location of the jiadrel of the
Ribako clan.
Source: Google Earth.

318

Jemjo are mentioned in several important stories for Mili, and may have had totemic importance in earlier times.
The word jemjo is often more closely associated with skates or non-poisonous rays. Stingrays, according to the
dictionary, are boraan or maloklok, but these terms were never used in my conversations. Jemjo may be a more
common encompassing categorical word, but it may also be a result of language difficulties, or language loss.

319

No informants claimed to know the origin, or etymology, of the name Namo. There may be some link to the atoll
called Namu (also spelled Namo) (see Chapter 7), ot to the word nam (meaning secondary lagoon or pond) and the
word mo.

320

The concept of ao is addressed in more detail in Chapter 9.
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The jiadrel site itself is associated with the Ribako (literally shark people) clan, which
ruled the island historically,321 and are famed for their ability to control the weather,
banishing as well as summoning winds and waves, storms or typhoons (Petrosian-Husa
2004: 47). This meant that it was mo for anyone outside of this jowi.
Ilo Jabonwod, mo en, mo eo an Ribako.
Bwe ne kwe etal im etetal ie, elap koto,
elap wot.

At Jabonwod that mo, mo of the Ribako clan.
Because if you go and trespass there, there’s
lots of wind, lots of rain.

The language used here is important, illustrating mo as both a place of distinction and
belonging for Ribako while simultaneously prohibiting others.

The words katok

(sacrificial offering) and kabuñ (literally ‘to make fall down’, referring to another rite of
worship) were also common in these discussions of Jabonwod. The jiadrel was a place
to kabuñ anij an Ribako, to worship the god of the Ribako clan, which is a shark.
Prohibitions there are still held in some regard. It is mo to kapijek (defecate) on the
lagoon side of the jiadrel area, or according to some, on Jabonwod’s entire lagoon
shoreline. For women, it is also prohibited to walk on the lagoon side. When passing
by the island on boats, people are known to toss out offerings (katok), particularly food,
a practice common today across the RMI. Failing to do so, or breaking the above
prohibitions, would result in the sudden onset of high winds and waves, making it
impossible to leave (ban jerak). If already out at sea, your sail would suddenly fall
down (to). When righted, you would find yourself having sailed right back to the shores
of Jabonwod, and futile efforts to leave would be repeated until the spirits were
appeased.322
Just inland of the jiadrel is a large graveyard containing more than 50 graves belonging
to the chiefly bwij (lineage) of Jabonwod Island, presumed to be part of the Ribako clan.
Some are estimated to be 300 years old, while is as recent as 2005. 323 While I was not
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The Ribako clan are most closely associated with Pingelap Island in Jaluit Atoll, where many stories of strange
weather phenomena hail from, although lineages also existed in Arno and Mili atolls, and one legend points to Arno
as the origin of the whole clan (Petrosian-Husa 2004).

322

One informant described an act of humility where the culprit (usually a woman) would have to present herself at
the 7jiadrel and remove all her clothing. This may be interpreted as a kind of oppositional act to the original
infraction of removing some clothing to use the bathroom at the lagoon shores near the jiadrel.

323

This cemetery is visually a rare find today in the Marshall Islands, because all the graves (including the recent
ones) face north towards Lajibwinemon, a god of the chiefs, as opposed to east, as has been the custom since the
arrival of Christian missionaries. This is explained as a form of respect for the earliest iroij.
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told specific stories of possession or malevolent spirits associated with those burials, a
prominent Ribako cemetery on Pingelap Island (in Jaluit Atoll) has similar magical
characteristics. This place, called Bonen, has a prohibition on excessive noise that
could disturb the spirits and result in a typhoon (Duenert et al. 1999: 30). While
informants in Mili preferred the term jiadrel to describe this location, bonen or bōn is an
alternative for what I have elsewhere called bwin, and is associated with the magic
practices of the Ribako clan in Jaluit and Arno atolls. The term karujlañ (literally ‘wake
up the sky’) refers to the onset of winds and rain when someone other than a member of
the Ribako clan trespasses on a bōn in Arno (Abo et al. 1976).
Jabonwod as a whole is described as a place full of demons, to the extent that a
specialist (ri-uno) was compelled to kakiki (put to sleep) the negative mejatoto (spiritual
atmosphere). Regardless of those efforts, the strange malevolence of Jabonwod remains
active in people’s lives today.
Elukkun nana Jabonwod. Ňan kiiō, elōñ
kain problem. Ejaab mālim

Jabonwod is really bad. Even until now, there
are kinds of problems. It’s not permissible.

I was told of a volunteer teacher, who recently lived in Mili, who had suffered an injury
at Jabonwod while picnicking there with his host family one weekend. Preparing to
open a coconut with a machete, he felt his arm uncontrollably move rapidly downward,
slicing open his leg. As shouting and rowdy behaviour in general is forbidden at mo
areas, his injury was made intelligible as punishment for his loud persona which had
disturbed the spirits. Such occurrences are not infrequent, nor are they limited to nonRimajol, and reflect some of the impetus for my being protected from it.

Nadrikdrik Atoll
Just southeast of Mili, across the To an Libjeban (the ‘passage of the head of the
grave’),324 is the Marshall Islands’ smallest atoll, Nadrikdrik, currently with the same

324

The southern tip of Jelbon, and the adjacent passage, comprise another sacred site, though it is not described as
mo, which is invisible to the naked eye, and where other non-corporeal beings travel towards Nako Island in
Nadridrik. The head of a grave, like the head of a person, is the highest and most sacred point, and is surrounded by
various prohibitions. It is interesting that, in this location, the ‘head of the grave’ appears to be pointing south,
towards Nadrikdrik, instead of pointing north towards the cardinal god Lajibwineamen.
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chiefly owners as Mili, and inhabited (at least semi-permanently) by three small
families living separately on different islets. With its lack of arable land (90 hectares),
no passage offering entry through the reef, and an extremely shallow lagoon covered
with soft white sand, the atoll is not ideal for terrestrial resources or habitation, but is an
important site within majol life cycle cosmologies.
According to my interviews, all Rimajol ‘souls’ are transported to Nadrikdrik by the
death ship Kabolal that roams the country’s waters. On arrival, they must pass through
a series of obstacles, jumping over the sleeping cannibal giant Lakakuwe (or Labakoi)
near Bokerobban Islet, and choosing (or refusing) the temptation of the death food
melañūr before progressing across the reef to Nako Island, where the successful souls
splash into the small pond (lwe an mij) to be greeted by their clan’s representatives.

Plates 8.4, and 8.5: Significant sites in Nadrikdrik Atoll (but not mo) – a unique mangrove
lined pathway along the reef (left), leading to the lwe an mij, the pool of death at Nako
(right).
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

There are very few foreign accounts corroborating these beliefs and practices at
Nadrikdrik, leading Spennemann (1996b: 18) to question the history of these traditions,
providing an alternative theory that the 1905 typhoon, which killed most of
Nadrikdrik’s population, has wedded the atoll with death.
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It certainly may have
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Several accounts are given of this typhoon, including those by Jeschke (1905, 1906) and Erdland (1905, 1914).
Spennemann has compiled many of these sources, and others, in one 1996 report. These accounts put the
population of Nadrikdrik at 60-70 people, which is hard to believe considering its land mass today. All but two
boys, who drifted on the floating logs of breadfruit trees, were said to have been killed.
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added to the lore of the atoll, but the wealth of stories and sites associated with the
afterlife suggest otherwise.326 Most Rimajol now state their belief that their souls go to
a Christian heaven after death, but several elements of these other customs remain in
various forms. There are frequent accounts of stories of flower wreaths of the deceased
mysteriously floating along Nadrikdrik’s shorelines, and the distinct sound of distant
‘pop explosions’ (the splashing into the pond, or the crunch of the giant’s bite) in Nako
that announce the arrival of a new soul.

Figure 8.5: Map of Nadrikdrik Atoll, with significant sites noted.
Source: Google Earth

326

Erdland (1914) gives a separate account of the soul’s travel to Nadrikdrik after death.
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Considering the seeming importance of places at Nadrikdrik, I was surprised to find few
mo associated with these traditions. There were no prohibitions, or fears, related to
Bokerobban Island, where the giant Lakakuwe fitfully sleeps, or even the small serene
pond called Kitin, at Nako’s edge, where strange eels climb the surrounding trees.
Neither were described in any way, and therefore not considered, as mo in the context of
this study. There were, however, several place-based mo recorded at Nadrikdrik: one
kotra islet, Naankōtkōt, which had no recalled traditions, prohibitions or significance
attached to it; 327 a chiefly fishing area; and the linked chiefly reef flat with legendary
stingray lagoon.
Ale an iroij

At the very northern tip is a restricted fishing area only for the iroij, called an ale an
iroij (literally ‘chiefly storehouse or provisions’). The spot is not much more than a spit
of sand and broken coral that has congregated at the tip of the atoll, an area referred to
as Aelōñeo that was formerly made up individually named spits of land.328
The unique accumulation forms something of a natural stone fish weir (me),329 amassing
schools of fish in the coming and going tides, and providing easy access to deep
nearshore and pelagic fish stocks.

Considering its bountiful potential, it is not

surprising that this area is a fishing mo an iroij, though it is not generally treated as such
today, nor associated with any automatic repercussion like stormy weather.

Naankōtkōt (literally ‘the word of the ruddy turnstone’) is kotra land, belonging only to Leroij Aine, with no alab
rights, but land ownership in Nadrikdrik was confusing and much debated between many informants. Much of
Nadrikdrik was said to belong to Leroij Linidrik, who had no children aside from one adopted daughter, and so her
bwij became elot (extinct). The bwij of Leroij Aine Joseph is considered the iroijedrik for the land, and now acts as
the iroij. With no exceptions, she was declared as the iroij for Naankōtkōt. However, a well-versed and respected
elder explained that the history of some kotra in Mili and Nadrikdrik are not jen etto (‘from long ago’), but are the
result of the alab giving up their rights to the iroij, thus creating a kotra. This was done ‘konike enana ne ejelok
iroij. Einwot juon wa ejelok an captain.’ (‘because it’s bad if there is no iroij. It’s like having a boat with a
captain.’)

327

Bryan’s 1971 Guide to Place Names includes the divisions northward from Aeloneo as Alenkan, Ilelkan, Nanmao,
and Mwonaken. Since the atoll has undergone several shoreline changes over time (Ford and Kench 2014), it is
difficult to pinpoint each name on a map today, but the name Ilelkan is a probable candidate for this mo spit of sand,
because ilel is the term for this geographical feature.

328

329

Informants described it as being naturally formed, though it is likely that human alteration is partially responsible
for its shape.
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Figure 8.6: Ale an iroij restricted fishing area at the northern tip of Nadrikdrik Atoll.
Source: Google Earth

Plate 8.6: Ale an iroij at the lagoonside of Nadrikdrik Atoll.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.
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A chiefly reef and jemjo lagoon

Not far south from this ale an iroij, within Aelōñeo, are small strips of reef bed and
sparsely vegetated sand spits comprising only a few meter long peninsula that sits above
the sea’s surface at high tide, creating a small lagoon cove. It is strictly forbidden to
defecate by the reef flat here, because it is a bar an iroij (chiefly reef). Some surmise
that this is because there are lots of crabs there, making it a food source, while others
say it is because the small calm cove it created was a chiefly resting area. 330 It is
adjacent to the shallow sandy northern half of Nadrikdrik’s lagoon, frequented by rays
(jemjo) that are the source of a local legend. Two incestuous siblings who disobeyed
the commands of their legendary father Jolokwod were disowned (kalia) and punished
by being permanently transformed into jemjo and made to remain in Nadrikdrik’s
lagoon, which was transformed into a sandy barren pool.331 Speaking the word jemjo is
prohibited in this area, and the alternative term ledrikran (‘two children’) must be used
to avoid provoking the stormy weather that prevenst travel.332 The prohibition remains
today, albeit in a realm of superstition occasionally laughed at. Collectively these sites
comprise what one person described as an important ‘history’ site for Nadrikdrik, which
is why it still persists in people’s memory and behaviour.

330

One informant suggested that there was phosphate there, as at Nauru.

Tobin references a similar story about two incestuous parallel cousins (the son and daughter of two sisters): ‘The
son said “I will rule the islands in the South, and you take the North. I’ll call myself Lajirik. You call yourself
Jirikrik jowi. Now you become my wife.” He took her into his house by force and used her. This was called son
Labulib’s sin. From that day on it was alright for these people to intermarry.’ (Tobin archives UH Manoa). The
Jirikrik (or Lajirik or Ijidrik) people are known for marrying within their jowi, disobeying the customary law, and
are also known to frequently ‘go crazy’.
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In Erikub, a lairooj atoll with particular worship rituals, the mejo birds have to be called ledrik ran (see also
Chapter 9). Elsewhere in Mili Atoll, at Melka Island, it is prohibited to say the name of the prevalent kowak bird
(the whimbrel, Numenius phaeopus).
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Figure 8.7: A mo reef and the site of the incestuous siblings turned into jemjo rays.
Source: Google Earth

Concluding Considerations
When remembering the original criteria for the selection of these atolls as study sites, a
few considerations support a conclusion that, while the majority of mo sites are the
nominal property of chiefs, as exemplified by the distinct kotra category, those most
highly associated with the power and danger that evoke avoidance behaviours are those
related to the practices of medicine and sorcery. By count alone, kotra and other
‘simply mo’ sites outnumber those that are avoided, yet the great potency and
contemporary relevance described for these latter cases underscore the notions of
power, danger, and fear that constitute significant aspects of mo regardless of their
association with either chiefs or wild food resources.
It was anticipated that Mili’s lushness would either preclude the need for, or conversely,
allow for the prevalence of, resource-based restrictions or a conservation ethic. In the
face of great landscape change at the hands of economic, military, and meteorological
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forces, as well as redefined political borders, it is difficult to confidently comprehend
the historical link between mo and resources.

A few observations can be made,

however, based on remembrances of important sites today. Places regarded as having
rich or otherwise valued resources were indeed set aside and designated as mo. Mili’s
association with lush offerings, notably breadfruit, still resonates in the recollection of at
least two fruit groves in Jelbon and the annually productive mekinono species, as well as
the small northern ānenbao understood as mo an iroij today because they are full of
food resources. The historical access to and distribution of that food is not known,
although sites like the mōlmōl fishing site at Bar Island suggest that mo resource areas
often existed to cater to the food preferences of iroij, not the entire community.
In regards to chiefly associations, the relationship between the two mo in Mili is quite
different from the sacred one exalted in Ailinglaplap Atoll. Mili has a large number of
reigning iroij lineages (five) and jikin iroij, whether entire ānenbao islets or kotra and
mōn iroij land parcels. While there is this correlation between chiefs and restricted or
devoted land, the additional characteristic of being sacred and/or dangerous is absent, at
least today. They are rarely associated with the spirits of chiefs that could inhabit them
or harvest their resources. Repercussion and avoidance was almost non-existent, even
at chiefly grave sites. Mo ānenbao and kotra in general were spoken of as simply that,
and had little to nothing in the way of special behaviours or practices, other than the
need for permission to harvest from them. In fact, Mili was said to exemplify the
difference between the Ralik and Ratak chains:
Ewōr Ralik/Ratak; ewōr kōtaan. Kein in
Ralik, ewor jet jikin kwo jaab etal ñan ie,
mo. Bwe an iroij, rej ire. Ak Ratak, ewōr
jet jikin jolok an iroij, rejaab ire. Rejaab
manman armej…. Kōnke, Ralik ej oktak
custom jen Ratak.

There’s Ralik/Ratak; there’s a contrast. The kind
in Ralik, there’s some places you don’t trespass,
they’re mo. Because the iroij will be angry. But
in Ratak, there are some places thrown away by
the iroij. They don’t kill or punish... Because,
Ralik is different in customs from Ratak.

An argument can be made that events over the past two centuries in Mili have
contributed to or can even ‘explain’ a diminished link between chiefly mo and divine
potency. A series of great regional battles destabilized the land’s relationship with
ancient lineages, culminating in the ‘Great Battle of the Chiefs’ that split Mili into five
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domains based on achievement and loyalty, rather than a divine right to rule.333 This
event is commonly recalled by ri-Mili as a significant distinct moment that shaped the
atoll’s current enduring system of hierarchy whereby land titles were redesignated and
select sites became sole propriety land in a show of political manoeuvring cemented (at
least nominally) on pieces of paper. Later, the period of Japanese administration saw
land seized and re-purposed, non-iroij individuals elevated in status, and an influx of
non-Mili lineage populations.

Decisions over land use and social standing were

invariably taken away from the chiefly ranks. The identity of great iroij is usually
linked to either sacred lineages that bestow them with near-godly natures, or
achievements that display an exceptional ability or authority. As both were either
ruptured during the battle period or rendered impossible under Japanese rule, the
concept of iroij-only sites has been detached from exceptional chiefly qualities, whether
achieved or ascribed. It is not difficult to conceive that these historical moments and
movements has had some effect on the extent of the ongoing ideology of chiefly
capacity and dynamism.
The limited exceptions are those individual graves of ancestral chiefs or characters, as in
the cases of Iroij Bolloñ and Lejawut, whose histories are riddled with pain, loss, and
change in status, rather than extraordinary feats or elevated nature. Bolloñ’s status was
affronted when tortured and killed by the Japanese administration; Lejawut’s raised by
his gift of land rights, but complicated by the loss of his beloved wife. Such ancestors,
appeased and appealed to today, were notable historical individuals, otherwise there
appears to be no residual power at the residences of former Mili iroij, such as is
witnessed in some atolls in Ralik Chain. Not even the triumphant winner of the ‘Battle
of the Chiefs’, Iroij Drime, and his later elevated kingdom of five, are associated with
any particularly dangerous or potent locations.
Mo in Mili, therefore, is certainly not devoid of its chiefly associations, but in terms of
relevance for the livelihood of ri-Mili today, it rests in another resource entirely – the
powerful knowledge and skills of ‘sorcery’ and medicine, a skillset for which Mili is
famous. Despite a period of authoritative flux – or alternately because of it – the more
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One informant lamented that it is little-remembered that the large Lukonwod Island was in fact an ancient (jen etto
im etto) mo an iroij, full of resources – a quality reflected in its name, derived from the phrase lukkun wōd, which
means ‘plenty or full of fish-seeking coral heads’ or ‘lucky in fishing’, but since its division into five chiefly
domains, it has lost that association, is now more densely inhabited, and is open to unfettered fishing and harvesting
activities.
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secretive traditional practices of medicine, divination, and sorcery have remained active
and potent amongst the populations of Mili and Nadrikdrik, perhaps offering a form of
control and enduring tradition in a time of drastic change. The resounding conclusion
for mo in Mili and Nadrikdrik atolls is that their sites most avidly and enduringly
avoided are those impregnated with a kind of powerful, dangerous but useful presence,
as in the jiadrel described both at Bar and Jabonwod islands.
A few qualitative themes are noticeable from these sites. First, they are described as
having powers outside of the corporeal realm. At Jabonwod this power is linked to the
Ribako clan and their totem god, a shark figure, and with the ability to affect the
weather. This totemic or ancestral force is not as explicit for the jiadrel in Bar Island,
but in both places, there is an active participation by people who invoke, worship,
appease, limit, or engage with these forces, whether the malevolent anjilik spirits or
totem figures. This is notably distinct from those mo sites comprised of trees and
locales that non-corporeal beings choose to inhabit, and which must then be avoided.
These jiadrel are created and invested in, perhaps in rituals that act as portals to close
the gaps between the realms of corporeal and non-corporeal entities.

This active

engagement, which includes the production of physical materials that must be handled
carefully, is crucial to their potency. The products of invoking such beings and/or
powers are so potent that they continue to have residual potential for danger. 334 These
places of activity themselves then become saturated with a contaminating danger, one
that must be quarantined and avoided. Despite efforts to reduce their harmful potential
by certain practitioners, the powers invoked through these portals remain active, potent,
and dangerous. In these examples, it is clear that the nature of mo is related to both the
non-corporeal realm (whether ancestral, totemic, or otherwise spiritual) and the
contaminating dangers that they possess. Stories of witnessed violations retold from
recent decades continue to reinforce the validity of belief in the power of these places.
Finally, there is a further complexity in the relationship between sacred sites and mo.
To my surprise, there exist few active place-based prohibitions associated with the
deeply cosmologically significant Nadrikdrik Atoll as the transition and resting site for

334

One prominent informant, who studied under his ri-uno father, noted that sickness is not the fault of the people
who wander around jikin uno. The ri-uno themselves are to blame because they have been careless with the
medicine.
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all Rimajol ‘souls’.335 In many ways, mo on Nadrikdrik are a scaled-down, version of
those on Mili Atoll. As for the place-based death traditions, if it is presumed that
sanctity and divinity are reserved for certain classes of beings that include iroij, then
perhaps it is less problematic that such sites are free or open to all social ranks of majol
personhood. According to a local proverb (jabōnkōnnaan), ultimately all humans are
equal at death, buried in the same depth of sand: Mejil in bok, in wōt juon
(‘Depth/thickness of sand, only one’) (Davenport 1952).

As places conceptually

understood as rites of passage for all, they are not perceived as having the sacred need
for prohibition recorded for other legendary sites.
Mili remains to many a playground for demons and spirits, with ongoing contemporary
stories of mysterious or inexplicable happenings.

While traditional experts were

brought in to confine the dangerous power, and to release or cleanse the area of the
contagious elements, they still evoke fear and avoidance.

Mili is also commonly

described as a place full of illness. This is not particularly surprising considering that
Mili is also known for the continued knowledge of medicine and sorcery, although one
informant gave a more historical account of its peculiarity, referencing Mili’s legendary
history as a place of incest amongst its originators. Ri-Mili, who continue to be known
for their wandering lustful eyes, irresistible nature, and powerful love magic, may be
enduring a lasting punishment for violating a premier taboo.

It is difficult, however, to ‘measure’ the impact that Christianity has had on Nadrikdrik’s place in the cosmological
present of Rimajol. Further, Nadrikdrik suffered from such a severe typhoon (or set of typhoons) that its
appearance today is considered extremely altered, which may have had effects on the ongoing imaginings of its
afterlife stories.
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9. LIKIEP ATOLL AND JEMO ISLAND

Introduction
In Chapter 8, I showed that the more secretive traditional practices of medicine,
divination, and ‘sorcery’ are linked to place-based mo, and have remained active and
potent amongst their populations, and also that, while numerous mo an iroij sites exist,
they are commonly devoid of such potency. Mili’s historical and political changes were
considered as influences on the contemporary shape of mo, and this idea is further
considered in this chapter, in a location where external influences have precipitated a
drastic change in the authority of traditional chiefs and resulted in the near absence of
mo.

Figure 9.1: A map of Likiep Atoll.
Source: Adapted from Marshall Islands Visitors Authority.
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Likiep Atoll is part of the northeastern quadrant of the Marshall Islands called Ratak
Ean. Its 65 islands, totalling 10 square kilometres, sit at 9o 53’ North and 169 o 10, East,
encompassing a lagoon of roughly 422 square kilometres.

It is one of the relatively

drier northern atolls in the Marshall Islands and is subject to occasional drought,
well as semi-frequent destructive typhoons.
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as

Despite these limiting environmental

factors, Likiep Atoll is host to one of the widest ranges of plant species in the nation,
including many introduced exotic plants (RMIEPA 2000). This was the direct result of
the development of the atoll as a coconut plantation from the mid-to-late 1800s, after it
was purchased by a pair of European traders from the area’s paramount chief
(iroijlaplap). It is the only atoll in the country that is in a sense foreign-owned, without
an iroij or traditional social structure. Almost all of the islands (and at least 60 percent
of the land area) of Likiep have been planted with coconuts.337 The atoll remains
operationally a coconut plantation, with two main social classes: the ‘owners’, who are
the descendants of the European buyers, and the ‘workers’, who are restricted to certain
islands and receive a percentage of what they produce from the land.
Just 35 kilometres northeast of Likiep lies Jemo,338 a small uninhabited stand-alone
island of 15 hectares, densely overgrown with scrub and fully encircled by a reef that
makes approach and landing difficult. At 10o 04’ North and 169o 31’ East, the island is
almost equidistant between the two atolls of Likiep and Ailuk (see Figure 9.1), and is
most often described as one of the few bird and turtle resource reserves in the country.
Jemo’s extensive kañal (Pisonia grandis) forests provided permanent and seasonal
homes to several important species of regional birds, and its remote sandy shores were
regular turtle mating and nesting areas.339 By some accounts, Jemo is the place from
which the term mo originated, and is a commonly-referenced example of the largerscale prohibited islands and atolls called lārooj. The island is one of the only places
where the ritual traditions of a lārooj have been recorded in any detail, despite its
acquisition by one of the foreign ‘owners’.
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There was a severe drought during my fieldwork in 2013 that prompted the provision of international (see Ahlgren
et al. 2013).
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The productivity of these groves today is questionable; a survey conducted in the late 1980s found most of the
trees to be senile (Ministry of Interior and Outer Islands Affairs 1989).
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Jemo is also spelled Temo or Djemo in some of the older literature.

A kind of soil, the ‘Jemo series’, was even named after the island by the ecologist Fosberg (1954). This soil is
notable for its ‘luxuriant’ and fertile phosphatic dark brown matter in sandstone with strong guano staining which is
unusual for the region.
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Figure 9.2: Satellite imagery showing Likiep Atoll and Jemo Island (top right).
Source: Google Earth

Likiep’s and Jemo’s Place in this Study
The transformation of the landscape and its unique leadership structure are paramount in
Likiep’s contribution to this study, and it was deliberately selected primarily for this
reason, providing an outlier for comparative purposes. I was told time and time again
that Likiep is elap oktak (‘very different’). Because of its lack of royal and divinely
respected iroij, one might postulate that Likiep would have no mo an iroij today. But
Likiep and Jemo together fulfilled several other criteria for inclusion in this study:
(1) they are located in the northeastern Ratak chain, meeting my aim to have a
representative atoll in each of the four quadrants of the RMI;
(2) aside from the artificial transformation of the landscape, Likiep also has a
history of extensive typhoon damage and is prone to drought; and
(3) of great importance, Likiep was and is the access point for Jemo Island, the
storied lone resource island, one of the Marshall Islands’ four main lārooj or mo
an iroij locales, and the possible origin of the term mo itself.
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Together, these two sites will allow us to consider the following questions on the nature
of mo today:


Do place-based mo exist in atolls with no ‘traditional’ iroij, and if so, what form
do they take?



How do ecological pressures and changes affect the prevalence and form of mo?



What kinds of customs were previously associated with mo an iroij?



Do such customs bear any resemblance or relevance to contemporary instances
of mo?

Historical and Ecological Context: Origin and Absence
The name Likiep (literally ‘backside or ocean-side basket’) is said to have derived from
the following proverb:

Likiep kapin ieeb. Eobrak kin elōñ
kain mōñā ko mōñā in ene. Ewor
jenkon, ewor jekaka, ewor iik
monaknak, im elap tata eobrak lowaan
kin makmok im iik.

Likiep, the deep bottom of the basket. It’s full
of kinds of food, food of the land. There’s
pandanus preserves, there’s coconut toddy,
there’s [unknown] fish and most of all it’s full
inside of arrowroot and fish.

There remains today a general belief that the cooking from Likiep is the tastiest, directly
associated with the legend that fire was first discovered in Likiep, introduced by the
scheming trickster Letao, allowing for food to be cooked.340
Despite this nominal bounty, the atoll has suffered many periods of famine and disaster
in its history. A survey conducted by the RMI’s Historic Preservation Office in 2001
suggestied that Likiep was uninhabited in the pre-German era (before the 1850s), and
was only visited occasionally by the people of nearby Wotje Atoll to harvest its
resources (Williamson and Stone 2001: 27). This interpretation is probably based on
Krämer’s 1906: 377) observation that the atoll ‘is still today nearly uninhabited and …
is only capable of bearing palm trees’. It is more likely, however, that its population
was subject to fluctuations over the years because of the typhoon and tidal wave events
340

During one visit, a council member and myself were served unidentified meat at a welcoming event. The council
woman commented on the how delicious the meat was, and then, being told it was turtle, she exclaimed: ‘See, I told
you Likiep turtle is considered the tastiest. You can’t even tell it’s turtle!’
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that rendered it unreliable for continuous habitation.341 Likiep has experienced at least
six recorded typhoons since 1850, the first of which purportedly flooding the whole
landscape and decimated the population, eventually leaving it all but abandoned
(Krämer 1906; Erdland 1914; Goetze 1914). Erdland describes this event as follows:
Around 1854 a tidal wave destroyed Likiep Atoll. Only three islanders saved
themselves and eked out a miserable existence on fish, grass, and bast. Five men
who were driven ashore from Mejit were simply slain, since, as one of the
survivors [explained] blandly: “There was not enough food for so many.” When
cultivation began in the islands of Likiep and [Jemo], the soil was covered with
well-preserved skeletons, and when the still uncultivated islands [were] cleared,
many others [were likely] found, showing how many lives were lost in this one
tidal wave. (Erdland 1914: 14)

Decades later, in January 1899, a typhoon caused massive flooding, washing away some
parcels of land (Spennemann and Marshner 1994-2000), and pushing detritus across the
islands, creating large berms and valleys, including what is commonly considered the
highest natural point in the Marshall Islands, a knoll some 7 to 10 metres above sea
level (Plate 9.1).
Dramatic landscape changes were not only the result of external climatic forces, but
were also caused by human design. The rise of the coconut export economy has had
long-term effects on the physical and social landscapes of both Likiep and Jemo. Prior
to Likiep’s sale to foreigners in 1877, the atoll was under the control and administration
of Iroij Jortōkā342 of Maloelap Atoll in the Ratak Chain. During the politically-fractured
battle period of the 1860s, Jortōkā took refuge with his ally Iroij Kaiboke in Ebon Atoll
in the southwestern Ralik Chain. This was a place that had recently welcomed several
unrelated outsiders: the American congregational missionaries, who set up a church
there in 1857, Georg Eduard Adolph Capelle, a 21-year old from Hanover, who had
been sent out in 1859 by the firm Hoffschlaeger und Stapenhorst to investigate the
feasibility of a coconut oil export operation, and in 1864, Anton José de Brum, a 27year old Portuguese citizen from the Azores with a risky job as harpooner on an
American whaling ship (Labriola 2013).
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Various sources put the population of Likiep bouncing back and forth between 25 and 300 people between 1817
and 1912, notably 300 people in 1817 according to Kotzebue’s expedition. (Kotzebue/Chamisso 1821, Kramer &
Nevermann 1938, Gulick 1862, Witt 1881, Jeschke 1906, Merz 1912). Its population in the past 35 years has
remained steadily between 400 and 500 people.

342

The spelling his name varies widely across different sources; other versions include Jortaka, Jortake, Jurtoka, and
Jurtaka.
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Plate 9.1: The highest point of (natural) elevation in the Marshall Islands, at Buladrek
wāto, Likiep Island. Date unknown (circa 1890-1920s).
Source: Labriola 2013

Several important relationships were established during this period. Capelle and de
Brum formed a business partnership, and de Brum married Likmeto, the daughter or
niece of Iroij Jortōkā.343

After Kaiboke died, Capelle and Company moved their

headquarters to Jaluit, a more central location with a safe harbor, and in close proximity
to the other Ralik chiefs with whom they continued to make land agreements. The
company worked exclusively with the iroij, essentially as brokers and traders. The
lower class kajoor workers performed all the labour, gave their respective copra tributes
(now on top of traditional harvest offerings) to their iroij, and used their own portion to
purchase imported goods.

As Labriola (2013) notes, some sources indicate that Likmeto was Jortōkā’s niece rather than daughter. What is
clear is that she was an important part of the chiefly lineage, making the union significant and presumably strategic.

343
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There were several companies operating in the area, 344 each competing for their corner
of this burgeoning market, leading the shift from whale oil to copra. Increasingly
worried about the growth of their major competitors, Capelle sought to establish a
permanent plantation, tasking his partner de Brum and Iroij Jortōkā with the negotiation
of a mutually beneficial choice of location.345 After a series of negotiations, Likiep
Atoll in its entirety – somewhat overgrown and lightly inhabited after a series of major
typhoons – was eventually deeded to Capelle and Company in 1876 (Micronesian
Reporter 1959 ‘Likiep is Chosen’).346
Jortōkā’s willingness to sell the entire atoll demonstrates both an economic acuity and
the ultimate power an iroij historically held and could wield.

Today the modern

constitution prohibits the sale of land, and also prohibits such dictatorial decision
making whereby the titles of both alab and rijerbal were stripped from individuals. As
such, Likiep’s sale was an historic one, not the first or last piece of land sold to
foreigners, but certainly one of enormous scale. Upon the sale’s completion, the people
of Likiep Atoll were given a choice by their iroijlaplap Jortōkā: they could depart
Likiep and join him on his holdings in Maloelap Atoll, where he would provide them
with land, community, and leadership, or they could stay on Likiep under the authority
of Capelle and Company, forfeiting all land titles and rights,347 but gaining employment
on the plantation for a fixed rate of two dollars per month.
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These include companies from Germany, China, New Zealand, and the United States (see Hezel 1983).
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Uninhabited Kili Island was first purchased by Capelle in 1875, but quickly proved itself to be a poor choice,
without good anchorage, and was abandoned not long after. Several other atolls were proposed by each party
before they settled on Likiep: by de Brum, the large fertile atoll of Wotje, and by Jortōkā, the small uninhabited
islands of Erikub Atoll, which was traditionally (and remains today) a bird-roosting and turtle-nesting atoll. Jortōkā
was unwilling to part with one of northern Ratak’s most fertile atolls, and de Brum found Erikub’s narrow passage
too small for their needs. After lengthy negotiation, it was Likmeto, de Brum’s wife and Jortōkā’s daughter or
niece, who resolved the impasse.

346

The popular discourse on this economic shift in majol history has had a tendency to downplay local intelligence
and agency in these transactions, and to represent the iroij as being taken advantage of by foreign white men. In her
recent doctoral thesis, LaBriola (2013: 175) gives an excellent counter-narrative whereby Jortōkā was ‘particularly
shrewd selling not his best lands but rather those that were uninhabited or considered undesirable, worthless, or of
no use to him’. She cites an additional astute transaction in Jortōkā’s 1869 sale of Olot Island in Maloelap Atoll, a
location whose very name means ‘land of no value’ or ‘extinct’. Labriola proposes that, beginning in the early
1860s with land transactions at Ebon Atoll, many iroij learned of and embraced the political and economic
advantages of doing business with foreign traders, interpreting this strategy as an adaptive new form of mejed
kapilōk kōj (literally ‘our eyes advise us’), which traditionally authorized iroij to alter or bend the rules of land and
title succession in response to real or perceived needs and circumstances affecting their property and community
(Labriola 2013: 39).
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There are in fact alab titles for parcels in Likiep, some of which belong to those that stayed, and others that were
newly assigned. An alab title for Likiep does not appear to be much more than a title, since the holders remained
part of the ‘worker’ class in practice, but they were sometimes used as mediators between the rijerbal workers and
the new owners.
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Where other companies at the time were leasing or purchasing small parcels of land or
specific islands, Capelle and Company were able to establish the base for a large
commercial enterprise without interference from local mediators. This formed the
foundation of Likiep’s unique socio-political system and a new kind of leadership that
remains intact today. With the sale, the essentially three-tiered feudal class system was
disrupted, creating a new division betweenOwners and Workers. The Owners, Capelle
and de Brum and their descendants, lived primarily on Likiep Island and sent many of
the Workers to live on the nearby islands of Melañ and Jepal. The division into two
classes has had repercussions throughout the years, resulting in official complaints
placed before Japanese and American courts, usually in regards to treatment of the
Workers and their inadequate payment. In some ways, predominantly economic, the
Owners became a new kind of iroij, with control over the land and copra proceeds, but
without many of the other responsibilities. In fact, by the time of Krämer’s visit in
1905, Anton José de Brum was ‘respected as an old chief by the natives’ (Krämer 1906:
379). In this ongoing practice, the total amount of copra produced for sale had to be
handed over directly to the Owners, who then kept 50 percent of all the profits. While
the Owners were (and continue to be) expected to provide knives, machetes, and other
tools for the collection and production of copra for sale, they took no responsibility for
the well-being of the Workers, nor did they maintain any of the reciprocal relationships
normally established between iroij and the lower classes.
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Plate 9.2: Jose deBrum and Adolph Capelle in Likiep, circa 1878.
Source: Williamson and Stone 2001.

When the USA took over administration of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,
Likiep’s situation was noted to be ‘detrimental to the interests of the common man, and
where today a situation exists which closely borders upon involuntary servitude’.348
The American administrators had hopes of purchasing Likiep back from the Owners, or
failing that, installing eminent domain over the property.

Both efforts were

unsuccessful and just a few years later, in about 1955, the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands Code included an excerpt specifically in regards to Likiep Atoll whereby:
In the case of lands in that atoll known as the “de Brum plantation”, [iroijlaplap]
powers shall be considered to be held by the heirs of José de Brum. In the case of
lands in that atoll known as the “Capelle plantation”, [iroijlaplap] powers shall be
considered to be held by the heirs of Adolph Capelle.

The Owners were later given seats in the Republic of the Marshall Islands’ Council of
Iroij, representing their inclusion as a form of traditional leader in a national political
body (Lynch 1984).

348

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands Resolution: Likiep Atoll (Draft), date unknown.
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Perhaps because the Owners’ power is limited to economic and political spheres, the
Workers are free from the restraints of respect owed to iroij, allowing them more
freedom to express dissatisfaction.

Tension continues between the two classes,

regardless of the government’s multiple declarations supporting the Owners’ rights.
There have been many instances (leading to court cases) of Worker families selling their
copra directly to the national statutory corporation, Tobolar, thus failing to honour the
production-sharing agreement with the Owners. Just recently, in 2013, when the entire
atoll suffered from a severe drought, a humanitarian aid program delivered a reverse
osmosis (RO) water unit to Likiep with the intention that it be used on Melañ and Jepal,
which house the largest population but have the most limited natural water supplies.
Instead, the RO unit was kept at Likiep Island, the extensive island home of the Owner
families, though they were fewer in numbers and already supplied with water
catchments and well water. While I received many complaints about this state of
affairs, there was little the Workers on Melañ and Jepal349 could do until the
international aid donor stepped in. On a variety of scales, the Owners were exhibiting
elements of power and privilege formerly associated with the atoll’s iroij.350
The implementation of this Owner-Worker system entailed the disregard and dismissal
of some earlier traditions, many of which were enhanced by the adoption of the Catholic
Church at Likiep.351 Moreover, with the introduction of de Brum and Capelle (and their
European associates) came the import of foreign books, boats, tools and fishing gear.
The de Brum patriarchs in particular became known as high-cultured ‘Renaissance’
men, as epitomized by José’s son Joachim, who amassed an extensive multi-language
library, a complete early subscription collection of National Geographic, as well as teak

The word jepal literally means ‘we are angry’, referring to a special kind of anger, such as from having a fishbone
stuck in the throat. Perhaps it is an apt name, considering the residents’ history, but several of the Owners found the
meaning quite amusing when they learnt of it.

349

350

One elder of the high-ranking Owner lineages expressed her own dissatisfaction with the difference between the
two classes. She notes this privilege on Likiep, whereby members of the Owner lineages have lost all economic
incentive and respect for older traditions related to work. While the Worker women on Melañ and Jepal (make
handicrafts and coconut oil for extra income, the Owner women on Likiep Island no longer know how to make such
items.

351

Catholicism was, and remains, a minority religion in the Marshall Islands, which is dominated by various
Protestant denominations, but see Hezel (1970) for a discussion of the history of the Catholic Church in the country.
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furniture and fine china, all housed in a home constructed of massive redwood logs
imported from California.352
Historically, Jemo Island was also under the ownership of Iroij Jortōkā, but – according
to most sources – came into the de Brum family’s possession through his successor Iroij
LaBareo, who was married to a close relative of Lijoan, the wife of José de Brum’s son
Joachim. He transferred rights to Jemo in the tradition of imon aje (‘gift land’) to
Lijoan and her lineage, so it passed from her to Joachim’s son Raymond his
descendants.353
Access was and remains somewhat restricted today as verbal permission must be sought
from the reigning de Brum heir. Jemo is remembered today (by ri-Likiep) strictly as a
reserve for the people of Likiep, although it is clear that people from Ailuk were
accessing it as well.354 Krämer notes in one of his early twentieth century visits to
Likiep that:
A few Marshall Islanders who had called on their journey from Ailuk at the small,
uninhabited island of [Jemo], which is only 25 nautical miles away from Likiep
and a known breeding-place of the turtle, had brought with them a giant specimen
of the green turtle. (Krämer 1906: 42).

People from Ailuk still travel to Jemo today to capture turtles in the evening hours, but
word of this angers most Likiep people, who adamantly declare that they have sole
access rights. The current Owner is not overly concerned, however, and she proclaims
that she is quite liberal about allowing trips to Jemo, to the extent of promoting her own
role in the softening (buroro) rules and customs today.

Joachim was an avid scholar and photographer as well, providing some of the country’s earliest and most
prodigious locally written records, accompanied by glass-plate photographs developed on-site in Likiep in his
specially constructed dark rooms.

352

Since it was not sold, but passed on in such traditional manner by the Iroij LaBareo, one interpretation of Jemo’s
ongoing ownership is that Lijoan was essentially given iroijedrik or alab status for Jemo, and the iroij or iroijlaplap
title remained with LaBareo and his descendants. This is somewhat contested, and several individuals recalled a
court case whereby Iroij Limejwa, a descendant of LaBareo with titles in nearby Wotje Atoll, made an
(unsuccessful) claim for Jemo against the de Brum heir. I could not confirm this court action since my attempts to
find this case were unsuccessful. While RMI court staff were extraordinarily helpful, their court records are not
filed (nor digitized) in any organized manner, but rather by the date when they were filed, making the task a
difficult one.

353

This is not particularly surprising considering that Ailuk appears to have been yet another territory of Jortōkā and
LaBareo.

354
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Mo in Likiep: Contemporary Evidence
Considering these rapid changes and new influences, I anticipated few to no instances of
mo present today.

If the purpose of these prohibited areas was conservation of

resources, Likiep’s strictly economic focus on maximum copra production would not
encourage such practices. The landscape was rapidly transformed and food resources
(as well as new external prestige objects) were increasingly imported. If, alternatively,
the purpose of mo was historically related to the sanctity and power innately vested in
and with the iroij, and hence required respect and avoidance, then the lack of iroij
would seem likely to produce an absence of mo.
Indeed, ri-Likiep swiftly and consistently reminded me that Likiep has no mo, nor did
they make any mention of the equivalent term kotra, as used in other parts of the Ratak
Chain. But they were well aware of the connection between mo and iroij.
Mo ej walok jen iroij, ñan kajoor ro aer.

Mo arises from the iroij, for their power.

Their firm declarations of the nonexistence of mo at Likiep are further encapsulated in
the following responses:
Ejaab kajoor, power an mo….. edrilok
ñan jako.
Jejaab kememej.

The power of mo is not powerful…. it’s
lessened to the point of almost being gone.
We just don’t remember.

Elak itok bamle Capelle im de Brum,
ejako kajoor, ejako mo ko.

After the Capelle and de Brum families came,
the power was gone, the mo were gone.

Despite, and in full acknowledgement of, this absence, I had hoped there would be some
underlying lived memory or knowledge of Likiep’s mo from earlier times. Perhaps
there would be places not associated with iroij or resources that were considered mo, or
even previous mo an iroij sites that have elements of that status remaining or
remembered. For a lack of mo today does not mean that mo never existed at Likiep.
There are indeed earlier accounts that hint to some of these mo beliefs, practices, and
locales. Krämer (1906: 45) claims there were ‘crawfish’ at Likiep ‘and also that there
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was a special uninhabited island of the atoll, called Enidjej, set aside for its
preservation’.355
Krämer’s description of dances, including the ‘coconut taboo song’ were also witnessed
and recorded at Likiep: 356
They sang several songs, of which the song of Kokostabu, of ämó ni [emo ni or
coconut taboo], met with special approval. How the howling at the frequent
overpowering repetition of ämó penetrated into the night... The word ämó, which
had attracted already the attention of the poet Chamisso, who also had been in
Likieb, perhaps even at the same spot, has the same meaning as the known South
Sea word tabú. The song announced that the palm-tree became tabú for the
population, by means of a coco-nut frond, attached to a rod, which means that no
nuts may be taken, in order to preserve them for the copra production. (Krämer
1906: 381-2)

It was during Krämer’s first trip to Likiep Atoll in 1905 that he described a coconut
frond being ‘hoisted up on a mast’, an ‘ide kidju’ (correctly itūkiju), demarcating a
resource area or tree as ‘taboo’ (Krämer 1906: 382). By this point in Likiep’s history,
the atoll had already been purchased, and Iroij Jortōkā had emigrated to Maloelap Atoll
(in the late 1870s). Yet Krämer notes ‘the taboo has the purpose of making possible
that the coconut crops are used for the cutting of the copra, by means of which the great
chiefs get money from the traders’ (ibid.). Are these ‘great chiefs’ in question the
Owners Capelle and de Brum, is Krämer making a more general statement observation
about the Marshalls Islands?
Labriola suggests that the use of these markers, once used to delineate mo lands and
resources, suited the needs of the new foreign landowners quite well, and may well have
been co-opted during the early plantation years. Restricted areas delineated as mo ‘were
further corroborated by roads, signs, legal documents, and maps that designated and
documented Ripālle [foreigners] and German imperial tenure’ (Labriola 2013: 207).
Concepts of prohibition and trespassing that were already part of majol life aided in
Capelle and de Brum’s restructuring of the land, which, in the ‘Agreement between
Likiep “Natives” and “Owners” (1880)’, prohibited the people of Likiep from

There are two islets – Aniiej and Āne-jaij –that he could have been referring to, although no one today recalled
such a prohibition or such a prevalence of crustaceans. It is possible that the emphasis on copra plantations
rendered such areas forgotten through the period of transformation. It is just as likely that the area was only
temporarily restricted, and was later over-extracted.

355

356

See Chapter 4 for the full text and description of this song.
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‘trespassing at any time on any plantation which may be made or laid out’ by de Brum
and Capelle.

During this period, both verbal and physical fences were easily

comprehended. Even as late as the 1950s, the concept of taboo was still being used and
manipulated.

In his personal letters, Reverend Thomas J. Feeney, a Jesuit bishop

assigned to Likiep after World War II, makes reference to the term binworwor (literally
‘hard fence’), which was supposed ‘to encircle a house or any object with a cord, so
rendering it taboo’ (1952: 220).357
Edward Capelle (son of the original Owner Adolph), perhaps in an effort to extend his
authority, or simply to insist on the point, is remembered as having frequently used the
phrase mo eo an Edward (‘Edward’s mo’) to describe those islets and parcels from
which the Workers were excluded. Some said there is at least one land parcel that
people call mo eo an Edward, where the pandanus (bōb) trees were used to make the
preserved food bwiro only for him. My informants made sure to be clear that it was not
a ‘real mo’, but rather just a saying: Ak power an, ejelok! (‘But it has no power!’).
Edward is remembered for being quite strict with people, and greedy by some accounts,
and although he has long since passed, some of the islands in northern Likiep were set
aside for his children only (and not the entire Capelle matrilineage).
This is not a far cry from later attempts to incorporate the term mo into national
conservation planning, where an area is declared by local government officials, and
restricted to the entire community. In fact, at my initial community meeting to present
my project intentions, mo locations immediately offered up to me were the very two
sites recommended by the Reimaanlok conservation survey team, comprised of foreign
consultants and national representatives from the Marshall Islands Marine Resources
Authority (MIMRA). These sites, selected by ecologists, had moratoria on fishing, and
were understood to be under restriction to keep them pristine for tourist snorkelers and
divers.
An MIMRA mo…. Rej kommane
raankein. Ri- pālle rar itok im survey,
im kommane.

It’s MIMRA’s mo.... They make them these
days. White people came and surveyed, and
made them

357

The use of the term bin in this context may shed light on the relationship to taboo-related terms elsewhere in the
North Pacific, such pin and fen in Chuukese dialects.
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Informants insisted that these were the only mo in Likiep, an atoll otherwise ‘free’ to
everyone, and it is not suprising that today mo is here conceived generally as a kind of
rule or law (kien) as well as being einwōt (‘like’) ‘conservation’. In addition to the
MIMRA-introduced mo, the only other specific example of mo identified for Likiep in
my initial inquiries was the general rule that it is forbidden to be near the rear of
someone’s house (and not just those belonging to iroij). Otherwise, it was not until indepth interviewing that sites of avoidance and fear began to enter the conversations, and
in some cases, be referred to as mo. Many of these places are reminiscent of ancestral
and sorcery powers categorized as mo elsewhere in the country.
In my survey, a total of 19 sites were recorded, none of which were described as mo by
my informants. However, there were seven sites recorded that were accorded notable
avoidance or respect behaviours today. While some informants insisted that ejelok mo
ilo Likiep (‘there’s no mo in Likiep’), several of these sites exhibit qualities I have
considered of relevance to the broader discussion of mo. Excluding Jemo Island, these
sites, which are discussed only briefly here, involve demons, fishing, and sorcery.
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Figure 9.3: Satellite imagery map of Likiep Atoll, with recorded sites indicated.
Note: See Appendix B for larger and detailed views.
Source: CartoGIS, CAP, ANU.
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Likiep’s demons
While, generally speaking, all of Likiep is considered unrestricted, the atoll has retained
a few of the restrictive beliefs regarding certain places and resources that are found
elsewhere in the Marshalls, particularly those associated with malevolent spirits. The
interior forest (bulōnmar) is still perceived as a dangerous place, where the common
rule remains that defecating is prohibited, or at least unwise, as it may cause large winds
and waves to pound the island. The bulōnmar is still generally believed to be the
playground of demons (timon) and other non-corporeal beings, particularly the
legendary cruel giants called wōnenak who lurk in overgrown areas and often come out
of pits in the ground (roñ).

They are especially fond of inhabiting kaōnōn vines

(Cassytha filiformis) in Likiep, and I was told several specific recent stories of
individuals encountering the beings to their detriment in the form of illness or insanity.
The restriction on defecating in the interior of the island appears to have also been
reinforced by the Owner rules of Capelle and de Brum, who installed several toilets on
Likiep and forbade defecating in certain areas (most likely those intended for coconut
plantations) in an effort to keep them clean and free of disease.
The presence of wōnenak giants is not surprising, considering they are part and parcel of
a long-lasting majol belief system that incorporates a series of natural but non-corporeal
beings including noniep, rikjet, and ri-mōkarran (see Chapter 2). These beings are not
transformations or manifestations of other humans alive or deceased, unlike the
accursed cannibalistic witches (mejenkwaad) that are typically associated with departed
or possessed humans (most often female members of royal lineages). Such regal nonhuman beings are wholly absent in ri-Likiep recollections today, a probable result of the
lack of native iroij imbued with their divine and dangerous power since the midnineteenth century. Aside from Iroij Jortōkā, who relinquished the atoll, earlier chiefs
of any rank are not particularly recalled for Likiep, and ejako mantin karoijroij (‘the
custom of elevating the chief is gone’).358

In one exception, the figure Jolikiep was recalled by some as ‘an important person from long ago’ (‘juon aorōk
armej in jeamman’) whose physical manifestation remains as a large rock at the edge of Likiep Islet. Krämer
records him as a ‘Paramount Chief’ and a kind of mythological ‘founding father’ for Likiep that infamously had his
wife stolen and returned by trickster Letao (1938). Today, however his identity is shrouded in ambiguity, the source
of debate as to whether he is a real man, the first iroij of Likiep, a navigational marker, or a mythological character.

358
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In addition to the non-corporeal wōnenak haunting Likiep, there are two legendary
female ‘demons’ whose rocky reef manifestations continue to thwart boat travel near
their offshore domains. Likōliwa and Lijāliwa359 can only be seen at low tide and sit in
the dangerous direct path of northeasterly winds, near the lagoon shores of Aikne and
Likiep islets respectively. They are known to ‘play or toy with people’ (kukure armej)
luring boats like sirens towards them and destroying them when ensnared. While the
two are not recipients of tributes or sacrifices (naajidriki or kotak) and are commonly
laughed away as old superstitious mythology, they remain the default explanation for
countless stories of shipwrecks in the area.
In general, demons or other malevolent beings have not been banished from inhabiting
and haunting Likiep, and are believed in to varying degrees. For instance, the presence
of a wōnenak at one area on the ocean side of Loto Islet means that it is generally
avoided, particularly when seen to be covered in a white creeping blanket of hermit
crabs, a common omen of an evil presence. In this same area, the parrotfish (ekmouj) is
known to cause ciguatera (ek in kadok) and is avoided. Not all informants linked the
ciguatera danger with the presence of the wōnenak, although it is widely known that just
a few metres southwest, along the same shoreline, the same species is safe to consume.

Figure 9.4: Location of Likoliwa’s reef at Aikne Island and recent shipwreck .
Sources: Google Earth and Ahlgren 2013.

359

Their names literally mean li- (the feminine prefix) kōliwa (‘to tease canoes’) and jāliwa, (‘to take apart canoes’).
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Frequent travellers (fishermen and copra harvesters) to the small uninhabited islands
where malevolent spirits are most prevalent, continue to employ a variety of
preventative and protective measures. Before venturing more than a few metres ashore,
it is common practice seek aejo in kōnnat, (the small center leaf of a newly sprouting
kōnnat bush, Scaevola taccada) which, when placed on one’s body, aids in warding off
spiritual attacks (Figure 9.5).360

Figure 9.5: Young sprouting kōnnat bushes at Aikne Island, and suitable aejo in kōnnat.
Sources: Google Earth and Ahlgren 2013.

Fishing prohibitions
Fishing in general remains an endeavour where prohibitions have remained relatively
prevalent in Likiep. While the same fishing taboos are prominent throughout the RMI, I
was regaled with many first-hand accounts of the repercussions of their contemporary
violation in Likiep.361

Men had many prohibitions to observe prior to fishing

expeditions, including walking near graveyards or other places of respect, marital
relations, and certain medicinal treatments, although the exclusion of women around
fishing activities is cited as particularly important. For large-scale fishing endeavours
such as alele or mweio, where schools of fish are scared into nets using fronds, women

360

As described in Chapter 2, certain plants and resources are closely linked categorically and individually with
spirits, and the fruits or flowers of them can be imbued with power, dangerous as well as protective. In this
example of aejo in konnat, the sprouting plant must be found on the beach shorelines, cannot be in close proximity
to others, and cannot be an offshoot of a larger plant (See Figure 9.5).

361

See Appendix C for a compendium of fishing-related taboos for the Marshall Islands.
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could not be seen or pass near the shoreline, nor could they make fires or weave mats.
One informant told how he had brought copious amounts of fish ashore from alele, only
to see a woman in the distance. When he turned his eyes back to the catch, all but one
of the fish had disappeared.

Plate 9.3: Alele fishing, circa 1900.
Source: Petrosian-Husa 2004d Figure 37.

These mo prohibitions fall under a wider category of behavioural taboos, not explicitly
place-based, although a few specific large-scale fishing (alele) locations are recalled, at
Loto Islet and the tip of Likiep Island. Historically, the timing and commencement of
such fishing expeditions was strictly under the command of the iroij. This style of
fishing (alele) is rarely practiced today, and informants struggled to clarify the
jurisdiction for such activities: Emaron council ak… (‘It might be the council or... [trails
off]’).
After lengthy conversations, several fishermen said the Marshall Islands overall are full
of fishing mo, and that in Likiep, elōñ mo, mo an lallap ro, Joachim (‘there’s mo, mo of
the old men, Joachim [de Brum].’). Joachim had banned (kamo) the fishing and selling
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of skipjack (lañe), goatfish (jo), and rabbitfish (mole), purportedly to prevent their
reduction or extinction. This creation of new fishing rules is particularly intriguing
since it was maintained that the ‘rule for Likiep only’ (kien in Likiep wot) was still
observed today, and was referred to as mo:
Inna, emo in enwod. Aolep rejba emo.

Yes, it’s fishing mo. Everyone says it’s mo.

Sorcery and jikin uno
A Peace Corps volunteer who was stationed in Likiep in the late 1960s told me that
‘sorcery’ was ‘quite prevalent’ there and often took the form of obtaining hair, ashes, or
personal articles, accursing and burying them near a victim’s house. As in many
cultures in Oceania and beyond, hair is strongly linked to personhood and, in the
Marshall Islands, a child’s hair is commonly not shorn until a first birthday, when it is
taken by the mother and buried in an undisclosed location to ensure protection from
harmful use of it.362
The secretive exploits of ‘black magic’ are closely associated with place, as discussed in
Chapter 8. Their known trained practitioners were differentially referred to as ri-uno
(‘medicine person’), ri-kapāl (short for ri-kōkōpāl, ‘black magican’), or ri-anijanij
(‘sorcerer’), depending on the beliefs of the informant.363 While not as prevalent or
universally-acknowledged as in Mili, the malevolent uses of medicinal knowledge and
sorcery were observed to be linked, at least loosely, with several sites in Likiep, two of
which will be discussed.364

The use of hair in ‘black magic’ against individuals remains a common practice today, and many friends receiving
haircuts (even in a foreign country) are careful to collect their trimmings. I myself have inadvertently stumbled
across such material assemblages of hair and sorcery objects in Likiep while conducting unrelated surveys for the
government.

362

363

The Marshallese language (kajin majol) has additional words for various forms of medicine and sorcery, and their
practitioners, including: anijanij magic (witchcraft or prophecy); rojak sorcery; madmōd sorcery in medicine; anjinwōlbo (sorcery to make a person win a contest or give sex appeal); kaurur jiañ black magic (performed by a
sorcerer using a husked coconut, to pacify the winds for favourable sailing); el magic (related to a tattooing cult);
moun magical power (often used to make soldiers brave); atlo magical power of speech; tōtabōn (occult black
magic); bubu (divination); and ri-joubwe magic. Most have fallen out of use, and those mentioned in the text are
the ones most commonly mentioned today, although people also use the general English term ‘black magic.’

364

A third jikin uno on Loto Islet is a kind of to (pit) traditionally used to soak ekwal (coconut sennit fibres) for the
preparation of ropeb. The man who owns the land in question, which sits on a brackish water reservoir, is entitled a
ri-uno, and this water source is important to his practice, believed to have healing powers. With his blessing, people
come to sit in the small dug-out pond, smaller than the size of a bathtub, to cure mostly skin ailments and fevers.
Some people ask to fill up bottles of the water to take away with them. In contrast to the other uno sites described
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The most prevalent of such sites belonged to the feared couple Lallele and Likomjen,
alive as recently as 50 years ago. The couple was known to kukure armej (literally
‘play people’), notoriously placing curses and causing illness, particularly the hernialike affliction known as nañinmej in maj. They struck fear into the community einwot
kwōj likūti timon (‘like you would place a demon.’)

At this site, located within

Loanworwor wāto in Likiep Island, there was a tree, either a frangipani (meria) or noni
(nin), by which the medicine or potion (uno) was made and buried. The danger not only
lay in the magic but also in the place itself which was described as mo:
Emo etal ñan jikin uno. Ne kwe etal ñan
ijen, kwo bwo. Kwōj etal im bwo en.

It is mo to go to the uno place. If you go near
there, you bwo. You would go and be that bwo.

This term bwo (or pwo) is a rare word, carefully repeated by elder informants, and one
not encountered before. It is possibly best translated as ‘contaminated’, and may be a
cognate of the word kapopo (‘contagious’), so that in the quote above, a trespasser
would become contaminated by the contagious nature of the place. 365 While many
appeared reluctant to share their belief in such practices in recent history, some pointed
out that, even today, there remain residual negative effects from this uno. The man who
now lives close to this site, in the aptly-named Loanworwor (literally ‘near the fence’)
wāto, is known to have crazy spells attributed to his wandering into the former magic
area.
At another location, one informant told me of his recent encounter with another meria
(frangipani) tree associated with a medicinal or sorcery site (jikin uno) in Likiep.
Neighbouring his own house is a plot of land in Lolekan wāto which belongs to his
relative and has been left overgrown for many years. One large meria tree growing very
quickly and expansively led the informant to clear the land and cut off several of its
branches (See Plate 9.4). When he became very ill shortly thereafter, he was told by his
elders that the area was formerly used to bury or throw away remaining medicine
(kallibi or jolok uno).

His trespassing and destruction of the tree had caused his

in the text, there are no fears or strict prohibition behaviours associated with this to area, although explicit blessing
of the ri-uno, or his appointee, is required to access it.
365

Another interpretation of the term bwo (or bo, pwo, or po) may be gleaned from similar terms with other
meanings. Po can mean to be caught, captured or seized while bo refers both to the projectiles thrown from
slingshots and the knotted outcomes of divination practices. Carucci (1997: 152) references one small islet called
Ambo, in Kwajalein Atoll, which is considered mo by the community thanks to its reservation for United States
military usage.
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affliction, and only the elders associated with this plot of land could heal him. The tree
has grown back with unusual rapidity, and is now strictly avoided, as demonstrated
when it was pointed out to me from a safe distance.

Plate 9.4: Accursed meria tree, Likiep Island.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

This case is reminiscent of bwin and jikin uno in other atolls, as well as the power of
flowering trees, especially meria, to cause illness. Such trees were ‘selected’ after the
death of someone significant, usually from an iroij lineage, to be ritualistically
connected to the spirit of the deceased. It could be used as a location to offer tributes, as
well as being the source of medicinal power, if possession, affliction or bad luck was
attributed to that spirit. In Likiep, red-coloured meria were recalled by many to be bad
luck and dangerous, although the reason unknown.366 What is striking in this example
is that the offender had no prior knowledge of the significance and danger of this

366

Details of the mysterious red meria danger appear in the accounts of a Catholic missionary and a Peace Corps
volunteer.
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particular meria tree. The effect it had on him gave a kind of credence and strength to
the legitimacy of the beliefs.
Overall, the term mo was rarely used explicitly in talking about any of these areas,
whether related to demons, medicine, or sorcery. Most preferred speaking of such
places in descriptive terms like enana (‘it’s bad’) and elōñ kajoor (‘it has power’). This
does suggest that the concepts of power and danger associated with traditional skills like
medicine, sorcery, and even fishing, as well as ancestors and non-corporeal beings,
continue to have very real and important lingering linkages to space and place for the
people of Likiep.

Jemo Island and the Origin of Mo
Unlike the statements about Likiep being devoid of mo, nearby Jemo is ubiquitously
discussed – by ri-Likiep and ri-Majol alike – as lukkun mo ilo jeamman (‘really mo in
the old days’). There are a handful of such large islands and small atolls that hold a
special status throughout the Marshall Islands, being mo an iroij that are also referred to
as lārooj. They include the smaller uninhabited atolls of Bikar (50 hectares), Bokak
(320 hectares) and Erikub (153 hectares), as well as the larger atoll of Wotho (see
Chapter 6).367 Jemo is the only stand-alone island called lārooj.

All of these lārooj or

mo an iroij (with the curious exception of Wotho) are relatively small in size, were
uninhabited historically, and are located in the northern half of the country (see Figure
9.6). To the best of my knowledge,368 there are no recognized lārooj in the southern
half, where the atolls have been historically more densely populated and geographically
closer together.

367

Rongerik Atoll (168 hectares) was also given this designation by one elder informant on record in the national
museum. The history behind this designation is less well known, perhaps because it has been overshadowed in
recent decades by the atoll's role in the US nuclear testing program, where its islands served as a temporary home
for the dislocated people of Bikini Atoll.

368

Kili Island, southwest of Jaluit Atoll, is the only historically uninhabited island in the southern half of the
Marshalls. While it feasibly could have been mo an iroij considering its size, there are no indications in the
literature or oral history that suggest it as such. Nadridkrik is another possible candidate, considering its size, but it
is not now recalled as such (see Chapter 8).
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Figure 9.6: Large-scale lārooj in the Marshall Islands.
Source: CartoGIS, CAP, ANU

Jemo’s legendary figures: Lijebake and Letao
Jemo, along with Bikar Atoll, is one of the more storied locations in the Marshalls in
regards to remembered beliefs and rituals. Aside from the chants (roro) recalled for a
variety of mo an iroij islands,369 Jemo and Bikar are the only places that continue to
have specific rituals that are remembered and discussed, albeit vaguely and partially.
Only a few informants were able to corroborate the details recorded by earlier
anthropologists and observers. Jemo and Bikar also feature prominantly in one of the
most popular core legends (bwebwenato) retold throughout the Marshall Islands and
beyond. The bwebwenato of Lijebake weaves together the origin of the turtle, the
westward advancement of early Rimajol settlers, and the paramount importance of

369

A few informants recalled specific short chants (roro) that would be used when approaching mo islands, especially
when pulling a canoe to shore. There are as well many roro used more generally for bringing a canoe to shore, and
pushing one out to sea, usually to instil extra power and strength in the chanter and his crew.
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kindness in the culture. There are various versions of the legend of Lijebake, but they
all converge in their treatment of Jemo and Bikar, explicating the valued frequency of
turtles and frigate birds on their shores.
According to several versions, Lijebake (literally ‘female hawksbill turtle’) was the wife
of the great origin god Wulleb who resided in the mystical invisible land of Eb.
Lijebake’s daughter was married to a chief from Kiribati, and when the daughter died,
Lijebake’s granddaughter Limañinpit (called Nemejowe in some versions) suffered
greatly at the hands of her father’s second wife. Her cruel treatment infuriated Lijebake,
who transformed herself into a turtle so that she could carry Limañinpit away in search
of a better home. Along their journey westward, they stopped at several atolls and
islands, where Lijebake’s chiefly husband, accompanying them in the form of a frigate
bird, soared above each location checking for the presence of ri-Bit (the kajin majol
term for the people of Kiribati). Finding ri-Bit in many locations, they continued on
until reaching uninhabited Jemo, wherei Lijebake placed her granddaughter safely
ashore before continuing on to settle in Bikar, another legendary turtle habitat.

Figure 9.7: Marshall Islands stamp entitled ‘Lijebake Rescues Her Granddaughter’ from
the Legends of the Marshall Islands series.
Note: This was originally a 32-cent stamp issued on 25 August 1995; the 50-cent version was issued in 2003.
Source: http://www.unicover.com/EB0OA53P.HTM
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Lijebake also figures in several legends as the mother of two sons, Jemaluit and Letao
(alternatively Etao or Edao), the latter being the ubiquitous and infamous trickster who
introduced fire to Likiep. She continuously tries to escape from them as they chase after
her in an effort to obtain the magical power over life and death. In one telling, the
magic is contained in a liquid in the back of her mouth, and while Jemaluit’s repulsion
for it leaves him empty-handed, his brother Letao successfully retrieves it and thus gains
new knowledge. In a related story, the ‘power’ spoken of – only found in Jemo in the
mouth of the great mother eel – is called ao (or aao), translated into English as a ‘halo’
or ‘a rainbow, rising over a person’ that ‘brings luck’ and ‘charm’ (Downing and
Spennemann 1992: 30). The term ao also refers to the oil found under a turtle’s back,
and shares characteristics with the generalized Austronesian concept of mana, an
inexplicable force that all can feel, which makes someone who has (or wears) it have a
‘special glow, a shine, about his person’ (ibid.).
In yet another version, it is Lijebake’s shell that is magically imbued with ao. Letao,
the preferred son, is gifted (or acquires) the top front part as a ‘neck shield’ bestowing
him with wit, knowledge and power (Erdland 1914; McCoy 2004), while Jemaluit gets
the tail portion, which gives him little benefit.370

The shell (bōd) of a (usually

hawksbill) turtle is also linked to the release of a soul after death, where a portion found
under a bush – ‘part of the necklace of the soul’ – could be used as a powerful remedy
for illness (Petrosian-Husa cited in Taafaki et al. 2006: 38). Erdland (1914: 192-3) also
notes that the shell can be ‘a prominent magical charm, and in fact the neck plate of the
upper shell had greater magical power than the tail plate’.
Other legends introduce the important character Lawinjemo, recognised by some as
another son of Lijebake, and the iroij of Jemo, by others as a god-like spirit or totemic
figure (ekjab). According to Krämer and Nevermann’s accounts of their early travels in
Likiep and beyond, Jemo was inhabited by two females – Lidjenolir and Neiolir – and

In other versions, Letao’s mother is in fact Lijman (or Lejman, sometimes Lijiñolir), a large eel (drep) goddess
whose body extended from Jemo to Ailuk, now represented in the submerged reef, and his powers were obtained
from the back of her mouth (not Lijebake’s). In Likiep, there is a wāto named Jabwiroñ (literally ‘taboo hole’)
occupied by a legendary eel that travelled from Jemo. The eel is an important spiritual animal in the Marshalls, as
well as elsewhere in Micronesia (see Grimble 1972; Hadley 1981; Luomala 1981). As documented in this thesis,
the eel was the main ‘god’ worshipped in Wotho Atoll, and another prominent legend in Mili Atoll (Likiej) has
similarities to those mentioned above. One anecdote (from the Tobin archives) describes Lawinjemo marrying
Neiluk, a lukkun armej (‘real human’), whose mother was that large black drep (moray eel) whose body stretches
across the long reef extending from Jemo. He sired a son, Laninlur, whose love for a woman from Ailuk goes
unfulfilled despite countless kitrae (gifts for love) of turtles from Jemo.
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no one could travel there because it was emo (1938: 460). Lidjebake (Lijebake) sends
her son Landjamo (Lawinjemo) in defiance, casting a spell (anidjenidj or anijanij)
called kedjebagege (ibid.). This is a brief fragment of what must be a longer legend,
from which Krämer and Nevermann conclude that ‘[Jemo’s] name [is] evidently from
Emo (taboo)’ (1938: 135). The name Jemo indeed can be literally translated as je (‘we’)
mo (‘forbid’ or ‘are forbidden’), and many informants proffered this as the existential
origin of the place-based term.

Figure 9.8: Text of Lijebake’s kedjebagege spell, in Marshallese from Krämer and
Nevermann 1938, with English translation (from the German) by Runeborg 2011.

Marshallese

English (Runeborg 2011)

akē Lidjebake

I am Lidjebake,

ngain rúdjilok

I wake up,

buín djërak mō in

I sing this taboo.

ëmō láruë djetuë
i gátupi gateboë

Taboo prevents going, after it, good;
Goes immediately [directly]? He goes, too?

godje djëne

You [plural] stand there,

boá midj e gŏë
ba armidj ngá

because you [plural] are anidj;
I am only a human being;

ënem ëni djábone

your land is that side,

ák ëni djabī.

my land is this side.

Source: Marshallese text from Krämer and Nevermann 1938 (2011 translation): 461-462.

While his name’s etymology may not be clear,371 Lawinjemo is regarded as the totemic
figure for Jemo. It was surprising to find that informants in Likiep today were actually
unfamiliar with his story, and only knew of his counterpart Lawinbikar, the resident god
figure of the turtle-infested Bikar Atoll.372 Both are variably described as god-men,
iroij, or totemic spirits (ekjab) capable of taking several forms and dwelling within an
iconic tree on their island homes –Lawinjemo in a large kañal tree (Pisonia grandis)
and Lawinbikars in a kōno (Cordia subcordata). In human form, they were tall, strong
and handsome, the caretakers for the islands, and associated with the everyday skilled

371

While the name is commonly spelled Lawinjemo (or Lawijemo), the alternative homophone Lawōnjemo may be
more appropriate in a literal sense, translating to la- (masculine prefix) wōn (turtle) jemo (Jemo Island).

372

There may be some conflation of stories and titles regarding these two characters, and they might even be one and
the same (Downing and Spennemann 1992)
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task of making coconut sennit rope (ekkwal). In god-like form, they are entities worthy
of worship and appeasement, as evidenced by their inclusion in ritual observances.373
Jemo’s turtle-harvesting rituals
Most small resource islands like Jemo are generally called ānenbao (bird islands) in
reference to their large bird populations, but both Jemo and Bikar are more aptly
described as ‘turtle islands’. Although they can nest all year round, green turtles are
frequently found while laying eggs in the summer season (rak), which is the preferred
time for their harvesting (kawōnwōn), when capture can be done bare-handed with ease.
At Jemo, however, turtles are said to be abundant all year long and easily caught thanks
to its unique geological formation affectionately called the aojid an Letao (‘Letao’s
trap’). Jagged reef flat outcrops are shaped and placed so that approaching turtles are
inadvertently flipped and trapped indefinitely until retrieved (or left to rot, as
purportedly evidenced by the abundance of turtle bones).
Rimajol distinguish three different types of turtles, two of which are common to the
shores of Jemo. The first is jebake, the smaller-sized hawksbill turtle (Erethmochelus
imbricata), whose shells are preferred for adornments and handicrafts, and which is
seen as a sacred source of power thanks to Lijebake. The second is wōn-waan, the
medium-sized green turtle (Chelonia mydas), which is preferred for its meat.374 Those
hailing from Jemo and Bikar are heralded as the most delicious.
Knowledge about turtle behaviour is highly detailed, and elaborate practices dictated the
harvesting, preparation and distribution of its constituent parts, ‘regarded as the mats
and foods of a legendary person’ (Erdland 1914: 43-44). The frontal portion (aerā) and
the heart are reserved for the chief, as well as some of the intestines (mōjñal). The

There are shared rituals and parallel traditions on many of the other lairooj and ānenbao (bird islands) attached to
the various spirits of each location (who are all male). Lawinbikar on Bikar takes the form of a kōno tree. At Taka
Atoll, another big tree, a wut (Guettarda speciosa) is believed to have represented the god Lea. If the tree is cut, the
juice which flows out from the trunk is said to be the colour of human blood. He is appeased and sought good
fortune from with a chant: Barojak rojak O ….. Lea, to kaki badr koi m unar mour (‘To worship Lea, go on the
shore with the offer and beg for life’). On Luij Island in Erikub Atoll, a kōno tree (which Raymond de Brum
unknowingly cut down) represents the god Laju Luij. On Erik, the main island of Erikub Atoll, the ekjab Lenono is
identified with a lukwej tree (Calophyllum inophyllum). Erikub is also strongly associated with Letao, and some
say that it was forbidden to say his name there. His other name, Narit (from Kiribati according to some) had to be
used, otherwise bad luck and misfortune would befall the speaker. The primary source for this information is an
interview between Jowej Raymond de Brum in 1951, as printed in an unpublished document in Alele National
Museum and Archives.
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The third is the wōn adol, the rarer, longer-bodied green leatherback (Dermochelys) turtle.
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person who spots the landing of the turtle, regardless of age, gender, or rank, is given
the meat of the hip (mur), while the shell, four flippers, and intestines go to the alab on
whose land it came ashore.
When a turtle is sighted, heading for land, one of the following chants (roro) is
proclaimed in jubilation:
Kabjok di eo, di in wōn, di in jebake, di
in wōn. Ee-e-e.

Hold the bones of turtle, bones of the jebake
turtle, bones of turtle. Ee-e-e.

Anijanij re drin ebar ato, kubujkuj ilo
mweo tin - ji hi ji hi!

The god (i.e. turtle) heading for land, dig your
hole or build your home. Ji-hi-ji-hi!

Jemo would be accessed when the first food-gathering expedition was decreed by the
iroij, and most likely ordained through the practice of divination (bubu or bwe). A
detailed ritual would be enacted to ‘open’ Jemo for harvesting, after which the island
could be visited throughout the year, with explicit permission or by decree of the iroij.
According to Tobin, the old language (kajin etto) designated these subsequent trips with
unique names, kapinar and kabidrirwak, perhaps a linguistic method for keeping track
of extraction frequency (Tobin archives, UH Manoa).

Figure 9.9: Satellite imagery of Jemo Island and its submerged reef ‘tail’.
Source: Google Earth.
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The opening expedition had to be led by a high-ranking chief, an iroij bwirak or
iroijlaplap. Careful attention was paid throughout the trip. An ointment made from
leaves and oils called kūmur would also be rubbed on the body before departing for
Jemo, to repel spiritual attacks. Silence was required on the voyage (as it usually was in
the presence of chiefs), and women had strict behavioral restrictions, such as hiding
their faces. When approaching the island, the helmsmen would instruct the party,
chanting Roruk-timmej (‘Eyes down’) to honour Lawinjemo.
Arriving at Jemo was a difficult feat without a clear safe passage to its shoreline and the
likelihood of being constantly beaten by breaking waves.375 A specific canoe chant was
recited when approaching Jemo, to give the crew strength in bringing their boat safely
to shore.
Bwil erok ki; Erok ki;
Erok ki.
Eraror wan taper.

Push, rolling onto shore; Rolling onto shore;
Rolling onto shore.
Roll the food-bearing turtle.376

Once ashore, each person would take the soft-sprouting part (jubub) of the leaves of a
coconut tree (or another coastal tree, often kōnnat), placing it in their waistband to act as
a protective amulet. The party could thus enter the island's interior to approach the tree
of Lawinjemo, walking single file in the footprints of the leading iroij. Women had to
walk with mats over their heads so that they could not see anything but the ground,
avoiding the sight of the divine tree of Lawinjemo.
When the tree was reached, each man tied the end of a leaf onto one of Lawinjemo's
branches, sitting and waiting for a breeze to approach and blow off the leaves. The
resulting scattered pattern indicated Lawinjemo’s response to their presence there, as
interpreted by the iroij. If positive, the iroij would declare ‘Kebbwi en bwil’ (‘We are
lucky’). If negative, or if no turtle eggs were later located, the process and several
chants would be repeated.

375

Jemo has historicaly been riddled with wrecks over the years, including some that can be seen on satellite imagery
of the island.

376

According to one informant, this roro (chant) was still used as recently as 1949. The chant, or a variation of it,
was also used to aid in pulling turtles ashore, and is known to have also been used at the other lairooj atolls of Bikar
and Bokak.
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When the assurance of a positive expedition by Lawinjemo was bestowed, the
requirement for single-file tracking was lifted and a trek initiated to a special location
where a small rare weed is said to grow, possibly the marutto creeper herb (Centella
asiatica Apiaceae). The name marutto (or marukko) was unknown to my informants
today, and even the name itself is a mystery.377

According to Tobin, marutto is

extremely rare, found only at Jemo and the two small islands of Arkil and Mumin in
Aur Atoll (Tobin Archives, UH Manoa). Its rarity, as well as the abandonment of its
ritual use, may explain the ignorance of marutto today. It is also possible that its name
was uniquely used at Jemo or other mo an iroij or lārooj locales where special language
had to be employed. For example, the name used for the iroij during the above ritual
occasions was wurin, and turtles had to be called wa, which otherwise means canoe.
Utterance of the profane common words could result in fatal harm to the perpetrator, as
well as stormy weather, foiling the expedition and a return voyage. Tobin recorded
several of these words, as have a few other researchers. They constitute a sacred ritual
language that Tobin refers to as lāroij, perhaps because it is equated with these lārooj
locations, and presumably their connection to the iroij as well (see Table 9.1).
Table 9.1: Lāroij sacred language terms (compiled from multiple sources).

English

Marshallese (common)

Lāroij ritual word

Turtle
Octopus

Wōn
Kwet

Wa
Werak

Shark

Bako

Niñniñ

Sting ray

Jemjo

Jejanjōr

Come

Itok

Jekabuñ

Go

Ilok

Jekabuñlok

Woman

Kōra

Madr

Man

Maan (emmaan)

Dri kabbwil

Child

Ajdri

Nabdri

Ship

Wa

Jitoñ

377

Many assumed the term was a Japanese import, and one informant explained it could be a combination of kajin
majol and Japanese languages where mar means bush or plant in kajin majol, and utto refers to red noodles in
Japanese. On this linguistic interpretation, marutto could bey the kaōnon plant (Cassytha filiformis Lauraceae), a
parasitic coastal vine associated with the presence of both demons and the mystical noniep creatures.
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The marutto was pounded into a kind of liquid concoction by the iroij, a few drops of
which would be placed in each individual’s mouth.

It was considered to be a

preventative medicine, and preparation for the large amount of turtle and turtle eggs to
be consumed, should Lawinjemo allow it. It was believed that if a person had a
stomach ache on Jemo or Bikar, it was because Lawinjemo or Lawinbikar did not
favour them. Many believe it was to aid with stomach problems that are common after
a dramatic rise in the consumption of a rich protein source, and other contemporary or
introduced remedies continue to be used to ease such digestive problems when turtleharvesting trips are undertaken.378
Once the preparatory rituals were completed, the hunt for turtles and turtle eggs could
commence. Before eating, the party would regather at the tree to present the entire
catch to Lawinjemo. Several eggs were cast out in the four cardinal directions by the
iroij or highest ranking individual present, proclaiming ‘Jej jar um’ (‘We
worship/pray’). Another version (Tobin Archives, UH Manoa) has the following chant
called katobar recited:
Jelbo i jelbo, jelbo i lip ke kijen
Lawinjemo
Ikri, ikbi eañ eo Lajibwinemon

Worship, worship, worship these eggs to
Lawinjemo

Ikri, ikbi ñan rak eo Lorok

Move it, take it, to the iroij of the north
(Lajibwinemon)
Move it, take it, to the iroij of the south (Lorok)

Ikri, ikbi ñan rear eo Lokbea

Move it, take it, to the iroij of the east (Lokbea)

Ikri, ikbi ñan kapilōñ eo Lokabilon

Move it, take it, to the iroij of the west (Kabilon)

Those eggs were then recovered and distributed to high ranking members of the group,
including the senior alab.

Once they were eaten, the next set of eggs would be

delivered to the members of the expedition party who did not hunt but were relegated to
watching the canoes.

378

Both plants linked to the name marutto, that is Centella asiatica Apiaceae and Cassytha filiformis Lauraceae, are
documented as having medicinal uses in a variety of societies, the latter specifically for treatment of digestive
problems such as indigestion, biliousness and diarrhoea.
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Tobin records (Tobin archives, UH Manoa) that the turtle goddess Lijebake may have
also been appealed to with an al in kamelim (‘song of granting permission’):
Your food, my food,
Your permission, my permission,
Our food, Lejmanin Jetao,
Destroy our mats (must be burnt or
throw away; used in the treatment),
What is it? - the back, the sides,
shell over the ‘ears’, all of the shell?
Do not fall out or change,
Lijebake, give me permission and
give we two permission.

Most say that the ‘taboo’ of Jemo was ‘broken’ in the earliest years of the twentieth
century by Joachim de Brum, the son of the original Likiep ‘Owner’ José.

It was not

long after the land came under his wife’s dominion that Joachim set to clearing the land,
chopping down the tree of Lawinjemo in the process.379

With no perceived

repercussions, its sacred nature was thereby set on a diminishing path. Today, very few
people are aware of Lawinjemo’s existence, and people have no fear or reservation
about going and harvesting turtles at Jemo, although it is known that the journey is a
treacherous one, and the delicious meat obtained is capable of causing digestive
problems. Many people have been stranded there for months at a time, including one of
my informants, whose rescue boat could not cross the dangerous reef break. One
German traveller passing through Likiep on holiday asked to stay alone on Jemo for a
couple months, but returned after only a few nights, claiming there was a kind of evil
presence there that he could not endure. Considering the climatic repercussions of
many other mo locales elsewhere, some informants pensively surmised that a lingering
power resides at Jemo, revealing itself with poor sailing conditions that detain visitors
and wreck their vessels.

379

Fosberg (1954) noted that Jemo was predominantly covered in mature coconut groves by the 1950s,
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Concluding Considerations
Likiep presents a unique case for study, being the only atoll in the RMI not operating
under traditional chiefly custom, and was included for that precise reason.

As

anticipated, there were zero mo an iroij (or kotra) encountered that were comparable to
those found elsewhere in the Ratak Chain or the rest of the Marshall Islands. Since
there is documentation that mo an iroij existed in Likiep as late as the early twentieth
century, and were continuously prevalent in other atolls in the Marshall Islands, it is not
difficult to conclude that Likiep’s unique history is the significant factor in the
disappearance of such sites and customs.
With Iroij Jortōkā’s sale of Likiep and relocation to Maloeolap Atoll, the atoll was
placed in the hands of foreign entities encouraged by the copra trade and influenced by
their allegiance to various European practices. Capelle and de Brum did quickly insert
themselves into majol life, marrying into local families and producing descendants to
whom power and rank was passed by both patrilineal and matrilineal lines of
inheritance. They were even given ‘iroijlaplap powers’ by the government, achieving
social rank through their financial and political ingenuity. Yet, despite their exhibiting
luck, charm, and success associated with the concept of powerful ao, the heirs of
Capelle and de Brum have never been considered equivalent to the divine iroij. Their
political and social identities, as well as those of the ri-Likiep who chose to stay on the
atoll, constitute a distinct class system of ‘Owners’ and ‘Workers’.
Those early prominent heirs inspired great changes at Likiep and Jemo, installing topdown rules and restrictions that have endured. This is particularly true for those relating
to fishing and defecation practices which were already steeped in customary regulations.
Others relating to access to resources and personal locales fared less well, as indicated
by the humour attached to Edward Capelle’s unsuccessful attempt to declare his private
land as a mo eo an Edward. As one informant stated: ‘Jikin ejelok iroij ie, ejelok
kautiej’ (‘Place where there’s no iroij, there’s no respect.’).
Overall, the lack of iroij and the inability of the Owners to achieve chiefly status is the
leading proof of how the legacy of mo in Likiep has faded into history. While there are
devoted cemeteries for the dynasties of de Brum and Capelle, they are not feared, nor
labelled as wuliejlap (chiefly graves).

Moreover, any historical areas of chiefly

residence or tribute are no longer remembered or avoided. Indeed, the lack of iroij is
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said to be the very reason for the smaller number of traditional legends (bwebwenato)
from Likiep.
The other factors behind Likiep’s selection for this study, namely its northern location
and the frequency of natural disasters, hardly add anything to an explanation of the
prevalence or absence of mo. Likiep’s ecological and political histories are messily
entwined, incapable of being untangled into individual strands. The antiquity of the
atoll’s cultural identity as kapin iep, a deep basket rich with food resources, is unclear,
as is its relevance in comparison to the now ubiquitous observation that it is elap oktak
(‘a unique place’). Likiep’s tendency to suffer both drought and typhoon damage may
very well have been a motivating factor in Iroij Jortōkā’s willingness to sell it.
Regardless, the expansion of the copra economy meant the clearing and planting of
lands that may previously have been reserved, uninhabited, or otherwise off-limits
because of their spiritual connections. When punishment traditionally anticipated for
their transgression, ‘supernatural’ or otherwise, such as those recorded for Jemo, was
non-existent or perceived as ineffective, the veracity and necessity of many customs
related to mo diminished.
The fragmentary information about Jemo provides invaluable insights for consideration
of mo in a deeper historical context, especially in its role as a conceptual ‘origin’ of the
word itself. In the one location, several key ideas are brought together: the association
with coveted resources; privileged access by the iroij; close association with several
non-human entities; and the neeed to worship them in order to partake in resource
extraction.

Jemo’s legendary history suggests it was mo since time immemorial,

inhabited by demon sisters and off-limits until Lijebake and Lawinjemo were able to
free, or at least split, the island, making something accessible and approachable that was
once off-limits and dangerous. Good fortune was not guaranteed when making the trek
to Jemo. Only through the process of appeasement, trial, and the reading of the signs by
the iroij, would the fate of a trip be revealed, providing both an affirmation of chiefly
prestige and a viable way of explaining poor results. Moreover, the elevating of several
spiritual entities (Lawinjemo, Lijebake, and the four cardinal gods), and of the iroij as
leader, mediator, and interpreter, were necessary for successful resource extraction.
Tobin (2002: 239) has claimed that mo functioned as a means of control over, and
conservation of, natural resources in the Marshall Islands.

Jemo provides some
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supporting evidence for his interpretation. The naming of each expedition with a unique
word may have acted as a linguistic tally of extraction levels and remaining resource
quantities. Observing silence and walking in single file may have served to minimize
human impact on the pristine environment, but they can also be considered as more
practical hunting strategies, or as means to enhance the prestige of an iroij as the only
person allowed to visibly tread on sacred land and interact with the non-corporeal gods.
A simplified conservation rationale does not explain the use of the special lāroij
language, while references to the divinity of turtles in chants and legends, the
importance of the hawksbill turtle as a source of prestige goods, rather than food, and
the sacred affiliation with ao, all suggest that Jemo was not only a valuable food
resource island, but one that was connected to grander cosmological concepts of power
and prestige.
With the absence of chiefs and chiefly power, and the modified adoption of several
Christian and European beliefs that have provided alternative modes of cosmological
explanation, mo-related customs are now practically nonexistent in Likiep and Jemo. A
few elements of danger, contamination, and avoidance remain despite the diminishing
perception of the land and sea as interactive spiritual landscapes to be navigated with
care. Members of the community still recall the dangerous power held by one pair of
sorcerers and the residual effects of their activities embedded in the environment.
Ancient ties to spirits or ancestors remain as a viable rationale for contemporary illness
and misfortune. Permission-seeking, imbibing potions or lathering concoctions, and
carrying amulets, continue to be ritually employed in preventing harm from potentially
dangerous habitats and entities. So, while Likiep’s case supports the idea that a major
category of mo is inextricably linked with iroij, it also suggests that this does not
exhaust the scope and meaning of mo.
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PART IV

RECONSIDERING MO

10. DISCUSSION OF MO

Ebol kain mo jej karjerbal ilo aelōñ kein.
There’s lots of kinds of mo that we use in our islands.

Introduction
What (if anything) is the underlying theme that holds the whole network of mo
together? How is mo epistemologically-situated, and can its various articulations be
meaningfully ‘explained’?
If we revisit the definitions enumerated in Chapter 4, the term mo does seem to be
equivalent to the Polynesian tapu, and to cover many of the connotations that the
concept of taboo has in anthropological discourse. This chapter will assess the range of
sites that were or are considered mo in the Marshall Islands, and also the apparent
ambiguities in the use of the term.
Explicit definitions of mo were rare in my conversations, but here are some of them:

Naan en mo, melelein juon jikin eo an
ejaab mālim an jabrewot armej etal.

The word mo, it means one place that there isn’t
permission for anyone to go to.

Mo, melelein, ilo kajin majol, einwōt ba….
Ekar ñan manit, jejaab maroñ kōmman.

Mo, it’s meaning, in Marshallese language, it’s
like saying… like for our culture, we cannot
have the ability to do or make.

Melelein mo, einwōt ta… kien.

The meaning of mo, it’s like what… rules.

Melelein mo, ejjaab jabrewōt an armej
jerbal ie… ne iroij ejaab ba. Mo wōt, an
wōt iroij. An wōt iroij. Ejelok an
jabrewot.

The meaning of mo, it’s not for anyone to work
there, if the chief doesn’t tell you. Mo is only,
only for the chief. Only for the chief. Nothing
for anything/anyone.

Mo an iroij, an iroij wōt.

Chief’s mo, only for the chief.
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Despite these simple statements, mo evades confident definition, and my audio
recordings are laden with pregnant pauses in the early stages of interviews, suggesting
that it is both difficult to define and not discussed openly. At times, several informants
capped these ‘definitions’ with the question ‘Ej mool ke?’ (‘That’s correct right?’)
When I asked more than 50 informants to define and/or describe what mo meant, a
common response was a variation on the theme ‘Mo, melelein…. mo. Mo, emo’ (‘Mo
means…. mo. Mo is mo’). Another common response defined it by example:
Kain en an Tobomaru. Emo.

The kind like Tobomaru Island. It’s mo.

This tautological quality whereby ‘mo is mo’ suggests that it is a reflexive term,
rhetorical and circular in nature. A place is mo because it is mo to take things from
there, or vice versa. If not explainable by its very nature, mo is also too broad for any
simple definition, a sentiment shared by many, and crystallized by one:
Eban juon wōt melele in mo. Bwijin
melelein in bwijin mo.

There cannot be only one meaning of mo.
There are lots of meanings of lots of mo.

This unsatisfied desire for an easy definition is not uncommon in such inquiries. Firth
(1940) experienced similar ‘difficulty’ in getting Tikopians to ‘define’ manu. Smith
(cited in Firth 1940: 185) said that the Maori were mainly concerned with the
practicality of tapu, not with the definition. Similarly, Valeri (2000: 114) says that the
Huaulu felt content to equate maquwoli with the broader Polynesian concept of taboo.
How do seemingly diverse things (places, behaviours, people, and objects), all
considered to be mo, relate to each other? While I try to ‘categorize’ and ‘analyse’,
most Rimajol seem content to say that some places simply are mo. The iroij says they
are mo, the specific genealogical history of the land says they are mo, so they are indeed
mo. The ‘why’ is not as important, nor is the ‘kind’ of mo in question. As we have seen
in Chapters 2-4, the concept of taboo has been interpreted in may different ways, and
these are no doubt useful ‘lenses’ in approaching the discourse of taboo, But I may
contend already that mo does not fit neatly into any single one of them.
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A definition of mo was therefore not the starting point of this research, but might be
seen as the end result. Valeri (2000: 114) made a similar point about the Huaulu
concept of maquwoli: ‘to establish its signification, truly as well as how its stands in
relationship to the various theories of taboo, requires investigating all forms and
contexts of its use and their conceptual, ideological, sociological and experiential
underpinnings’.

The Language of Mo
I begin by examining the actual use of this word and others that belong to the same
realm or field of discourse. Mo (like many other ‘taboo’ words) can be an adjective, a
noun, and less frequently, a verb. Most commonly, it is used as an adjective (‘it’s mo’),
being the attribute of a place, object, or kind of behaviour:
Emo etal ije ilo hospital en.

It’s mo to go there in the hospital.

Emo, enana etal ñan ie.
Emo kōmmane.

It’s mo, it’s bad to go there.
It’s mo to make or do that.

Emo an jabrewot armej.

It’s mo for just any person.

Emo an kōrā.

It’s mo for women.

When used as a noun, it usually refers to a place:
Ilo āne in, eloñ juon mo.
Ewor mo ilo aelōñ in.

In/at this island, there is one mo.
There are mo in/at this atoll.

Ijio, mo en an Iroij Kabua.

There, the mo of Chief Kabua.

Bikajela, emo an Loeak.

Bikajela Island, it’s the Loeak’s mo.

In these examples, mo can be either singular or plural, and it could be specified as mo eo
(‘this one mo’), mo ro (‘two mo’), or mo ko (‘multiple mo’).
The construction mo an can be either possessive or relational. Examples of the former
usage would be:
Ijio, mo en an Leroij Ellenty.

Over there, that is Leroij Ellenty’s mo.

Ewor boojin mo an Kabua ilo Ailinglaplap.

Kabua has many mo in Ailinglaplap.
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Examples of the relational usage would be:
Emo an kōrā.

It is taboo for women.

Emo an jabrewot.

It is taboo for everyone/anyone.

Both usages function, implicitly and explicitly, as a system of social classification or
differentiation.

Mo jen (‘mo from’) is another construction occasionally used in

conversation, though not to a significant extent. A phrase like mo jen Kabua (‘mo from
Kabua’) has much the same meaning as mo an Kabua (‘Kabua’s mo’).The proper noun
Mojen has taken on a formal use, not heard elsewhere, describing the jurisdiction of
paramount traditional leaders in the Ralik chain (see Chapter 7).
Some people strongly suggested that there was a difference in meaning between the
terms emo and mo (the adjectival and nominal forms of the term). By one informant’s
account, the latter has more legendary essence (ao) and more power (kajoor). Several
sites are associated with prohibitions, but some informants were hesitant to place them
in the same category as other mo places. Some places could be jidrik wōt mo en (‘only
a bit mo’), and a place could be emo to trespass upon, or take things from, but not mo in
itself:
Emo etetal ije, ak…. Ejaab mo.

It’s mo to go there, but… it’s not mo.

At times, mo were spoken of as kien (rules), differentiated from place-based mo that
were held with a specific regard, or mo an iroij, and sometimes mo an bwij, which all
specifically relate to land and property.
When someone says emo in a declarative way, it is understood to lack the relational
aspect, suggesting the quality or state of a place or behavior, regardless of who is
affected (‘It’s mo, it’s bad to go there’; or ‘There are mo in/at this atoll’). Less often,
mo could be used as a verb, in an active construction such as kōmmane mo (‘to make
mo’) or kamo (where ka- is a causative prefix),380 Which raises an interesting question
abut the degree to which mo is understood to be an inherent property or quality of things
or a possible result of human action.

380

In another source (Wilson 2014), kamo is an alternative to the more common term ban, which refers tojealousy or
envy.
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Antonyms of mo
As a corollary to the inherent or created nature of mo, two questions must be asked that
return to the verbal construction of mo:
(1) If something can be inherently mo, can another thing not be?
(2) If something can be tabooed, can it be untabooed?
Linguistically, there is no antonym, no word for the opposite of mo, equivalent to the
term noa in some languages.

Instead, several different expressions were used to

designate as being not, or no longer, mo:
Ejaab mo kiiō.

It’s not mo now

Ejaab nana.
Eclear.

It’s not bad/wicked/evil.
It’s clear [using the loan word from English].

Emman kiiō.

It’s good now.

Ebellok.

It’s open.

Ejako mo rainin.
Emālim.

Mo is gone today.
It’s permitted.

Kwomaroñ.

It’s not mo now

These antonymic phrases give us additional clues about the nature of mo.

If

something’s condition, quality or nature is not mo, it is considered good, favorable, fine,
opportune (emman or momman). The terms melim and maroñ suggest the interactive
aspect of mo: if something is not mo, it is allowable, lawful, permitted, licensed, or
sanctioned (mālim), and is associated with the ability, authority, possibility, capability,
power and competency to interact (maroñ). Something not mo is also considered open,
temporary or ajar (bellok), invoking ideas of doorways or containers that can either be
open or closed.
The reasons for a place to be no longer considered or treated as mo fell into two
categories:
Ear kabellok.

He/she made open.

Edriklok (or ejako) kajoor eo an rainin.

Its power is lessened (or gone).

In the latter category, this was usually expressed in the sentimental terms of cultural loss
(edriklok manit). Intriguingly, even when a place was opened, permitted, or had lost its
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powerful (or effective) nature, people still hesitated to enter it. I was confidently told
that there was no problem in visiting and breaching the invisible (to me) borders of
certain places, because I was permitted or because it was no longer powerful, but my
party members rarely accompanied me regardless. This may reflect a majol trend to
publicly downplay older beliefs considered heathen or conflicting in contemporary
Christian ideology, while practically still adhering to them at some level. As one
Spanish missionary reported, ‘the people have a high regard for Catholicism and even
put our religion above their own, but they want to remain what they are’ (Jose Pajaro,
Noticies 1922, in Hezel 1991). For some it is a ‘better safe than sorry’ mentality,
although it may also be interpreted as recognizing the inherent, lingering or permanent
quality of mo.
Terminology and demarcating mo
The term jabwi (which the modern dictionary defines as an archaic word for taboo) is
still in circulation today, though less frequently than mo, as a term specifically related to
the identification, possession, and reservation of resources, most commonly individual
trees or objects, rather than parcels of land or marine areas. Such a designation implies
physical demarcation, perhaps temporary, and can be placed by members of the kajoor
class if the thing in question ‘belongs’ to them because it is located on their lineage or
they planted it themselves.381 For example, a family may jabwiki one breadfruit tree in
anticipation of a visit by an iroij or ‘just in case’. The term mo is not be used in such
instances. The term jabwi (‘reserved’) is more appropriate, and is sometimes used
today to refer to the reservation of a chair or table. There is no supernatural sanction
connected to jabwi resources in these circumstances, but retribution was permissible for
offences.
The practice of jabwi appears to be a matter of individual or family choice, although it
may have been more formalized in some locations, as in Mili, where one mā (breadfruit)
tree in each wāto was reserved, plucked only for the payment of the required tribute to
the iroij. When its fruits drop, they are left to rot if there is no iroij present. Elsewhere
in Mili, a chiefly mā tree that blossoms all year long, whose fruit belongs solely to local
a dog chief (Kiru in Lojet), is part of a prominent local legend. In Ailinglaplap, the
381

An iroij can also theoretically make something jabwi, although majol ideology generally dictates that all resources
on their land belong to them and access to such resources is restricted by default.
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highly prized botaktak variety of mā was similarly set aside as the mā en an iroij
(‘chief’s breadfruit’). The same is true for other prized resources such as taro; some pits
were historically dedicated as bwōl an iroij (‘chief’s taro patches’). Nevertheless, in
such cases, ‘jejaab ba mo’ (‘we don’t say mo’).
To make clear when something is jabwi, a coconut leaf would usually be tied around it,
a marker referred in some literature as jabne or itkiju, terms that are rarely used today
by my informants.382 Jabne, despite having fallen out of use, was readily understood
from its literal translation as jaab (‘no’ or ‘don’t’) and ne (‘foot’).383 The etymology of
itkiju is described with less uniformity, but alludes to the practice of plucking
someone’s eyes out (itūk), a penal punishment handed out for disobedience to the iroij.
Both terms can be understood as threats, i.e. ‘don’t step’ or ‘don’t look’.
While jabwi is closely associated with singular objects and resources, Tobin (1956: 567) suggests that itkiju weremarkers positioned on a piece of taboo land, one at each end
and one in the middle, with ‘magic’ (anijanij) made on them. They were placed there
only once, and renewal was not necessary. People still know that such places were
taboo, but informants unanimously denied that such markers were required in order to
make them so. In this light, these itkiju or jabne markers may have served not only as
signs, but more importantly as charms used in the ritual assignation or enforcement of
spatial taboos – a process that is no longer employed.
Einwot Naanjade, jejelā ke ebed ilo toen, jejela kajien Naanjade. Ekwe einwōt
mo ke…jejelā, ijen Mejajok, mo. Jejelā
ewi Mejajok. Ekwe, einwot juon je jab
kokale. Ri-aelon in, rejela.

Like Naanjade (island), we know that it is located
near the pass, we know the location of Naanjade.
OK, it’s like mo OK.... we know that Mejajok
(island), it’s mo. We know where Majajok is.
OK, that’s like another thing we don’t make sign.
The people of these atolls, they know.

The visual symbolism of demarcating mo may have been more important in earlier
times. A practice resembling jabwi for newly planted coconut trees reserved for the
iroij is recalled but rarely employed. In this case, baskets called abar containing lā
(small coral pebbles) are left permanently around the tree, and tōtabōn (occult magic)
placed therein. These terms and concepts are integral to delineating and protecting

382

One informant recalled the word titoj as another term synonymous with jabwi and itkiju.

383

Julobiren ne (‘sole of the chief’s foot’) is said to be another old phrase referring to the personal land of a chief.
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space: the word abar also refers to the rim, edge, or border of things like plots or mats,
and to people who acted as protectors or bodyguards of an iroij in wartime. Lā are
generally used to demarcate human residential areas, since they keep grass from
encroaching into living spaces, and also play an important role in funerary rituals, being
placed around graves after six days to prevent the soul from wandering aimlessly. In
Likiep, the term binworwor (‘to encircle a house or any object with a cord, so rendering
it taboo’) is also used to indicate the practice of fencing off important areas or resources.
Spatial demarcation and signage remain important today as indications of a kind of
present danger (see Plates 1.1, 2.2 and 2.3). In recent years, such ‘fences’ around mo
land have also taken on legal and written forms, including court testimonies, copra
ledgers, and constitutional text.

As early as 1935, Iroijlaplap Litokwa testified

(kallimur) to the places where he held mo, stating in a letter that: ‘kejatdrikdrik bwe
KIEN enaj lale im kajimwe men in non ir’ (‘[I] hope that the LAW will see to it and
correct this thing for them’.384 Litokwa referred at different points in the letter to these
pieces of land as kotra ko, mo ko, and jikin kallip ko ao (‘my planted places’).
Kotra is considered to be a synonym of mo that is only used in the eastern chain of
Ratak, but is only used as a noun that refers to places, typically to wāto (land parcels) or
less frequently to islets. Unlike mo, the term kotra is not used as an adjective, nor is it
applied to behaviours. Lārooj is another term that is used less frequently but, like kotra,
refers only to places otherwise or elsewhere called mo, like the mo an iroij described in
Chapters 6 and 9. Very simply, it can be understood by its different spellings as lo-iroij
(‘chiefly place’) or lārooj (‘small coral pebbles of the chief’).

Articulating the Meanings of Mo
We have gathered so far that the word mo is often used in a tautological sense, but even
when it is clearly used to refer to something else, statements such as ‘Emo etetal bwe an
iroij wōt’ (‘It’s mo to approach because it is of the iroij only’), or ‘Emo etetal bwe kwo
naj jorrāān’ (‘It’s mo to approach because you will be injured’), can be interpreted as
being simultaneously proscriptive, prescriptive, descriptive, and relational.

There

His letter was later ‘certified’ by the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. The word kien was capitalized in the
original.
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remains a kind of causal ambiguity in the usage.

A simple definition such as

‘forbidden’ or ‘reserved for chiefs only’ remains elusive.
Foregoing formal textbook definitions, there are still some patterns in how most
informants speak of mo today, and these can be illustrated by examples of the main
categories of mo-related statements heard during the course of my fieldwork, which
have been compiled from the previous chapters:

1

Emo, enana etal ñan ie. Enana
kabaru ije, kabao, eoñōd… emo
eoñōd.

It’s mo, it’s bad to go there. It’s bad to get
crabs there, to get birds, to fish… it’s mo to
fish.

2

Jikin ekkan ilo Lo-mej....jeamman,
emo.... kōnke ewor juon wut kilebleb.
Juon wujke, utilomar... Jikin ekkan.

The tribute place at Lo-mej wāto... in the old
days, it was mo.... because there is a large
flowering tree, a tree... a tribute place.

3

Rej ba, rar kelet an mo kōnke elōñ
mōñā.

They say, they [the iroij] selected a mo because
there is food.

4

Mo. Juon en an iroij. Mo en. Ne ekar
mwein eo, e mo an armej itok ñan e
bwe e mo an iroij.

Mo. One of the iroij’s. A mo. If it’s this
house, it’s mo for people to come to here
because it’s mo an iroij.

5

Kon ba mo Kappen, kōnke leroij eo
ekar bok ni, im bob, im aelop …. Im
kallib ilo Kappen. Reba mo kōnke ear
kallib.

We say Kappen Island is mo, because the
chieftess brought coconut, and pandanus, and
all kinds.... and planted them at Kappen. They
say it’s mo because she planted.

6

Ilo ānedrikdrik, ānen kabao, emo,
ejorrāān armej, ejorrāān wa.
Einwot… ānen kabao, jejetal
im….turin channel, turin pass… Etan
ijio, rejba Lo-iroij.... Melelein....
Bōlen ta…iroij rar kōmman curse…
Witch… Bōlen elōñ witch in majol,
kōmman curse.

At the small islands, the islands to get birds,
it’s mo, people are harmed, boats are broken.
Like... the islands to get birds, we go and...
near the channel, near the pass... It’s called
there, they say Lo-iroij.... It means.... maybe
what...the chiefs made a curse... witch... maybe
there are Marshallese witches that made it
cursed.

7

Ijio, kōnke, āneko ke…. Anen kakije.
Kōmman mōñā. Kakijen. Kajelele.
Koman jelele an iroij. Im ane ko,
elapan aurok, ane ko ke. Kōnke ewor
power ebed ijio.

There, because, the islands... Islands for
resting, making food, gathering food, getting
meat, making meat for the chief. And those
islands, they are very important, those islands.
Because there is power there.

8

Aolep iroij, ewor jitob. Emaroñ
bedbed jene jikin iroij en, aer. Mo en
an Kabua, mo en an Loeak... Kab kio,
ne kwoj etal, kwe jorrāān.

All the chiefs, they have ghosts. They can be
there at the chiefly places. Mo of Kabua, mo of
Loeak.... And today, if you go, you’ll be
harmed.

9

Jikin kanjilik. Emo etal ñan ie. Jejaab
bar etaletale. Ebar mo..... kōnke elōñ
jitob nana jene. Jitobnana makes you
sick. Jitob in anjilik.

Place to make god-sorcery.... It’s mo to go
there. We also don’t trespass. It’s also mo....
because there are bad spirits there. Bad spirits
make you sick. Sorcery spirits.
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10

Rejba ijio, jikin aer ro kōmman
kōkōpāl im uno im… re ba mo. E
power eo an, ilo aer ba, elōñe ne kwe
etal, kwo maroñ bok juon nañinmej in
maj eo, nañinmej in maj. Kōnke e mo
en.

They say there, places they make magic and
medicine and.... they say mo. The power of it,
according to what they say, if you go, you may
get one sickness of hernias, the hernia illness.
Because it’s mo.

11

Juon kain mo.... ej einwōt jorrāān
armej. Juon jikin … kōmman curse…
im jetal kōmman men eo, rol, je
jorrāān.

One kind of mo... it’s like harming/breaking
people. One place... making curse... and we go
and do something there, return, we are broken.

12

An kōrā in Ijjidrik. Mo an Ijjidrik,
jikin uno. Jikin uno, rejba bwin. Ne
kwo bed ijio, kwonaj jorrāān.

Of the women of the Ijjidrik clan. Mo of the
Ijjidrik clan, a medicine place. A medicine
place, they call it bwin. If you are there, you
will be harmed/broken.

13

Iar in Ja, e bar mo kiki ilo wa. Kōrā
rej jab bar kiki, bwe jej jorrāān. An
kōrā wōt.

The lagoon of Ja Island, it’s also mo to sleep in
a canoe. Women they don’t sleep, because
we’ll be harmed. For women only.

14

Ilo Jabonwod, mo en... Mo eo an
Ribako. Bwe ne kwe etal im etetal ie,
elap kōto, elap wot.

At Jabonwod Island, that mo ... Mo of the
Ribako clan. Because if you go and trespass
there, lots of wind, lots of rain.

15

Emo ba ‘lale kabaj en’ ak ‘lale bako
en’.... Ne kwo ba, enaj lōñ, elap kōto,
wot.

It’s mo to say ‘look at that heron’ or ‘look at
the shark’... If you say it, there will be stormy
weather, lots of wind, rain.

16

Elōñ mo. Rejba ilo Lib en an Latowan,
ebed ilo Majurwon. Ejaab mo bwe lib
an.... Kōnke, ne kwoj kapijek ijio, reba
jejaab kapijek ijie, ilo wuliej an
Latowan, ilo mweomon babu. Ne
kwoj kapijek ijio, elap no.
Bwebwenato. Im jeammanlok ke, rar
mane. Jeammanlok.

There’s mo, they say at the grave of Latowan,
it’s at Majurwon Island. It’s not mo because of
the grave.... It’s because if you defecate there,
they say don’t defecate there, at the grave of
Latowan, at the house where he lays. If you
defecate there, there’s big waves. The legend.
And in the old days, they’d hit/beat/slaughter
you. A long time ago.

What does mo ‘mean’ in each of these exemplary statements, and what do they all
suggest when taken together?
Statements 1-3 place a clear emphasis on resources, food resources in two cases, and in
the third, a notably large tree that effectively marked a place to offer tribute.
Statements 3-8 place a definite emphasis on the association of mo with iroij.

In

statements 3, 5 and 6, there is the agency of the iroij in either choosing or selecting
(kelet) a mo, making a mo by the active and literal planting (kallib) of land, or
designating a mo by cursing it (kōmman). In the other statements directly associated
with iroij (4, 7, and 8), being mo has a passive or existential quality, the simple result of
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association with the iroij. In statement 7, while associated more ‘practically’ with the
making and collecting of food (ka-mōñā, ka-jālele), and relaxation (kakkije), there is
also a literal ‘power’ present. In statement 8, mo are directly linked to iroij, as well as
spirits or ghosts (jitob), specifically the spirits of iroij.
In statement 9, malevolent spirits are the reason that certain places, medicine (uno)
places, are mo.

These uno places are not strictly seen as medicinal however, as

indicated by the term kanjilik (literally ‘make an evil spirit’). The statement also adds
that these bad spirits cause illness (nañinmej). Statement 10 implies a similar effect,
although it is a nondescript ‘power’ at uno and kōkōpāl (‘make magic’) places, that can
make you ill (bok maroñ). These two statements, as well as statements 11-16, refer to
mo in terms of the dangers or repercussions in trespassing on them or traversing them.
In statements 9 and 10, there is the specific danger of illness; in 14 and 15, there is the
danger of winds, waves and stormy weather. In statements 11, 12, and 13, the risk is
broader: kwo naaj jorrāān (‘you will be jorrāān’), where the term jorrāān is
conventionally translated as ‘broken; accident; damaged; crime; harm; ruined; trouble;
out of order; out of commission’. In statement 16, it is also evident that punishment,
through the infliction of physical harm to the possible extent of murder, was imposed
for violating the mo of a certain place.
Mo is described in reference to specific people who are not iroij in statements 12-14. In
statement 13, the behaviour of sleeping (kiki) while on a boat near a certain island is mo
an kōrā (‘mo for women to do’). In contrast, the mo an kōrā in statement 12 and mo eo
an Ribako in statement 14, refer to places reserved for certain categories of people. It is
their mo, meaning it is mo to other people. In the language of statement 16, the place
has mo (elōñ mo), and while it is associated with a grave (lib) and an important hero
character (Latowan), it is not these associations, but the automatic repercussion of
stormy weather, that explain its status as mo.

Statements 15 and 16, like 13, refer

specifically to an activity that is mo, whether sleeping on a boat, saying certain words,
or defecating. Again, they are all place-based. These behaviours are not in and of
themselves prohibited, bad, or dangerous. They become mo only in association with
certain places.
When these exemplary statements are taken together, a few generalizations can be
made:
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Mo can refer specifically to behaviours that involve the harvesting or use of
resources (notably food).



Many mo are intimately associated with iroij, alive or dead, though it is not clear
whether by their active agency, by existential association, or both. But mo can
also reference people other than iroij, and can indicate that different categories
of people are restricted in their behaviour or have exclusive access.



Some places are mo because of their association with spirits and spiritual power,
as well as with contagion. However, other place-based mo are also associated
with power and contagion regardless of a contemporary explicit link to a spirit.



While some behaviours (like incest, or standing higher than an iroij) are always
mo, some otherwise allowable activities are only mo at certain locations or for
certain classes of beings.



Violating mo can lead to a variety of repercussions, automatic and
‘supernatural’, as well as corporal or capital punishment by order of the iroij.

Types of Mo
The majority of people’s responses to questions about the meaning of mo can be divided
into three categories:
(1) mo an iroij, an wōt iroij – places only for the iroij;
(2) jikin kauwōtata/jorrāān – places of danger/misfortune; and
(3) kien – customary rules of behaviour.

Within these general categories, there can be many different types of sites. The first
two are place- or location-based, the former (mo an iroij) being forbidden due to their
association with the iroij, while the latter (jikin jaab) are forbidden because of a
perceived dangerous quality. The third category comprises the many behavioural kien
mo (like the incest taboo) which are alternatively covered by the term manit (culture or
custom).385 They are not mutualy exclusive phenomena, and what is forbidden is
sometimes a certain type of conduct in a specific location.

385

See Appendix C for a list of other taboos encountered in the course of my research.
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Jet kain mo: Ewor mo uno kōn aer; ewor
mo in wa ko an iroij ran; ewor mo in jikin
tutu an iroij ran; ewor mo in moko im em.
Jejaaab etal wuliej in makaj, jab baran,
loalañ make… bwe jab baran an iroij ebed
ie. Jejaab etal ñan wuliej in etto. Jejaab
etal ñan āne ko, āne jidrik kemi ra kōmman
bao, pig bwe rar kōmman mo kōn wōrwōr
an iroij ran, wōrwōr men in mour. Bar
jikin eoñōd.

These kinds of mo: There’s mo for our medicine;
there’s mo for the chief’s canoes; there’s mo for
the chief’s bathing areas; there’s mo for these
houses. We don’t go to those graves; not the
head, only the head side… because that’s where
the chief’s head is. We don’t go to the old
graves. We don’t go to the small islands, the
islands where they make birds, pigs, because it is
mo places for the chief’s food, places for their
animals. Also fishing places.

Across the four fieldwork sites that included five atolls and one raised island, a total of
155 place-based mo were recorded, many with accompanying histories, practices, and
varying levels of observance.

While many sites featured elements from the

aforementioned generalizations, grouping them by a few predominant characteristics
may still be useful. The categories distinguished in Tables 10.1 and 10.2 are listed in
descending order of their overall frequency of occurrence, although this varied to some
extent between the four fieldwork sites.
Table 10.1: Type and number of mo sites surveyed.

Total sites
recorded

Sites ‘simply’
mo

Sites mo and
significant

Wāto (mo an iroij or kotra parcel)*
Āne (mo an iroij or kotra island)*

37
34

27
19

10
15

Wuliej (graves)

15

3

12

Jikin uno (medicine/magic sites)

13

0

13

Jikin eoñōd (fishing places)*
Jikin jitob (ghostly inhabited areas)

11
11

9
1

2
10

Jikin kiki (chiefly sleeping places)*

10

9

1

Jikin ekkan (tribute site)

8

0

8

Jikin tutu (bathing/swimming)*
Jikin iroij (other chiefly places)*

6
5

1
0

5
5

Keinikkan (plant, tree, resource)*

4

0

4

Other

1

0

1

Total

155

69

86

Type of site

* Sites associated with iroij.

Entire land parcels (wāto) and islands (āne) represent half of all the place-based mo that
were recorded (46%, n=71). I have kept jikin kiki (chiefly sleeping places) separate
from mo wāto, for although they belong solely to the iroij, and are used for personal
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purposes, they are not confidently labelled as mo by informants today.386

The majority

of the land parcels and islands (63%; n=46) are categorized as ‘simply’ mo, essentially
bwe an wōt iroij (‘because they’re only for the chief’). They not commonly subject to
strict avoidance, much less fear, and rarely associated with automatic repercussions.
This is in stark contrast to the other types which are consistently (73%, n=61) associated
with stories of violation, specific behaviours, rationales for prohibition, fear of
retribution, and other forms of ‘significance’.

Table 10.2: Distribution of different types of mo between atolls.

Type of site

Ailinglaplap

Mili

Likiep

Wotho

Wāto (mo an iroij or kotra parcel)*

23

14

0

0

Āne (mo an iroij or kotra island)*

23

6

1

4

Wuliej (graves)

5

7

0

3

Jikin uno (medicine/magic sites)
Jikin eoñōd (fishing places)*

5
6

4
4

3
0

1
1

Jikin jitob (ghostly inhabited areas)

0

6

4

1

Jikin kiki (chiefly sleeping places)*

0

7

0

3

Jikin ekkan (tribute site)

3

1

0

4

Jikin tutu (bathing/swimming)*

4

2

0

0

Jikin iroij (other chiefly places)*

2

2

1

0

Keinikkan (plant, tree, resource)*
Other

3
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

Total

74

56

9

16

* Sites associated with iroij.
Note: Mili includes Nadrikdrik; Likiep includes Jemo.

What can explain this difference? Those sites that are ‘simply’ mo are not spoken of in
terms of fear or respect for their sacred nature, but are mainly conceived as units of
private (or political) property. It is difficult to confidently reconstruct how these mo
may have been treated during pre- and early-contact periods, but several mo wāto and
even whole islands are remembered as historical entities that have more recently been

386

These latter sites were only encountered in Wotho and Mili, a significant point that is addressed later.
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gifted, sold or subdivided.387 This suggests that mo (today) is not inherently, or at least
not always, associated with an aura of sacredness and fear.
Mo an iroij, an wōt iroij
In a very simplistic definition, but one commonly encountered, mo is a place only for
the iroij. There are no other people with rights or claims to the land, which means that
there are no alab and no rijerbal. Whereas most land parecels are subjec to three types
of use and inheritance rights, the iroij holds all three in places that are mo: ‘the iroij is
alab and rijerbal’.
Sites explicitly linked with iroij comprised the majority of all mo sites encountered, and
a few sites from other categories were also described as mo due to their relationship
with an iroij, including wuliejlap (chiefly graves) and some jikin uno (medicine or
magic sites). Overall, the space around the iroij, and behaviour towards him or her, are
heavily restricted, indicating a general belief as to the mo nature of a chief’s person and
body. For example: if an iroij uses a coconut as a pillow, no one else can use it or take
it; one should never stand behind an iroij or approach one from behind; the placing of
leis (marmar) around their necks must never be done so from behind; and commoners
must crawl to approach them.
The most common, initial, and prevalent response to any inquiry about mo was that it is
a place for the iroij, whether at the wāto, islet, or even atoll level.388 While there is a
strong general consensus that a mo can be any of these, the archetypal conception of a
mo island is the one that is often called ānenbao (a ‘bird island’), full of unspoilt plant
and animal life, and associated with food-gathering and conservation. By one extreme
interpretation, all of the land and natural resources in the entirety of the Marshall Islands
belong to the iroij – ‘the whole world is their mo’ – and the smaller designated mo
places were better thought of as their ‘personal mo’. The use of the land in question,
whether it be an islet or wāto, is at their own prerogative or discretion – an bebe…
kōnke ekōnaan (‘their decision… because they want it’) – encapsulated by the

Four such wāto and islands in Mili Atoll, and nine in Ailinglaplap, were sold or gifted, and seven others are
contested.

387

Sometimes mo or kotra islands were large enough to have wāto subdivisions, but more often than not they were
smaller in size and conceived of as single parcels that could be descriptively divided into jitaken and jitoen halves
when needed. When an island did have several named parcels, this was usually associated with a wāto being gifted
to an individual or lineage.

388
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proverbial saying an iroij im jelā (‘of the chief’s knowledge’ or ‘only for the chief to
know’).
Mo and food resources

Many people associated, and even equated, mo directly with food resource areas:
Mo, jikin mōñā an iroij.

Mo, food places for the iroij.

While most informants (upon lengthier discussion) noted that there are different kinds
of mo an iroij sites, the description of a mo an iroij island as a kabat, from the English
loan word ‘cupboard’, represents the same association. The reason for the introduction
of this curious usage remains unknown,389 although the vernacular term ale is applied to
a place where food or offerings for the iroij may be collected, as well as to the closed
circle made in the fishing method that scares and traps fish in a shallow water area.390
If everything belongs to the iroij, then this is also true for all resource areas, including
those used for fishing. Although most access to nearshore fishing areas does not appear
to have been restricted, only the iroij could give the order to commence fishing for
dolphins or whales or for large-scale inshore fishing activities.

Areas used for

communal fishing, where large yields are caught, are commonly called ale en an iroij
and were considered mo an iroij. Iroij did not used to go fishing themselves (this has
changed), and it was their mo in the sense that it was their sole prerogative to allow
fishing activities to take place there. Some informants considered specific fishing
techniques to belong to the chiefs, rather than the physical locations, but others
thoughtthe ale (or sometimes lole) en an iroij could encompass almost the whole of the
nearshore lagoon area, or at least the channels or passages between islands that
contained lots of fish.

Individual coral heads or clusters that were particularly

productive have specific names throughout the Marshall Islands, and many of these
were also deemed to be mo an iroij.

389

One guess is that the term was either introduced by missionaries or other foreigners who included cupboards in the
construction of their own personal spaces. The term certainly has a firm place in the kitchen setting now. Kitchens
in the outer islands (outside Majuro andr Ebeye) are predominantly outdoor, open huts, each with a small cupboard
containing cutlery and tools, as well as canned goods, collected by the family unit. They are often padlocked.

390

It is related to the term allele, which refers to the small flat basket used to store valuable lineage property, and
possibly the jalele, which refers to meat, fish, or protein (now including the canned variety).
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Plate 10.1: A me fish weir being re-assembled in Ailinglaplap, 2013.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

Plate 10.2: Dolphins caught with jibuke method in Likiep, circa 1910.
Source: Alele National Museum and Archives.
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Restricted fishing areas were most prevalent in Ailinglaplap, Mili and Nadrikdrik atolls,
although violations were no longer linked to any automatic repercussions. Practically
speaking, mo fishing areas are non-existent in Likiep and Wotho, where access was
respectfully cleared with the appropriate alab, but otherwise considered ‘free’. Largescale fishing endeavors in Likiep and Wotho are typically decided by community
consensus, although Kappen Island in Wotho is remembered as having once been mo an
iroij, and the current iroij occasionally radios in to request large catches to be sent offisland for special occasions, either to Majuro or to Kwajalein (where he lives).
Fishing in general is linked – at varying levels – to a whole set of beliefs, rituals and
taboos, including the application of magic or medicine or spells to certain kinds of
fishing or certain fishing locations. Success and access to such fishing areas may have
been more closely linked to deities (and rituals of appeasement) in the past: Lōwa and
the four cardinal gods are supplicated at many large-scale seasonal harvest activities;
Lawinjemo was invoked on the occasion of expeditions to Jemo (as was Lawinbikar at
Bikar); certain fishing months are associated with Jebro; and the spirits Lawilele and
Lalibjet guard over me fish weirs (see Chapter 2).
There are other taboos associated with fishing and food acquisition, practiced to varying
degrees today, which suggest that success in fishing endeavors was not simply a matter
of practical application, but required an appeal to other forces.

These include

restrictions on food, sex, and proximity to cemeteries and other sacred areas, including
the lagoon side of various ancestral sites.391 While individual kin groups offer tribute to
iroij from their own properties, mo an iroij areas are also accessed for collection of
large tribute payments (ekkan). An iroij typically assigns rijerbal to look after such
places and to be in charge of the resource collection.392

For some of the larger mo an

iroij islets, access was seasonal and only sanctioned and opened by the iroij, as was the
case for Jemo historically, and this made it resemble other Oceanic practices or the

391

For example, the members of someclans, called ri-onjo, were associated with luck, effectiveness, or skill in
fishing, and their presence was required at shorelines to attract certain fish, particularly the jo (goatfish) favoured by
the iroij. Conversely, thoe unlucky clan or community members, called ri-lomajurok, were prohibited from
attending the beginning of certain fishing expeditions. See Appendix C for a list of other fishing and related taboos
encountered during this research.

392

Some reserved areas appear solely to serve the hunger whims of the iroij or their families, like the remote coral
head in Mili Atoll from which the chief’s wife demanded rabbitfish.
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practice of like sasi in Indonesia.393 If the rule was breached, the perpetrators could be
subject to human or supernatural sanctions, as described in this poetic song chant (from
the Tobin archives, UH Manoa):

Ion i buoj ne drien mwijmwij rak
in,
Drien kemelet Laninbit,

On this main village is the only one who can cut in
the breadfruit season,

Roj jelā i ailin in out,

Everyone in the main atoll village knows this,

Re lane je ion I,

Now we meet bad weather here,

Buoj ke, drien mwijmwij rak in.

The only one in the main village who can cut in the
breadfruit season.

Laninbit [a chief] is the only one who can
command,

All of the atolls surveyed, apart from Likiep, present evidence of mo an iroij that were
or are reserved for the purpose of collecting food resources, most clearly in the form of
ānenbao (bird islets). Mili and Nadrikdrik atolls contain the most evidence in the form
of wāto and reefs set aside as food reserves,394 as well as specific fruit-bearing trees in
individual wāto. In Ailinglaplap, Wolar Island is mo an iroij, associated with high
populations of the delicious pati (mackerel). At Buoj, where many areas are mo an iroij
associated with the Kabua lineages, Ekkwar-en wāto has more recently been rendered
mo (likit juon mo) as a jikin mōñā, a place to gather food resources.
Several mo are more closely associated with the giving of food, rather than collection of
it. Ekkan (tribute) places are scattered across the islands of Ailinglaplap, and these are
places to present offerings to living and deceased iroij. One example isLoutilon in
Enewe Island (see Plate 10.3), where people form a chain linking the shoreline to the
ekkan place on the reef flat and transfer gifts from one end to the other, since the reef
itself is mo to traverse. In everyday life, small tokens of food ekkan are offered up by
anyone to the ancestors in such sacred spaces, whether at graves (joortak), or right
outside one’s own house by biting off a piece and throwing it away (kijjilok).

393

As the trade economy boosted copra production, seasons for harvesting coconuts fell under similar rules of access.
Copra harvesting periods (called al) often took place twice a year, perhaps in imitation of the ritualized seasonal
periods for harvesting breadfruit and pandanus in earlier times. A copra harvesting period could even be reserved
for the benefit of the chiefs, and was called al eo an iroij in.
For example, Mon-ubbo wāto in Arbar Island, Akadrikien wāto in Jelbon Island, Lukonwod and Burukuluk
islands, and a crab-riddled reef in Nadrikdrik.

394
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Plate 10.3: An ekkan tribute site called Loutilon offshore Enewe Island, Ailinglaplap Atoll.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.

In addition to food resource islets – regardless of whether or not they are reserved for
the chief’s or the wider community’s benefit – there are several kinds of places that
were also considered mo an iroij by their association with, and use by or for, the chiefs.
These predominantly include (but aren’t limited to): jikin tutu, places to bathe or swim;
jikin bed/kiki/jukwe, places to be/sleep/live; and wuliejlap, gravesites

Jikin tutu an iroij (chiefly bathing/swimming sites)

Areas where an iroij would bathe or swim (the word tutu can mean both bathing and
swimming) were strictly mo. Even more so were those used by a male chief’s primary
wife (lijelā or lejlā). Such a site could be a pond in the interior of an island, or more
often a calm and sandy cove on the lagoon or ocean shoreline. Since fresh water was a
scarce resource in the atolls, bathing in earlier times mostly was done in the ocean or
lagoon. One of the strictest taboos, frequently mentioned in legends, is on sexual
encounters with a lijelā or any of a chief’s wives, and breach of this was punishable by
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death. The mo prohibition on bathing areas was understood as a measure against such
indiscretions.
Jikin tutu were recorded only in Ailinglaplap and Mili atolls, though none are still
restricted today.395 In Ailinglaplap, one is recalled as belonging to the legendary Jebro
at a wāto called Lujadrel. In Mili, one mo pond in Lukonwod Island is remembered as
being reserved for the chief’s lijelā (see Plate 10.4). Some people referred to jikin tutu
an iroij explicitly by the terms jiadrel or juwadrel, though the only point of general
agreement was than that jiadrel are absolutely mo. The association of bathing, fresh
water, and medicinal treatments or anointing, may explain some of the conflation of
terminology.396

Plate 10.4: A restricted brackish bathing site (juwadrel) for the chief’s lijelā, in Lukonwod
Island, Mili Atoll.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.
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The prohibition placed on the larger mo an iroij parcels of Buoj and Bikajela in Ailinglaplap provide a level of
restriction that possibly precludes the need to safeguard isolated chiefly bathing areas today. In other places, an
outdoor ‘bathroom’ with a bucket shower is part of a chiefly home or estate, and is included in the general practice
of avoiding the space of an iroij.

396

Aside from bathing places, other small inland pools and fresh water sources or wells have also been associated
with spirits from ancient days, as well as with healing powers, but they are rarely treated with avoidance or fear
nowadays.
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Jikin bed an iroij (chiefly living, sleeping sites)

Areas where iroij spend a significant amount of time are forbidden. This includes their
main residences, but also extends to other sleeping places within their larger domains or
estates, normally in the larger, more populated islands.397 For practical purposes, iroij
need places to sleep while travelling across their domains for large portions of the year,
collecting tribute and maintaining their community relationships. These places were
considered mo an iroij as part of the custom of respect shown towards them, but they
appear to have had a deeper spiritual significance as well. Erdland describes the rear of
a chief’s hut, the location where he or she would sleep, as the abode of the family’s
spirits, and hence strictly forbidden. ‘The subjects have been so intimidated by this that
they would not dare to enter it, even though the chief may openly keep money and
treasures there’ (Erdland 1914: 34). A version of this practice remains today, whereby
the shoreline side of an iroij abode is entirely avoided, to the point where an individual
walking along the coast will move inland well in advance of, and well after passing, the
site. Even the trees on this side of the house may not be climbed. Erdland (ibid.) adds
that ‘even if the chief’s hut has been removed from the spot in question, the nuts from
these palms may not be eaten’ (ibid.).
Two words, lā and loalañ, are commonly used to refer to these specific areas. The
former was previously mentioned in reference to territory demarcated by coral pebbles
also called lā. It can also be used to a place of chiefly residence, as in lā an Rikta
(‘Rikta’s residence’). The word loalañ usually refers more specifically to the area of a
house where you would place your head.398 As previously discussed, the head is of
great importance to Rimajol as the seat of the ‘soul’ and power, both frequently referred
to by the term ao. To touch someone’s head, even that of a small child, is strictly
forbidden. To approach or block the back space (head or shoulders) of iroij is even
more mo. The loalañ can be understood as the area that contained or is contaminated by
this sacred portion of an iroij, containing a residual power even when they are not
present in person.399

Small islands such as ānenbao may be mo an iroij, but are rarely if ever places where a chief would stay
overnight, let alone build a house.

397

398

Lo is a locative particle, which means ‘at, toward, near’, and lañ means ‘above’ (as in the sky or heaven).

Uttering the word for head, bar or bōra, appears to have also been avoided in some ritual circumstances, and the
term wuliej (meaning cemetery or graveyard) was used instead.

399
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The former house sites of iroij long passed remained feared and surrounded by taboo,
although these attitudes have waned in recent decades, with the notable exception of
Ailinglaplap, where two iroij from the Kabua family – Lejelañ and Laelañ – have
several former sleeping sites spread across several islands. When the iroij would travel
through the islands, or even to other atolls, it was common for them to spend several
nights in each location, since travel was long and tiring in the days of the outrigger
canoe. Today, travel through the atolls and islands is aided by pickup trucks, powered
boats, and occasional air flights. Furthermore, many iroij today are simply choosing to
live permanently in the capital of Majuro, or even abroad in Hawai’i, delegating their
authority to relatives and the relevant alab. In at least two cases, iroij have never been
to several of their island properties.400
In atolls with political leadership vested in several iroij lineages (like the four in
Ailinglaplap and five in Mili), larger islands often have designated mo (or kotra) wāto
for each respective iroij. As discussed earlier, however, ri-Mili distinguish between
chiefly places to sleep (jikin kiki) and kotra wāto, the latter being those places more
ambiguously reserved for the chief, where they could stay if they came to visit the
island. These jikin kiki are almost always owned solely by the iroij without formal alab
or rijerbal titles. The distinction between these two seemingly similar types of chiefly
property may be a reflection of the much diminished presence of iroij in Mili. The alab
are frequently considered jaab lukkun (‘not real’) alab but are still given the authority to
manage the jikin kiki. As such, these places do not appear to evoke the chief’s presence,
and associated essence, to the same extent as the kotra wāto, which affects the
perception of their mo status as being less distinct and dangerous. Other sites in Mili
and Likiep atolls support this notion. While Likiep has neither any explicit mo an iroij
nor chiefly living or sleeping areas, when one informant fell ill after pruning a tree in an
unkempt wāto, his elders explained that the land must have previously been a chiefly
residence or contain the spirit of a powerful ancestor.
The residential sites of Laelañ and Lejelañ in Ailinglaplap, which date back to late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, are still treated with great fear and avoidance.
Treading an inch into them, or even facing one’s head towards them, puts one at risk of

400

Several informants considered this lack of iroij presence as a major reason why knowledge of and respect for
mantin majol (Marshallese custom) is in decline.
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a kind of contamination. The power in these places is still used to explain illness, as in
the case of the young boy who was presumed to have wandered into one. Fear and
avoidance of lā or loalañ in the other atolls surveyed was practically non-existent,
unless an iroij was living there at the time.
A chief’s main residence site, and his or her loalañ or lā, may not be associated only
with the acts of reclining, sleeping, or just living, but also with a whole host of activities
that – by their association with iroij – are surrounded by prohibitions. These include
body preparations after death (done at the rear of the home, in the sleeping place),
medicinal treatments in open spaces, and places where offerings are made, in life and in
death.
Wuliejlap (chiefly gravesites)

The grave of an iroij is unanimously considered mo an iroij by informants across all the
areas of study, although to varying degrees. In earlier times, the bodies of commoners –
kajoor or rijerbal – were rarely buried but were thrown out to sea instead. Only
members of the iroij and alab classes were normally buried, often with portions of
canoes or other grave goods. Overall, burial practices vary widely across the Marshall
Islands, and it is difficult to identify which were definitively of a time and place before
frequent contact with foreigners. Chiefs and other high-ranking individuals are often
described as having been buried individually, in their main places of residence or at
other locations determined by bwe divination. This latter method is prominent in many
legends and histories, particularly for women linked to mejenkwaad, demons that tend
to take over the bodies of women, especially those of high rank. Body parts might also
be distributed across islands, and even atolls, on the basis of bwe, perhaps as a proactive
attempt to lessen the concentration of malevolent power. Secondary burial was also not
uncommon, sometimes induced by observations of hauntings.
These practices were still in use as late as three decades ago, and perhaps even more
recently. However, several burial practices appear to have been relegated to the past:
individual chiefly burials; burial with the head facing to the north, towards the cardinal
god Lajibwināmōn, to prevent him from causing harm to the soul of the deceased; and
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ura, the practice whereby commoners were buried alive with the iroij.401 Chiefs are
now often buried in larger chiefly designated plots (wuliejlap), facing east to await
Christ’s resurrection.
A deceased chief’s spirit is not necessarily confined tothe grave site death, but can
wander around. Some prefer, or are bound to, lineage land such as mo an iroij, or
specific trees or rocks, while others, depending on their power, the nature of their death,
and association with other malevolent beings, may travel long distances across the sea
and sky, unbound by otherwise earthly laws. Despite this chiefly ability to avoid
confinement, chiefly graves remain most closely associated with a fear of haunting,
cursing, and death.

Plate 10.5: Site of the last known ura burial (foreground oval stone arrangement) in the
Marshall Islands, within the Lukwod Litokwa and Jetnil lineage cemetery, Buoj Island,
Ailinglaplap Atoll.
Source: Ahlgren photo 2013.
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The last such burial was reportedly in Buoj (Ailinglaplap), in the plot of Litokwa Lajutak and the Jetnil family,
where Iroij Bouliej also rests.
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Chiefly grave sites in Ailinglaplap were regarded with the highest level of fear and
avoidance, and it is the wuliejlap of the Loeak bwij in Bikajela that ranks as one of the
two most feared sites encountered in this study (the other being the jiadrel or bwin in
Jabonwod Island, Mili Atoll). Even apart from this graveyard, burial traditions in
Ailinglaplap overall were quite remarkable. For example, bwe divination was used for
the burial, and reburial, of the remains of two powerful female ancestors in the Kabua
lineages, Liom and Lomkein, both of whom have become associated in death with
malevolent spirits (according to some, mejenkwaad) that roam the region, attack people,
cannibalize unborn children and their pregnant mothers, and cause insanity. Liom’s
body was split up, pieces being buried in several far-flung locations, including one
commoner graveyard. Lomkein’s body was thrown out to sea, and has come to be
associated with a floating pukor stone that travels far and wide across the Ralik Chain.
Her name is not spoken aloud, and if mentioned at all, it is with great trepidation and
hushed tones, for fear of awakening, inviting, or invoking her presence.
In the other atolls surveyed, wuliej are objects of less direct fear. While all of the mo
gravesites in Ailinglaplap belong to iroij, only five of the seven mo graves in Mili are
related to chiefs, and none at all in Wotho.

The large north-facing cemetery in

Jabonwod Island (Mili Atoll) is mo, and loosely linked to the strange power and
mysterious happenings on that island, but was traversed without hesitation by my
guides. In Wotho, one cemetery was originally reserved for the victorious Ijjidrik clan,
and thus considered mo an juon jowi kallib (‘the mo of one clan’s burials’), but has
since been ‘opened up’ to others by the alab, thereby removing any previously
associated prohibitions.

In Likiep, the graves of chiefs dating from before Iroij

Jortōkā’s sale of the atoll are barely remembered. The burial locations of only a couple
of ranking but unidentified individuals are vaguely recalled, but I was only able to
pinpoint one of them. Iroij Jortōkā and his lineage are buried in Maloealap Atoll, and it
is unclear if Likiep was ever a prime location for chiefly burial.
All activities associated with the death and burial of a chief are mo, making many of the
places where they take place mo as well, as has been described for the chiefs of
Ailinglaplap. According to some, jiadrel are water-based locations that functioned as
oracles, often predicting significant events like the death of a chief. The place where a
chief’s body is prepared for burial, often one of their loalañ (also called bwin by some),
remains dangerous decades later. The body would remain unburied at an ioonpejje
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coastal area, where a waiting hut would be set up, commonly attended by members of
the Makauliej clan,402 until the deceased’s lineage members arrived. The exclusion
from, or immunity to, many iroij-related mo on the part of Makauliej clan members –
‘ejelok mo an Makauliej’ (‘there’s no mo for Makauliej’) – was practically useful, if not
essential, so that grave sites could be temporarily opened for cleaning, or sick people
could be tended to. These ritually prescribed practices and their associated prohibitions
suggest a contaminating, contagious, and dangerous quality in the body of an iroij.
Finally, it is important to add that there are many other sites that are considered mo
because of their association with iroij but do not fall neatly into the categories already
mentioned. For example, in Ailinglaplap, a coral head in a calm area by Mejil Island is
remembered as a jikin wa (‘canoe place’) or jikin anchor (‘anchor place’) of the (now
deceased) Iroij Lejelañ.

Another canoe landing area, and a place to greet the

approaching iroij, free of coral heads, brush or other obstacles, generally referred to as a
mejate, was recalled for Likiep Atoll’s northern Emejwa (literally, moor a canoe)
Island. In earlier times, huts for tattooing iroij called imōn eeon were also mo. Carucci
describes chiefly concubine areas considered mo an iroij in Kwajalein Atoll (1996), and
informants in this study corroborated this idea, describing mo an iroij overall as places
for iroij relaxation and fun (jikin kakkije).

Jikin jorrāān ak kauwōtata: Places of misfortune or danger
As mentioned in the opening sections of this chapter, some informants made a
distinction between mo and mo an iroij. While the latter are conceptually described as
having more ao or kajoor, place-based mo are not limited to spaces associated with
chiefly presence, activities, or designations. For example, in many cases, graves were
not only associated with chiefs, but with individuals of legendary importance, those who
achieved higher rank through service, or those of outstanding power acquired through
other (often spiritual) means. In Mili, Lejawut, the man who was gifted Bar Island as
compensation for his wife, became, or became affected by, a dirty spirit (jitob ettoon)
after his death, and received an unusual upright burial. In Wotho, the grave of the great
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As discussed in Chapter 7, the meaning of the term rubik is unclear, and it is not used today. It may have referred
to either the place and structure built for attendance on the chief’s body during the wait for relatives to arrive, or to
the attendants themselves.
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hero Latowan continues to be approached with offerings of tribute and appeasement,
and accompanied by the observation of associated taboos.
These sites are spoken of less in terms of respect, and more in terms of danger, fear, or
misfortune. Several present just as much threat of danger and observation of avoidance
as those associated with iroij. They relate to certain powers employed by other people,
as well as those associated with the non-human realm, and can be broadly divided
between jikin uno and anijanij (medicinal and ‘sorcery’ places) and jikin jitob (ghostly
inhabited or ‘haunted’ places).
Jikin uno or anijanij (medicinal and ‘sorcery’ places)

This category covers a set of practices that employ specialist and secret knowledge
typically restricted to specific individuals and jowi (clans). It is not ideal to simply
translate uno as ‘medicine’, or anijanij as ‘sorcery’, since there are many other terms for
particular skills and practices, many of which are no longer used, and some which are
used more broadly or interchangeably. Uno is the most common term applied to a
variety of skills ranging from traditional medicine to painting to magic, and is preferred
today, possibly because it lacks negative heathen connotations.403
Uno, if conceived as medicinal or healing practices, had the potential to both heal and
infect, not unlike viruses. A whole host of medicinal treatments are known by Rimajol,
and many of them, in recipe format, have been recorded a handbook (Taafaki et al.
2006).

A select few have considered the publishing of such knowledge to be

inappropriate or disrespectfully uncustomary, although it is widely acknowledged that
much of the published information is not regarded as secret or restricted.

Those

illnesses most commonly mentioned in connection with mo include maaj (hernia), bwil
(fever, flu), anjilik (cold), bwo, bo or po (contamination or general contagious sickness),
and wōt (boils).404

The traditional treatments must be well-protected since their

concoctions possess a potency that can cause harm.

403

Those other terms that have come in and out of use are listed in Chapter 2.

The English translations are quite unsatisfactory, and perhaps even misleading, as people use terms like ‘flu’ and
‘cold’ to refer more narrowly to the Western equivalents. For example, the symptoms of anjilik include the constant
sneezing and runny nose associated with Western notions of the ‘cold’ virus, yet the term also refers to those ‘evil
spectres’ or illness-causing demons described in Chapter 2.

404
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Uno is closely bound to notions of space and place. Knowledge concerning uno is
usually passed through the matrilineal bwij, and is this associated both with its land as
well as its people. The elements of the treatment itself are often collected from the land
where the members live, and may be concocted there as well, although more remote
locations within the bwij property – such as small islets – are preferred, owing to the
contagious and contaminating nature of uno.

The practitioner, the recipient, the

medicine itself, its preparation, and its disposal all require the observation of associated
mo behaviours and rituals. For example, it is common for both the ri-uno practitioner
and the patient to restrain from eating certain foods or engaging in sexual activity during
treatment. The remnants of the uno and its preparation materials must be buried or
discarded with prescribed procedures; they could not just be thrown into the ocean or
burned on land. The places involved in these medicinal practices are mo, particularly
those locations where concoctions are prepared and disposed of. Sites related to jikin
uno with particular dangerous powers are sometimes referred to by other specific terms
– bwin and jiadrel – that expand notions of majol medicine and deserve separate
attention.
Bwin and jiadrel

There is no general consensus on the meaning of the terms jiadrel and juwadrel. The
modern dictionary (Abo et al. 1976) defines jiadrel as a taboo place for chiefs to bathe,
and juwadrel, similarly, as a royal bathing pool in the old days. Today, the words evoke
various ideas about places associated with iroij, whether they be places to reside (like
Buoj and Bikajela in Ailinglaplap), to fish, to bathe and swim, to predict the future
through divination and the reading of oracles, or to enhance one’s health and power
through magical performance. Some consider jiadrel to be the Ralik dialect term and
juwadrel its Ratak equivalent, while others envision them as two different – but related
– kinds of space, jiadrel being places for magic or medicine, and juwadrel being places
for bathing. Regardless of variations and ambiguities, both consistently exhibit three
features in common: an association with water; privileged knowledge or skills; and
being strictly mo.
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The word bwin is another term with broader connotations that basically refers to sites
where medicine, magic or sorcery, or divination is practiced.405 While not synonymous
with mo, all bwin appear to be mo, unless deliberately cleared or opened (kabellok). A
bwin is notably different from some jikin uno in its more powerful and (according to
some) vaguely sinister essence. It has ties to spirits, clan gods or totems, whose feeding
(najidriki) makes it a place of spiritual conjuring and worship, as indicated by the
phrase bwinimjareo, where jar means ‘worship’ or ‘pray’. Bwin are spaces of contact
between the beings of those separate realms described in Chapter 2, whether ekjab or
anij or anjilik, and many people conceive of them as places to gain and harness the
power of the ancestors. As such, they are highly restricted in their use, and highly
dangerous to people outside the relevant jowi or bwij, as was seen in the case of the mo
eo an Ribako (‘mo of the Ribako clan’) at the bwin in Mili (Chapter 8), or the bwin an
Laelañ in Ailinglaplap (Chapter 7).
Bwin invariably contain intentionally placed anomalies, usually two planted entwined
trees, or large clam shells, or rock pillars. These serve as warning signs to would-be
trespassers, but are also receptacles of power. Flowering trees like utilomar, meria, and
kiep, are commonly associated with ancestral chiefly spirits and represent the spaces
they inhabit, spaces to avoid, as well as places to leave offerings and seek healing.
Several informants declared that a fragrant utilomar tree (Guettarda speciosa) is like a
bwin in itself, because such a tree growing on the land of a chiefly bwij (most often a
mo or kotra wāto) is understood to represent and house the spirit of deceased highranking individuals. Power emanates from it, and contact with it can cause misfortune,
as well as be the source of raw ingredients for healing related afflictions.
Such trees with a dangerous contagious essence were identified in various forms in all
four field sites, but their nature remains somewhat enigmatic, and elusive, particularly
today (and particularly to me). Only snippets of information were shared with me,
either due to people’s loss of the relevant knowledge, or their desire to protect it or keep
it secret.

405

Several related words and references connote their magical character: Carucci (1996) applied the terms bon
(presumably a different spelling of bwin) to forbidden places in Kwajalein Atoll; and the US Navy dictionary (from
1943) translates bönöj as ‘magic power’. The modern dictionary (Abo et al. 1976) translates pieo or pio as a place
for making medicine. In my field survey, the term bwo or bweo was used by a couple of informants to refer to
contamination from association with medicinal sites.
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The Ratak Chain has a particularly strong association with the traditional practices of
medicine, magic or sorcery, martial arts, and love magic. This is even the case for
Likiep Atoll, otherwise seemingly devoid of mo, where there remains a recognition of
the lingering power of an infamous couple said to be knowledgable, but careless and
cruel, in their sorcery practices. Jikin uno not directly linked to chiefly ancestors in are
significantly less prevalent in Ailinglaplap and Wotho atolls in the Ralik Chain,
supporting the perception that the people of Ratak ‘really protect (or conserve) uno’
(relukkun kōjparok uno), while those in Ralik make uno openly anywhere (bo im
bellok).
Mili Atoll is riddled with jikin uno sites, and several of these, which are associated with
one well-known, now-deceased practitioner, remain avoided even though his son
assures people that they were ‘cleared’ of their danger prior to his passing. At another
cemetery, containing the remains of several highly ranked individuals, a small shrub has
been planted as a marker of the bwin visited by a malevolent spirit that causes leprosy.
One site in Jabonwod Island, called jiadrel by some, bwin by others, is one of the two
most avoided mo sites encountered in this research, comparable to the Loeak graveyard
in Ailinglaplap, and was kept secret from me until I was far away from its boundaries.
Jikin jitob (ghostly inhabited areas)

Several place-based mo are associated with non-human beings commonly (though not
consistently) called jitob. The negative connotations of spirit worship are not surprising
in light of the influence of Christian belief. The veneration of totems appears to have
been an integral part of traditional majol cosmology, but such practices are virtually
nonexistent today. Various non-human entities, such as wōnenak, riikijet, and noniep
(see Chapter 2), are thought to intervene in human life, but are not worshipped as such,
and are not usually associated with mo places. They may be thought to inhabit specific
areas, and may cause fear and avoidance behaviours, but these places are not commonly
spoken of as jikin jitob or mo areas. Instead, the jikin jitob are places or resources
associated with those entities described as ekjab in Chapter 2: the ancestral spirits of
lukkun armej (real people), often of high rank; totemic ancestors; and atoll heroes.
These are legendary characters distinguished from those that appear in inoñ (fictional
myths).
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There are two sides to jikin jitob – one of avoidance and appeasement, the other of
active appeal. They are indeed mo, imbued with the power of the ancestors to cause
illness, insanity, and death. The graves of iroij are not the only ones that have mo
prohibitions; people generally avoid the eastern or lagoon side of a cemetery. In the
case of people of higher rank, coconut palms may be planted at the head and foot of the
grave, and their fruits remain mo indefinitely. As previously mentioned, trees, flowers,
and plants have been associated with the presence of particularly dangerous spirits,
whether they were planted intentionally as warning signs or designated as places to
offer tribute and seek healing.
I was walking, back of the huts, over a level green spot, enclosed by coconut trees,
when Lugoma came to me in great haste, and with a disturbed look beckoned me to
come away, at the same time saying to Hussey that I must not go there; it was a
place for the dead; my presence would disturb them, and bring spirits round the
huts. (Lieutenant Paulding, in Mili Atoll circa 1825, cited in Frazer 1924 Vol. III:
83)

The fruit (or flowers) of certain trees are still avoided today, as in the case of Lijeral’s
coconut palm in Ailinglaplap, which is thought to have recentlycaused illness and death
recently (see Chapter 7).406
Many jitob or ekjab are understood to take the form of natural features such as trees,
rocks, reefs, and hills, benign in some cases, but capable of bringing destruction and
misfortune in others. Food and other offerings are tossed onto shorelines to appease
such spirits, and women, in particular, abide by several mo prohibitions when traveling
past them in boats. There are many such sites spread across the atolls, and even if they
are relegated to the realm of superstition, they are nonetheless placated.
Some people are able to harness the power of such places because they are ‘jikin aer
najidriki timon ro… einwot kabuñ an ekjab’ (‘places the demons are fed… like
worshipping the gods’). If appealed to by those within the relevant lineage, they may
not only spare people from vengeance, but also offer positive assistance. This normally
comes in two forms: as knowledge of things otherwise unseen or unforetold, or as as
increased capacity to cause suffering to another individual. In Wotho, the great hero

406

Oddly enough, the exact location of the palm, and the details of who Lijeral was, remain unknown to the vast
majority of people in the community, but this does not diminish their belief in the site’s dangerous potency.
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Latowan is given small tokens of appreciation, not out of fear, but to seek his blessing
for a visit to the atoll. In these cases, mo may be associated with power, and even
danger, but not necessarily with avoidance.

The problem of typology
As mentioned previously, opinion has not always been unanimous on which kinds of
sites are mo, or what ‘degree’ of mo they possess. I have witnessed heated discussions
over the mo ‘status’ of a ‘haunted’ meria (plumeria/frangipani) tree; or a canoe landing
site preferred by the iroij; or an ekkan (tribute) location for an old ekjab at a lagoon
channel. While some informants were conservative in their conceptualization of mo,
reserving the terms mo, or mo an iroij, for a very select set of chiefly areas, others were
inclined to group all sorts of sites together:
Ebar mo, kōnke ejaab jabrewot armej
etal ñan ie.

It’s also mo, because not anyone can go
to this place.

One loalañ or bwin might have jidrik wōt mo en ie (‘only a little mo there’), while
another might be kept secret from me altogether due to its power. There are also places
that are an iroij wōt (‘for the iroij only’) to which jejaab etal (‘we don’t go’), but ejaab
mo (‘are not mo’). Some informants were strongly of the view that mo an iroij was a
term reserved for the small islets, whileother places that were restricted, even if
associated with an iroij, did not count as mo. Some people use the US Kwajalein
military base as a reference point:
Ripālle kōmman kakien ijio bwe emo
an Rimajol ki kōmman melim. Ekwe,
ejelok oktak.

The foreigners make rules there because it’s
mo for Marshallese to make permission.
It’s not different.

I have chosen to divide all of the sites between two main categories, one in which mo
are directly associated with iroij, while the rest are avoided because of the presence of
some form of dangerous polluting power. But the distinction is not always a simple one
to make, and anomalies cannot be ignored. For example, Bikajela is mo an iroij, and
according to some, a jiadrel, the chiefly place for the Loeak kin group, to which they
have exclusive rights. It is mo as it belongs solely to the chiefs, to do with as they
please, and is also imbued with dangerous power where ancestral spirits may wander,
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and sacred rituals are conducted. This makes Bikajela kauwōtata (dangerous), a jikin
jorrāān (place of misfortune), as well as being a mo an iroij. It may be argued that mo
an iroij are off-limits because they are the property of the chiefs, and are therefore
restricted out of respect for the hierarchical structure of majol society, or else because
iroij are imbued with a power that is contagious or capable of being polluted. To
explore this issue further, we may consider the repercussions that are thought to follow
from violations of mo (and mo-related sites), and the processes of atoll-specific
differentiation.

Violating Mo
One point of distinction between the two categories I have created is the answer given
to the question: ‘Why is it mo?’ In one case, the common response would be ‘bwe an
wōt iroij’ (‘because it for the iroij only’); in the other case, it would be something like
‘kōnke, kwo naj jorrāān’ (‘because, you will be broken/harmed’).

Generally,

punishment is imminent and direct when violating certain mo, but for many places that
are ‘simply’ mo, or mo an iroij, violation was understood as an act of transgressing
custom or respect.

Punishment does, however, exist for both of these somewhat

arbitrary categories, and could be either (1) enacted by the iroij, or (2) consist of
automatic ‘supernatural’ retribution. But once again, these are not two perfectly distinct
categories, as iroij are known to have considerable ‘power by their tongue alone’ (atlo),
with the ability to make someone sick simply through the act of speech.
The term kotrae,407 which is derived from kotra, means to break a taboo, or to desecrate.
Other specific terms describe various types of violation or repercussion (see Table
10.3).

407

Not to be confused with kitrae (‘gift land’).
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Table 10.3: Terms of violation and repercussion.

Term

Significance

Alok

Sickness due to cohabitation while undertaking uno
treatment
To say taboo words that may bring bad luck
Supernatural punishment for not using the special language
(lāroij) on sacred lands
Mental illness caused by sleeping at night under the moon
Sickness from cohabitation before the first cutting of a
child’s hair
A taboo breaker (literally, foot of/on the grave)
Misfortune that comes from breaking a taboo

Lokajem
Metak in lāroij
Mōjoliñōr
Nañinmej in jaban talao
Neen wūlej
Ruwe

Punishment by the tangible
Disobedience by commoners could be addressed in various ways by order of the iroij.
It could be as severe as expulsion from one’s land (bwilok or kalia), or even death in the
case of extreme offences, such as engaging in sexual relations with a lijelā (the primary
wife of an iroij) or being near her bathing area. Informants shared a variety of stories of
such punishments at the hands of the iroij, such as that of the mythological bird man
named Lakdrij, who was caught stealing at an ale en an iroij in Mili, sentenced to death
by spearing, and discarded at sea.

Offenses against the chiefs were not seldom punished by death through spearing.
In disputes between natives of different tribes, the law of the strongest obtained.
(German Administrator Eugen Brandeis, cited in Deutsches Kolonialblatt 1892 III:
332-336)

Violation of property under the jabwi restriction of an iroij could also result in bwilok or
death. The eating of pandanus before the iroij had opened the season was punished by
katien (cutting off the perpetrator’s lips). Itkiju signs attached to places implied that
violators would have their eyes plucked out. One informant derived the word itkiju
from the words kij (‘bite’) and ju (‘upwards’), suggesting that it meant being plucked
from the land by the teeth of the iroij. Depending on the seriousness of the violation,
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the act of expulsion (bwilok) might be applied to the individual wrongdoer or the whole
of his or her bwij, removing them completely from the land in perpetuity.408
While the iroij could enforce penalties for a variety of transgressions, capital or corporal
punishment was specifically mentioned only in regard to a small number of place-based
mo. Otherwise, many places considered mo an iroij were said to be protected by a sense
of respect for manit (‘custom’) or by fear of ‘supernatural’ repercussions.
Punishment by the intangible
These ‘supernatural’ repercussions are considered as forms of automatic retribution
outside of human control, and broadly take the form of either enana lañ/mejatoto (‘bad
weather/atmosphere’), characterized by strong winds and large waves, or jorrāān armej
(‘harm to people’), usually physical or mental illness.409
Such punishments are not relegated to the past, and examples of contemporary
experiences are well-known in different communities. Several individuals described
their experience of ‘testing’ the veracity of mantin majol (Marshallese custom) by
deliberately violating mo. One iroij told how he uttered the word om (‘hermit crab’), a
mo word at a particular island in Kwajalein, on a clear sunny day, thereby invoking a
clap of thunder and a heavy downpour. I encountered several stories, from different
atolls, describing attempts by individuals to burn down trees in fits of insanity,
provoked by the spirits of the trees themselves, only to suffer further affliction as a
result. Stories of trials that supporting the credibility of mo are more prevalent than
those that have the opposite conclusion.410
Healing or respite from the consequences of certain violations (whether deliberate or
not) may simply take time, likewaiting for stormy weather to abate, but punishments
that take the form of illness, possession, or insanity can be ‘treated’. As many of these
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One court case (Civil Action 1999-302) suggests that even small offences committed repeatedly are grounds for
the loss of one’s land rights: ‘as we live and exist by our custom, there are certain ‘mo’ or ‘taboos’ we must know
about to avoid the consequences or protect ourselves from Le-kij’. A kij is a flea, louse, or germ, and Le-kij (where
le is a masculine prefix) can be understood as ‘Mr Flea’. Several informants used words like ‘bite’ or ‘sting’ to
refer to the punishment for violations of custom.
One informant described jorrāān as the state of being cursed to wander aimlessly to and fro, without ever being
satisfied or whole.

409

410

While most informants said there were repercussions in the old days, many said that they disappeared when the
Christian gospel came, while others still firmly believe in weather- and illness-related repercussions, and give
contemporary examples.
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afflictions are linked directly to the land and the ancestors, so are the people and the raw
materials for healing them. The determination of the spatial source of one’s affliction,
therefore, is paramount to its relief or removal, and unsuccessful treatment is not
necessarily perceived as a failure of the medical pracititoner (ri-uno), but as a failure to
properly diagnose the cause.
Iroij have the ultimate power to heal or relieve these automatic punishments, often by
the laying on of hands, but also by the utterance of words. Again, the iroij must hail
from the place of violation, which ultimately gives him or her the authority to heal. The
same gestures are employed as preventative measures. Prior to visiting any mo an iroij,
permission or blessing is required from the relevant iroij to protect the visitor from the
dangers it contains.411 In extreme cases, at those places notably related to divine entities
or shamanistic traditions, an act of humility (or humiliation) may be necessary, and
must be done at the mo place where the act of infringement occurred. The act of
disrobing at the place of prohibition and violation was considered an unusual but
necessary measure to be released from some afflictions, as was the case in Jabonwod
Island in Mili Atoll (Chapter 8).
Punishment today
The majority (62%) of place-based mo are not associated with immediate, automatic, or
‘supernatural’ repercussions. Thus is especially true of those individual islands and
wāto owned solely by the iroij, most of which are ‘simply’ mo. When mo sites did have
additional significance, or specific purposes, they were more likely to be associated with
explicit and automatic responses to violations of their respective restrictions.
Of the 59 sites associated with automatic repercussions, the punishments fell into a few
major categories (Figure 10.1), including stormy weather, and harm or misfortune to
people (jorrāān armej). In my tallies, physical illness and insanity are distinguished
from jorrāān wa (broken canoes) and jorrāān armej, so the latter act as residual
categories. Another category of ‘hauntings’ has been created to accommodate the
common association of mo with the (possible) presence of jitob etoon capable of
causing harm.

411

This authority may be transferred by an iroij to an alab, or to lineage members, but it never holds the same weight.
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Illness

Jorāan armej

Haunting

Stormy weather

Insanity

Jorāan wa

Figure 10.1: Frequency of automatic repercussions for violating mo.

Repercussion by type of mo

There were no automatic repercussions for violating the majority of mo wāto (90%) or
kotra wāto (86%). Fishing areas, bathing or swimming sites, and place-based resources
(such as a chiefly taro pit or single breadfruit tree) are also devoid of such automatic
backlash.

There may be punishment at the hands of the iroij, but there is no

‘supernatural’ equivalent.

The few exceptions include the chiefly grave sites and other

special sites (like tut wōt) on the large Kabua and Loeak estates in Ailinglaplap, and
several ānenbao that also have speech or species restrictions, as in the case of three bird
islands in Ailinglaplap, two in Wotho, and one tribute site in Mili.
The category of jikin jorāān or kauwōtata, on the other hand, comprised of jikin uno
and jikin jitob, are highly associated with automatic repercussions.

One hundred

percent of the jikin uno and jikin jitob are associated with specified consequences,
suggesting that an adherence to avoiding and respecting ‘simply’ mo places today may
be more a factor of custom and respect, than one of fear. These simply mo places,
congruent essentially with mo an iroij wāto and āne, are mo because enana etetal (it’s
bad to traverse) or because an wōt iroij (it’s only for the chief), not necessarily because
of a danger to the individual’s well-being.
While there is no simple one-to-one relationship between type of mo and type of
repercussion, medicinal or sorcery sites are always associated with some sort of illness,
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chiefly graves are often associated with with the idea of jorrāān armej, and many small
ānenbao bird islands are associated with storms.
Repercussion by location

When comparing the prevalence of automatic repercussions across atolls, Wotho and
Likiep had fewer mo sites overall, but had a higher proportion of mo sites with explicit
automatic punishments (53% and 78% respectively) than did Ailinglaplap (35%) and
Mili (32%).412 These numbers also reflect the absence of mo wāto, kotra wāto or small
island mo at Wotho and Likiep.

The relative incidence of different types of

repercussion in the four study areas is shown in Tables 10.4, 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7.

Table 10.4: Repercussions or danger perceived from breach of mo in Ailinglaplap.

Type of site

Haunting

Illness

Insanity

3

0

1

3

0

0

Wuliej (graves)

0

2

Jikin uno
(medicine/magic sites)

0

Mo wāto (land
parcel)*
Mo āne (island)*

Jikin eoñōd (fishing
places)*
Other
Total

Storms
0

Jorāān
Unknown
armej
2

18

1

2

17

2

0

2

1

0

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

5

0

0

2

0

1

7

3

5

7

3

8

48

0

* Sites associated with iroij.

412

I am not unaware that sample size is an issue here, with low counts of mo overall at Likiep or Wotho, and perhaps
a bias to include some avoidance behaviors as mo at Likiep.
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Table 10.5: Repercussions or danger perceived from breach of mo in Mili (and
Nadrikdrik).

Storms

Haunting

Illness

Jorāān
armej

Unknown

Kotra wāto (land parcel)*

0

0

0

0

14

Kotra āne (island)*

1

0

0

0

6

Wuliej (graves)

0

1

2

1

3

Jikin uno (medicine/magic sites)

1

0

3

0

0

Jikin jitob (ghostly inhabited areas)

0

2

1

2

1

Jikin kiki (chiefly sleeping places)*

0

0

0

0

7

Other

3

0

0

0

8

Total

5

3

6

3

39

Type of site

* Sites associated with iroij.

Table 10.6: Repercussions or danger perceived from breach of mo in Wotho.

Storms

Haunting

Illness

Jorāān
armej

Unknown

Mo āne (island)*

2

0

1

0

1

Wuliej (graves)

1

1

0

0

1

Jikin kiki (chiefly sleeping places)*

0

0

0

0

3

Jikin ekkan (tribute site)

0

0

2

0

1

Other

0

1

0

1

1

Total

3

2

3

1

7

Type of site

* Sites associated with iroij.

Table 10.7: Repercussions or danger perceived from breach of mo in Likiep (and Jemo).

Haunting

Illness

Jorāān wa

Unknown

Jikin uno (medicine/magic sites)

0

2

0

1

Jikin jitob (ghostly inhabited areas)

1

1

2

0

Jikin iroij (former chiefly places)*

0

0

0

1

Other (Jemo)

0

1

0

0

Total

1

4

2

2

Type of site

* Sites associated with iroij.
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In Ailinglaplap, the repercussions or dangers are almost entirely associated with the
power-imbued realms of the iroij lineages, which had the capacity to cause a whole
range of individual human afflictions, not always specified, including illness, insanity,
hauntings, and general misfortune (Table 10.4).

Stormy weather was a relatively

significant repercussion in Mili, Nadrikdrik, and Wotho atolls (Tables 10.5 and 10.6),
either associated (in Mili) with legendary sites and characters or (in Wotho) with the
small ānenbao bird islands. Illness was also a significant repercussion in Mili, and
several informants thought that this was due to its legendary incestuous origins.
Likiep’s places of danger (Table 10.7) were related to contagious medicines or the
powerful skills of individuals.
Of course, the frequency of statements about repercussions may not reflect real-time
observation of fear and avoidance behaviors. Visiting these places (when permitted)
has been crucial to the identification of these behaviors. In fact, the true nature of many
places was only shared with me while I was standing on their margins or after I had
done so. In Mili Atoll for example, the highly avoided and strangely dangerous bwin or
jikin uno at Jabonwod Island was kept hidden from me until I had left.

Furthermore,

numerical tabulations do not reflect the severity of the punishment or the strength of the
belief, fear, or avoidance observed at different locations.

Atoll Differentiation
If significant conclusion can be drawn from the data presented so far, it is that there are
many ambiguities and variations in what constitutes place-based mo.

This is

particularly the case when examining the relative shape and relevance that mo has in the
different atoll settings: many place-based mo are associated with the presence of iroij,
but only a subset are strictly avoided; similarly, mo sites seemingly unrelated to iroij
could still be distinguished by the extent of their avoidance or perception of their danger
(see Figure 10.2).
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Figure 10.2: Distribution plot of place-based mo in the four locations according to fear
and avoidance behaviours, and relationship to iroij.

Ailinglaplap
While none of the atolls lacked an iroij-related conceptualization of mo, it was most
dominant in Ailinglaplap, the atoll considered to be the contemporary ‘capital of
custom’, home to many origin stories, and a place for the iroij. In both conversation
and observation, mo sites were those strictly associated with past and present iroij; no
‘haunted’, feared, or avoided areas could be recalled that were not ancestrally connected
to the four current chiefly lineages.

In addition to the individual parcels of land

belonging solely to the iroij, the mo subject to the strongest avoidance behaviours are
the grand centres of the Kabua and Loeak lines at Buoj and Bikajela, and the pieces of
land associated with activities concerning chiefly personhood, whether living spaces,
death practices, or tribute.
Ailinglaplap is also replete with physical and verbal reminders of mo. In other atolls,
people may remark, ‘Oh yeah you’re not supposed to walk there, but it’s not as strong
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as before’, or ‘We have the gospel now, it doesn’t matter’, and only in practice would
they show trepidation and avoidance. In Ailinglaplap, by contrast, sites were overtly
demarcated for me in statements like, ‘Don’t step further that way, Ingrid, that’s where
the bwin is’, or else in gthe visible signs of monuments like tut wōt, raised burial
grounds, and estate fencing.
This is not surprising, given the way that chiefly authority in Ailinglaplap has been
highly contested and associated with dramatic historical expressions of authority as the
matrilineal claims of divine right have dwindled. Manipulations of symbolic power and
displays of authority – often expressed in, at, and around mo – have become important
in the validation of current chiefly regimes. For example, at jikin in kokabit, a kind of
jikin uno used for magical medical treatment is mo land, and yet, as Tobin points out, it
does not actually belong to the iroij, but to their ‘half-noble’ bwirak children, and as a
device to enhance the latter’s prestige: ‘Everyone knows who the iroij is; he does not
need as much mo as his bwirak offspring’ (Tobin 1952: 18). Partly as a result of such
manoeuvres, the iroij of Ailinglaplap have become most strongly associated with the
mana-like ideas of force and potency (ao, maroñ, and kajoor), and that is why placebased mo an iroij are so highly respected, avoided, or feared.413
Mili and Nadrikdrik
Mili and Nadrikdrik atolls offer an interesting contrast with Ailinglaplap. They have a
similar number of place-based mo (here known as kotra), and a comparable number of
iroij, but whereas sites associated with iroij in Ailinglaplap are strongly differentiated
from other areas, the iroij-related sites in Mili and Nadrikdrik are notably devoid of
fear, awe, or other forms of distinctiveness. In fact, most ri-Mili do not conceive of
chiefly sleeping places as kotra, but simply call them what they are (jikin kiki an iroij),
despite the evidence that these wāto are synonymous with mo wāto elsewhere, where
the iroij typically stays and holds all of the iroij, alab, and rijerbal rights..
This might be explained by reference to the common description of the power of iroij in
the Ratak chain as being more dispersed and less centralized, historically characterized
by feuds between numerous lesser chiefs. This dispersion of power may have elicited

413

Many people in Ailinglaplap are likewise well aware of the valuable nature of mo and hence its contestation.
Ailinglaplap has the highest incidence conflict over the rightful ownership of property including mo locations.
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an image of chiefly authority as being less firm and pervasively widespread, as well as
less divinely ascribed, than in the more centralized chiefdoms created in the Ralik Chain
in the late nineteenth century, to which Ailinglaplap was integral. Overall, iroij in Mili
have a reduced presence, a less hands-on role, and alab have become important sources
of authority Most iroij do not live permanently, or predominantly, in Mili Atoll, and
some have never even stepped foot on their property. Mili also has more contact with
Majuro Atoll, and several of the private enterprises that its iroij engage in may be seen
to diminish their chiefly prestige. There are certainly very few place-based mo (or
kotra) in Mili that are feared and strictly avoided due to their association with chiefs or
chiefly ancestors.
This does not mean that mo are absent from Mili and Nadrikdrik, only that mo is not a
designation or quality strongly linked to chiefly presence and authority. The mo places
subject to most avoidance are those jikin uno that continue to exhibit powerful
expressions of contagious danger. Mili is also associated with a variety of legendary
characters that remain active in the imaginations and daily experiences of the local
inhabitants, several of which have dangerous tendencies. Their physical manifestations,
such as reefs and rocks, are not always conceived of as mo per se, but are regarded with
the behaviours of caution, avoidance, and propitiation witnessed at other place-based
mo. This contrasts with the lack of such practices in Ailinglaplap.
Likiep and Jemo
Likiep Atoll, with its singular lack of chiefly presence, coupled with the confident and
ubiquitous declaration that ejelok mo ilo Likiep (‘there’s no mo in Likiep’), seems to
affirm the link between mo and the power of iroij. The Capelle and de Brum lineages
have economic control over the atoll’s resources and workforce, as iroij do in other
atolls, but their display of achieved power does not extend to the other realms of
respect, avoidance, and fear attached to majol chieftainship. The anecdote of ‘Owner’
Edward Capelle calling one small island mo eo an Edward is retold with an air of
playful dismissal.
With the sale of the atoll, and removal of any reigning iroij, properties associated with
the iroij vanished. Conceptions about previous iroij have also been affected, their
relevance rendered obsolete, and little or no significance is now attached to the places,
spaces, or resources of former chiefly lineage members. Again, this does not mean that
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mo has ceased to exist at any level in Likiep. Community members still consider the
residual power of jikin uno sites to be dangerous, even if they are shy about it.
Moroever, despite its reputation as the ‘least traditional’ atoll, the local inhabitants still
retain a belief in, and observation of, many of the fishing rules (kien) that have
previously been discussed, and frequently share contemporary examples to verify their
applicability.
Jemo Island, where the term mo may have originated, has followed a similar path. The
details of its associated rituals and beliefs have been relegated to the records of
anthropologists and occasional local story-tellings. A few remnants of an association
with misfortune remain: people claim the stomach aches from the consumption of
Jemo’s turtle meat and eggs are a unique experience connected to its legendary past; and
others continue to recount the frequency of people being stranded there for weeks or
months, their boats wrecked upon its shores or rendered mysteriously dysfunctional.
Finally, as an example of lārooj, many consider Jemo’s remembered traditions as
evidence of the original nature of mo, linking the concept to both a conservation of
resources and a restricted relationship between chiefs and deities that had to be carefully
managed to ensure successful livelihoods.
Wotho
Wotho Atoll presents a more complicated example of mo, particularly since the whole
atoll has been described as lārooj, a large-scale mo an iroij, alongside the likes of Bikar
and Erikub atolls, and Jemo Island, all of which are notably small in size, uninhabitable,
and replete with birds and turtles. Wotho is seemingly an anomaly in this company, a
larger inhabited atoll where ‘things happened’ (wawein ko rar walok). Indeed, the atoll
has had a vague, and somewhat contested, historical role in the establishment of the
current political regimes of the Ralik chain, and its inhabitants do not seem to abide by
the conventions of chiefly authority, and hence the conventions of mo.
A few places are associated with former iroij from earlier times, but otherwise there is
no recognition of mo sites related to iroij, and the suggestion of ‘re-instating’ mo
observation at Kappen Island has been met with community consternation. There are no
burials associated with iroij that are explicitly recalled, and the one grave that is mo, and
associated with stormy weather if disrespected, is that of Latowan, the very man
associated with the successful establishment of Wotho as a place of ease and freedom.
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Assessing ecological predictions
Finally, it is worth noting the absence of any obvious connection between areas now
recognized for their biodiversity value and those recorded as past or present mo sites in
this study. Nevertheless, there remain some questions about the relationship between a
mixture of social and environmental factors and the extent of place-based mo. For
example:


Are atolls susceptible to drought more likely to have more or less mo areas?



Is the number of mo correlated with the size of an atoll or its population?



Is the number of mo correlated with an atoll’s number of iroij?

In the case of Mili and Wotho atolls, with their strongly contrasting ecologies, it does
not seem that the heightened risk of drought is linked to a difference in the frequency of
mo. Wotho has far fewer mo sites, but a similar count per square kilometre (see Table
10.8). Perhaps it would be possible to make a slightly stronger correlation between
climatic or other environmental factors and the relative size of the land area contained in
mo sites, but there are surely other social and political considerations to be taken into
account here. Wotho Atoll is under the jurisdiction of only one iroij and was considered
at one point to be an atoll-level laroij (or lo-iroij), fully prohibited. Since the relatively
resource-poor atolls of Wotho, Ujae and Lae made up a single political and cultural unit,
keeping one as a reserve of sorts does seem wise. But there is little to no direct support
for an ecological explanation of Wotho’s status as laroij. Even on the purportedly mo
an iroij island of Kappen, oral history and archaeological evidence reveal the existence
of large settlement sites in the past, a characteristic not common amongst mo places in
general.
Likewise, if we compare Mili (including Nadrikdrik) with Ailinglaplap, we see that they
have similar numbers and types of mo, as well as a comparable number of iroij and
similar total land area. Yet Ailinglaplap, with almost triple the population, has more mo
sites per square kilometer (5.04) and per number of islands (1.42). Does this contrast
tell us anything about the influence of environmental factors? Probably not. It might
make more sense to situate this particular contrast in the more general contrast between
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the power of chiefs or other social and political differences between the Ralik and Ratak
chains.

Table 10.8: Key characteristics of different study sites.

Characteristic

Ailinglaplap

Mili

Likiep

Wotho

Land area (square kilometres)

14.68

15.92

10.26

4.33

Lagoon area (square kilometres)

750.29

763.27

424.01

94.92

Population (2011)

1750

750

400

100

Number of islands

52

102

64

13

Number of iroij

4

5

0

1

Total mo sites

74

56

8

17

Iroij-affiliated mo

68

39

0

8

Iroij per square kilometre

0.27

0.31

0

0.23

People per iroij

438

150

n.a.

100

119. 21

47.11

38.99

23.09

Mo sites per square kilometre
Mo sites per island

5.04
1.42

3.52
0.55

0.78
0.13

3.93
1.31

Mo sites per capita

0.04

0.07

0.02

0.17

Population density

Note: Mili includes Nadrikdrik; Likiep includes Jemo.

Conclusion
At the end of this lengthy study in categorization and comparison, where ambiguities
abound, a few general conclusions may be reached:


The term mo refers to a large set of customary behaviours and places, while mo
an iroij, kotra, and lārooj are more commonly conceived of in nominal form,
distinctively place-based. The term jabwi may have lexical connections to the
word ‘taboo’ and is linked to making things (notably places and resources) mo.



While not exclusive, most place-based mo were avoided because they either had
connection with the iroij or put people at risk of a variety of other dangers.
Many mo had multiple characteristics, being associated with iroij, spirits,
resources, medicine, sorcery, or burial.



Violations could be punished by the hand of the iroij, or by non-human
intervention – stormy weather, illness, bodily harm, insanity, or other afflictions.
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Afflictions are intimately tied to space and location. Many could be reversed or
lessened by the power of an iroij, provided they were linked to the place at
which a violation occurred.


Different ‘types’ or expressions of mo were observed in different atolls, and
different areas had different levels of prevalence and adherence.



Mo is not necessarily associated, at least today, with fear, but often with respect.

In summary, I can say that the powers of a variety of interlinked entities – iroij,
ancestors, sorcerers, or non-human beings – are at some level, the common
denominators of many of these taboos. Yet they are not all equally regarded as having
the same level of danger. Why is this? What are the differences between mo-related
dangers and ordinary ones? What lies behind these judgements or assignments of
danger? How do they relate to ethics, morals, or customs of respect? How do they
relate to the divine or the occult? What are the political imperatives and implications?
In the concluding chapter, I return to these questions within the wider context of taboo
in Oceania.
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11. CONCLUSION: THE LOGIC OF MO

The result is a veritable jungle, which cannot be reduced to an
exhaustive list, let alone exhaustively accounted for by a set of
principles. (Valeri 2000: 286)

Introduction
In this thesis, I have explored the under-researched topic of mo, most simply translated
as taboo, which was introduced to me as a young anthropologist living in the Marshall
Islands. A concept deeply embedded in thousands of years of tradition, mo has resurfaced more recently as a kind of traditional conservation practice, in the context of an
increased global and regional focus on biological diversity and resource management.
Discussions and daily interactions with Rimajol in their homes and atoll environments
suggest that mo, and even contemporary imaginings of place-based mo, are limited, if
not entirely misunderstood, by this conservation framing.

This dilemma of

comprehension was the direct inspiration for this thesis.
In this task of understanding ‘the meaning of mo’, I have elected to take a broad
approach, since the larger topic of taboo in Oceania is debated on multiple fronts: as an
institution influenced by environmental and geographical factors; as a tool of social
solidarity, a way of classifying the universe and safeguarding interaction with and
within it; and as a means of support for social distinction, elevating chiefs and gods, and
preventing their defilement by rules of spatial and behavioural separation.
In this concluding chapter, I consider mo within this larger scope, revisiting prominent
contributions to the theory of taboo, and focusing on notions of danger and
contamination, power and politics, and sacred ecologies.

No attempt is made to

exhaustively review all of the studies of taboo in the Pacific, for they are too numerous.
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Instead, based on the review in Chapter 4, I seek to specify how mo can be understood
more comprehensively, according to an indigenous logic but also beyond an entirely
local exegesis. The bulk of this thesis is dense with ethnographic detail but, as Valeri
notes in the opening quote, it presents a veritable jungle of taboo places, behaviours,
and beliefs that are seemingly contradictory, anomalous, or even at times
incomprehensible.

Attending to this variation and ambiguity in the contemporary

exhibition of mo, I conclude with three main reflections:
1. Mo is not necessarily linked ontologically to intentional conservation, at least in
terms of an ethic that explicitly supports biodiversity conservation. I suggest
that there is a relationship between mo and resources, but insofar as it is
ideologically and practically governed by the political and religious strategies of
iroij, it is best understood as the reservation of resources for the purpose of
sumptuous expenditure.
2. Mo is not exclusively associated with the property, personhood, and space of
iroij, but also with places, species, and classes of beings with dangerous
potencies, indicating that mo is also governed by notions of sacred and
‘supernatural’ (or ‘superhuman’) power. I suggest that mo operates to manage
relationships between various human and on-human entities, preventing
undesirable contact as well as regulating that which is allowed.
3. Lastly, the ambiguities and variations observed in different temporal and spatial
settings can be explained, at least in part, by an instability in beliefs about
spiritual ecology and chiefly authority in the face of fluctuating external
influences, both environmental and social.
Each of these conclusions is developed before concluding with a consideration of how
the institution or practice of mo might be mobilized in support of conservation today,
and the implications of such a position.

Mo and the Control of Resources
As detailed in the preceding chapters, many mo sites are small islets or land parcels that
were ‘simply’ mo, essentially understood as the private property of chiefs and their
lineages. Many people said ‘maybe’ (bōlen) there had existed associated rituals or other
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beliefs ‘a long time ago’ (ilo jeamman), but these were ‘gone’ (ejako) or lessened
(edriklok) today.

Many conceived of these same mo sites as ‘cupboards’ (kabat)

containing resources, and one of my initial lines of inquiry, or working premises, was
based on the idea that place-based mo have been directly attached to a conservation
ethic, an association first discussed by Tobin in the 1950s and more widely embraced
since the 1990s. But do mo an iroij really have an ecological significance, and does mo
generally follow an ecological logic comparable to that contained in contemporary
imaginings of Indonesia’s sasi and Palau’s bul?
An important distinction first needs to be made between biodiversity reserves and
resource reserves. As stated in Chapter 10, there is no direct overlap between locally
recognized mo places and those places nominated more recently as having high
biodiversity values, especially those that have been subject to the international focus on
marine biodiversity, since marine resources have been traditionally conceived as
essentially limitless in the Marshall Islands (see Chapter 2). Place-based mo relating to
marine resources consist of a handful of individual coral heads or productive reefs, and
those areas associated with communal fishing activities. While a few individual coral
heads are linked to ekjab and other spiritual beings, access to and control over these
areas falls under the authority of the iroij. While Mason (1987: 13) has suggested that
the ‘rules of mo’ could be applied temporarily ‘in the interest of conserving resources’,
my informants dismissed the idea that they were applied to the conservation of marine
resources. This is a notable point of divergence from what we know of practices
elsewhere in Oceania, such as sasi or bul.
The majority of place-based mo appear to be terrestrial, and the association of mo with
conservation is said to be most clearly exemplified at ānenbao, those small island
ecosystems understood to have been left in a ‘native’ state.

Generally speaking,

ānenbao do contain higher populations of kañal trees which support larger numbers of
protein-rich bird and crab resources, thereby vindicating this practical understanding of
mo as food reserves.
A few exemplary locations are typically referenced when talking about mo: the largerscale lārooj islands (or atolls) of Jemo, Bikar, Bokak, and Erikub, set aside as chiefly
food reserves, which ‘obviously functioned as methods of control over and conservation
of the natural resources’ (Tobin 1958: 47-56). Characterized by large turtle and bird
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populations, they were accessed annually under chiefly sanctioned rituals that appealed
to local deities. It must be noted, however, that these lārooj are incapable of, or less
than ideal for, supporting permanent human populations, so may be examples of the
kind of epiphenomenal conservation discussed in Chapter 2 (Hunn 1982; Alvard 1993,
1995). There is, of course, the interesting exception of the long-populated Wotho Atoll,
but Wotho does not fit the template of a mo an iroij or lārooj atoll being set aside for
conservation.
Expecting and projecting conservation
In Chapter 2, I discussed the tendency to interpret human behaviour as a direct response
to environmental pressures, as well as the prevailing perception of the Marshall Islands
as an area limited in resources. From these considerations, one might expect the
inhabitants to practice deliberate conservation because of the extreme environment
(Leach 1972; Jochim 1981), their awareness of its’ limitations (Chapman 1985), and
their recognition of the importance of certain resources (Chapman 1987).
Through a simple rendering of these factors, place-based mo can be interpreted as the
machinery fundamental to a majol traditional conservation ethic, yet it is possible that
there was no ‘need’ for such practices. If one can believe the findings of several midtwentieth century studies testing atoll resources and population thresholds, where
marine life is neither completely ignored nor fully exploited, the islands could have
supported even larger population densities, and the exploitation of reef systems has
resulted in little to no change in biomass (see Chapter 2).
If terrestrial resources are perceived as limited and valued, and managed by mechanisms
like mo, it should be possible to establish whether there is any difference in natural
qualities or stocks of significant natural resources between proximate islets, where one
is mo and the other is not. On the basis of my cursory survey observations, while sites
that are mo are often replete with bird and crab species, there is no apparent
contemporary ‘outstanding feature’ (to use a UNESCO term) that separates them from
ecologically-similar neighbouring sites that are not mo. There are many small standalone islands that are abundant in birds, classified and spoken of as ānenbao, but that
are not mo. Being an area of high resource value does not automatically result in
designation as mo. Nor does there appear to be a distinctive type of forbidden (or
sacred) place characterized by anomalous ecological or geological features. While
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particularly good fishing grounds and the sides of islands with the best breezes and
views, for example, are often mo an iroij, they could not be described as anomalous or
unusual ecosystems or habitats. 414 Mangroves are one of the more unusual ecosystems
or habitats in the Marshall Islands, but are generally not mo. 415
With no obvious contemporary difference between resource-rich locations that were and
were not mo, I was left to question why one would be considered mo and another not.
This resulted in conversations like the following (compiled, condensed and translated
from several interviews):
IA: Why is X island mo, but not Y?
Informant: There’s a difference between the two; there’s a lot of birds in X, and in
Y there’s none.
IA: But X and Y are very similar in the kinds of trees, and size; why are there so
many birds on X, and not Y?
Informant: I don’t know why the birds choose that place.
IA: What about island Z? That’s an ānenbao with lots of birds, and crabs, and
food resources. But it’s not mo. Why not?
Informant: I don’t know. Because Z belongs to this B iroij and to the C alab. It
isn’t for the iroij only. The iroij chose X.

This suggests that, even if there is an intentional conservation rationale for a chief in
choosing one island over another, there are other factors involved. There is no one-toone relationship between resource-rich islands and those that are mo. A simple cultural
and ecological mapping of majol space and resources does not necessarily match up
with a conventional balance of resource extraction and use that might be expected of an
indigenous system of conservation.
This is not to say that the Rimajol did not have some awareness of the need for
conserving resources. A majol epistemological awareness of the unpredictability of life

414

Possible exceptions are the scarce brackish inland ponds which are often mo an iroij, designated as jikin tutu
(bathing places) for chiefs and their wives. However, no exceptional species were thought to be found in these
ponds that were not also found in mangroves or other locations.

415

Some of the dyes used for weaving fine clothing mats and tattooing – both important markers of social distinction
and identity – were derived from mangroves, yet I found no knowledge of access being restricted for this reason.
This might be a result of the decline of traditional tattooing and the complete abandonment of traditional woven
clothing. Today, the utility of mangroves is limited to some building and medicinal materials.
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as a result of fluctuations in resources and meteorological phenomena has been
demonstrated in Chapter 2. On a day-to-day level, the reservation of resources was
common, especially as it related to expectations of tribute and sharing, as well as the
preparation of both preserved foodstuffs and trade items. While individual families
could access a variety of resources within their wāto, limitations on large-scale resource
extraction like ale, mweio, and jibuke fishing, and turtle collection trips to Jemo and
Bikar, certainly had conserving effects, regardless of intent. Other practices more
confidently associated with the direct intention of conservation existed as well. For
example, the term kinbit refers to the practice of only taking fish that are full-grown,
and by some accounts, taking female coconut crabs with eggs present was also
prohibited (National Biodiversity Team 2000). 416 Just-hatched turtles are collected and
raised at home, almost as pets, being placed in larger and larger receptacles until they
reach a size suitable for release. This practice can easily be assumed to generate higher
percentages of turtle hatchlings surviving to adulthood, increasing oceanic turtle stocks,
but they are released into the wild ‘not for reasons of conservation but because they are
aebōjbōj, not salty enough for their taste’ (Tobin Archives, UH Manoa).

Einwot ejañin kar wor mo in eoñōd kab
kabaru.... kōnke, bōlen ien eo, elaplon
lōñ, ebolbol ek, aolep kain. Ak raankein
… jej aikuj, jej maroñ kōjparoki.

It’s like there was never mo for fishing and crab
collecting.... because, maybe in that time, there
was plenty, full of fish, all kinds. But today…
we need to, we can conserve.

There are just as many anecdotes about a lack of concerted conservation effort (or lack
of concern for stock) as there are about intentional conservation practices. Some elders
recalled a few general proverbs and terms that imply some limits on the size and amount
of what can be caught, 417 but most people told me that they did not worry about taking
too much, and that they do not recall any rules from their elders about size or quantity
limits.
Knowledge of the spawning locations and times of certain fish species is employed for
their capture, not their avoidance, and this kind of ‘exploitative’ knowledge is not

416

This last custom is certainly not observed today, when large female crabs and their eggs are prized catches.

417

Some of these proverbs can also be interpreted in various ways, often having more relevance as metaphors for
acceptable (and unacceptable) social behaviours than simply as environmental guidelines.
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limited to marine resources. Krämer (1906: 49) described the great love for the flesh of
the mule bird (pigeon or dove), which almost drove them to extinction: ‘the catching of
the doves (djanemule) is zealously indulged in at the time of the ripening of the
breadfruit tree’. Today, ānenbao visits are timed to collect those baby birds incapable
of flying due to the seasonal sap emitted by kañal trees. Moreover, Tobin noted that the
far northeastern Toke Atoll was specifically visited in the months of May and
September when the young memej bird (baby sooty tern) breeds, and their eggs can be
collected in ‘thousands’ (Tobin archives, UH Manoa).
So, despite the predictions of cultural ecology, the contemporary imaginings of placebased mo do not indicate that conservation was historically the sole or primary reason
for their existence. As Weber has argued, while science may make the world orderly it
does not necessarily make it meaningful (referenced in K.H. Thaman 2003: 6). This is
not to say that they cannot now be mobilized in support of conservation practice,
whatever their traditional function may have been, a topic revisited at the end of this
chapter. But a more nuanced examination of the relationship between mo and resources
reveals an additional rationale, related to the nature of chiefly authority, which is
reminiscent of those theories of taboo highlighting its role in the maintenance of social
distinction and hierarchy.
Resource restriction and sumptuous expenditure
Two additional points need to be made concerning resource prohibitions at place-based
mo. First, the image of mo as ‘food places’ is dominant today, and terminology like
jikin mōñā an iroij (‘food/eating places of the chief’) and kabat (‘cupboard’) feature
heavily in conversation, as well as in historical records. But notions of ‘food’ and
‘resources’ should not be conflated, and there are several species of inedible plants and
animals associated with both mo and chiefly status.

For example, feathers for

decorating chiefly canoes displayed relative ranking and prestige, and were obtained
from the same ānenbao.

There is evidence suggesting that some place-based mo

contained, and reserved, rare and coveted species. In Ailinglaplap, mo groves of highquality hibiscus trees (lo) are remembered for their reservation of the materials for the
chiefly clothing mats (nieded). Across the atolls, the rare red flowering kajdo plant was
restricted for use in the chiefs’ head garlands and other bodily decoration, and in several
locations, particularly delicious breadfruit trees are also remembered as mo an iroij.
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These reserves of prestige-related stock provide the best for iroij, which both honours
and distinguishes them, which leads to a related secondary point.
In the descriptions of mo as jikin mōñā an iroij, an emphasis to date has been placed on
the mōñā – the food or other resources – but it is the qualifier an iroij (‘of the chief’)
that needs to be more carefully examined. Jikin mōñā an iroij are strictly set aside by
the iroij for the iroij. They are visited and harvested exclusively with permission and
for select occasions, when an iroij, or other high-ranking person, visits, and for feasts or
other ritual purposes. While food in these circumstances is shared and distributed,
benefitting the community in many instances, mo an iroij are accessed according to the
whims and needs of the iroij. A glaring commonality between all of the mo an iroij that
are laden with resources, the ānenbao and lārooj, that appears to have remained
constant over time is the allocation of exclusive rights to the iroij, which necessarily
leads to questions about the political imperatives of mo.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the role of the iroij as provider and/or aristocrat is still
debated anthropological circles, and it has been shown that elements of both roles are
important contributors to the ‘success’ of a chief. The prestige of a chief can be
measured and demonstrated in accordance with ideas of ‘belonging’ and ‘belongings’:
evidence and reiteration of divine (matrilineal) right to chiefly status; expression of
divine qualities and skills originating from close links to powerful gods and ancestors;
and display of power through an increase in the number of followers and the acquisition
and distribution of property. The association with, and ‘implementation’ of, placebased mo contributes to chiefly prestige in several of these ways.
Men in wōja: Belongings

Much of the prestige of the iroij is reflected in the scale of their land holdings, as well
as the number of followers who ensure the endurance this property. Large domains of
land imply larger pools of resources to use to various ends, and mo property, in
particular, allows greater control over those resources. 418

Mo capital effectively

418

Even people could be tabooed by a chief. When ‘Black Tom’ Tilton, an entrepreneur and trader from the West
Indies, who spent years living in Arno Atoll in the 1870s, was welcomed by the chief ‘Lesuela’ and given a piece of
land to work, he had a ‘tabu’ placed on him and his people. ‘Anyone molesting Tom would be severely punished –
death in this case, since the monarch’s will was absolute’ (Dana 1935: 33). In a later incident, an elderly female
chief ‘made’ the traders’ land ‘tabu’ after one of them rejected her ‘unwelcome attentions’, effectively preventing
other women from engaging in relationships with them (ibid. 50-51). The story continues naturally that the one
young girl who ignored this prohibition was soon found speared to death.
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represents and provides the iroij with great power, whether by displaying an ability to
gather a following of skilled specialists, leading large groups of supporters to acquire
more land by military means, or obtaining large quantities of coveted feast foods and
resource stocks whose redistribution confirms their role as providers. The reservation
of particular prestige goods such as bird feathers, resplendent flowers, or the finest
weaving materials, can also be utilized to visually display prestige on their body and
property.

Today, the designation of a piece of land as mo has great economic

implications for the iroij who thereby becomes the sole recipient of copra proceeds or
lease payments.
Mo property, with no alab or rijerbal rights to consider, may also be gifted, temporarily
or permanently, in exchange for allegiance, money, and marriage, serving to guarantee
loyalty and support for an ongoing feedback loop of acquisition and distribution. In the
present study, it was quite common to find that mo wāto or kotra wāto are the primary
locations for schools, churches, dispensaries, and other community institutions. While
not a strictly economic endeavour, since these government-level leases yield little or no
income, they enhance good feelings about the iroij in providing for the community’s
welfare.
It must also be remembered that the iroij-kajoor (or rijerbal) relationship has some
reciprocal (kabbōjrak) aspects, and commoners could also prohibit access to resources,
at least to individual trees. Considering the importance that food crops held for any
community member’s wellbeing, not in a strictly nutritional sense, but in a customary
relational way, a system of setting aside or restricting resource access at a family unit
level makes sense. Where the arrival of an iroij was seldom known in advance, in the
days preceding CB radio and motor boats, and a certain amount of food tax was
demanded from every commoner bwij as surplus to their own consumption), 419 it was in
the community’s best interest to ensure an ample supply. The marking of trees as offlimits (jabwi) was a way of ensuring that such a supply would be readily available for
when an iroij unexpectedly arrived, even if many of their fruits fell rotten and uneaten.

419

A somewhat parallel practice can be seen today, whereby each family unit is required to prepare a woven sleeping
mat, food dish, or other handicraft for presentation to their local pastor or church leader head on certain occasions.
The recipient may keep the gifts, redistribute them, or as is often the case, sell or trade them elsewhere.
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Displays of generosity through such ekkan (food offerings), 420 comprise an important
aspect of displaying allegiance and respect for the iroij, as well as securing ongoing
blessings in terms of fruitful harvests, and increasing the chances of upward movement
in the social system.
In summary, these jikin mōñā, mo an iroij, and kabat may preserve or reserve resources,
but this does not necessarily imply conserving food (or ‘biodiversity’ for that matter) for
the ‘commons’ or for general consumption. I suggest, therefore, that the reservation of
resources, especially at large-scale mo an iroij, served the purpose of stockpiling for
‘sumptuous expenditure’ in what Rigo (2016: 23), perhaps a little misleadingly, calls a
‘sacred economy of conservation’.
There may appear to be little room for the sacred in these conceptualizations of mo, but
the line between the political and the spiritual is more manufactured by anthropologists
and outsiders than it is by Rimajol.
How can we make any progress in the understanding of cultures, ancient or
modern, if we persist in dividing what people join and in joining what they keep
apart? (Hocart 1952: 23).

The political and the sacred are intertwined in the Marshall Islands, and place-based mo
can also serve to enforce their mutual connection through the reiteration of ‘belonging’.
Menmenbwij: Belonging

Ideologically, the divine power of the iroij is ranked along lines of matrilineal
inheritance with ties to sacred origins, so that they represent a somewhat liminal class of
beings that straddles the realms of the gods and human beings. Many place-based mo
affirm the connections with powerful ancestors whose residual potency can cause harm
to trespassers or outsiders.

The dangers observed and repercussions felt from the

lingering force of deceased nobility helps to reinforce the prestige of living descendants
who are immune from such harm, and are instead capable of communing with and
benefitting from such contact. This evident potency can be understood in terms of ao,
maroñ and kajoor in resembling a mana-like force that emanates from the shoulders and

420

Food tributes can also be called kamatat (perhaps related to the word for cooking or distilling, kamat), and there
are many more words related to tribute for iroij, further emphasizing the intricacy and importance of these activities.
A select few include: nibarbar, the gift of coconuts of other food when an iroij first arrives on a visit; kateak, to
make and give food to the iroij when they depart; tol, another word for ekkan in the Ratak chain; un, tribute food
given to the iroij at the beginning of the harvest seasons, particularly for ma (breadfruit) and bob (pandanus); and
kwojkwoj an iroij, a tribute of food as requested specifically by the iroij.
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heads of powerful chiefs, polluting the space, place, and objects around them: the head
or grave sides of huts; the objects they touch; the more sacred (and dangerous) lagoonside of islands; and even the space around their heads.
These divine links are also reinforced in chiefly control over various resource areas, like
Jemo Island, where access was highly restricted as well as ritualized. The seasonal
opening of such place-based mo was contingent on multiple sets of beings: those high
gods associated with bounty, seasons, weather, and harvests; local atoll- and islandspecific gods like Lawinjemo; as well as the iroij who – by their inherently divine
origins – could alone intercede with these other beings. Explicit ceremonies whereby
the foot of the iroij touches the soil first, and subjects follow single-file in those
footprints, reinforce those prestigious connections and ‘ritually reactivate the existence
of the cosmos’ (Torrente 2016: 30).

Affinal Practices? Mo and Taboo
In the above interpretations of mo, the customary practice appears to be intimately
linked to notions of chiefly prestige and an inherently divine force that echoes some of
the anthropological renderings of taboo described in Chapter 4. In many ways, mo can
be understood as comparable to Bambridge’s (2016a: 2) description of a Polynesian
rahui as being ‘controlled by strategies related to political and sacred power’. Yet
Bambridge is also quick to point out the distinction between rahui and the related
concept of tapu, recognizing that they constitute a sort of ‘legal pluralism’ where both
are ‘sacred prohibitions’, but tapu is one ‘by nature’ and rahui is one ‘through the
medium of social organisation and status’ (Bambridge 2016b: 228).
The resemblance of mo to rahui appears to be demonstrated, yet their popular glossing
as ‘taboo’ necessitates additional consideration. A second main discovery of this thesis
is that place-based mo are not exclusively associated with spaces and places surrounding
iroij, but also with a whole host of places, spaces, species, resources, and classes of
beings with whom contact is perceived to be either dangerous or powerful. Place-based
mo include those in the category of jikin jorrāān ak kauwōtata (‘places of misfortune or
danger’) discussed in Chapter 10. The ontology of mo may explain why such sites were
not initially at the forefront of people’s minds during my interviews, but represents a
sort of embedded knowledge that is contextual and continuously experienced (and
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certainly not on the radar of many conservationists). The ‘shape’ of an epistemological
process is not linear but ‘involves articulation, dearticulation, and rearticulation of
evidence in a complex, multiple process’ (Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo 2001: 79).
Therefore, I return to the question of how the conceptualizations of mo derive from
what Biersack (1990) refers to as the ‘life-world of praxis and not just signification’.
The Rimajol people for whom mo has life and meaning show no particular interest in
the general meaning of taboo, stressing instead ‘the many different fields of practical
concern’ (Shore 1989: 169) where mo is mo. Like Biersack, Valeri (2000: 111) made
the point that ‘the phenomenon [of taboo] and the various dangers that motivate it must
be apprehended at the points of articulation and confrontation of the subject and the
conditions... of its existence’. These points of articulation can be considered using
Radcliffe-Brown’s approach to studying the effects produced by the ritualized practices,
studying ‘what culture does rather than what it is’ (K.H. Thaman 2003: 6). From this
perspective, majol ‘taboos’ recorded in this study may be seen as having the direct
effects (if not the aims) of:
(1) securing the property or resources of an individual, a class of people, or other
beings;
(2) separating or preventing contact between certain classes of beings, and defining
spaces for interaction between them;
(3) safeguarding people from the dangers incurred by handling or coming in contact
with certain classes of things like medicine, corpses, or certain foods; and/or
(4) protecting human beings from the interference or wrath of other beings.

Danger, contact, and contagion
Contagion (kapopo) and danger (uwōata) are common themes in practically all
discussions of taboo, and are most certainly relevant for imaginings of mo today. Jikin
jitob, those places inhabited by, or imbued with, various (usually malevolent) spirits
(timon, wōnenak, or jitob ettoon) evoke a sense of fear and are avoided out of a
perception of – of illness, haunting, insanity, or general jorrāān. There is also danger
associated with contact with the resources or substances of certain beings: the deathinducing coconuts near graves; the flowering trees of powerful ancestors; and, although
less intensely observed today, totemic species like the drep eel for the people of Wotho,
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and the coveted mon fish reserved for the mythological noniep beings. Such rules apply
to many substances related to the iroij, like the aforementioned coconut pillows, as well
as the heads of fish reserved for chiefs, whose consumption results in bad luck in future
battle settings.
Of course, jikin uno, including sorcery, evoke ideas of dangerous contagion where
contact with medicinal elements and residues remains too dangerous for ordinary
people. Capable of causing the very illnesses they are created to treat, uno can only be
safely handled by those practitioners, or high chiefs, who are effectively immune to
their infectiousness. 421 An examination of the cosmological ordering of beings outlined
in Chapter 2 reveals that various classes of spirits – predominantly anjilik and timon, but
also the ancestral jitob ettoon of – are the causes of illnesses. As such, afflictions can
only be cured with a correct diagnosis of the contaminating being and the associated
place-based origin.
Considering these connections, which I have shown to be still relevant to daily majol
livelihoods, I suggest that place-based mo more broadly concern contact between
classes of beings that may occupy separate but co-existing and sometimes interacting
realms. It is these relational connections that partly drive mo designations and provide a
more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of the practice whereby mo orders the
interaction between chiefs and commoners, humans and spirits, indicating what contacts
are allowed and disallowed, informed by the potential for harm, wrath, and defilement,
as for empowerment.
Kwadrikdrik aelōñ kein: Ordering affairs in the atollscape
As previously detailed, majol epistemologies collate a series of beings that reside in and
travel amongst various realms, and can be associated with several aspects of the earthly
realm as well.

For example, malevolent spirits from which one normally needs

protection are most commonly associated with the night, darkness, silence, the dense
inner forests (bulōnmar), and small uninhabited, often ānenbao, islets. They are also
linked to various resources and species as well: swarms of om hermit crabs, parasitic
kaōnōn vines, and certain species of birds such as the kowak (whimbrel), kabaj (reef

421

While not specifically included in this study of place-based mo, the menstrual blood of women was also seen as a
dangerous substance to be avoided, and women would be isolated during their periods, prohibited from preparing
food and having contact with men, and expected to wear their hair up as an indicator of their condition.
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heron), and kwōlej (golden plover). Other classes of beings live in other realms that
exist alongside that of humans, and although rarely visible, can control their appearance
and interaction with the human domain. For example: riikijet live in an ‘underworld’ of
water, and surface through wells and natural reef springs; noniep occupy a forested
realm and can manifest as human-like elves; and love-sick lōrro fairies occupy the
skies, flying aimlessly but occasionally touching down upon the tips of tree branches.
The ancestral spirits of formerly corporeal humans (and semi-mythological characters)
are most commonly linked to their grave sites, entrapped by the confines of laid lā coral
pebbles, or to their atollscape manifestation as flowering trees, rocks, hills, and so forth,
although several are capable of roaming more widely, appearing in traveling form as
birds, fish, and sea mammals, or resources like floating logs and pumice stones.
According to these descriptions, which repeatedly use the terms ‘class’, ‘domain’ and
‘realm’, mo make sense in terms of those theories of taboo that would consider them as
aids in a pragmatic ordering of the world (Levi-Strauss 1963; Douglas 1966; Leach
1971), although the necessity for a liminal category of ‘ill-fitting’ elements is not
advocated here. While it could be argued that iroij, the class of beings most surrounded
by mo behaviours and places, straddle two realms – that of the divine and that of the
mortal – interactions occur between a whole host of beings without the need for them to
be labelled as anomalous.

There are wells that are not dangerous, and not every patch

of primary forest is the playground of demons.

Predicting spiritually-imbued or

‘haunted’ areas by their physical or ecological nature is wholly impossible.
It is also important to observe that most place-based (and species-related) mo are not
simply prohibitions for all groups at all times. Many places and species are only
forbidden to certain categories of persons in specific contexts: ānenbao and lārooj can
be ‘opened’ by the iroij for seasonal access; drep eels are only forbidden for certain
parts of the population (whether on grounds of kinship or residence); the Makauliej jowi
are free from some iroij-related mo such as walking near graves; women are subject to
several place-based mo that men are free from; and the jiadrel of the Ribako jowi is mo
and dangerous to everyone excepting them.
This relational aspect provides an important key to understanding mo as a kind of
social-ecological-spiritual, or cosmographical, map for navigating the universe. But if
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place-based mo limit contact between different classes of beings, separating and
defining the space for each, why is such separation required?
Kauwōtata im.... kajoor: Harm, wrath, defilement, and.... empowerment
Where it is suggested that place-based mo safeguard people from the various dangers
incurred through contact with certain classes of beings and their associated spaces, it is
also fruitful to consider the repercussions for violations of mo that were summarized in
Chapter 10. Prevention of harm is most clearly evident in avoiding the residues of
medicinal and sorcery practices that are considered too powerful for commoners or nonspecialists to handle.
In some cases of mo, the danger lies in the wrath of a deity or special class of being.
Offerings must be made at locations that house the spirits or other manifestations of
ancestors (ekjab) or local legendary characters. This may also be the case with those
higher sky deities like Lorōk in the south, who can bring bad weather, and jitob like
Lawinjemo, who can cause illness if not propitiated at seasonal ritualized occasions.
The contact that place-based mo prevent may also safeguard against defilement, by
assigning and securing spaces only for certain classes of beings, notably iroij. This
defilement may be understood in terms of Radcliffe-Brown’s (1939) notions of an
undesirable change in ritual status or ritual value, where it can be argued that the
reduction of a chief’s sacred prestige represents a change in ritual status, perhaps
through contact with commoners, or commoner-related activities, thus necessitating
physical and spatial separation. The space around the head and shoulders of an iroij
(where the ao resides) must never be blocked, entailing several prohibitive and
prescriptive behaviours that serve to place the head of an iroij above all others. 422
Interaction with chiefs is highly regulated, and devoted specialist positions moderated
contact between them and commoners, like those of the Makauliej, rubik, and various
carers. In general, when harvest or feast foods were collected and offered up to the gods
and iroij, they were then passed through the hands of specialists who were authorized to
further distribute them. Even leaving tribute for alive or deceased iroij was regulated

422

For example: crouching by commoners, coming down from the high seats of bicycles when passing cemeteries;
avoiding the ‘head’ or ‘grave’ side of a chiefly home; never standing behind an iroij; facing iroij when placing head
or neck wreaths on them; and the removal of high-hanging objects inside houses in the presence of iroij.
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spatially, so that in the case of Loutilon in Ailinglaplap, the proffering of goods was
achieved by a long chain of people, distancing contact between the space of the iroij and
that of the commoners.
This regulation of spatial contact between commoners and chiefs can also be applied to
that between humans and other classes of beings. For example: the presence of a
wōnenak demon necessitates the prohibition on consumption of parrotfish offshore at
only one half of a beach; the planting of a kiep or kallwut plant at a grave (an anomalous
sight) warns of the presence of a contaminating spirit, as does a crookedly-growing
coconut palm; tributes are thrown out of boats at passes where ekjab roam; and certain
lagoon shorelines of jitob are avoided altogether, while other shoreline ekjab could be
propitiated to request the blessing of knowledge or children. Each of these is regulated
by mo, that reflect the ‘sacred nature’ of the places, beings, or objects, more like tapu
than rahui (Bambridge 2016a: 2).
Since places (and species) are forbidden only to certain categories of beings in specific
contexts, I suggest that contact at place-based mo is not only something to be avoided,
but can also be a means of intentional invocation. Successful honing and demonstration
of specialized skills is dependent upon contact with these various classes of beings:
medicinal specialists (ri-uno) and sorcerers (ri-anijanij) can only inspire a change in the
condition of their patients or victims by the harnessing of power of the associated
anjilik; the Ribako must worship their shark totem and the ancestors who bestow them
with the skills of weather control; and individuals can supplicate various atoll heroes
and lineage ancestors in return for protection, knowledge, and blessings. Moreover,
historically, successful harvests were dependant on effective contact relationships
between iroij and the various sky and atoll deities.
Mo and bwe: Knots of contact in a cosmological pluralism
Place-based mo aid in spatially and symbolically managing social relations, particularly
through the process of distinction between gods and humans, as well as other classes of
beings, and those clans or lineages that can tap into their powers. Each class of being
exists in a realm distinguished by a cosmological pluralism that excludes ‘any
philosophical opposition between nature and culture’ (Torrente 2016: 41). Mo map the
qualities, relationships, and allowed (or disallowed) behaviour, and points of contact
within the bio-physical atoll-scape. Rules for maintaining distance are established, as
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are those very points or portals of contact and intercession, and that is where we find
mo.
As discussed in Chapter 3, contemporary Pacific studies literature highlights the
relational and ‘situationally variable’ aspect of Pacific identity, where: ‘land and sea are
ways by which peoplehood is fashioned’ (Diaz and Kauanui 2001: 319); a person is ‘a
locus of shared … relationships with other people and with things’ (Lieber 1990:71-2);
and ‘native identities’ are based in ‘attachments to land and ancestors’ while
simultaneously ‘formed in experiences of travel, relocation, and dislocation’ (White and
Tengan 2001: 388).

In Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo’s exploration of Kwara’ae

indigenous epistemology (2001), they found it most useful to use the locally relevant
notion of genealogy as a framework, since genealogy is the ‘primary source’ of
knowledge (fuli), and also gives knowledge its ‘weight’ (bibi).
Metaphorically extended, then, genealogy is the bibi for kin group, land, social
obligations, general cultural knowledge, and specialized knowledges. Each
person’s understanding of where he or she belongs in the genealogical net is
directly connected to the kinds of knowledge and social responsibilities he or she
has. Genealogy thus becomes a framework for knowledge embodying a set of
cultural models. (Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo 2001: 69)

This model resonates for an epistemological strategy to understand mo, as does Diaz’s
indigenously-ordered, anti-colonial seafaring analytic that simultaneously considers the
dialectic interaction between roots and routes, both ‘grounding’ and ‘mobilizing’ one’s
canoe and one’s identity (2011). Carolinian notions of etak (moving islands) and
pookof (inventory of creatures indigenous to certain islands) employed in navigation
become a kind of ‘reckoning’ narrative for measuring indigeneity as ‘time/space/self’
(ibid.: 27). Similarly, a kind of reckoning circuitry can be imagined for allowed and
disallowed relations between people, beings, places, spaces, and resources/things, in a
schematic similar to the one outlined for the spatial relations of gods, cardinal
directions, and the majol canoe sail depicted in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.7).
Within the scholarly considerations of Oceanic taboo, this understanding of mo as a
relational and cosmographical ordering fits the conception of taboo more generally as
meaning ‘marked thoroughly’ (Frazer 1911). The practice cannot be comprehended
simply as prohibition, but rather as a ‘categorical set of markers (spatial, temporal,
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ontological)’ (Mondragon 2015: 5) that relay relational information. This information is
particularly salient for contact relations that are either undesirable, causing harm or
defilement, or conversely, desirable, allowing a flow of harnessed powers and defining
the ritual values of various classes of beings, human and nonhuman. A transgressor
may in fact not be a transgressor at all, since mo may ‘merely be the signal’ of a potency
and potential danger in establishing contact ‘rather than the imperative proscription of
such contact’ (Laderman 1981, cited in Valeri 2000: 45). As a moral topography that
extends to daily practice, mo maps or encodes ‘geographical points of access between
the various human and sacred universes’ (Ballard 1994: 141).
The characterizations by Shore (1989) and Valeri (1985) of the Polynesian relationship
between tapu or kapu and noa as one of tying and untying, binding and unbinding,
tangling and untangling, is also relevant here. This is not simply a relationship between
the sacred and profane, but between what is allowable and unallowable, or desirable and
undesirable, and is symbolically represented in the folding and unfolding characteristic
of majol divination (bwe and bubu). In the practice of folding and unfolding pandanus
or coconut leaves, the resulting knots, those spaces where the fronds meet, read as odd
and even numbers that foretell positive and negative outcomes. Similarly, place-based
mo are those knots (bwe or bo) where relationships in the world of cosmological
pluralism are mapped, indicating whether contact is beneficial or inimical. This same
image of knots as indicative spaces of important relational contact are ubiquitous in
majol epistemology: the dumej (stakes) that bind the triangular lines or ropes (ekkwal)
of the canoe sail that metaphorically fashion together (bobo) and hold fast manit
(custom); knots and points of contact (booj) in meto navigational stick charts that
indicate the distinctive interference patterns of swells (Genz 2011: 2014),
metaphorically related to the term for a chiefly capital or meeting place (buoj); the
proverb reminding us that even ‘a very small knot can break an axe’ (‘Boke rikrik
lokwojkwoj mol’) (Stone et al. 2000: 21); and finally the physical braiding and knotting
of fronds (bubu) to demarcate prohibited land or trees in the form of jabwi and itkiju.
Marking and fencing the spiritual atoll-scape

While most informants today indicate that no physical markers are required to know
where mo are located, the visible and tangible delineation of potent contact relations is
apparent in both historical and contemporary settings. The symbolic division of social
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relations is thus manifest in Ailinglaplap in the form of the fenced compound at
Bikajela, the tut wot memorial, and the raising of the Kabua cemetery land. Kain
karwaan bottles are abundantly placed across all the atolls, offering protection but also
serving similar purposes as visible markers.

Particularly powerful and dangerous

medicine and sorcery sites (bwin, jiadrel, jikin uno) are also marked in the landscape,
often planted with anomalous vegetation or boasting other peculiar features. Finally,
Rimajol in earlier times employed similar markers like jabwi and itkiju to indicate the
presence of prohibited trees, groves, and areas, reminiscent of the meshang and mechen
coconut palm markers used in Yap and Chuuk to signifiy the closure of reefs.
It is difficult to tell if the various terms with meanings similar to that of mo– jabwi,
itikiju, kotra, lārooj, jabne – represent elements of a pluralistic worldview of the kind
that Bambridge and his collaborators propose for the relationship between rahui and
tapu. It is possible that the term mo referred more broadly to behaviours as well as
places, while lārooj and kotra have been more closely linked to the political and sacred
prohibition of land and resources. It can also be argued that the wider concept of mo to
refer to sinful and prohibited deeds or behaviors has come to be aligned with a Christian
worldview, while the concept of lārooj, meaning places reserved for elites, and backed
by supernatural forces, treated almost as holy sites, supported a social hierarchy that
was not endorsed by the missionaries. The term kotra is undoubtedly place-based,
although minimally associated with supernatural or magical traditions, and more like the
representation of a form of property. Finally, the itkiju and jabwi that were placed at
and on land and resources are both physical markers, that had ‘magic’ placed on them,
and instruments of the taboo process, ritually employed to invoke and reinforce the
potency of spiritual beings that could protect the resource or area in question and enact
punishment on violators.
The almost complete loss of the tradition of taboo ‘markers’ in the Marshall Islands may
also explain a loss in the sacred associations of those places or properties that are now
‘simply’ mo. These braided fronds, tied nooses, and stakes were never permanent in
nature, nor did they require constant re-posting. Their singular placement served their
purpose to imbue that place with an enforcing magical power that enacted many of the
automatic repercussions that have been described, perhaps tapping into ancestral or
other divine connections. Once mounted, the place carries intrinsic danger. In the
absence of this practice, many mo an iroij are respected as chiefly property, but no
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longer feared. This is in contrast with those places still perceived to have a dangerous
potency, all of which do exhibit elements of bio-physical demarcation: tut wot, grave
mounds, entwisted trees, and inverted giant clam shells amidst forest groves. Other
place-based mo associated with deities or non-corporeal entities do not appear to have
required such ritual, their power being imbued in the landscape in more direct ways.
It is impossible to confidently reconstruct the past, nor does custom exist in an absolute,
untainted form. To search for roots is to discover routes (T. Teaiwa 1995), not an
archaic virgin genesis. Rimajol have refashioned and reconstructed tradition in a way
that suits day-to-day existence today, and even suits the desires of foreign
conservationists. Moreover, whether or not the ambiguity and uncertainty in these
socio-cosmic geographical relationships are original and enduring qualities, or products
of change and revision, remains an unanswerable question.

Ambiguities, Copra, and Christianity
My third major conclusion acknowledges that there are enduring ambiguities and
variations in mo that prevents any simple placement within the Oceanic spectrum of
taboo.

However, this variation in the contemporary expressions of mo can be

understood partly in terms of the interaction between exogenous influences and the
priorities of local populations, those ‘routed’ articulations, dearticulations, and
rearticulations (Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo 2001, Diaz and Kauanui 2001). According to
Clifford (2001), articulation refers ‘to concrete connections, such as joints’ so that
‘something that’s articulated or hooked together . . . can also be unhooked and
recombined’ (in Diaz and Kauanui 2001: 331). This view of ‘articulated tradition’
(Clifford 1997, 2001) avoids static inventions of tradition or reductive ways of thinking
about cultural transformation, and allows for ‘continuity running through all the
ruptures and attachments’ (Diaz and Kauanui 2001: 331).
Some of these atoll-specific histories and values have been explored at length
throughout this thesis, but a summary of those influences affecting an observed
instability in beliefs about spiritual ecology and chiefly authority can be summarized
here.
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Many totemic beliefs are almost entirely non-existent today, or exist in a diluted state.
Taboos related to specific resources or biological species are much less prevalent today,
although some of the symbolic connections remain. Informants frequently laughed
dismissively when discussing prohibitions on the consumption of certain species for
most clans, although a widespread exception acknowledges the Ribako clan’s skill in
controlling the weather as a result of their totemic relationship to the shark. Other
species, like the drep eels in Wotho, juljulinbon octopus in Mili, or maj eels for the
Ijjidrik clan, are avoided but no longer perceived in the context of totemic or spiritual
connections, and explained instead in terms of the effects of consumption: ‘Emo kōnke
ek kadok’ (‘It’s mo because it’s poisonous fish’).
The common words for such resources are often prohibited at specific locations, a mo
custom employing lāroij ritual language that varies in practice today, but appears to
have been more prevalent historically. For example, common terms for white mejo
birds in Wotho, jemjo rays in Nadrikdrik, and kabaj heron in Ailinglaplap, had to be
replaced by other terms, such as ledrik ran (‘those girls’) or ledrik in liklal (‘girls of the
leeward’). 423

While some of these relational beliefs have been abandoned, or taken

more ambivalent forms, ancestral spirits retain some of their potency. The ambiguity
surrounding continuous and abandoned custom is due, in part, to general shifts in the
perception of the atoll- and spirit-scapes resulting from the arrival of the copra industry
and Christianity. These are topics explored in more depth elsewhere (Hezel 1983, 1985,
2001; White and Lindstrom 1997; Hanlon 1998; Kiste and Marshall 1999; Walsh 2003;
Labriola 2013), but a few key points are worth highlighting.
Copra, Christianity, and Change
The transition to a copra economy in from the mid-nineteenth century introduced a rift
in connections between those spiritual realms that have been described. As copra
became an increasingly important source of economic livelihood for local communities,
and provided access to trade goods and foods like rice, reliance on staple seasonal foods
like pandanus and breadfruit decreased. Survival was no longer dependent on those
cardinal and sky gods that were ritually propitiated at seasonal harvests, and the
relationship between them, their iroij intercessors, and other humans was destabilized.
423

The use of alternative terminology may be linked to the practice of avoiding the proper name of someone who has
died, using relationship terms instead (US Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 1943; Spoehr 1949).
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In contrast, the blessings of foreign trade goods were reliant on the continuous
production of copra by family units and mediating relationships between local leaders
and foreign traders.
At the same time, the introduction of Christianity saw attempts to eliminate practices
such as rituals of tribute to seasonal deities, totems, and a wide range of ‘heathen’
beliefs (Knappe 1888; Erdland 1914). To a degree, this was successful, although it
remains quite evident that spiritual beings and forces are still important features of
majol society on a daily basis, including those involved in mo. Since understanding mo
actually rests on a wider comprehension of the interplay between atoll-scapes and
‘spirit-scapes’, the adoption of a Christian worldview threatens those links without
negating them altogether. Instead, the order of cosmological pluralism has been refashioned to include the Christian God, and insert Him at the order’s apex. The high
deities associated with natural resources and seasonal harvests were more easily
banished by Christianity, reduced to irrelevance as livelihoods continued unhampered,
harvest yields continued, and resources were extracted without persistent or clear
repercussions from associated beings. Where some majol spirits may have been upset
by people trespassing on their property, or the lack of appropriate tributes, the Christian
God is upset by sin. But in both instances, punishment takes the same form: storms,
typhoons, droughts, or outbreaks of disease; and non-corporeal voices continue to speak
in decisive ways, letting living people know that they have made improper decisions.
Exogenous influences have also contributed to the ambiguity concerning the original
and ongoing ideological nature of chieftainship (see Chapter 3).

Two common

arguments propose that majol chiefs are either less respected and powerful, or
conversely more politically powerful, with their authority cemented on paper regardless
of their failure to abide by the principles of reciprocity. In an ideological sense, a
decline in sacred potency was inevitable, pre-destined by the first union of deities and
humans whose progeny could only lose part of their genetic divinity over time as partial
deities procreated with other partial deities, and this decline was even compounded by
the intersection between the divine and profane worlds which mo was meant to keep
separate. However, Carucci (1997) has argued that some Rimajol in recent decades
perceive the power and prestige of iroij to have been reduced primarily because they
have engaged in those ‘polluting’ economic activities that came to the fore during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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By some accounts, this decline in the sacred power of iroij is now seen as being directly
proportional to the decline in the power of mo, and the previous chapters have
considered the way in which this process could have played out in different atolls.
Indeed, the contemporary prevalence of sites that are ‘simply mo’, known as such
because they are an wot iroij (‘only for the chief’), is one of the factors that initially
limited my construction of a single model to explain the distribution of place-based mo.
Without distinct repercussions or dangers attached to their violation, other than
reprimand or corporal punishment, they now seem more like units of political or private
property than ‘tabooed’ places, and yet they comprise a large percentage of the placebased mo recalled by informants today, and cannot therefore be considered simply as
anomalies. In this conclusion, it has been suggested that mo may be governed by
political strategies that display chiefly ideals of potency and authority through the
acquisition, and subsequent distribution, or territory and resources.

However, the

conception of mo as nothing more than a political instrument was met with much
consternation amongst my informants, and an instability in beliefs about such spaces is
still evident in the debate over their original and historical nature, and the nature of
authority over them.
The Intrinsic and Enactment
In keeping with the circular construction of mo emo (‘mo is mo’), most people today
associate mo with an unbreakable permanence stemming from a static form of culture.
But this view is complicated when considering the authority of the iroij, whose ao
includes the power to depart from the custom of mejed kabilōk kōj (‘the eyes that guide
us’) (see Chapter 3).
The perplexities of mo are particularly poignant in the question of any possible original
and essential nature. In Chapter 10, I raised the question of whether mo could be
designated or ‘created’ by the authority of the chief. Valeri (2000: 19) speaks to this
same issue when he argues that maquwoli (taboo in the Moluccas) is never created in
this sense, but ‘always preexists the actions that concern it’. Can the same be said for
mo?
In my own conversations, I not only asked if iroij could designate a new mo an iroij, but
also if they could a ‘throw one away’, that is, remove its mo status. These two questions
were met with much consternation and debate amongst my informants. According to
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some, yes, mo could be made (kamo, kōmman mo) by the iroij, so if they see an island
they like, they can claim it as mo.
Iroij ro remaroñ kōmman mo; elōñ
elapan power. Kōn kajoor aer, ippen
maroñ eo an.

The chiefs they have the capacity/the ability to
make mo; they have lots of power. With their
power, it’s within their capacity/ability.

Iroij ro remaroñ lale jet jikin im ne
rekōnaan, rej ba ‘Oh jikin ao’.
Rej kelet.

The chiefs they can observe places and if they
want, they say ‘Oh, it’s my place’.
They select/elect.

Others were less confident about this kind of authority, suggesting that such a decision
could only be made in consultation with their trusted circle of advisors, the nitijelā.
One informant, notoriously well-versed in the old language (kajin etto), said that such
declarations were once the prerogative of an ancient lineage or clan called
Rikwojmellan whose members convened to divide up the land (mellan), before it was
then passed down in accordance with custom. Many older informants also suggested
that bubu or bwe (divination) may have been used to determine which lands should be
mo, further limiting the role of human agency.
For many informants, mo hails from a time immemorial (jeamman, etto im etto), and
whether or not they were places of inherently sacred power or expressions of the will of
ancient chiefs is no longer important. Once again, mo emo. The mo status of any given
place would be passed down like other things that are inherited jen rittoro an (from the
elders), and could not therefore be thrown away.
Mo jen manit, emo nan tokālik, indreo.

Mo from custom, is mo for later, forever.

Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that land could be redistributed and, in fact, the
acquisition and gifting of land has been integral to the prestige and success of chiefs.
Even though many felt that removing mo was not within the realm of customary
authority, it was simultaneously acknowledged that when chiefs fought and vanquished
each other, the victors could do what they wanted with the land they had acquired in this
way, claiming some as their own, and distributing the rest to their followers. Places
formerly belonging to vanquished communities could be assigned new qualities, and
several site histories and land records contain examples of such transitions, although
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great discomfort was still expressed regarding such changes in status. Finally, perhaps
in a negotiation between historical recognition and contemporary effectiveness, some
places could straddle a line of being neither mo nor not mo. 424 Many considered a
majority of mo to be ‘less powerful today’ (edriklok kajoor an) or even ‘gone’ (ejako),
where the elements of fear and risk have decreased thanks to the ‘brighter light of the
gospel now’ (elap meram in gospel kio).
‘Culture is variable, an ongoing conversation embodying conflict and change, shaped by
dialectic of structure and agency, inherently ideological, and prone to manipulating and
distortion by powerful interests’ (Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo 2001: 59). The ongoing
ambivalence concerning an intrinsic essentialized mo may be a reflection of the
instability of beliefs about chiefly and sacred authority and socio-territorial relations,
particularly since, in today’s legislative landscape, creating or removing mo is almost
impossible. Since three classes of people are recognized in law as having rights to any
piece of land that is not mo, designating a (new) place as mo would entail kicking
people off the land, revoking alab and rijerbal rights, an action rarely sanctioned by the
courts. The proposal to turn Kappen Island in Wotho Atoll into a biodiversity reserve
through chiefly designation of the island as mo has upset the local community, whose
members understand that its increased value in the eyes of international donors also has
negative implications for their own access to its resources.

424

In Mili Atoll, islands such as Bar and Tobomaru, which had been gifted or sold, were still recalled as ‘formerly
mo’, and hence deserving of due respect. In Likiep, the capacity of a flowering tree to cause illness was explained
as a residual effect of the mo associated with noble ancestors no longer recalled by name. These examples suggest a
quality to mo that is enduring and less under the control of chiefs, and may help in understanding many of the
additional opinions abouyt places that could be mo but not really mo (mo ak ejaab lukkun mo), where the power has
been reduced (edriklok kajoor eo an), but not wholly removed.
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Reimaanlok im Mo ñan Tokālik:
Looking Forward and Mo to Come
A comprehensive analysis of mo is difficult when many associated aspects, knowledge,
and beliefs have been abandoned, adapted, or forgotten. Nevertheless, the belief-cumpractice system of mo can still be understood in terms of a cosmological pluralism or
‘fluid ontology’ (Goldman and Ballard 1998) that maps and guides social relations, in
the same way that Ballard (1998: 67) has attempted to map the ‘immense edifice’ of
Huli ‘cosmological beliefs both through time, as a distinct but changing sense of
historicity, and through space, as a grounded cosmography’. Variations and ambiguities
persist in defining, conceiving of, and practicing mo in the Marshall Islands today
because ambiguities also exist in the spheres of spiritual ecology and chiefly authority,
spheres which have experienced periods of tremendous social and political change. It is
the imbalance between chiefly power and divine nature that helps to explain the
differences seen in the form and prevalence of mo in each atoll studied. As it was
historically, mo is identified contextually today, in terms of the significance of particular
historical events or phenomena, but it is also constantly being shaped by their meaning
for the present. This diversity and variation does not devalue tradition, but instead
makes aspects of continuity more apparent. It also removes culture and custom from
some mythic past, reinstating them as a real part of daily existence and revealing what is
important to specific populations within the Marshall Islands.
Exploring mo within an indigenous epistemology demonstrates both that such an
epistemology exists, and that it can be ‘relevant and useful’ in providing ‘alternative
ways of approaching economic and social development’ (Huffer and Qalo 2004: 88). I
return here to the case of South Loi in Kwajalein Atoll (see Plate 11.1), the place-based
mo that helped to inspire this research, the importance of which as a mwein iroij (‘house
of chiefs’) and a place for important things (men ko raurok) serves several purposes.
Above all, it creates a visibly exclusive space, not only for the Kabua chiefly lineage but
also for their alab, whose fealty is affirmed in gestures of respectful inclusion.
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Plate 11.1: Image of the signage, wrapped and tied to posts, at the mo site in South Loi,
Kwajalein Atoll (above).
Source: Ahlgren photo 2010.

South Loi’s mo status also functions as a performative display of prestige in an atoll
otherwise deemed mo by its inhabitants because of the United States military
occupation. It also invokes the presence of powerful entities that command respect, and
not only ancestral beings but ‘ecological’ ones. During my ‘tour’ of South Loi, Iroij
Michael Kabua proudly pointed out that, since its establishment as mo, a solitary
octopus – a creature symbolically identified with Michael himself – sits on the reef
every morning, stretching tall to greet him, a unique sight, and a kind of reiteration of
other-worldly connections. Finally, the recent enforcement of mo at South Loi has
purportedly replenished the stock of marine resources, which might or might not be
regarded as an act of epiphenomenal conservation.
Where places in the RMI have been cast as biodiversity hotspots, and the practice of mo
has been cast as traditional conservation practice, it must be remembered that neither are
particularly representative of a local environmental logic, but instead reflect a
contemporary interaction between exogenous concerns and local perceptions and
desires. An application of mo-like prohibitions, even if they cannot really be termed
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mo, can be simultaneously intertwined with ideas of nostalgia and cultural identity, as
well as politics and economics (Reid 2004). Traditional ecological knowledge is not
distinct from other forms of knowledge, but falls within a plurality of ‘knowledges’ that
can furnish a wide variety of desires or aspirations (Hviding 2003). Conservation and
the establishment of protected areas can be the outcomes without being the motivators
(Filer 2004: 70), the latter frequently being modernity and conservation-as-development
(West 2006). In the words of the ‘vision’ expressed in an RMI fisheries management
plan (MIMRA 2007):
Nan jiban ejaak development
opportunities ko;

To help build development
opportunities;

Nan kakmanmanlok level in mour nan ro
ilo jukjuk im bed eo;

To make better level of life for those
that live and stay;

Nan drebij im kojberok ejmour im
aiboujoj eo an lojet im menin mour ko ie.

To hold and protect life and beauty of
the ocean and its creatures.

In the case of another atoll in the eastern Ratak chain, a fisheries management plan and
natural resource assessment survey were conducted in the 2000s.

The local

community’s Marine Resource Management Advisory Committee ‘expressed interest in
[the] introduction of coastal mangroves to .... primarily to reduce islet shoreline erosion’
(Ellison 2007: 2).

There is no historical evidence for coastal mangroves in that

particular atoll, but following the RAMSAR Convention on Wetlands, and the success
stories of mangrove planting as coastal adaptation to sea level rise heralded at the
regional workshop in 2001, it is not surprising that many other atolls followed suit.
Further reporting concluded that ‘the current demographic, resource and marketing
situation does not demand any fisheries management interventions yet …. [but] has
benefitted from a very comprehensive and successful community-based management
fisheries programme’ (Pinca et al. 2009: 78). Subsequent externally-funded resource
management activities have supported the building of an aircraft runway and a
community meeting hall. This same atoll was the primary source of an excessive
quantity of (premature) clams served at the closing dinner when Majuro hosted the
Pacific Islands Forum meeting in 2013, in a particularly grand display of sumptuous
expenditure.
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In these cases, perhaps the implementation of traditional ecological knowledge and mo
is best understood in the context of a development logic that results in epiphenomenal
conservation, as well as epiphenomenal cultural preservation. An initial question about
eticizing the emic presented in the introductory chapter is no longer an appropriate
concern, as majol epistemologies have been demonstrated to be fluid, accommodating,
transformative, and pluralistic. Just as they have come to embrace, tolerate or reassign
elements of Christianity and global market forces precipitating foreign economic
dependency, they are also capable of incorporating environmentalism, or conservationas-development logics.
In the entanglement of local and global, a folding and unfolding of relationships across
the social topography now includes knots of engagement with the realms of
conservationists and international donor agencies.

Like the contextual flexibility

evident in the tenure system, the arcane ambiguities of and in mo, perhaps inherent but
certainly apparent today, implicate the ongoing transformations of relationships. At the
Reimaanlok review of mo as protected areas, or protected areas as mo, the iroij made it
clear that the contact between mo and conservationists is undesirable from their
perspective, ensuring and reactivating their own role as central and sacred authorities in
the atoll-scape. But other points of contact, knots of engagement, have been established
through local government designations and control, and will certainly continue to be
transformed in dynamic ways.
The case for mo as a socially-constructed and pluralistic practice is important in
considering the intersections and integrations of conservation programs with indigenous
peoples at a global level. In the ongoing wave of interest in ethnoscience, international
conservation efforts have often sought out local analogues within an ethnographic past
that parallel, justify, and support increasingly global conservation aims. The logic is
laudable in its desire to avoid hegemonic knowledge structures by making mo-like
practices locally meaningful and categorically supportable in ensuring success in a
contemporary setting. But it is also reminiscent of missionaries’ efforts to find desirable
transferrable tenets of Christianity evident in traditional local theologies. 425
‘Meaningful connections that acknowledge and viscerally engage Indigenous time,
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See Huffer and Qalo 2004 for an excellent pointed discussion of the interplay between indigenous epistemologies
and ‘contextualization’ and ‘indigenization’ of of theology in the Pacific.
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space, and place’ (Tengan and Roy 2014: 317) cannot be distilled down to applicable
concepts capable of serving alternate paradigms, notably market economies and liberal
democracies.
Fry and Wesley-Smith have pointed out the underlying problems within and
implications of this ‘pragmatic rationale’ approach which ‘largely reflects the agendas,
priorities, and perspectives of outsiders’ (Wesley-Smith 2016: 157) and engages ‘in a
system of knowledge that implicitly denies self-determination while claiming to
advance it, and promotes superiority and exclusion while claiming to advance equality’
(Fry 1997: 336). In conservation discourse, the identification and valorization of what
are presumed to be environment-conserving practices similarly attempts to map points
of contact or parallels between differing epistemologies, with the intention that
indigenous terms and concepts can be inserted into contemporary management planning
and planning documents, as seen in the evolution of the NBSAP documents (see Figure
1.1) or in the indigenously-named LMMA tools in the Asia-Pacific region (see Table
1.1). Perhaps this is the real crisis of values: the attempt to merge, replace, pluck out
and re-assemble the ‘wisdom of the elders’ in a way that endorses a variety of value and
knowledge systems.
This is particularly salient for the Pacific region, where in recent decades, indigenous
scholars have expressed concern over hegemonic exoticized misrepresentations (White
and Tengan 2001), inventions of tradition (Linnekin 1983, Keesing 1989, Haunani-Kay
Trask 1991), outsider pontifications about indigenous identities (Hereniko 1994), and
sins of omission and insensitivity (Hau’ofa 1975).

Where previous ignorance or

dismissal of Pacific thought has impacted policymaking in Pacific countries, thanks to
those disciplinary biases and omissions (Huffer and Qalo 2004: 88), indigenous scholars
are not approaching a critical paradigm shift with rose-coloured lenses. When Diaz and
Kauanui argue that the very ‘interrelational and contextual character of roots and routes’
implies that it is ‘precisely […] their dynamic abilities’ that allows those deeply
grounded roots ‘to keep pace with the variable forces of change’, they immediately
addend their statement, qualifying that ‘And then again, many have not’ (2001: 321).
Huffer and Qalo add that while ‘not all Pacific ideals or ways of being are appealing or
beneficial to contemporary society, but they must be allowed to be brought to the fore,
discussed, and understood’ (2004: 98). If time is not taken in this regard, ‘we will
continue to suffer from the “maldevelopment” that is presently affecting the region as
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highlighted in many reports issued by UN agencies, the Asian Development Bank, the
World Bank, and regional organizations’ (ibid.).
Indeed, attempts to simplify and codify various taboo practices in the service of
conservation have often proven problematic when frustratingly complex tenure and
relationship patterns confuse, complicate, and defeat many multi-stakeholder projects.
This complexity concerning the nature and application of taboo does not have to be
framed as a negative, however. In addressing the ‘need for genuine and far-reaching
contextualization’ (Huffer and Qalo 2004: 108) and scholarship that ‘honor[s] the past
and reclaim[s] the future for uniquely Pacific Island ways of doing things’ (WesleySmith 2016: 154), the very dynamic flexibility, complexity of subject matter, and
diversity of manifestations can be directly harnessed as part of a pluralistic approach
relevant for the idiosyncratic place-based nature of the Pacific (T. Teaiwa 2010,
Wesley-Smith 2016).

‘Emerging epistemologies’ that employ inter- and multi-

disciplinary approaches in dealing with ‘the spaces between knowledges and the issue
of convergence of knowledges’ (Subramani 2003: 7) will help guide appropriate forms
of knowledge production about Oceania (T. Teaiwa 2010: 112).
Where mo, rahui, and related institutions are fundamentally relational in nature, their
‘legal pluralism’ (Bambridge 2016) allows for an inclusion of new types of encounters,
fields of interaction, and a multiplicity of scales between the growing number of actors
and stakeholders. As many taboo institutions can be applied by chiefs over parcels of
lands, individuals over trees and fruits, and deities over spaces and places, so too can
they be mobilized to accommodate and define the scope of a host of relationships,
whether between: atoll-, land-, and sea-scapes; sacred groves, biodiversity hotspots, and
World Heritage Sites; traditional chiefs and democratized local governments;
conservation biologists and subsistence farmers; NGOs and international agencies; or
the Convention on Biological Diversity, National Biodiversity Strategy and Action
Plans, and community resource management activities.
A recognition of this interactive pluralism within conservation and development
discourses prevents narrow misappropriations of traditional values and customs,
disallowing undesirable contact, while defining allowable contact between an often
chaotic collection of actors. It allows room for indigenous desires and customary
viewpoints while avoiding an objectification of culture that assumes and requires the
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existence of an effective traditional conservation ethic. Where there is an observed
complexity to taboo, there is also a simplicity in its flexibility that avoids a crisis of
values. Parties (community members, funding agencies, and conservation biologists
alike) can be freed from having to either identify and verify ancient traditions that
support various exogenous desires, or to adopt and internalize a hands-off nature
appreciation that valorises biodiversity and the aesthetics of national parks.
Alternatively, individuals and parties can make choices based on local ontologies that
are fluid, multi-scaled, and contemporary, continuing to follow the proverbial concept
of mejed kabilōk kōj (‘eyes that guide us’).
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF SELECT MARSHALL WORDS USED IN THIS THESIS

ae
aelōñ
ajej
alab (or alap)
ale
āne
ānenbao
anij
anijanij
anjilik
anjinmar
ao (or aao)

aorōk
armej
atlo
power
atok (or ātōk)
binworwor
bōb
botoktok
bubu
bwe (or bo)
bwebwenato
bwij
bwin (or bōn)
bwōl
ek in kadek
ekjab (or ākjab)
ekkan
ekkwal
eojek
eoñōd

current (ocean)
atoll
divide; distribute
lineage head; uncle on the mother's side; land manager; class of
rights holder
storehouse; provisions (often referring to fishing areas)
island
bird island
god; deity
spell, enchantment; magic; sorcery; witchcraft
evil spirit that cause harm and illness to humans; demon; also,
sickness, constant running nose; constant sneezing
nature spirit
halo; white spot on the head of the brown noddy (pejwak) bird;
oil found under the shell of a turtle; legendary power providing
luck and success; my soul
important
people; humans
magical power of speech; sorcerer whose speech has magical
skilled specialists; also, lesser royal rank conferred by chief as
reward for service or bravery in battle
fencing; to encircle a house or any object with a cord, rendering it
taboo
general term for pandanus
blood; patrilineal line
tie a knot in string or rope; divination method, using knots in
pandanus or coconut leaves; tell fortunes; wizardry
knot in divination; result of divination; forecast; also, left over,
remainder
talk; conversation; story; history; article; episode; lore; myth; tale
lineage; family
place associated with medicinal and sorcery practices
taro patch
fish poisoning; ciguatera (also ekaarar)
spirit; legendary being; idol
tribute for a chief
coconut sennit rope
bring food to a chief or lineage head; tribute
fishing
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etetal
ikid
iroij
itkiju (or itūkiju)
jabne
jabōnkōnnaan
jabwi

walk, step upon, traverse
navigational poetic song chant
chief; king
plaited coconut frond sign used to mark restricted places
sign to indicate restricted land
proverb
taboo; reservation of a resource; marker placed on tree to
establish it as restricted
jiadrel (or juwadrel) sacred place associated with chiefs
jikin
place
jinemother
jitob
deity; spirit; legendary beings
jolet
gift; inheritance; souvenir; keepsake
joor
pillar; post
jorrāān
broken; accident; damaged; crime; harm; ruined; trouble; out of
order
jowi
matrilineal kin; clan
kabijukinen
matrilineal homeland
kabbōjrak
reciprocity; return gift; hold on to keep from falling
kabuñ
worship; religion; adoration; rite
kapijek
defecate
kajdo
red flowering plant reserved for chiefly ornaments
(Ixora carolinensis)
kajoor
strong; force; strength; power; might; also, commoner people
kain karwaan
protective amulet, hung from locations, or worn on the body
kakkije
to rest; to expel; to resign; vacation; holiday; recess; take a break
kakōlle
sign; symbol; miracle; signal; indication; landmark; monument;
omen; symptom
kañal
large hardwood tree, frequent bird roosting tree (Pisonia grandis)
kapopo
contagious
katleb
gift land
kauwōtata
dangerous; perilous; hazardous; risky; endanger; jeopardize.
keinikkan
plants
kien
rule; law; commandment; ordinance; regulations; policy
kiki
sleep
kōjparok
protect; take care of; save; beware; careful; caution; conserve;
economize; preserve
kōklal
navigational sign
kōkōpāl
make magic; voodoo; black magic; to curse; using black magic
kōrā
woman
lā (or le)
gravel; the coral pebbles placed around a housesite
lārooj
large scale island or atoll level mo reserved for iroij
lāroij
ritual language required at lairooj and mo sites
lāmoran
heritage of land, usually referring to long-lived patrilineal
homeland
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le
leroij
lijelā (or lejlā)
liok tōt
loalañ
lokajem
lōñ (or lañ)
upward
mā
madmōd
majol
mālim
manit
marjinkot
maroñ

pass; advanced; by-pass; achieve prominence; outdo; surpass
female chief
chief’s primary wife
inherited from father’s lineage
place, space where one lays one’s head
to say taboo words that may bring bad luck
heaven; up; above; high; over; overhead; directional, enclitic,
general term for breadfruit
sorcery in medicine
Marshallese (adjective)
permitted; allowed; lawful; sanction
custom; culture; tradition
land gifted to an individual for bravery in war (also marjenkoot)
can; be able to; ability; power; afford; authority; capable; claim;
competent; delegated; may; possible
stone fish weir
witch who eats people; vampire
genealogy; family history; family pedigrees
sea; ocean; navigation; enclitic, seaward; also, navigational stick

me
mejenkwaad
menmenbwij
meto
chart
mōñā
food; eat; meal; nutrition
najidriki
to feed, give offerings to spiritual beings or demons
nañinmej
sick; sickness; ill; plague; disease
ni
general term for coconut
pat
brackish pond or swamp
reimaanlok
looking ahead or looking forward
ri-jerbal
worker; employee; personnel; commoner; class of rights holder
ri-kapeel (or ri-kapāl) skilled person; expert; sorcerer
Rimajol
Marshallese person
Ripālle
foreign (western) person
ri-uno
medical practitioner
ruwe
misfortune that comes from breaking a taboo
tarinae
war; battle; combat
timon
demon (from English)
tutu
bathe; swim
uno (or wuno)
medically treat; to paint; paint; medicine; color; drug; potion;
cure; panacea; remedy
utilomar
flowering tree (Guettarda speciosa)
wāto
land parcel
wōd
coral head
wōn
general term for turtle
wujlā
canoe sail
wuliej
cemetery, graveyard; also, head
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APPENDIX B
DETAILED SITE MAPS

WOTHO ATOLL
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AILINGLAPLAP ATOLL

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

Description

Mo restricted are only for the irooj

Mo restricted are only for the irooj

390

391

Wolar Islet, at the oceanside shoreline of the 'jikin tutu' at low tide

Interior brackish pond (possible “pat”) at Berañ

Kajdo plant formerly reserved for chiefs located brackish pond

30

32

33

Bok-en Islet, a mo an iroij islet, now long-term leased by an American expatriot
Chiefly grave site at Bok-en; at least two distinct graves visible

Makut wato, kitrae wato splilt off and gifted during Lejelan's time

The sandy tip of Mejajok Islet, consider partially or wholly mo historically, until split up and gifted

Wolar Islet, considered mo by some

23
25

26

27

28

35

Coralline phosphate pushing up through the ground near the schoolhouse; Iroij were approached years ago to excavate
it (“like Nauru”), but denied permission
Sites with mo status
A mo wato called Lukwodwadro wato in Bikeer. It appears to have either 1) another small islet in former times or 2)
20
more built up than it is now

Cleared out land and possible location of a wunenak; Protective bottle with scripture inside sighted here, close to the
well and house site near the oceanside shoreline

29

Historic (cement built) watering spot

Near the pair of old graves in Bat-en wato; unclear if graves belong to iroij, but are close to another mo area
Sandbar pass between Kattiej and Bok-en, formerly a marine pass only traversable via swimming or canoe

21

22
24

Very old ial etto coral slab-lined road in Bikeer, near Bat-en wato. It ends in a pair of graves.

19

Mo restricted are only for the irooj
392
Sites recorded Ahlgren 2013
18
Coral gravel spread, Bikeer Islet

Mo restricted are only for the irooj
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Sites recorded by RMI for Reimaanlok

Site ID

100

101

102

103

104

MILI AND NADRIKDRIK ATOLLS

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

Description

Special marine biodiversity; fish, coral, giant clam, squid,eel

Special marine biodiversity; corals and turtles

549

550

Kabinbat wato in Enejet, a kotra wato

Graves at Monwuliej wato including some older iroij burials making it historically mo. Iroij Namilim is buried here.

A breadfruit tree that people say is haunted not far from the above cemetery, in Monwuliej wato

The island of Jibonmen, where mo areas are reported

Kabinbat wato in Enejet, a kotra wato

Ajeban wato in Enejet, which may have been kotra, and is where the Morning Star missionaries came and were
welcomed

Monutoot wato, formerly kotra, where Kaiboke used to sleep when he came here from Ebon

4

5

6

84

85

86

83
Shoreline reef site of LiWaito in Enejet who makes boats crash there, so they can't leave
Sites with mo status
Small family cemetery in Etaon wato, where a medicine expert and his medicine (uno) was buried, making it an area of
2
power, and danger. Proximity and trespassing near the graves can cause sickness, especially boils

82

Sites recorded Ahlgren 2013
Forested ‘jungle’ near the church were a demon supposedly inhabits; holy water is occasionally spread in the area for
1
protection.
3
Navigational sign

Climax forest of breadfruit trees, mokmok, pandanus, binana
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Sites recorded by RMI for Reimaanlok

Site ID

114

115

116

117

118

LIKIEP ATOLL

119

120

121

122

123

Description

The nam, the salt water pool area; the legend site of Letao bringing fire to people, where some people were also
transformed into kone trees, prominent along the reef flat in this area

32
The Emejwa site of the Capelle copra house, perhaps dating to WWII or earlier
Sites with mo status
Emejwa is considered by some to be a former mo, and landing/welcoming site for iroij

31

Sites recorded Ahlgren 2013
30
The rough location of the pass where the 2 children came to Liklal, specifically Emejwa, at Welokenwaj wato

Sites recorded by RMI for Reimaanlok

Site ID
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APPENDIX C
OTHER TABOO-RELATED BELIEFS & PRACTICES IN THE MARSHALL
ISLANDS

Several other (non-place-based) taboo practices were collected and/or discovered in the
course of the literature and fieldwork research, presented herein in simple list. Sources
include Erdland 1914; US Office of Naval Command 1943; Spoehr 1949; Tobin
Archives n.d.; Ahlgren fieldnotes 2010; Ahlgren fieldnotes 2013; and unpublished
manuscripts and notes in the Alele National Museum and Archives.

General/Behavioural
It is taboo to have anything hanging above the head of an iroij in the house (except sails
of canoe). When people knew the iroij was coming they would take down all their
baskets, mats etc. and put them on the floor. (Tobin Archives, UH Manoa)
Certain marmar head and neck ornamentation (of likajir cowrie shells for instance)
could only be worn by the high-ranking leaders, and only when going to war. Iroij can
wear them whenever.
Special designs, called or, woven into mats are reserved for an iroij. Special dedicated
mats are woven for anointing, tattoo, and other ceremonies of importance, employing
these or. Special flowers called tur were also laid out.
Walking on or near a graveyard, or other respected places, is considered taboo,
especially before a large-scale fishing activity.
Marital relations must be temporarily suspended in a host of special occasions, such as
when undergoing certain treatments and in advance of large-scale fishing expeditions.
Certain chores are prohibited after sunset.
The touching of someone’s head or hair, even pointing at it, is prohibited, as the seat of
one’s soul and essence.
Laying hands, especially on the shoulders or head, of an iroij is strictly prohibited.
Walking in front of an iroij (as well as behind) is prohibited; one must crawl (tobalbal)
to approach them.
Hushed tones must be used in the presence of an iroij.
From the first night of ceremonies after the death of an iroij, no one may use pinep
coconut oil in their hair, or eat fish for six nights. Four stakes are placed around the
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grave, strung with ropes between them, and no one may trespass therein. Work is
prohibited for six days, and no one can speak loudly. No one may fish on the lagoonside
side the soul and blood of the body flows to the lagoon. On the 7th night, three kajoor
and alab ranked men attend the grave with a chant six times near dawn, releasing the
restrictions.

Gender, kin, and relational restrictions and taboos
The menstrual blood of women is extremely taboo and women were often sent away to
isolated houses. Their hair was to be pinned up on their head so as to be a symbol and
marker to the community of their status. They can be blamed for the ruining of a well
(going dry or saline), as a result of their menstrual contamination.
After the birth of a child, it is prohibited for the wife to sleep and eat in the same house
with her husband, until the first cutting of the child’s hair. The women are believed to
still be bleeding before this time, and if violated, the blood will poison and blind the
husband. Sickness can also befall the child, a sickness referred to as nañinmej in jaban
talao.
Women must not go on fishing expeditions with men.
There are several regulations regarding the telling of jokes and interaction between
brothers and sisters, including cousins. Certain relatives may not engage in sexual
joking or horseplay; certain relatives may not sleep in the same house or part of a house;
certain relatives may not be alone together in public, as such behaviour may carry the
suggestion of sexual intimacy; certain relatives may not see each other undressed.
(Spoehr 1949).
Men are not allowed to ask about another man or woman’s mother, nor can a woman
ask a man about his mother. Several other restrictions guide appropriate relational
conversation concerning mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, and partners, between
genders.
A sister cannot use her brother’s sleeping mat.
The younger sister of a boy’s mother (i.e. aunt) is under several strict prohibitions, and
may not share food with him, for one.
Fathers must not take off their clothes in front of their eldest son (youngest is ok). In
general, the youngest son is free from many behavioural prohibitions observed by elder
siblings.
The youngest son takes on the role of a house keeper or nurse and is responsible for
caring for a parent if they fall ill, as well as remove dirt and feces from the house.
Unrelated man cannot swim naked with each other (woman may).
Contact between fathers and daughters is limited.
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Many forms of incest are strictly forbidden, although less so for the iroij class.
Only two of the jowi clans are allowed to inter-marry (Ri-bit and Ijjidrikdrik); all others
are forbidden.
Dead men must not be referred to by their name, but by relationship terms instead (US
Office of Naval Command 1943).

Restrictions and taboos concerning medicine and magic
When ri-bubu (magicians; diviners; sorcerers) are preparing magic, he can only eat food
prepared by an old man. He must abstain from sexual relations before, as well as for
one week after, revealing the prophesy. He sleeps apart from the community in a
separate sleeping house, and must wait for food to be brought by the devoted cook,
abstaining from touching it for a few moments after it has been delivered. The food
cannot be shared with anyone except for the fisherman and cook for the ri-bubu, who
had to be a member of the same bwij.
The ri-bubu cannot touch other people, and they have to have their own sleeping mat
and temporary house.
Even iroij must abstain from sexual relations during medical treatments, although, if he
desires sex, he must apply pinep (coconut oil) to his penis, and speak the following
chatn before insertion. (Tobin Archives, UH Manoa).
Eutok mo in;
I jolok mo in
Lewoj im Laneej
Rejro ribukmar bellok mar jake
Jabar liien im mejieo
Welok u-u
Jeabar leen me wur eo
Watok u-u
Joko jen eañ
Joko jen rok
Jokom barbar (kilin)
Bar wiak-o
Bar wiak-mour
This removes the mo prohibition, so that the treatment is not spoiled.

Fishing and resource restrictions and taboos

Walking near graveyards and marital relations are restricted in advance of fishing
activities (referred to as jab neen uliej). (Alele unpublished manuscript)
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The only fishermen allowed to stand in any canoe during the fishing process is the
fishing ‘master’; all others must be seated or the fish will not appear (referred to as jab
kajur tiol). (Alele unpublished manuscript)
No fisherman is allowed to peek at the school of fish from underwater, so as not to
frighten them (referred to as mejrobol). (Alele unpublished manuscript)
The line in the ekoonak fishing method must be carefully handled by all fishermen to
prevent it from sinking in the shallow fishing area, thus allowing the fish to escape over
the line (referred to as tiborbor). (Alele unpublished manuscript)
The fishing master (in ekoonak fishing) must be very selective in choosing the school of
fish to be surrounded, and once his selection is made, he must stick with that school
until it has been captured of has escaped (referred to as eljenenro). (Alele unpublished
manuscript)
Noone is allowed to wade in the bati (a large dug-out shallow well, similar to a taro
patch). If they are trespassed, the water inside the ekoonak fishing ring will become
murky (referred to as jab tuak lo bati). (M. Maddison).
While men are on fishing expeditions, women and the rest of the community must not
go near the shore, and must remain out of sight, otherwise ‘bad luck’ will plague the
expedition.
People of certain clans (called ri-lomajurok) are not allowed to be present at the pass at
the beginning of certain fishing expeditions. Conversely, people of other certain clans
(called ri-onjo) are required to be present at the pass to attract certain fish (notably jo
goat fish).
When bonito are encircled and driven ashore, no woman may look on, for the fishermen
would then be unable to hold the school until the sign was given to spear them. (Erdland
1914)
A woman who eats fish bait (‘jorrân-aao’) will not be popular. Fish caught with net and
weirs on the outer shore are prepared on the spot. Since the sacrificial place is there, no
woman may eat these fish without suffering fierce pains in the head and chest, unless
the catch amounts to more than a hundred fish (Mo in lokadok, mo in Irojrilik, jugen im
jabuk). (Erdland 1914)
Fish speared by a first-born (‘iken wa’) may not be eaten by a woman; otherwise, the
first-born would lose his skill in spearing (‘wajodra’). Even one’s own mother is subject
to this law. (Erdland 1914)
Fish do not take the bait from fishermen who have passed graves; it is his duty to make
a wide detour around them. (Erdland 1914)
The ellok fish (Siganus rostratus) were reserved for the iroij. (Knudson 1970)
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Women are supposed to eat the head and belly of certain (smaller) fish. Men can, but
boys are warned that if they eat the head they may be clubbed in the head in battle.
Eating the belly may end in capital punishment. The head (i.e. top half) and belly of the
biggest fish are reserved for the iroij, or next highest person, who can then present the
fish to a female relation. (Tobin Archives, UH Manoa).
It is taboo to eat a certain kind of octopus, called jululinbon or kweet in bon.
Fishing for the mon fish, called toto, is prohibited, as it, and they, are reserved for the
noniep beings.
When men are hunting the frigate bird, they must abstain from any relations and
interactions with women.
Certain fish cannot be brought to land, but must be slain and consumed out at sea where
captured.
In general, the custom is to never consume one’s owned captured fish, but to share and
exchange with another.
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